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Glossary
A

Administrator
A user with permissions to manage Check Point security products and the network
environment.

API
In computer programming, an application programming interface (API) is a set of
subroutine definitions, protocols, and tools for building application software. In general
terms, it is a set of clearly defined methods of communication between various software
components.

Appliance
A physical computer manufactured and distributed by Check Point.

B

Bond
A virtual interface that contains (enslaves) two or more physical interfaces for
redundancy and load sharing. The physical interfaces share one IP address and one
MAC address. See "Link Aggregation".

Bonding
See "Link Aggregation".

Bridge Mode
A Security Gateway or Virtual System that works as a Layer 2 bridge device for easy
deployment in an existing topology.
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C

CA
Certificate Authority. Issues certificates to gateways, users, or computers, to identify
itself to connecting entities with Distinguished Name, public key, and sometimes IP
address. After certificate validation, entities can send encrypted data using the public
keys in the certificates.

Certificate
An electronic document that uses a digital signature to bind a cryptographic public key
to a specific identity. The identity can be an individual, organization, or software entity.
The certificate is used to authenticate one identity to another.

Cluster
Two or more Security Gateways that work together in a redundant configuration - High
Availability, or Load Sharing.

Cluster Member
A Security Gateway that is part of a cluster.

CoreXL
A performance-enhancing technology for Security Gateways on multi-core processing
platforms. Multiple Check Point Firewall instances are running in parallel on multiple
CPU cores.

CoreXL Firewall Instance
Also CoreXL FW Instance. On a Security Gateway with CoreXL enabled, the Firewall
kernel is copied multiple times. Each replicated copy, or firewall instance, runs on one
processing CPU core. These firewall instances handle traffic at the same time, and
each firewall instance is a complete and independent firewall inspection kernel.
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CoreXL SND
Secure Network Distributer. Part of CoreXL that is responsible for: Processing incoming
traffic from the network interfaces; Securely accelerating authorized packets (if
SecureXL is enabled); Distributing non-accelerated packets between Firewall kernel
instances (SND maintains global dispatching table, which maps connections that were
assigned to CoreXL Firewall instances). Traffic distribution between CoreXL Firewall
instances is statically based on Source IP addresses, Destination IP addresses, and the
IP 'Protocol' type. The CoreXL SND does not really "touch" packets. The decision to
stick to a particular FWK daemon is done at the first packet of connection on a very high
level, before anything else. Depending on the SecureXL settings, and in most of the
cases, the SecureXL can be offloading decryption calculations. However, in some other
cases, such as with Route-Based VPN, it is done by FWK daemon.

CPUSE
Check Point Upgrade Service Engine for Gaia Operating System. With CPUSE, you
can automatically update Check Point products for the Gaia OS, and the Gaia OS itself.
For details, see sk92449.

D

DAIP Gateway
A Dynamically Assigned IP (DAIP) Security Gateway is a Security Gateway where the
IP address of the external interface is assigned dynamically by the ISP.

Data Type
A classification of data. The Firewall classifies incoming and outgoing traffic according
to Data Types, and enforces the Policy accordingly.

Database
The Check Point database includes all objects, including network objects, users,
services, servers, and protection profiles.

Distributed Deployment
The Check Point Security Gateway and Security Management Server products are
deployed on different computers.

Domain
A network or a collection of networks related to an entity, such as a company, business
unit or geographical location.
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Domain Log Server
A Log Server for a specified Domain. It stores and processes logs from Security
Gateways that are managed by the corresponding Domain Management Server.
Acronym: DLS.

Domain Management Server
A virtual Security Management Server that manages Security Gateways for one
Domain, as part of a Multi-Domain Security Management environment. Acronym: DMS.

E

Expert Mode
The name of the full command line shell that gives full system root permissions in the
Check Point Gaia operating system.

External Network
Computers and networks that are outside of the protected network.

External Users
Users defined on external servers. External users are not defined in the Security
Management Server database or on an LDAP server. External user profiles tell the
system how to identify and authenticate externally defined users.

F

Firewall
The software and hardware that protects a computer network by analyzing the incoming
and outgoing network traffic (packets).

G

Gaia
Check Point security operating system that combines the strengths of both
SecurePlatform and IPSO operating systems.
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Gaia Clish
The name of the default command line shell in Check Point Gaia operating system. This
is a restrictive shell (role-based administration controls the number of commands
available in the shell).

Gaia Portal
Web interface for Check Point Gaia operating system.

H

Hotfix
A piece of software installed on top of the current software in order to fix some wrong or
undesired behavior.

I

ICA
Internal Certificate Authority. A component on Check Point Management Server that
issues certificates for authentication.

Internal Network
Computers and resources protected by the Firewall and accessed by authenticated
users.

IPv4
Internet Protocol Version 4 (see RFC 791). A 32-bit number - 4 sets of numbers, each
set can be from 0 - 255. For example, 192.168.2.1.

IPv6
Internet Protocol Version 6 (see RFC 2460 and RFC 3513). 128-bit number - 8 sets of
hexadecimal numbers, each set can be from 0 - ffff. For example,
FEDC:BA98:7654:3210:FEDC:BA98:7654:3210.

J

Jumbo Hotfix Accumulator
Collection of hotfixes combined into a single package. Acronyms: JHA, JHF.
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L

Link Aggregation
Various methods of combining (aggregating) multiple network connections in parallel to
increase throughput beyond what a single connection could sustain, and to provide
redundancy in case one of the links should fail.

Log
A record of an action that is done by a Software Blade.

Log Server
A dedicated Check Point computer that runs Check Point software to store and process
logs in Security Management Server or Multi-Domain Security Management
environment.

M

Management High Availability
Deployment and configuration mode of two Check Point Management Servers, in which
they automatically synchronize the management databases with each other. In this
mode, one Management Server is Active, and the other is Standby. Acronyms:
Management HA, MGMT HA.

Management Interface
Interface on Gaia computer, through which users connect to Portal or CLI. Interface on a
Gaia Security Gateway or Cluster member, through which Management Server
connects to the Security Gateway or Cluster member.

Management Server
A Check Point Security Management Server or a Multi-Domain Server.

Multi-Domain Log Server
A computer that runs Check Point software to store and process logs in Multi-Domain
Security Management environment. The Multi-Domain Log Server consists of Domain
Log Servers that store and process logs from Security Gateways that are managed by
the corresponding Domain Management Servers. Acronym: MDLS.
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Multi-Domain Security Management
A centralized management solution for large-scale, distributed environments with many
different Domain networks.

Multi-Domain Server
A computer that runs Check Point software to host virtual Security Management Servers
called Domain Management Servers. Acronym: MDS.

N

Network Object
Logical representation of every part of corporate topology (physical machine, software
component, IP Address range, service, and so on).

O

Open Server
A physical computer manufactured and distributed by a company, other than Check
Point.

P

Primary Multi-Domain Server
The Multi-Domain Server in Management High Availability that you install as Primary.

R

Rule
A set of traffic parameters and other conditions in a Rule Base that cause specified
actions to be taken for a communication session.

Rule Base
Also Rulebase. All rules configured in a given Security Policy.
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S

Secondary Multi-Domain Server
The Multi-Domain Server in Management High Availability that you install as
Secondary.

SecureXL
Check Point product that accelerates IPv4 and IPv6 traffic. Installed on Security
Gateways for significant performance improvements.

Security Gateway
A computer that runs Check Point software to inspect traffic and enforces Security
Policies for connected network resources.

Security Management Server
A computer that runs Check Point software to manage the objects and policies in Check
Point environment.

Security Policy
A collection of rules that control network traffic and enforce organization guidelines for
data protection and access to resources with packet inspection.

SIC
Secure Internal Communication. The Check Point proprietary mechanism with which
Check Point computers that run Check Point software authenticate each other over
SSL, for secure communication. This authentication is based on the certificates issued
by the ICA on a Check Point Management Server.

Single Sign-On
A property of access control of multiple related, yet independent, software systems. With
this property, a user logs in with a single ID and password to gain access to a
connected system or systems without using different usernames or passwords, or in
some configurations seamlessly sign on at each system. This is typically accomplished
using the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) and stored LDAP databases
on (directory) servers. Acronym: SSO.

SmartConsole
A Check Point GUI application used to manage Security Policies, monitor products and
events, install updates, provision new devices and appliances, and manage a multi-
domain environment and each domain.
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SmartDashboard
A legacy Check Point GUI client used to create and manage the security settings in
R77.30 and lower versions.

Software Blade
A software blade is a security solution based on specific business needs. Each blade is
independent, modular and centrally managed. To extend security, additional blades can
be quickly added.

SSO
See "Single Sign-On".

Standalone
A Check Point computer, on which both the Security Gateway and Security
Management Server products are installed and configured.

T

Traffic
Flow of data between network devices.

U

Users
Personnel authorized to use network resources and applications.

V

VLAN
Virtual Local Area Network. Open servers or appliances connected to a virtual network,
which are not physically connected to the same network.

VLAN Trunk
A connection between two switches that contains multiple VLANs.
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VSX
Virtual System Extension. Check Point virtual networking solution, hosted on a
computer or cluster with virtual abstractions of Check Point Security Gateways and
other network devices. These Virtual Devices provide the same functionality as their
physical counterparts.

VSX Gateway
Physical server that hosts VSX virtual networks, including all Virtual Devices that
provide the functionality of physical network devices. It holds at least one Virtual
System, which is called VS0.
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Introduction to Gaia Advanced
Routing
Gaia OS supports:

n Dynamic Routing protocols - OSPF, BGP, and RIP.

n Dynamic Multicast Routing - PIM Sparse Mode (SM), PIM Dense Mode (DM), PIM Source-Specific
Multicast (SSM), and IGMP.

n Different routing options.

You can configure these routing protocols and options in Gaia Portal and Gaia Clish.

For information about Dynamic Routing features that are newly supported in Gaia updates and releases,
see sk98226 - Dynamic Routing and VRRP Features onGaia OS.

http://supportcontent.checkpoint.com/solutions?id=sk98226
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IPv6 Support
Gaia OS supports IPv6.

Before you can configure IPv6 addresses and IPv6 static routes, you must:

Step Description

1 Enable the IPv6 support.

2 Reboot.

For more information, see the R80.40Gaia Administration Guide > Chapter SystemManagement >
Section SystemConfiguration.

Important:

n Security Management Server R80.40 does not support IPv6 Address on Gaia
Management Interface (Known Limitation 01622840).

n Multi-Domain Server R80.40 does not support IPv6 at all (Known Limitation
PMTR-14989).

https://sc1.checkpoint.com/documents/R80.40/WebAdminGuides/EN/CP_R80.40_Gaia_AdminGuide/Default.htm
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VRRP Support for IPv6
VRRP for IPv6 follows the same guidelines and limitations as VRRP for IPv4.

If both IPv6 and IPv4 VRRP are configured, they must be symmetrical in terms of master state and fail over
behavior.

To configure VRRP support for IPv6 on Gaia:

Step Description

1 Enable the IPv6 support.
See "IPv6 Support" on page 23.

2 Configure a VIP address for each VRRP IPv6 group:

a. Configure a link-local VIP address for the VRRP IPv6
group:

set ipv6 vrrp6 interface <Name of
Interface> monitored-circuit vrid
<Virtual Router ID> address
<Backup IPv6 Address> on

Example:

MyGW> set ipv6 vrrp6 interface
eth2.10 monitored-circuit vrid 11
address fe80::250:56ff:fea3:4321
on

Note - Configure a link-local address that is
on the same subnet as the hosts.

b. Configure a link-global VIP address for the VRRP IPv6
group:

set ipv6 vrrp6 interface <Name of
Interface> vrid <Virtual Router
ID> address <Backup IPv6 Address>
on

Example:

MyGW> set ipv6 vrrp6 interface
eth2.10 vrid 11 address
2610:18:8104:1A::5 on

3 Save the configuration:

save config
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To verify the configuration:

n In Gaia Portal:

Go to High Availability > IPv6 VRRP

n In Gaia Clish, run:

show ipv6 vrrp interfaces
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DHCPRelay
BOOTP/DHCPRelay extends Bootstrap Protocol (BOOTP) and Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) operations across multiple hops in a routed network.

In standard BOOTP, all interfaces on a LAN are loaded from a single configuration server on the LAN.

BOOTPRelay allows configuration requests to be forwarded to, and serviced from, configuration servers
outside the LAN.

BOOTP/DHCPRelay offers these advantages over standard BOOTP/DHCP:

n Redundancy - Configure an interface on the Check Point system to relay client configuration
requests to all the listed servers simultaneously.

n Load Balancing - Configure multiple interfaces on the Check Point system to relay client
configuration requests to different servers.

n Management - Centrally manage client configurations in large enterprise environments across
multiple LANs.

The Gaia implementation of BOOTPRelay is compliant with RFC 951,RFC 1542, and RFC 2131.

BOOTPRelay supports Ethernet and IEEE 802 LANs with canonical MAC byte ordering, on clients that
specify Bootp htype=1: 802.3 and FDDI.

When an interface configured for BOOTPRelay receives a boot request, it forwards the request to all the
servers in its server list.

It does this after waiting a specified length of time for a local server to answer the boot request.

If a primary IP is specified, it stamps the request with that address. Otherwise, it stamps the request with
the lowest numeric IP address specified for the interface.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+951
https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+1542
https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+2131
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Configuring IPv4 DHCP Relay on Security
Gateways
You can configure DHCPRelay on the Security Gateway on the Security Gateway in either Gaia Portal, or
Gaia Clish.

If the interface is enabled for DHCP relay, you can set up a number of DHCPServers, to which to forward
BOOTP/DHCP requests.

Important:

n In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.
n For ClusterXL members, set the value of the kernel parameter "fwx_dhcp_

relay_nat" to 0 on each cluster member. See the R80.40 Next Generation
Security GatewayGuide > ChapterWorking with Kernel Parameters on
Security Gateway.

Configuring IPv4 DHCP Relay in Gaia Portal
To enable IPv4 BOOTP/DHCP Relay on an Interface

1. With a web browser, connect to Gaia Portal at:

https://<IP address of Gaia Management Interface>

2. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > DHCP Relay.

3. Click Add.

4. Select Enable.

5. In the Interface field, select the interface, on which you want to enable BOOTP/DHCPRelay.

6. Optional: Enter values for one or more of these parameters:

n Primary Address

n Wait Time

n Maximum Hops

BOOTP/DHCP Parameters

Parameter Description

Primary
Address

The IPv4 address to use as the BOOTP/DHCP router address.
If you enter an IPv4 address, all BOOTP/DHCP requests received on the
interface are stamped with this IPv4 address.
This can be useful on interfaces with multiple IPv4 addresses (aliases).
Default: First IPv4 address assigned to the interface.

https://sc1.checkpoint.com/documents/R80.40/WebAdminGuides/EN/CP_R80.40_NextGenSecurityGateway_Guide/Default.htm
https://sc1.checkpoint.com/documents/R80.40/WebAdminGuides/EN/CP_R80.40_NextGenSecurityGateway_Guide/Default.htm
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Parameter Description

Wait Time The minimum time to wait (in seconds) for a local configuration server to
answer the boot request before forwarding the request through the interface.
This delay provides an opportunity for a local configuration server to reply
before attempting to relay to a remote server.
Set the wait time to a sufficient length to allow the local configuration server to
respond before the request is forwarded.
If no local server is present, set the time to zero (0).
Range: 1-65535
Default: 0

Maximum
Hops

Configures the maximum number of hops for IPv4 BOOTP/DHCP requests.
The IPv4 DHCPRelay increments the hop count of a BOOTP/DHCP request
and then compares it against the maximum hop count. The IPv4 DHCPRelay
discards the request if the maximum hop count is exceeded.
Range: 1-16
Default: 4

7. In the Relays section, define the IPv4 address of each relay, to which you want to forward
BOOTP/DHCP requests. This can be an IPv4 unicast, multicast, or broadcast address.

You can configure relay to multiple configuration servers independently on each interface.

Configuring different servers on different interfaces provides load balancing, while configuring
multiple servers on a single interface provides redundancy.

Note - This IPv4 address cannot be an address that belongs to the local machine.

For each relay:

a. Click Add

b. In the IPv4 address field, enter the IPv4 address of the relay.

c. ClickOK.

8. Click Save.

To disable an IPv4 BOOTP/DHCP Relay destination on an interface

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > DHCP Relay.

2. Select the interface.

3. Click Edit.

4. In the Relays section:

a. Select the server.

b. ClickDelete.

5. Click Save.
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To disable IPv4 BOOTP/DHCP Relay completely on an interface

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > DHCP Relay.

2. Select the interface.

3. ClickDelete.
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Configuring IPv4 DHCP Relay in Gaia Clish
n To see the available "set" commands for IPv4 DHCPRelay, enter in Gaia Clish:

set bootp interface[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available "show" commands for IPv4 DHCPRelay, enter in Gaia Clish:

show bootp interface[Esc][Esc]

Syntax

set bootp interface <Name of Interface>
      maxhopcount {<1-16> | default}

{off | on}
      primary {<IPv4 Address of Interface> | default} wait-time {<1-
65535> | default} on
      relay-to <Destination IPv4 Address> {off | on}

Parameters

Parameter Description

<Name of
Interface>

Specifies the interface, on which you want to enable IPv4 DHCPRelay.

maxhopcount
{<1-16> |
default}

Configures the maximum number of hops for IPv4 BOOTP/DHCP
requests.
The IPv4 DHCPRelay increments the hop count of a BOOTP/DHCP
request and then compares it against the maximum hop count. The IPv4
DHCPRelay discards the request if the maximum hop count is exceeded.
Range: 1-16
Default: 4

{off | on} Disables (off) or enables (on) BOOTP/DHCPRelay on the specified
interface.

primary {<IPv4
Address of
Interface> |
default}

The IPv4 address to use as the BOOTP/DHCP router address.
If you enter an IPv4 address, all BOOTP/DHCP requests received on the
interface are stamped with this IPv4 address.
This can be useful on interfaces with multiple IPv4 addresses (aliases).
Default: First IPv4 address assigned to the interface.
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Parameter Description

wait-time {<1-
65535> |
default}

The minimum time to wait (in seconds) for a local configuration server to
answer the boot request before forwarding the request through the
interface.
This delay provides an opportunity for a local configuration server to reply
before attempting to relay to a remote server.
Set the wait time to a sufficient length to allow the local configuration server
to respond before the request is forwarded.
If no local server is present, set the time to zero (0).
Range: 1-65535
Default: 0

relay-to
<Destination
IPv4 Address>
{off | on}

Specifies the IPv4 address of each relay, to which you want to forward
BOOTP/DHCP requests. This can be an IPv4 unicast, multicast, or
broadcast address.
You can configure relay to multiple configuration servers independently on
each interface.
Configuring different servers on different interfaces provides load
balancing, while configuring multiple servers on a single interface provides
redundancy.

Note - This IPv4 address cannot be an address that belongs to
the local machine.

To enable IPv4 BOOTP/DHCP Relay on an Interface

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Configure the interface, on which you want to enable IPv4 DHCPRelay:

set bootp interface <Name of Interface> on

4. Configure the IPv4 address of each relay, to which you want to forward IPv4 BOOTP/DHCP
requests:

set bootp interface <Name of Interface> relay-to <Destination
IPv4 Address> on

5. Optional:Configure values for one or more of these parameters:

n Primary Address

n Wait Time

n Maximum Hops

set bootp interface <Name of Interface>
      maxhopcount {<1-16> | default}
      primary {<IPv4 Address of Interface> | default} wait-time
{<1-65535> | default} on

6. Save the configuration:
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save config

To disable an IPv4 BOOTP/DHCP Relay destination on an interface

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Disable the IPv4 BOOTP/DHCPRelay destination on the interface:

set bootp interface <Name of Interface> relay-to <Destination
IPv4 Address> off

4. Save the configuration:

save config

To disable IPv4 BOOTP/DHCP Relay completely on an interface

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Disable the IPv4 BOOTP/DHCPRelay on the interface:

set bootp interface <Name of Interface> off

4. Save the configuration:

save config
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Configuring IPv4 DHCP Relay Security Policy
on Management Servers

Configuring IPv4 DHCP Services on Management Servers
This procedure shows how to configure the DHCP services on the Security Management Server or the
Multi-Domain Server.

1. Connect to the command line on the Security Management Server or the Multi-Domain Server (over
SSH, or console).

2. Log in to the Expert mode.

3. On Multi-Domain Server, go to the context of the applicable Domain Management Server:

mdsenv <Name or IP Address of Domain Management Server>

4. Examine the contents of all the related table.def files. For file locations, refer to sk98339.

egrep "no_hide_services_ports|no_fold_services_ports"
/<Path>/<To>/<Applicable>/table.def

5. If UDP port 67 and UDP port 68 are configured in the "no_hide_services_ports" or the "no_
fold_services_ports" tables, edit the related table.def file and remove these ports.

vi /<Path>/<To>/<Applicable>/table.def

Note - These table changes are only necessary if one or more VSX or ClusterXL
clusters run DHCPRelay. You can skip this step, if DHCPRelay is only used on
VRRP clusters or Standalone.

Change from:

no_hide_services_ports = { <4500,17>, <500,17>, <259,17>,
<1701,17>, ..., <68,17>, <67,17> }
no_fold_services_ports = { <4500,17>, <500,17>, <259,17>,
<1701,17>, ..., <68,17>, <67,17> }

To:

no_hide_services_ports = { <4500,17>, <500,17>, <259,17>,
<1701,17>, ... }
no_fold_services_ports = { <4500,17>, <500,17>, <259,17>,
<1701,17>, ... }

6. Save the changes in the file and exit the editor.

7. In SmartConsole, install the Access Control Policy on the applicable Security Gateways.

http://supportcontent.checkpoint.com/solutions?id=sk98339
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Configuring Security Policy in SmartConsole
To allow the IPv4 DHCP relay traffic, it is necessary to configure explicit Security Policy rules with the IPv4
DHCP relay services.

Such explicit Rule Base configuration is required for these reasons:

n The IPv4 DHCP relay agents and IPv4 DHCP servers cannot automatically match replies with
requests.

n Clients do not necessarily have a source IP address when they send their initial request.

The Security Policy has to allow IPv4 DHCP broadcasts from Any source to the IPv4 DHCPServer or
IPv4 DHCPRelay.

n The dhcp-request and dhcp-reply services use Check Point's Stateful Inspection Engine to do
Stateful inspection of IPv4 DHCP traffic.

Important - If you do not handle IPv4 DHCPRelay traffic with these services (for
example: a service of Any in the Security Policy or implied rules) the Security
Gateway can drop the traffic.

You configure the IPv4 DHCP services on these ports:

n IPv4 DHCP requests from an IPv4 DHCP client are sent as UDP unicasts or broadcasts with a
source port of 68 and a destination port of 67.

The source IPv4 address may be 0.0.0.0 if the client does not have an IPv4 address yet.

n IPv4 DHCP replies to a client are sent as UDP unicasts or broadcasts with a source port of 67 and a
destination port of 68.

n IPv4 DHCP relay traffic between relay and server is sent as UDP unicasts with source port of 67 and
destination port of 67.

For Security Gateways R77.20 or higher, the applicable IPv4 DHCP services are the new DHCP services:
dhcp-request and dhcp-reply.

Configuring IPv4 DHCP Security Policy

1. In SmartConsole, click the mainMenu ( ) >Global properties.

2. In theGlobal Properties window, click Firewall.

If the Accept outgoing packets originating from gateway implied rule is enabled, then from the
drop-down menu, select Last or Before Last.

ClickOK.

3. Create a host object for the DHCP server.

In the SmartConsole main view, go toObjects >New Host.

a. Enter the object name.

b. Enter the IPv4 address of the IPv4 DHCP server.

c. ClickOK.

4. Create a host object for the Global Broadcast.
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In the SmartConsole main view, clickObjects >New Host.

a. Enter the object name.

b. Enter the IPv4 Address of 255.255.255.255.

c. ClickOK.

5. Create the object of a Client Network, to which the which the IPv4 DHCP clients are connected.

In the SmartConsole main view, go toObjects >New Network.

a. Enter the object name.

b. In the IPv4 section, enter the IPv4 Network address and IPv4 Net mask.

c. ClickOK.

6. Make sure that the legacy DHCP configuration does not exist:

a. Delete or disable all security rules for IPv4 DHCP traffic that use these legacy services:

n bootp

n dhcp-relay

n dhcp-req-localmodule

n dhcp-rep-localmodule

b. Delete or disable all manual NAT rules for legacy IPv4 DHCP configuration.

For more about NAT rules, see sk97566.

7. Configure the required Access Control Policy rules with the new IPv4 DHCP services (dhcp-request
and dhcp-reply).

Note - Use the IPv4 DHCPRelay object, which you configured for the Security
Gateway. For its value, enter the name of the Security Gateway, which runs IPv4
DHCPRelay.

Example for a Rule Base with the IPv4 DHCP Relay services

Source Destination Service Action Description of the rule

Any <Global
Broadcast> object

dhcp-
request

Accept Source IPmust beAny.
A value of 0.0.0.0 does not work.

<DHCPRelay>
object
<Client
Network> object

<DHCPServer>
object

dhcp-
request

Accept In some situations, theDHCPclient sends some requests
directly to theDHCPServer.

<DHCPRelay>
object

<Client Network>
object
<Global
Broadcast> object

dhcp-
reply

Accept The replies can be unicast or broadcast based on theDHCP
client options.

<DHCPServer>
object

<Client Network>
object
<Global
Broadcast> object

dhcp-
reply

Accept The replies can be unicast or broadcast based on theDHCP
client options.
In some situations, theDHCPserver sends some requests
directly to theDHCPclient.

8. Install the Access Control Policy on the applicable Security Gateways.

http://supportcontent.checkpoint.com/solutions?id=sk97566
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Monitoring IPv4 DHCP Relay

Monitoring IPv4 DHCP Relay in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > DHCP Relay.

2. In the top right corner, clickMonitoring.

Note - The page is static. To see the latest values, clickReload.

Monitoring IPv4 DHCP Relay in Gaia Clish

To see the available "show" commands for PIM, enter in Gaia Clish:

show bootp[Esc][Esc]

Troubleshooting IPv4 DHCP Relay

See "TraceOptions" on page 437.
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IPv6 DHCP Relay
You can configure IPv6 DHCPRelay on the Security Gateway.

For more technical information on the DHCPv6 protocol and IPv6 DHCP relay, refer to RFC 3315.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+3315
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Configuring IPv6 DHCP Relay on Security
Gateways
You can configure IPv6 DHCPRelay on the Security Gateway in either Gaia Portal or Gaia Clish.

You can configure each interface to send requests to a different set of DHCPv6 servers.

Best Practice:Management Servers R80.10 and higher include pre-defined DHCPv6
services. These built-in services perform stateful inspection of DHCPv6 traffic for
enhanced security. Upgrade your older management servers before you configure
DHCPv6 relay.

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.
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Configuring IPv6 DHCP Relay in Gaia Portal
To enable IPv6 DHCP Relay on an Interface

1. With a web browser, connect to Gaia Portal at:

https://<IP address of Gaia Management Interface>

2. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IPv6 DHCP Relay.

3. Click Add.

4. Select Enable.

5. In the Interface field, select the interface, on which you want to enable BOOTP/DHCPRelay.

6. Optional: Select Send Interface-ID to send the Interface-ID option with DHCPv6 Relay requests.

Description

This option tells the DHCPv6 server to copy the interface ID from a relay request to a relay
reply message.

The relay agent uses this value to identify on which interface the DHCPv6 request was
originally received.

Best Practice - Enable this option in situations where the global link
address of the interface that runs the DHCPv6 Relay is not sufficient to
uniquely identify the interface.

The relay agent uses this value to identify on which interface the DHCPv6 request was
originally received.

7. Optional: In theWait Time field, enter the wait time for this interface.

Description

If a DHCPv6 client indicates that it waited for a server response for shorter than this wait time,
the DHCPv6 Relay drops the request instead of forwarding it.

This delay provides an opportunity for a local DHCPv6 server to respond before attempting to
relay to a remote server.

Note - The actual delay is in increments of 0.01 seconds. Setting this value
to 100 configures a wait time of 1 second.

8. In the Relays section, define the IPv6 address of each relay, to which you want to forward
DHCPv6 requests.

You can configure a different list of DHCPv6 servers for each interface, which receives DHCPv6
requests.

Configuring different servers for different interfaces provides load balancing.

Configuring multiple servers on a single interface provides redundancy.
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Configuring different servers on different interfaces provides load balancing, while configuring
multiple servers on a single interface provides redundancy.

You can configure relay to multiple configuration servers independently on each interface.

Note - This IPv6 address cannot be an address that belongs to the local machine.

For each relay:

a. Click Add

b. In the Relay To field, enter the IPv6 address of the relay.

c. ClickOK.

9. Click Save.

To disable IPv6 DHCP Relay destination on an interface

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IPv6 DHCP Relay.

2. Select the interface.

3. Click Edit.

4. In the Relays section:

a. Select the server.

b. ClickDelete.

5. Click Save.

To disable IPv6 DHCP Relay completely on an interface

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IPv6 DHCP Relay.

2. Select the interface.

3. ClickDelete.

4. Click Save.
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Configuring IPv6 DHCP Relay in Gaia Clish
n To see the available "set" commands for IPv6 DHCPRelay, enter in Gaia Clish:

set ipv6 dhcp6relay[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available "show" commands for IPv6 DHCPRelay, enter in Gaia Clish:

show ipv6 dhcp6relay[Esc][Esc]

Syntax

set ipv6 dhcp6relay interface <Name of Interface>
      interface-id {off | on}

{off | on}
      relay-to <Destination IPv6 Address> {off | on}
      wait-time {<1-65535> | default}

Parameters

Parameter Description

<Name of Interface> Specifies the interface, on which you want to enable IPv6 DHCP
Relay.

interface-id {off |
on}

This option tells the DHCPv6 server to copy the interface ID from a
relay request to a relay reply message.
The relay agent uses this value to identify on which interface the
DHCPv6 request was originally received.

Best Practice - Enable this option in situations where the
global link address of the interface that runs the DHCPv6
Relay is not sufficient to uniquely identify the interface.

Default: off

{off | on} Disables (off) or enables (on) IPv6 DHCPRelay on the specified
interface.
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Parameter Description

relay-to
<Destination IPv6
Address> {off | on}

Specifies the IPv6 address of each relay, to which you want to
forward DHCPv6 requests.
You can configure a different list of DHCPv6 servers for each
interface, which receives DHCPv6 requests.
Configuring different servers for different interfaces provides load
balancing.
Configuring multiple servers on a single interface provides
redundancy.
Configuring different servers on different interfaces provides load
balancing, while configuring multiple servers on a single interface
provides redundancy.
You can configure relay to multiple configuration servers
independently on each interface.

Note - This IPv6 address cannot be an address that
belongs to the local machine.

wait-time {<1-
65535> | default}

If a DHCPv6 client indicates that it waited for a server response for
shorter than this wait time, the DHCPv6 Relay drops the request
instead of forwarding it.
This delay provides an opportunity for a local DHCPv6 server to
respond before attempting to relay to a remote server.

Note - The actual delay is in increments of 0.01 seconds.
Setting this value to 100 configures a wait time of 1
second.

Range: 1-65535 (units of 1/100th of 1 second)
Default: 0

To enable IPv6 DHCP Relay on an Interface

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Configure the interface, on which you want to enable BOOTP/DHCPRelay:

set ipv6 dhcp6relay interface <Name of Interface> on

4. Configure the IPv6 address of each relay, to which you want to forward DHCPv6 requests:

set bootp interface <Name of Interface> relay-to <Destination
IPv6 Address> on

5. Optional:Configure values for one or more of these parameters:

n Interface-ID

n Wait Time
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set ipv6 dhcp6relay interface <Name of Interface>
      interface-id on
      wait-time {<1-65535> | default}

6. Save the configuration:

save config

To disable an IPv6 DHCP Relay destination on an interface

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Disable the IPv6 DHCPRelay destination on the interface:

set ipv6 dhcp6relay interface <Name of Interface> relay-to
<Destination IPv6 Address> off

4. Save the configuration:

save config

To disable IPv6 DHCP Relay completely on an interface

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Disable the IPv6 BOOTP/DHCPRelay on the interface:

set ipv6 dhcp6relay interface <Name of Interface> off

4. Save the configuration:

save config
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Configuring IPv6 DHCP Relay Security Policy
on Management Servers

IPv6 DHCP Services on Management Servers
DHCPv6 clients and servers send and receive messages through UDP.

A special link-scoped multicast address lets DHCPv6 clients request the configuration information, when
they do not know the IPv6 address of a relay or server:

FF02::1:2

n The client sends DHCPv6 requests as UDP unicasts or multicasts with source port 546 and
destination port 547.

The related security policy service is dhcpv6-request.

n DHCPv6 replies to a client are sent as UDP unicasts to the client's IPv6 link-local address.

They are sent with source port 547 and destination port 546. The related security policy service is
dhcpv6-reply.

n The relay and server send DHCPv6 traffic between them as IPv6 UDP unicasts with source port 547
and destination port 547.

Multiple server addresses can be specified.

Each server address must be an IPv6 unicast address.

Each server address can refer to a DHCPv6 server or one more DHCPv6 relay.

The related security policy service is dhcpv6-relay.

n Unlike IPv4 BOOTP/DHCPRelay, DHCPv6 server sends its replies to the nearest relay to the server,
as opposed to the nearest relay to the client.

Configuring Security Policy in SmartConsole

Configuring IPv6 DHCP Security Policy

1. In SmartConsole, click the mainMenu ( ) >Global properties.

2. In theGlobal Properties window, click Firewall.

If the Accept outgoing packets originating from gateway implied rule is enabled, then from the
drop-down menu, select Last or Before Last.

ClickOK.

3. Create a new host for the DHCP server.

In the SmartConsole main view, go toObjects >New Host.
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a. Enter the server name.

b. Enter the IPv6 address of the DHCP server.

c. ClickOK.

4. Create the object of a Client Network, to which the which the IPv6 DHCP clients are connected.

In the SmartConsole main view, go toObjects >New Network.

a. Enter the object name.

b. In the IPv6 section, enter the IPv6 Network address and IPv6 Prefix.

c. ClickOK.

5. Configure the required Security Policy rules with the DHCPv6 services (dhcpv6-request, dhcpv6-
reply, and dhcpv6-relay).

Note - Use:
n The DHCPv6 Relay object, which you configured for the Security

Gateway.
n The pre-defined object "All_DHCPv6_Relay_Agents_and_

Servers".
n The pre-defined object "IPv6_Link_Local_Hosts".

Example for a Rule Base with the IPv6 DHCP Relay services

Source Destination Service Notes

<IPv6 Link
Local
Hosts>
object

<AllDHCPv6
RelayAgents and
Servers> object

dhcpv6-
request

Allows requests from DHCPv6 clients to aDHCPv6 relay (on aGaia Security
Gateway), which is directly connected to the client network.

<DHCPv6
Relay>
object
<IPv6 Link
Local
Hosts>
object

<IPv6 LinkLocal
Hosts> object

dhcpv6-
reply

Allows replies from aDHCPv6 relay to local DHCPv6 clients.

<DHCPv6
Relay>
object

<DHCPv6
Server> object

dhcpv6-
relay

Allows traffic betweenDHCPv6 relays andDHCPv6 servers.

<DHCPv6
Server>
object

<DHCPv6Relay>
object

dhcpv6-
reply

With the implied rules in their default settings (Before Last), replies from the
DHCPv6Server to theDHCPv6 relay are automatically acceptedwhen the reply
matches a request from the relay to the server.
However, tomake sure that such replies are accepted, we recommend tomake an
explicit rule to allow traffic from theDHCPv6Server to theDHCPv6Relay.

<Client
Network>
object

<DHCPv6
Server> object

dhcpv6-
request

WhenDHCPv6 relay is used, theDHCPv6 client can still send requests directly to
theDHCPv6 server.

<DHCPv6
Server>
object

<Client Network>
object

dhcpv6-
reply

Accepts replies from DHCPv6 servers toDHCPv6 clients.
WhenDHCPv6 relay is used, theDHCPv6 client can still receive replies directly
from a remotely locatedDHCPv6 server throughUDPunicasts.

6. Install the Access Control Policy on the applicable Security Gateways.
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Monitoring IPv6 DHCP Relay

Monitoring IPv6 DHCP Relay in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IPv6 DHCP Relay.

2. In the top right corner, clickMonitoring.

Note - The page is static. To see the latest values, clickReload.

Monitoring IPv6 DHCP Relay in Gaia Clish

To see the available "show" commands for PIM, enter in Gaia Clish:

show ipv6 dhcp6relay[Esc][Esc]

Troubleshooting IPv6 DHCP Relay

See "TraceOptions" on page 437.
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BGP
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is an inter-AS protocol, meaning that it can be deployed within and
between autonomous systems (AS). An autonomous system is a set of routers under a single technical
administration. An AS uses an interior gateway protocol and common metrics to route packets within an
AS; it uses an exterior routing protocol to route packets to other ASs.

Note - This implementation supports BGP version 4, with Multiprotocol Extensions.

BGP sends update messages that consist of network number-AS path pairs. The AS path contains the
string of ASs through which the specified network can be reached. An AS path has some structure in order
to represent the results of aggregating dissimilar routes. These update messages are sent over TCP
transport mechanism to ensure reliable delivery. BGP contrasts with IGP, which build their own reliability
on top of a datagram service.

As a path-vector routing protocol, BGP limits the distribution of router reachability information to its peer or
neighbor routers.

You can run BGP over a route-based VPN by enabling BGP on a virtual tunnel interface (VTI).

BGP 4-Byte AS

BGP 4-Byte AS lets you configure 32-bit AS numbers. This feature is enabled by default and it is not
possible to turn it off.

Configuring AS number

set as {off | <1-4294967295> | <0.1-65535.65535>}
save config

Example:

MyGW> set as 1.14464

Viewing BGP 4-Byte AS

show as

Example:

Autonomous System Number 1.14464 (80000)
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Configuring BGP in Gaia Portal
This section gives per-field help for the fields in the Advanced Routing > BGP section of the Gaia Portal.\

Note - Not all fields are shown in all cases.

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > BGP.

2. Configure BGP Global Settings, including the Router ID.

See "Configuring BGP Global Settings in Gaia Portal" on page 49 .

3. Optional: Configure Peer Groups.

See:

n "Configuring BGP AS Peer Group Settings in Gaia Portal" on page 55

n "Configuring BGP Remote Peers in Gaia Portal" on page 56

4. Optional: ConfigureMiscellaneous Settings.

See "Configuring BGPMiscellaneous Settings in Gaia Portal" on page 52.
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Configuring BGP Global Settings in Gaia Portal
1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > BGP.

2. In the BGP Global Settings section, clickChange Global Settings.

3. Configure the Router ID.

4. Configure the Autonomous System settings.

5. Click Save

Description of fields in the "Router ID and Cluster ID" section

Parameter Description

Router ID The Router ID uniquely identifies the router in the autonomous system.
The BGP and OSPF protocols use the router ID.

Best Practice - Set the Router ID rather than rely on the default setting.
This prevents changes in the Router ID if the interface used for the router
ID goes down. Use an address on a loopback interface that is not the
loopback address 127.0.0.1 (configure an additional Loopback interface
and assign an IP address to it from 127.0.0.x / 24 subnet - see the R80.40
Gaia Administration Guide).

Note - In a cluster, you must select a router ID and make sure that it is the
same on all cluster members.

Range:Dotted-quad.([0-255].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255]). Do not use 0.0.0.0
Default: The interface address of one of the local interfaces.

Cluster ID
for Route
Reflectors

The cluster ID used for route reflection.
The default cluster ID is the router ID.
You must override this default value if the cluster contains more than one route
reflector.
Typically, a single router acts as the reflector for a set, or cluster, of clients.
However, for redundancy two or more routers can also be configured as reflectors
for the same cluster. In this case, you must select a cluster ID to identify all reflectors
serving the cluster.
Gratuitous use of multiple redundant reflectors is not advised, for this situation can
cause an increase in the memory required to store routes on the redundant
reflectors peers.
Range:Dotted-quad ([0-255].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255])
Default: The IP address from the Router ID field

Local
Autonomous
System
Number

The local autonomous system number of the router.

https://sc1.checkpoint.com/documents/R80.40/WebAdminGuides/EN/CP_R80.40_Gaia_AdminGuide/Default.htm
https://sc1.checkpoint.com/documents/R80.40/WebAdminGuides/EN/CP_R80.40_Gaia_AdminGuide/Default.htm
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Description of fields in the "Autonomous System" section

Parameter Description

Unconfigured

Local
Autonomous
System
Number

The local autonomous system number of the router.
This setting is mutually exclusive from the Confederation and Routing Domain
Identifier.
The router can be configured with either the autonomous system number or the
member of confederation, not both.

Warning - When you change the autonomous system number, all
current peer sessions are reset and all BGP routes are deleted.

Range: 1-65535
Default:No default

Confederation The identifier for the entire confederation system.
This identifier is used as the AS in external BGP sessions.
To the outside world, the confederation ID is the AS number of the single, large AS.
For this reason, the confederation IDmust be a globally unique, normally assigned
AS number.
Range: 1-65535
Default:No default

Number of
loops
permitted in
AS_PATH

For the confederation: The number of times the local autonomous system can
appear in an AS path for routes learned through BGP.
If the number of times the local autonomous system appears in an AS path is more
than the number in this field, the corresponding routes are discarded or rejected.
Range: 1-10
Default: 1

Routing
Domain
Identifier

The Routing Domain Identifier (RDI) of this router.
This value is required only if BGP confederations are in use.
The RDI does not have to be globally unique since it is never used outside the
domain of the confederation system. However, the configured RDI must be unique
within the confederation.
The routing-domain identifier and autonomous system number are mutually
exclusive values. Meaning, the router can be configured with either the
autonomous system number or the member of confederation, not both.
If confederations are in use, the RDI is used wherever the autonomous system
would be used to communicate with peers within the confederation, including
group-type confederation peers and the various internal-type peers.
For correct operation of the router in confederations you must configure both the
routing-domain identifier and the confederation.
Range: 1-65535
Default:No default
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Parameter Description

Number of
loops
permitted in
AS_PATH

For the routing domain identifier: The number of times the local autonomous
system can appear in an AS path for routes learned through BGP.
If the number of times the local autonomous system appears in an AS path is more
than the number in this field, the corresponding routes are discarded or rejected.
Range: 1-10
Default: 1
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Configuring BGP Miscellaneous Settings in Gaia Portal
1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > BGP.

2. In theMiscellaneous Settings section, configure the applicable settings.

3. Click Apply.

Parameter Description

Default MED Defines the metric (MED) used when advertising routes through BGP.
If you do not specify a value, no metric is propagated.
Ametric specified on the neighbor configuration or in the redistribution
configuration might override the metric you configure.
Range: 0-65535
Default:None

Default Gateway: A default route is generated when any BGP peer is up.
This route has a higher rank than the default configured in the static routing page.
If a specific BGP peer should not be considered for generating the default route,
you should explicitly suppress the option in the peer-specific configuration.
Range:Dotted-quad ([0-255].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255])
Default:None

Enable IGP
Synchronization

Select this option to make internal and configured BGP peers check for a
matching route from IGP protocols before installing a given route.
Default:Unselected

Enable
communities

Enables communities-based policy options.
Default:Unselected

Enable ECMP Enables Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) routing strategy.
ECMP is a load-balancing routing strategy.
The BGPRFC does not support ECMP routes because BGP clearly sets the route
selection criteria.
To overcome this issue and install ECMP route through a BGP user, enable the
ECMP option.

Note - BGPECMP is not supported for routes that are received by a mix
of iBGP and eBGP.

Default:Unselected

Graceful Restart
Time

Specifies the time (in seconds) that BGP peers of this router should keep the
routes advertised to them while this router restarts.
If the BGP session is not re-established within this time, the peers will delete the
routes.
If this router re-establishes the session(s) with its peer(s) before this timer
expires, the peers will schedule the stale-path-timer to re-validate the routes
advertised by this router.
See sk100499.
Range: 1-4095
Default: 360

http://supportcontent.checkpoint.com/solutions?id=sk100499
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Parameter Description

Graceful Restart
Selection
Deferral Time

Specifies the time (in seconds) that this router will wait for the End-of-RIB
notification from each of its BGP peers after a restart.
After a restart or cluster failover, the cluster master has to re-validate the routes it
had previously received from each of the BGP peers.
The old routes will be kept till either all the peers have sent the End-of-RIB or this
timer expires.
Any routes not re-validated are deleted.
See sk100499.
Range: 60-4095
Default: 360

Enable Weighted
Route
Dampening

Select this option and see the next sectionWeighted Route Dampening Settings.
Default:Unselected

Ping interval Specifies the interval between pings sent to all BGP peers with ping enabled.
Range: 1-60
Default: 2

Ping Count Specifies the number of failed pings to an individual BGP peer with ping enabled
before BGPwill drop that peer.
This value is common across all BGP peers.
Range: 1-10
Default: 3

Weighted Route Dampening Settings

Parameter Description

Enable
Weighted
Route
Dampening

Weighted route dampening minimizes the propagation of flapping routes across
an internetwork.
A route is considered to be flapping when it is repeatedly transitioning from
available to unavailable or the other way around.
Only routes learned through BGP are subjected to weighted route dampening.

Note - BGP route dampening is supported only for External BGP
(eBGP).

When this option is selected, the other Route Dampening fields show.

Reuse-below
metric

The value of the instability metric at which a suppressed route becomes
unsuppressed if it is reachable but currently suppressed.
The value assigned to the reuse-belowmetric must be less than the suppress-
above value.
Range: 1-32
Default: 2

http://supportcontent.checkpoint.com/solutions?id=sk100499
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Parameter Description

Suppress-
above metric

The value of the instability metric at which a route is suppressed; a route is not
installed in the FIB or announced even if it is reachable during the period that it is
suppressed.
Range: 2-32
Default: 3

Max-flap
metric

The upper limit of the instability.
The value must be higher than one plus the suppress-above value.
The metric assigned to the suppress-above, reuse-below, and max-flap metric
values is a floating point number, in units of flaps.
Each time a route becomes unreachable, one is added to the current instability
metric.
Range: 3-64
Default: 16

Reachable
decay time

A value that determines the length of time it takes for the instability metric value
to reach one half of its current value when the route is reachable.
This half-life value determines the rate at which the metric value is decayed.
A smaller half-life value makes a suppressed route reusable sooner than a
greater value.
Range: 1-900
Default: 300

Unreachable
decay time

The rate at which the instability metric is decayed when a route is unreachable.
This value must be equal to or greater than the reach-decay value.
Range: 1-2700
Default: 900

Keep history
time

The period over which the route flapping history is maintained for a given route.
The size of the configuration arrays described below is directly affected by this
value.
Range: 2-5400
Default: 1800
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Configuring BGP AS Peer Group Settings in Gaia Portal
1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > BGP.

2. In the Peer Groups section, configure the applicable settings.

3. Click Add.

4. Configure the applicable settings.

5. Click Save.

Parameter Description

Peer AS
Number

The autonomous system number of the external peer group.
Enter an integer from 1-65535.

Peer Group
Type

Shows the peer group type.

Description Optional: A free-text description of the peer group.

Local
Address

The address used on the local end of the TCP connection with the peer.
For external peers that do not have multihop enabled, the local address must be on an
interface that is shared with the peer or with the peer's gateway, when the gateway
parameter is used.
A session with an external peer opens only when an interface with a local address
through which you can reach the peer or gateway address directly operates.
For other types of peers, a peer session opens when an interface with the specified local
address operates.
In both external and other types of peers, incoming connections are recognized as
matching a configured peer only if they are addressed to the configured local address.

Note - If you run BGP in a cluster, you must not configure the local address.

Default:None

Out Delay The length of time in seconds that a route must be present in the routing database
before it is redistributed to BGP.
This value applies to all neighbors configured in this group.
The default value is zero, which means that this feature is disabled.
This feature dampens route fluctuations.
Range: 0-65535
Default: 0

Peers Configure BGP peers.
Each peer inherits as defaults all parameters configured on a group.
To change the values of a peer's parameters, select the peer and click Edit.
See "Configuring BGP Remote Peers in Gaia Portal" on page 56.
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Configuring BGP Remote Peers in Gaia Portal
1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > BGP.

2. In the Peer Groups section, configure the applicable settings.

3. Click Add.

4. Configure the applicable settings for this Peer Group.

5. In the Peers section, click Add Peer and select either Add IPv4 Peer or Add IPv6 Peer.

6. Configure the applicable settings for this Peer and click Save.

7. Click Save.

Parameter Description

Peer IP address of the BGP remote peer.

Comment Optional: A free-text description of the remote peer.

Ping Enable or disable ping for this peer.

IP
Reachability
Detection

Configure Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) on each Security Gateway and
cluster member that sends or receives BFD packets. Select one of these options:

n Singlehop BFD - For a peer that is one hop away.
The peer must be on a directly connected network.
Make sure the firewall policy allows UDP port 3784 in both directions.

n Multihop BFD - For a peer that is one or more hops away.
Make sure the firewall policy allows UDP port 4784 in both directions.

n Off

Make sure that the BFD configuration is the same on both BFD peers (both
configured as multiphop or singlehop).
Make sure the SmartConsole topology is correct (issues with incorrect firewall
topology can cause anti-spoofing to interfere with BFD traffic).

Check
Control Plane
Failure

Interprets the control plane independent flag (the C bit) received from the remote
BFD peer.
When these two conditions are met at the same time, the gateway keeps stale routes
and does not purge them, for graceful restart purposes:

a. The C bit received from the peer is zero.
b. BGP graceful restart is enabled.

When the option is cleared, stale routes are purged when the peer goes down.
Default:Cleared

Table: BGPPeer parameters in Gaia Portal
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Parameter Description

Multiprotocol
Capabilities

n IPv4 Unicast Only - Specifies if IPv4 unicast routes can be sent to and
received from this peer.Default: Selected.

n IPv6 Unicast Only - Specifies if IPv6 unicast routes can be sent to and
received from this peer.Default:Cleared.

n Both IPv4 and IPv6 - Specifies if both IPv4 and IPv6 unicast routes can be
sent to and received from this peer.Default:Cleared.

Local
Address

The IP address used on the local end of the TCP connection with the peer.
For external peers that do not have multihop enabled, the local address must be on
an interface that is shared with the peer or with the peer's gateway when the gateway
parameter is used.
A session with an external peer is opened only when an interface with a local address
through which the peer or gateway address is directly reachable is operating.
For other types of peers, a peer session is maintained when any interface with the
specified local address is operating.
In either case, incoming connections are recognized as matching a configured peer
only if they are addressed to the configured local address.
Default:None

Important:

n Do not use Local Address with VRRP or Cluster mode.
n Local Address should match an interface.

Table: BGPPeer parameters in Gaia Portal (continued)
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Parameter Description

Peer Local
AS

Lets you configure the connection to a remote peer with a Peer Local ASN, on a per-
peer basis.
The Peer Local ASN replaces the Local ASN in the BGP session.
Only eBGP peers are supported.
It is not necessary to configure the Peer Local ASN locally

n Enable Peer Local AS
Enables this feature.

n Prepend Peer Local AS on inbound updates from peer
The router adds the configured peer local ASN to the AS path of the routes
received from the peer.
Routes installed from that peer will contain the peer local ASN as the first entry
in the ASPath.
Default: Selected

n Prepend systemwide Local AS on outbound updates to peer
The router adds the local ASN to the ASPath of the routes advertised to an
eBGP peer.
When enabled, the local ASN is the second ASN in the ASPath of updates sent
to eBGP peers. The peer local ASN is always the first ASN in the ASPath if the
sub feature is enabled or not.
Default: Selected

n Allow peering with the Local AS
Enables the connection to the local ASN or the peer local ASN. There can be
only one active connection. If you do not enable this option, it is only possible to
connect to the Peer Local ASN.
The router first tries to connect to the local ASN. If the connection is created
with the local ASN, the BGP runs as if the peer local ASN feature is not
configured. If the connection with the local ASN fails, the router tries to connect
with the peer local ASN.

Important - Do not use this feature with an AS that already has peer
local ASwith Dual-Peering enabled.

Default:Cleared

MED n Accept MED from External Peer
MED should be accepted from this external neighbor.
MEDs are always accepted from routing-type and confederation neighbors.
If this parameter is not used with an external neighbor, the MED is stripped
before the update is added to the routing table.
If this parameter is added or deleted and other routing settings are
reconfigured, the affected peering sessions are automatically restarted.
Default:Cleared

n MED Sent Out
The primary metric used on all routes sent to the specified peer.
This metric overrides the default metric on any route specified by the
redistribute policy.
Range: 0-4294967294
Default: 4294967294

Table: BGPPeer parameters in Gaia Portal (continued)
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Parameter Description

Next Hop and
Time to Live

n EGP Multihop
Multihop is used to set up eBGP peering connections with peers that are not
directly connected.
You can also use this option, which relies on an IGP to find the route to the
peer, to set up peers to perform eBGP load balancing.
You can refine the multihop session by configuring the TTL, that is, the number
of hops to the eBGP peer.
The TTL has a default value of 64.
Default:Cleared

n Time to Live
You can use the TTL (time to live parameter) to limit the number of hops over
which the eBGPmultihop session is established.
You can configure the TTL only if multihop is enabled.
Range: 1-255
Default: 64

Aggregator SelectNo Aggregator ID to force this router to specify the router ID in the aggregator
attribute as zero, rather than the actual router ID.
This option prevents different routers in an AS from creating aggregate routes with
different AS paths.
Default:Cleared

ASPATH n ASPATH prepend count
The number of times this router adds to the AS path on eBGP external or
CBGP confederation sessions.
Use this setting to bias the degree of preference some downstream routers
have for the routes originated by this router.
Some implementations prefer to select routes with shorter AS paths.
This parameter has no effect when used with iBGP peers.
Range: 1-25
Default: 1

n AllowAS In Count
This feature lets the router at the receiving end override the peer's AS number
with the router's AS number in the inbound AS path.
This is an inbound property whereas as-override is an outbound property.
Range: 0-10
Default: 0

n AS Override
Overrides the peer's AS number with the router's AS number in the outbound
AS path.
Default:Cleared

Table: BGPPeer parameters in Gaia Portal (continued)
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Parameter Description

Private AS Remove Private AS remove private AS numbers from the outgoing updates to this
peer.
These conditions apply when this feature is enabled:

n If the AS path includes both public and private AS numbers, private AS
numbers will not be removed.

n If the AS path contains the AS number of the destination peer, private AS
numbers will not be removed.

n If the AS path contains only confederations and private AS numbers, private AS
numbers will be removed.

Default:Cleared

Timers n Keep Alive Timer
An alternative way to specify a Hold Time value, in seconds, to use when
negotiating the connection with this peer.
The keepalive interval equals one-third the value of the holdtime.
The keepalive interval is often used instead of the holdtime value, but you can
specify both values, provided the value for the holdtime is three times the
keepalive interval.
The value must be 0, that is, no keepalives are sent, or at least 2.
Range: 0, 2-21845
Default: 60

n Hold Time
The BGP holdtime value, in seconds, to use when negotiating a connection
with this peer.
According to the specification, if the BGP speaker does not receive a keepalive
update or notification message from its peer within the period specified by the
holdtime value in the BGPOpen message, the BGP connection is closed.
The value must be either 0, that is, no keepalives are sent, or at least 6.
Range: 0, 6-65535
Default: 180

Needed when
Peering with
Route Server

Select Ignore First AS Hop to force this router to ignore the first AS number in the
AS_PATH for routes learned from the corresponding peer.

Important - Select this option only if you are peering with a route server in
so-called transparent mode, that is, when the route server is configured to
redistribute routes from multiple ASs without prepending its own AS
number.

Default:Cleared

Keep Alive Select Keep Alive Always to force this router always to send keepalives even when
an update can substitute.
This setting allows interoperability with routers that do not completely adhere to the
protocol specifications on this point.
Default:Cleared

Table: BGPPeer parameters in Gaia Portal (continued)
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Parameter Description

Routes Accept Routes Received From the Peer controls if routes received from peer
routes are accepted if there is an inbound BGP route policy.
If an inbound policy to accept the route does not exist, you can select All or None:

n All - Specifies to accept and install routes with an invalid preference.
Depending on the local BGP inbound policy the routes could become active or
inactive.

n None - Specifies to delete routes learned from a peer when no explicit local
BGP inbound policy exists. This option is used to save memory overhead when
many routes are rejected because there is no local policy. These routes can be
relearned only by restarting the BGP session.

Default: All

Allows
Accept TCP
Sessions
from Your
Peer

Select Passive to force this router to wait for the peer to issue an open.
By default all explicitly configured peers are active and periodically send open
messages until the peer responds.
Modifying this option resets the peer connection.
Default:Cleared

Authentication The type of authentication scheme to use between given peers.
In general peers must agree on the authentication configuration to form peer
adjacencies.
This feature guarantees that routing information is accepted only from trusted peers.
If you selectedMD5, the Password field appears. When you enter a password, MD5
authentication is used with the given peer.
Options: None, or MD5
Default:None

Limit BGP
Updates Send
to a Peer

Controls the network traffic when there are many BGP peers.
Throttle Count determines the number of BGP updates sent at a time.
Range: 0-65535
Default:No default

Default
Originate

Select Suppress Default Originate to NOT generate a default route when the peer
receives a valid update from its peer.
Default:Cleared

Table: BGPPeer parameters in Gaia Portal (continued)
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Parameter Description

Route
Refresh

Route refresh is used to either re-learn routes from the BGP peer or to refresh the
routing table of the peer without tearing down the BGP session.
Both peers must support the BGP route refresh capability and should have advertised
this at the time peering was established.
Re-learning of routes previously sent by the peer is accomplished by sending a BGP
route refresh message.
The peer responds to the message with the current routing table.
Similarly, if a peer sends a route refresh request the current routing table is re-sent.
You can also trigger a route update without having to wait for a route refresh request
from the peer.
Both peers must support the same address and subsequent address families.
For example a request for IPv6 unicast routes from a peer that did not advertise the
capability during session establishment will be ignored.

Note - Clicking a refresh button sends a trigger to the routing daemon. It
does not change the configuration of the router.

Graceful
Restart

n Helper
Routes received from peer are preserved if the peer goes down till either the
session is re-established ("Open" message is received from the peer after it
comes back up) or the graceful restart timer expires.
Default:Cleared

n Stalepath Time
Maximal time for which routes previously received from a restarting router are
kept unless they are re-validated.
The timer is started after the peer sends indication that it is up again.
Range: 60 - 65535
Default: 360

Logging n Log bgp peer transitions
Select to force this router to log a message whenever a BGP peer enters or
leaves the ESTABLISHED state.
Default:Cleared

n Log warnings
Select to force this router to log a message whenever a warning scenario is
encountered in the codepath.
Default:Cleared

Trace Options The tracing options for BGP. The BGP implementation inherits the default values for
global trace options.
You can override these values on a group or neighbor basis.
Log messages are saved in the /var/log/routed.log file.
See "TraceOptions" on page 437.

Table: BGPPeer parameters in Gaia Portal (continued)
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Restarting BGP Peers in Gaia Portal
This lets you restart BGP peering without restarting the Gaia RouteD daemon.

To restart BGP peering with all peers in all groups:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >BGP.

2. In the Peer Groups section, clickRestart All.

To restart BGP peering with all peers in the specified group:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >BGP.

2. In the Peer Groups section, select the peer group.

3. ClickRestart.

To restart BGP peering with the specified peer:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >BGP.

2. In the Peer Groups section, select the peer group.

3. Click Edit.

4. In the Peers section, select the peer.

5. ClickRestart.

Important:

n Restarting any part of a BGP protocol causes neighbor adjacencies to be torn
down and brought back up.

n The protocol's Graceful Restart mechanism does not take effect.
n Side effects of restarting a BGP instance include:

l Loss of BGP routes
l Traffic outage
l Network topology reconvergence

n In a ClusterXL or VRRPCluster, restart of a BGP instance does not trigger a
failover.
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Monitoring BGP in Gaia Portal

Monitoring BGP

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > BGP.

2. In the top right corner, clickMonitoring.

3. In the BGP Monitor section, click on the Information category.

Note - The page is static. To see the latest values, clickReload.

Troubleshooting BGP

See "TraceOptions" on page 437.
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Configuring BGP in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

n To see the available "set" commands for BGP, enter in Gaia Clish:

set bgp[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available "show" commands for BGP, enter in Gaia Clish:

show bgp[Esc][Esc]
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Configuring External BGP in Gaia Clish
Use these commands to configure external sessions of the protocol (between routers in different
autonomous systems).

Syntax

set bgp external remote-as <Number of Autonomous System>
{off | on}

      aspath-prepend-count <1-25 | default>
      description "Your Text"
      local-address <IP Address> {off | on}
      outdelay <0-65535>
      outdelay off

Parameters

Parameter Description

<Number of
Autonomous
System>

The autonomous system number of the external peer group.
Enter an integer from 1 to 65535.

{off | on} Enables or disables the BGP autonomous system.

aspath-
prepend-
count <1-
25> |
default>

The number of times this router adds to the autonomous system path on external
BGP sessions.
Use this option to bias the degree of preference some downstream routers have for
the routes originated by this router.
Some implementations prefer to select paths with shorter autonomous system
paths. Default is 1.

description
"Your Text"

Optional: You can enter a brief text description of the group.

local-
address <IP
Address>
{off | on}

The address used on the local end of the TCP connection with the peer.
For external peers that do not have multihop enabled, the local address must be on
an interface that is shared with the peer or with the peer's gateway when the
gateway parameter is used.
A session with an external peer is opened only when an interface with a local
address, through which the peer or gateway address is directly reachable is
operating.
For other types of peers, a peer session is maintained when any interface with the
specified local address is operating.
In either case, incoming connections are recognized as matching a configured peer
only if they are addressed to the configured local address.
Default:Off

Note - If running BGP in a cluster you must not configure the local address.
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Parameter Description

outdelay
<0-65535>

The amount of time in seconds that a route must be present in the routing database
before it is redistributed to BGP. The configured value applies to all peers configured
in this group. This feature dampens route fluctuation. The value zero (0) disables
this feature.
Default: 0

outdelay
off

Disables outdelay.
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Configuring Internal BGP in Gaia Clish
Use these commands to configure internal BGP sessions (between routers within the same autonomous
system).

Syntax

set bgp internal
{off | on}

      description "Your Text"
      med {default | <0-4294967295>}
      outdelay <0-65535>
      outdelay off
      nexthop-self {off | on}
      local-address <IP Address> {off | on}
      interface {all | <Name of Interface>} {off | on}
      protocol {all | bgp_internal_protocol} {off | on}
      graceful-restart-helper {off | on}
      graceful-restart-helper-stalepath-time seconds
      route-refresh {off | on}

set bgp internal peer <IP Address>
      peer_type {none | reflector-client | no-client-reflector} {off |
on}
      weight <0-65535>
      weight off
      no-aggregator id {off | on}
      holdtime <6-65535>
      holdtime default
      keepalive <2-21845>
      keepalive default
      ignore-first-ashop {off | on}
      send-keepalives <off | on>
      send-route-refresh [{request | route-update}] {all | ipv4 |
ipv6} [unicast]
      ip-reachability-detection {off | on | check-control-plane-
failure | multihop}

Parameters

Parameter Description

{off | on} Enable or disable an internal BGP group.

description "Your Text" Optional: A brief text description of the group.
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Parameter Description

med {default | <0-
4294967295>}

Defines the Multi-Exit Discriminator (MED) metric used when
advertising routes to all peers in this group.
If no value is specified, then no metric is propagated.
Any metric configured in redistribution policy for this peer group
will override the value configured here.
Default:No MED is advertised

outdelay <0-65535> The amount of time in seconds that a route must be present in
the routing database before it is redistributed to BGP.
The configured value applies to all peers configured in this
group.
This feature dampens route fluctuation.
Zero (0) means that this feature is disabled.
Default: 0

outdelay off Disables the out delay for redistribution to BGP.

nexthop-self {off | on} This router sends one of its own IP addresses as the BGP next
hop.
Default: off

local-address <IP
Address> {off | on}

The address used on the local end of the TCP connection with
the peer.
For external peers that do not have multihop enabled, the local
address must be on an interface that is shared with the peer or
with the peer's gateway when the gateway parameter is used.
A session with an external peer is opened only when an interface
with a local address through which the peer or gateway address
is directly reachable operates.
For other types of peers, a peer session is maintained when any
interface with the specified local address operates.
In both cases, incoming connections are recognized as matching
a configured peer only if they are addressed to the configured
local address.
Default: off

Note - If you run BGP in a cluster, you must not
configure the local address.

interface {all | <Name
of Interface>} {off |
on}

Enable or disable the specified internal peer group on all
interfaces or a specific interface.

protocol {all bgp_
internal_protocol} {off
| on}

Enable or disable all internal routing protocols on the specified
internal peer group or specific internal protocols.
You can enter the following specific internal protocols: direct,
rip, static, ospf, and ospfase.
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Parameter Description

peer <IP Address> peer_
type {none | reflector-
client | no-client-
reflector} {off | on}

Specifies if this is a Route Reflector client.

n "reflector-client" - Peer is a Route Reflector. Enter
this option to specify that the local router acts as a route
reflector for the group of peers named.
That is, the local router is the route reflection server, and
the named peers are route reflection clients.
Normally, the routing daemon readvertises, or reflects,
routes it receives from one of its clients to all other iBGP
peers, including the other peers in that client's group.

n "no-client-reflector" - Peer is a 'non-client' Route
Reflector. Enter this option to specify that a reflection
client's routes are reflected only to internal BGP peers in
other groups.
Clients in the group are assumed to be direct iBGP peers
of each other.

n "none" - Peer is not a Route Reflector. Enter this option, if
you do not want to specify route reflection.

peer <IP Address> weight
<0-65535>

The weight associated with the specified peer.
BGP implicitly stores any rejected routes by not mentioning them
in a route filter.
BGP explicitly mentions them within the routing table by using a
restrict keyword with a negative weight.
A negative weight prevents a route from becoming active, which
prevents it from being installed in the forwarding table or
exported to other protocols.
This eliminates the need to break and reestablish a session upon
reconfiguration if import route policy is changed.

peer <IP Address> weight
off

Disables the weight associated with the specified peer.

peer <IP Address>
aggregator id {off | on}

The router's aggregate attribute as zero (rather than the router
ID value).
This option prevents different routers in an AS from creating
aggregate routes with different AS paths.
Default: off

peer <IP Address>
holdtime <6-65535>

The BGP holdtime interval, in seconds, when negotiating a
connection with the specified peer.
If the BGP speaker does not receive a keepalive update or
notification message from its peer within the period specified in
the holdtime field of the BGP open message, the BGP connection
is closed.

peer <IP Address>
holdtime default

A holdtime of 180 seconds.
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Parameter Description

peer <IP Address>
keepalive <2-21845>

The keepalive option is an alternative way to specify a holdtime
value in seconds when negotiating a connection with the
specified peer.
You can use the keepalive interval instead of the holdtime
interval.
You can also use both interval, but the holdtime value must be 3
times the keepalive interval value.

peer <IP Address>
keepalive default

A keepalive interval of 60 seconds.

peer <IP Address>
ignore-first-ashop {off
| on}

Ignore the first autonomous system number in the autonomous
system path for routes learned from the corresponding peer.

Note - Set this option only if you are peering with a
route server in transparent mode, that is, when the
route server is configured to redistribute routes from
multiple other autonomous systems without
prepending its own autonomous system number.

peer <IP Address> send-
keepalives {off | on}

This router always sends keepalive messages even when an
update message is sufficient.
This option allows interoperability with routers that do not strictly
adhere to protocol specifications regarding update.

send-route-refresh
[request | route-update
{all | ipv4 | ipv6}
[unicast]

The router dynamically request BGP route updates from peers or
respond to requests for BGP route updates.

peer <IP Address>
accept-routes all

An inbound BGP policy route if one is not already configured.
Enter "all" to specify accepting routes and installing them with
an invalid preference.
Depending on the local inbound route policy, these routes are
then made active or inactive.

peer <IP Address>
accept-routes none

An inbound BGP policy route if one is not already configured.
Enter "none" to specify deleting routes learned from a peer.
This option saves memory overhead when many routes are
rejected because no inbound policy exists.

peer <IP Address>
passive-tcp {off | on}

The router waits for the specified peer to issue an open
message.
No TCP connections are initiated by the router.
Default: off

peer <IP Address>
authtype none

Do not use an authentication scheme between peers.
Using an authentication scheme guarantees that routing
information is accepted only from trusted peers.
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Parameter Description

peer <IP Address>
authtype md5 secret
<Secret>

Use MD5 authentication between peers.
In general, peers must agree on the authentication configuration
to and from peer adjacencies.
Using an authentication scheme guarantees that routing
information is accepted only from trusted peers.

peer <IP Address>
throttle-count <0-65535>

The number of BGP updates to send at one time. The throttle
count option limits the number of BGP updates when there are
many BGP peers.

peer <IP Address>
throttle count off

Disables the throttle count option.

peer <IP Address> log-
state-transitions {off |
on}

The router generates a log message whenever a peer enters or
leave the established state.

peer <IP Address> log-
warnings {off | on}

The router generates a log message whenever a warning
scenario is encountered in the codepath.

peer <IP Address> trace
bgp_traceoption {off |
on}

Tracing options for the BGP implementation.
Log messages are saved in the /var/log/routed.log.*
files.
See "TraceOptions" on page 437.

graceful-restart-helper
{off | on}

Whether the Check Point system should maintain the forwarding
state advertised by peer routers even when they restart to
minimize the negative effects caused by peer routers restarting.

graceful-restart-helper
-stalepath-time seconds

The maximal amount of time that routes previously received from
a restarting router are kept so that they can be validated again.
The timer is started after the peer sends an indication that it has
recovered.

route-refresh {off | on} Re-learns routes previously sent by the BGP peer or refreshes
the routing table of the peer.
The peer responds to the message with the current routing table.
Similarly, if a peer sends a route refresh request the current
routing table is re-sent.
A user can also trigger a route update without having to wait for a
route refresh request from the peer.
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Parameter Description

ip-reachability-
detection {off | on |
multihop | check-
control-plane-failure}

Configure Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) on each
Security Gateway and cluster member that sends or receives
BFD packets.

n "off" - The default state. Stale routes are purged when
the peer goes down.

n "on"- Sets the peer to singlehop BFD. Singlehop BFD is for
a peer that is one hop away. The peer must be on a
directly connected network. Make sure the firewall policy
allows UDP port 3784 in both directions.

n "multihop" - For a peer is one or more hops away. Make
sure the firewall policy allows UDP port 4784 in both
directions. The configuration on both BFD peers must be
the same (both configured as multiphop or singlehop).

n "check-control-plane-failure" interprets the
control plane independent flag (the C bit) received from
the remote BFD peer.
When these two conditions are met at the same time, the
gateway keeps stale routes and does not purge them, for
graceful restart purposes:

a. The C-bit received from the peer is zero.
b. BGP graceful restart is enabled.

Make sure the SmartConsole topology is correct (issues with
incorrect firewall topology can cause anti-spoofing to interfere
with BFD traffic.
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Configuring BGP Remote Peers in Gaia Clish
Gaia supports IPv4 and IPv6 addresses for BGP peers.

Use these commands to configure BGP peers.

Syntax

set bgp external remote-as <Number of Autonomous System> peer <IP
Address>

{off | on}
      accept-med {off | on}
      accept-routes {all | none}
      allowas-in-count {<0-10> | default}
      as-override {off | on}
      authtype {none | md5 secret <Secret>}
      capability {default | ipv4-unicast | ipv6-unicast} {off | on}
      graceful-restart-helper {off | on}
      graceful-restart-helper-stalepath-time <Number of Seconds>
      holdtime {<6-65535> | default}
      ignore-first-ashop {off | on}
      ip-reachability-detection
            check-control-plane-failure {off | on}
            multihop {off | on}

{off | on}
      keepalive {<2-21845> | default}
      log-state-transitions {off | on}
      log-warnings {off | on}
      med-out {<0-4294967294> | default}
      multihop {off | on}
      no-aggregator-id {off | on}
      outgoing-interface <Name of Interface> {off | on}
      passive-tcp {off | on}
      peer-local-as
            dual peering {off | on}
            inbound-peer-local {off | on}
            outbound-local {off | on}
      peer-local-as as {<1-4294967295> | <0.1-65535.65535> | off}
      removeprivateas {off | on}
      route-refresh {off | on}
      send-keepalives {off | on}
      send-route-refresh {request | route-update} {ipv4 | ipv6 | all}
[unicast]
      suppress-default-originate {off | on}
      throttle-count {<0-65535> | off}
      trace bgp_traceoption {off | on}
      ttl {<1-255> | default}
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Parameters

Parameter Description

IP Address {off | on} A specified peer IP address for the group.

med-out {<0-4294967294>
| default}

The Multi-Exit Discriminator (MED) metric used as the primary
metric on all routes sent to the specified peer address.
This metric overrides the default metric on a metric specified by
the redistribute policy.
External peers use MED values to know which of the available
entry points into an autonomous system is preferred.
A lower MED value is preferred over a higher MED value.
Range: 0-4294967294
Default: 4294967294

outgoing-interface <Name
of Interface> {off | on}

Applies only to IPv6 peer with local address FE80:
All peer interfaces have a local address and a global address.
All the peer interfaces can have the same local address, which
starts with FE80:.
To use the local address, you must enter the outgoing interface
for the local address.

accept-med {off | on} Accept MED from the specified peer address.
If you do not set this option, the MED is stripped from the
advertisement before the update is added to the routing table.
Default: off

multihop {off | on} Enable multihop connections with external BGP (eBGP) peers
that are not directly connected.
By default, external BGP peers are expected to be directly
connected.
You can configure the multihop session in the Time to Live (TTL)
parameter, that is, the number of hops to the eBGP peer.
This option can also be used to set up peers for eBGP load
balancing.
Default: off

peer-local-as as {<1-
4294967295> | <0.1-
65535.65535> | off}

Configures the connection to a remote peer with a Peer Local
ASN, on a per-peer basis.
The Peer Local ASN replaces the Local ASN in the BGP session.
Range: 1 - 4294967295, or 0.1 - 65535.65535
Default: none
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Parameter Description

peer-local-as {inbound-
peer-local | outbound-
local | dual peering}
{off | on}

Configures a peer-specific Local AS number different to the
system-wide Local AS number.

n "inbound-peer-local" - Prepend Peer Local AS on
inbound updates from peer.Default: on.

n outbound-local" - Prepend Local AS on outbound
updates to peer.Default: on.

n "dual-peering" - Allow peering from Local AS and
Peer Local AS.Default: off.

as-override {off | on} As a rule, to prevent loops in BGP, routers examine the AS
number in the ASPath.
If a router sees its own AS number in the ASPath of the BGP
packet, it drops the packet.
This feature lets the router at the sending end override the
peer's AS number with the router's AS number in the outbound
AS path.
This helps multiple sites in the same AS accept the routes.
If the Peer Local AS feature is enabled, the router uses the
configured Peer Local AS to override the remote peer's AS
number.
Default: off

allow-as-in-count {0-10
| default}

This feature lets the router at the receiving end override the
peer's AS number with the router's AS number in the inbound AS
path.
This is an inbound property whereas as-override is an outbound
property.
Range: 0-10
Default: 0

ttl {<1-255> | default} Use the TTL (Time to Live) parameter to limit the number of
hops over which the External BGP (eBGP) multihop session is
created.
You can configure the TTL only if eBGPmultihop is enabled.
When multihop is disabled the default TTL is 1.
Range: 1-255
Default: 64

no-aggregator-id {off |
on}

The router's aggregate attribute as zero (rather than the router
ID value).
This option prevents the creation of aggregate routes with
different AS paths by different routers in an AS.
Default: off
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Parameter Description

holdtime {<6-65535> |
default}

The BGP holdtime interval, in seconds, during the negotiation of
a connection with the specified peer.
If the BGP speaker does not receive a keepalive update or
notification message from its peer within the period specified in
the holdtime field of the BGP open message, the BGP
connection is closed.
Range: 6-65535
Default: 180

keepalive {<2-21945> |
default}

The keepalive option is an alternative way to enter a holdtime
value in seconds during the negotiation of a connection with the
specified peer.
You can use the keepalive interval instead of the holdtime
interval.
You can also use both intervals, but the holdtime value must be 3
times the keepalive interval value.
Range: 2-21945
Default: 60

ignore-first-ashop {off
| on}

Ignore the first AS number in the AS path for routes learned from
the corresponding peer.
Set this option only if you peer with a route server in transparent
mode.
In transparent mode, the route server redistributes routes from
multiple other autonomous systems and does not prepend its
own ASN.
Default: off

send-keepalives {off |
on}

The router always sends keepalive messages even when an
update message is sufficient.
This option lets the router interoperate with other routers that do
not strictly follow protocol specifications regarding updates.
Default: none

send-route-refresh
{request | route-update}
{ipv4 | ipv6 | all}
unicast

The router dynamically requests BGP route updates from peers
or responds to requests for BGP route updates.
This setting is not supported for iBGP.
Default: none

route-refresh {off | on} Re-learns routes previously sent by the BGP peer or refreshes
the routing table of the peer.
The peer responds to the message with the current routing
table.
Similarly, if a peer sends a route refresh request the current
routing table is re-sent.
A user can also trigger a route update and not wait for a route
refresh request from the peer.
Default: off
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Parameter Description

accept-routes {all |
none}

An inbound BGP policy route if one is not already configured.

n "all" - Accepts routes and installs them with an invalid
preference.
Depending on the local inbound route policy, these routes
are then made active or inactive.

n "none" - Deletes routes learned from a peer.
This option saves memory overhead when many routes
are rejected because there is no inbound policy.

Default: all

passive-tcp {off | on} The router waits for the specified peer to issue an open
message.
The router does not initiate TCP connections.
Default: off

removeprivateas {off |
on}

Remove private AS numbers from BGP update messages to
external peers.
Default: off

authtype {none | md5
secret <Secret>}

Configure authentication policy for this peer.

n "none" - Does not use an authentication scheme between
peers.
If you use an authentication scheme, routing information
is accepted only from trusted peers.

n "md5" - Uses MD5 authentication between peers.
In general, peers must agree on the authentication
configuration to and from peer adjacencies.
If you use an authentication scheme, routing information
is accepted only from trusted peers.

Default: none

throttle-count {<0-
65535> | off}

The number of BGP updates to send at one time.
This option limits the number of BGP updates when there are
many BGP peers.
Value "off" disables the throttle count option.
Range: 0-65535
Default: none

suppress-default-
originate {off | on}

Do NOT generate a default route when the peer receives a valid
update from its peer.
Default: none

log-state-transitions
{off | on}

The router generates a log message when a peer enters or
leaves the established state.
Default: off
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Parameter Description

log-warnings {off | on} The router generates a log message when there is a warning
scenario in the codepath.
Default: off

trace bgp_traceoption
{off | on}

Tracing options for the BGP implementation.
Log messages are saved in the /var/log/routed.log.*
files.
See "TraceOptions" on page 437.
Default: off

capability {default |
ipv4-unicast | ipv6-
unicast} {off | on}

On each peer, configure the type of routes (Multiprotocol
capability) to interchange between peers.
Select one of these:

n IPv4 Unicast Only.Default: on.
n IPv6 Unicast Only.Default: off.
n Both IPv4 and IPv6.Default: off.

To create peering, the routers must share a capability.

graceful-restart-helper
{off | on}

Sets the Check Point system to maintain the forwarding state
advertised by peer routers even when they restart.
This minimizes the negative effects caused by the restart of peer
routers.
Default: off

graceful-restart-helper-
stalepath-time <Number
of Seconds>

The maximal seconds that routes previously received from a
restarting router are kept so that they can be validated again.
The timer starts after the peer sends an indication that it
recovered.
Range: 60-65535
Default: 360
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Parameter Description

ip-reachability-
detection {off | on |
multihop | check-
control-plane-failure}

Configure Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) on each
Security Gateway and cluster member that sends or receives
BFD packets.

n "off" - Stale routes are purged when the peer goes
down. This is the default state.

n "on" - Sets the peer to singlehop BFD. Singlehop BFD is
for a peer that is one hop away.
The peer must be on a directly connected network.
Make sure the firewall policy allows UDP port 3784 in both
directions.

n "multihop" - For a peer is one or more hops away.
Make sure the firewall policy allows UDP port 4784 in both
directions.
The configuration on both BFD peers must be the same
(both configured as multiphop or singlehop.

n "check-control-plane-failure" - Interprets the
control plane independent flag (the C bit) received from
the remote BFD peer.
When these two conditions are met at the same time, the
gateway keeps stale routes and does not purge them, for
graceful restart purposes:

a. The C-bit received from the peer is zero.
b. BGP graceful restart is enabled.

Default: off
Make sure the SmartConsole topology is correct (issues with
incorrect firewall topology can cause Anti-Spoofing to interfere
with BFD traffic.
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Configuring BGP Confederation in Gaia Clish
In This Section:

Configuring BGP Confederations 81

Configuring BGP Confederation Peers 83

You can configure a BGP confederation in conjunction with external BGP.

Configuring BGP Confederations

Syntax

set bgp
      confederation identifier <Number of Autonomous System>
      confederation identifier off
      confederation aspath-loops-permitted <1-10>
      confederation aspath-loops-permitted default
      routing-domain identifier <Number of Autonomous System>
      routing-domain identifier off
      routing-domain aspath-loops-permitted <1-10>
      routing-domain aspath-loops-permitted default
      synchronization {off | on}

Parameters

Parameter Description

confederation
identifier
<Number of
Autonomous
System>

Specifies the identifier for the entire confederation. This identifier is used as the
autonomous system number in external BGP sessions. Outside the
confederation, the confederation id is the autonomous system number of a
single, large autonomous system. Thus the confederation id must be a globally
unique, typically assigned autonomous system number.

confederation
identifier off

Disables the confederation identifier.

confederation
aspath-loops
permitted <1-
10>

Specifies the number of times the local autonomous system can appear in an
autonomous system path for routes learned through BGP. If this number is
higher than the number of times the local autonomous system appears in an
autonomous system path, the corresponding routes are discarded or rejected.

confederation
aspath loops-
permitted
default

Specifies a value of 1.
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Parameter Description

routing-domain
identifier
<Number of
Autonomous
System>

Specifies the routing domain identifier (RDI) for this router. You must specify
the RDI if you are using BGP confederations. The RDI does not need to be
globally unique since it is used only within the domain of the confederation.

routing-domain
identifier off

Disables the routing-domain identifier.

routing-domain
aspath-loops-
permitted <1-
10>

Specifies the number of times the local autonomous system can appear in an
autonomous system path for routes learned through BGP. If this number is
higher than the number of times the local autonomous system appears in an
autonomous system path, the corresponding routes are discarded or rejected.

routing-domain
aspath-loops-
permitted
default

Specifies a value of 1.

synchronization
{off | on}

Enables IGP synchronization. Set this option On to cause internal and
confederation BGP peers to check for a matching route from IGP protocol
before installing a BGP learned route.
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Configuring BGP Confederation Peers

Note - The IP address of a peer can be an IPv4 or an IPv6 address.

Syntax

set bgp confederation member-as <ID of Autonomous System>
{off | on}

      description {off | "<Your Text>"}
      interface <Name of Interface> {off | on}
      local-address <IP Address> [{off | on}]
      med {default | <Value>}
      nexthop-self [{off | on}]
      outdelay {off | <Delay>}
      peer <IP Address>

[{off | on}]
            accept-routes {all | none}
            authtype {none | md5 secret <Password>}
            capability {ipv4-unicast | ipv6-unicast} {off | on}
            graceful-restart {off | on}
            graceful-restart-stalepath-time {default | <Time>}
            holdtime {default | <Time>}
            ignore-first-ashop {off | on}
            keepalive {default | <Time>}
            local-address <Local IP Address> [{off | on}]
            log-state-transitions {off | on}
            log-warnings {off | on}
            no-aggregator-id {off | on}
            outgoing-interface <Name of Interface> {off | on}
            passive-tcp {off | on}
            peer-type

[none] [{off | on}]
[reflector-client {off | on}]
[no-client-reflector {off | on}]

            ping {off | on}
            route-refresh {off | on}
            send-keepalives {off | on}
            send-route-refresh
                  request {all | ipv4 | ipv6} unicast
                  route-update {all | ipv4 | ipv6} unicast
            throttle-count {off | <Number>}
            trace {all | keepalive | open | packets | update | general
| normal | policy | route | state | task | timer} {off | on}
            weight <Weight>
            comment "<Your Text>"
      protocol {all | bgp | direct | rip | static | ospf | ospfase}
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Parameters

Parameter Description

{off | on} Creates (on) or removes (off) a
peer group with AS ID.

description {off | "<Your Text>"] Optional: Sets the peer group
description to <Your Text>, or turns
off the description (off).

interface <Name of Interface> {off | on} Sets a gateway interface (<Name of
Interface>: eth1, eth2, etc.) as the
peer group interface, and turns it on
or off.

local-address <IP Address> [{off | on}] Sets a peer group with an IP address
on the local gateway.

med {default | <Value>} Sets the peer group local Multi-Exit
Discriminator (MED).
The default is 0.

nexthop-self {off | on} Sets (on) or removes (off) the local
gateway as the default exit gateway
for the peer group.

outdelay {off | <Delay>} Sets or removes the out-delay value
(in seconds).
Set this value to enforce rate limiting.

peer <IP Address> [{off | on}] Creates a peer group with the
specified gateway (<IP
Address>).

protocol {all | bgp | direct | rip | static
| ospf | ospfase}

Sets an internal peer group protocol.
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Parameter Description

peer <IP Address> accept-routes {all |
none}

Accepts routes from peers only if
there is an inbound BGP route policy.
In the absence of a configured import
policy for this peer, specify "all" or
"none" here.

n all - Accepts and installs
routes with an invalid
preference. This is the default.
Depending on the local BGP
inbound policy, the routes can
become active or inactive.

n none - Deletes routes from a
peer when no explicit local BGP
inbound policy exists.
Use this option to save memory
overhead when many routes
are rejected because there is
no local policy.
These routes can be re-
learned only if you restart the
BGP session.

peer <IP Address> authtype {none | md5
secret <Password>}

Sets peer authentication between the
local gateway and the specified peer
gateway (<IP Address>).
You can set it to MD5 and specify the
password (<Password>), or you can
turn it off (none).

peer <IP Address> capability {ipv4-unicast
| ipv6-unicast} [{off | on}]

Configures peer multiprotocol
capabilities (ipv4-unicast or
ipv6-unicast) with the specified
peer (<IP Address>).
Turn these on or off, if necessary.

peer <IP Address> graceful-restart {off |
on}

Turns graceful restart on and off
between the local gateway and the
specified peer (<IP Address>).

peer <IP Address> graceful-restart-
stalepath-time {default | <Time>}

Sets graceful restart stalepath time (in
seconds) with the specified peer (<IP
Address>).

peer <IP Address> holdtime {default |
<Time>}

Sets the maximal amount of time (in
seconds) that can elapse between
messages from the specified peer
(<IP Address>).
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Parameter Description

peer <IP Address> ignore-first-ashop {off |
on}

Sets the router to ignore the first AS
number in the AS_PATH for routes
learned from the specified peer.
Use this option for a route server peer
in so-called transparent mode.
The route server is configured to
redistribute routes from multiple ASs
and does not prepend its own AS
number.

peer <IP Address> keepalive {default |
<Time>}

Sets the keepalive timer (in seconds)
for the specified peer (<IP
Address>).

peer <IP Address> local-address <Local IP
Address {off | on}

Sets a local IP address (<Local IP
Address) for the specified peer
(<IP Address>).

peer <IP Address> log-state-transitions
{off | on}

Turns logging of peer state transitions
on or off for the specified peer (<IP
Address>).

peer <IP Address> log-warnings {off | on} Turns logging of warnings on or off
for the specified peer (<IP
Address>).

peer <IP Address> no-aggregator-id {off |
on}

Sets the specified peer (<IP
Address>) to not aggregate AS
routes (on).
If set to off, the peer will create
aggregate routes.

peer <IP Address> outgoing-interface <Name
of Interface> {off | on}

Sets a specific outgoing interface
(<Name of Interface>) to the
specified peer (<IP Address>).

peer <IP Address> passive-tcp {off | on} Sets peer passive behavior. If on, the
gateway does not initialize
connections to the specified remote
peer (<IP Address>).
The default is off.

peer <IP Address> peer-type {none |
reflector-client | no-client-reflector}
[{off | on}]

Sets the local gateway's peer type in
the relation to the specified peer (<IP
Address>).

peer <IP Address> ping {off | on} Sets ping capability between the local
gateway and the specified peer (<IP
Address>).
The default is off.
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Parameter Description

peer <IP Address> route-refresh {off | on} Sets route refresh capability between
the local gateway and the specified
peer (<IP Address>).
The default is off.

peer <IP Address> send-keepalives {off |
on}

Sets the gateway to always send
keepalive messages to the specified
peer (<IP Address>).
The default is off.

peer <IP Address> send-route-refresh
request {all | ipv4 | ipv6} unicast

Sets the local gateway to request
BGP route updates from the specified
peer (<IP Address>).

peer <IP Address> send-route-refresh route-
update {all | ipv4 | ipv6} unicast

Sets the local gateway to respond to
requests for BGP route updates from
the specified peer (<IP Address>).

peer <IP Address> throttle-count {off |
<Number>}

Sets the maximal number of BGP
updates that can be sent at one time
to the specified peer (<IP
Address>).
The range for the <Number> is 0-
65535. The default is off.

peer <IP Address> trace [{keepalive | open
| packets | update | all | general | normal
| policy | route | state | task | timer}]
{off | on}

Sets the types of packets to trace
from the specified peer (<IP
Address>).

peer <IP Address> weight <Weight> Sets the weight for the specified peer
(<IP Address>).
The value range for the <Weight> is
0-65535.

peer <IP Address> comment "<Your Text>" Sets a comment associated with the
specified peer (<IP Address>).
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Configuring BGP Route Reflection in Gaia Clish
You can configure route reflection as an alternative to BGP confederations.

Route reflection supports both internal and external BGP routing groups.

Syntax

set bgp
      internal peer <IP Address> peer-type
            none
            no-client-reflector
            reflector-client
      cluster-id {<IP Address> | off}
      default-med {<0-65535> | off}
      default-route-gateway {<IP Address> | off}

Parameters

Parameter Description

internal peer <IP
Address>
peer-type none

The peer router <IP Address> is not a reflector client of the local
router. This is the default.

internal peer <IP
Address>
peer-type no-client-
reflector

An advanced option.

internal peer <IP
Address>
peer-type reflector-
client

The peer router <IP Address> is a reflector client of the local
router.

cluster-id <IP
Address>

The cluster ID used for route reflection.
The cluster ID default is that of the router id.
Override the default if the cluster has more than one route reflector

cluster-id off Disable the cluster ID.

default-med <0-65535> The Multi-Exit Discriminator (MED) metric used to advertise routes
through BGP.

default-med off Disable the specified MEDmetric.
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Parameter Description

default-route-gateway
<IP Address>

The default route. This route has a higher rank than any configured
default static route for this router.
If you do not want a BGP peer considered for generating the default
route, use this command:
peer <IP Address> suppress-default-originate
on

default-route-gateway
off

Disables the configured default BGP route.
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Configuring BGP Route Dampening in Gaia Clish
BGP route dampening maintains a history of flapping routes and prevents advertising these routes.

A route is considered to be flapping when it is repeatedly transitioning from available to unavailable or the
other way around.

Note - BGP route dampening is supported only for External BGP (eBGP).

Syntax

set bgp dampening
{off | on}

      suppress-above {<2-32> | default}
      reuse-below {<1-32> | default}
      max-flat {<3-64> | default}
      reachable-decay {<1-900> | default}
      unreachable-decay [<1-2700> | default}
      keep-history {<2-5400> | default}

Parameters

Parameter Description

{off | on} Specifies whether to enable or disable BGP route dampening.

suppress-above
<2-32>

Specifies the value of the instability metric at which route suppression takes
place.
A route is not installed in the forwarding table or announced even if it reachable
during the period that it is suppressed.

suppress-above
default

Specifies an instability metric value for suppressing routes of 3.

reuse-below
metric <1-32>

Specifies the value of the instability metric at which a suppressed route
becomes unsuppressed if it is reachable but currently suppressed.
The value assigned to the reuse-belowmetric must be lower than the suppress-
above value.

reuse-below
metric default

Specifies an instability metric value for announcing previously suppressed
routes of 2.

max-flap <3-
64>

Specifies the upper limit of the instability metric.
The value must be greater than the suppress-above value plus 1.
Each time a route becomes unreachable, 1 is added to the current instability
metric.

max-flat
default

Specifies the upper limit of the instability metric as 16.
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Parameter Description

reachable-
decay <1-900>

Specifies the time for the instability metric to reach half of its value when the
route is reachable.
The smaller the value the sooner a suppressed route becomes reusable.

reachable-
decay default

Specifies a value of 300.

unreachable-
decay <1-2700>

Specifies the time for the instability metric to reach half its value when the route
is NOT reachable.
The value must be equal to or higher than the reachable-decay value.

unreachable-
decay default

Specifies a value of 900.

keep-history
<2-5400>

Specifies the period for which route flapping history is maintained for a given
route.

keep-history
default

Specifies a value of 1800.
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Configuring BGP Communities in Gaia Clish
ABGP community is a group of destinations that share the same property.

However, a community is not restricted to one network or autonomous system.

Use communities to simplify the BGP inbound and route redistribution policies.

Use the BGP communities command(s) together with inbound policy and route redistribution.

Syntax

set bgp communities {off | on}

Parameters

Parameter Description

on Enable BGP policy options based on communities.

off Disable BGP policy options based on communities.
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Restarting BGP Peers in Gaia Clish
You can restart BGP peering without restarting the Gaia RouteD daemon.

Syntax

restart bgp
      all
      as <Number of Autonomous System>
      peer <IP Address of Peer>

Parameters

Parameter Description

all Restarts BGP peering with all peers in all groups

as <Number of Autonomous
System>

Restarts BGP peering with all peers in the specified
group

peer <IP Address of Peer> Restarts BGP peering with the specified peer

Important:

n Restarting any part of a BGP protocol causes neighbor adjacencies to be torn
down and brought back up.

n The protocol's Graceful Restart mechanism does not take effect.
n Side effects of restarting a BGP instance include:

l Loss of BGP routes
l Traffic outage
l Network topology reconvergence

n In a ClusterXL or VRRPCluster, restart of a BGP instance does not trigger a
failover.
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Monitoring BGP in Gaia Clish

Monitoring BGP

To see all available "show" commands for BGP, enter in Gaia Clish:

show bgp[Esc][Esc]

Troubleshooting BGP

See "TraceOptions" on page 437.
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Support for IPv6 BGP (BGP-4 Multiprotocol
Extensions)
Gaia implements BGP-4 with support for multiprotocol extensions and the exchange of IPv6 address
prefixes, as described in RFCs 2545, 2858, and 3392.

You must use an IPv4 address for the router ID (BGP identifier). After the BGP session is up, prefixes can
be advertised and withdrawn by sending normal "UPDATE" messages that include either or both of the new
multiprotocol attributes "MP_REACH_NLRI" (used to advertise reachability of routes) and "MP_UNREACH_
NLRI" (used to withdraw routes).

The new attributes are backward compatible. If two routers have a BGP session and only one supports the
multiprotocol attributes, they can still exchange unicast IPv4 routes even though they cannot exchange
IPv6 routes.

Notes:

n ClusterXL (in Gateway and VSXmode) supports BGP IPv6 Link Local
peers.

n ClusterXL (in Gateway and VSXmode) supports BGP IPv6 Global Link
peers.

Configuring IPv6 BGP (BGP-4 Multiprotocol Extensions)

On each peer, configure the type of routes (Multiprotocol capability) to exchange between peers.

Select one of these:

n IPv4 Unicast Only (this is the default)

n IPv6 Unicast Only

n Both IPv4 and IPv6

To establish BGP peering, the BGP routers must share a capability.

If your system is exchanging IPv4 routes over IPv6 (or IPv6 routes over IPv4), use the Gaia Clish
"routemap" commands to set nexthop to match the family of the routes being exchanged. If they do not
match, the routes cannot be active.

Note - To configure routing policies for BGP-4 Multiprotocol Extensions, use the Gaia
Clish "routemap" commands. Do not use the route redistribution and inbound filters
in Gaia Portal.
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BGP Sessions (Internal and External)

Introduction
BGP supports these session types between neighbors:

n Internal (iBGP) - Runs between routers in the same autonomous system.

n External (eBGP) - Runs between routers in different autonomous systems.

When you send routes to an external peer, the local AS number is prepended to the AS path. Routes
received from an internal neighbor have the same AS path that the route had when it was received from an
external peer.

BGP sessions might include a single metric (Multi-Exit Discriminator or MED) in the path attributes. Smaller
values are preferred. These values are used to break ties between routes with equal preference from the
same neighbor AS.

Internal BGP sessions carry at least one metric in the path attributes that BGP calls the local preference.
The size of the metric is identical to the MED. Use of these metrics depends on the type of internal protocol
processing.

For BGP implementation, external peers are directly attached to a shared subnet and advertise next hops
that are host addresses on the subnet. If you enable the multihop option in the BGP peer template during
configuration, this constraint is relaxed.

Internal groups determine the immediate next hops for routes. The next hop received with a route from a
peer is used as a forwarding address and to look up an immediate next hop in IGP routes. Internal groups
support distant peers, but need to know the IGPwhose routes they are using to determine immediate next
hops.

Where possible, for internal BGP group types, a single outgoing message is built for all group peers based
on the common policy. A copy of the message is sent to every peer in the group, with appropriate
adjustments to the next hop field to each peer. This minimizes the computational load needed to run large
numbers of peers in these types of groups.
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Preventing Private AS Numbers from Propagating
An ISP can assign private AS numbers (64512 to 65535) to a customer in order to conserve globally
unique AS numbers. When an ISP does so, a BGP update from a customer network to the ISP has the
private AS number in its AS_PATH attribute. When the ISP propagates its network information to other
ISPs, the private AS number would normally be included. To avoid this, you can configure Gaia to remove
the private AS number from BGP update messages to external peers.

To configure Gaia to remove private AS numbers from BGP updates, enable the Remove Private AS
option on the configuration page for an external peer.

If you enable this option, private AS numbers are removed from BGP updates according to the following
rules:

n If the AS_PATH includes both public and private AS numbers, the private AS numbers are not
removed.

n If the AS_PATH contains the AS number of the destination peer, private AS numbers are not
removed.

n If the AS_PATH includes confederations and all the AS numbers in the AS_PATH are private, all the
private AS numbers are removed.

BGP Route Refresh
Gaia supports the ability to dynamically request BGP route updates from peers and to respond to requests
for BGP route updates. For example, if you change the inbound routing policy, you can request that a peer
readvertise its previously advertised routes so that the routes can be checked against the new policy. This
feature is often referred to as a soft reset because it provides the ability to refresh routes received from a
peer without tearing down the established session.

These options work only with peers that support the same capabilities.

Gaia systems can also peer with systems that do not support these options.

n To configure BGP route updates in Gaia Clish:

set bgp external remote-as <AS Number> peer <IP Address> send-
route-refresh
set bgp internal peer <IP Address> send-route-refresh
save config

n To configure BGP route updates Gaia Portal:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > BGP.

2. In the Peer Groups section, select the applicable group and click Edit.

3. In the Peers section, select the applicable peer and click Edit.

4. Click Shows Advanced Settings.

5. In the Route Refresh section, select the Route Refresh.

6. Click Save to close the Edit Peer window.

7. Click Save to close the Edit Peer Groupwindow.
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BGP Path Attributes
A path attribute is a list of AS numbers that a route has traversed to reach a destination. BGP uses path
attributes to provide more information about each route and to help prevent routing loops in an arbitrary
topology. You can also use path attributes to determine administrative preferences.

BGP collapses routes with similar path attributes into a single update for advertisement. Routes that are
received in a single update are readvertised in a single update. The churn caused by the loss of a neighbor
is minimized, and the initial advertisement sent during peer establishment is maximally compressed.

BGP does not read information that the kernel forms message by message. Instead, it fills the input buffer.
BGP processes all complete messages in the buffer before reading again. BGP also performs multiple
reads to clear all incoming data queued on the socket.

Note - This feature might cause a busy peer connection to block other protocols for
prolonged intervals.

Path attributes

Attribute Description

AS_PATH Identifies the autonomous systems through which routing information carried in an
UPDATEmessage passed. Components of this list can be AS_SETs or AS_
SEQUENCES.

NEXT_HOP Defines the IP address of the border router that should be used as the next hop to the
destinations listed in the UPDATEmessage.

MULTI_
EXIT_DISC

Discriminates among multiple exit or entry points to the same neighboring autonomous
system. Used only on external links.

LOCAL_
PREF

Determines which external route should be taken and is included in all iBGP UPDATE
messages. The assigned BGP speaker sends this message to BGP speakers within its
own autonomous system but not to neighboring autonomous systems. Higher values of
a LOCAL_PREF are preferred.

ATOMIC_
AGGREGATE

Specifies to a BGP speaker that a less specific route was chosen over a more specific
route. The BGP speaker attaches the ATOMIC_AGGREGATE attribute to the route
when it reproduces it to other BGP speakers. The BGP speaker that receives this route
cannot remove the ATOMIC_AGGREGATE attribute or make any Network Layer
Reachability Information (NLRI) of the route more specific. This attribute is used only for
debugging purposes.

All unreachable messages are collected into a single message and are sent before reachable routes
during a flash update. For these unreachable announcements, the next hop is set to the local address on
the connection, no metric is sent, and the path origin is set to incomplete. On external connections, the AS
path in unreachable announcements is set to the local AS. On internal connections, the AS path length is
set to zero.
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Routing information shared between peers in BGP has two formats: announcements and withdrawals. A
route announcement indicates that a router either learned of a new network attachment or made a policy
decision to prefer another route to a network destination. Route withdrawals are sent when a router makes
a new local decision that a network is no longer reachable.
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BGP Multi-Exit Discriminator
Multi-exit Discriminator (MED) values are used to help external neighbors decide which of the available
entry points into an AS are preferred.

A lower MED value is preferred over a higher MED value and breaks the tie between two or more preferred
paths.

Note - A BGP session does not accept MEDs from an external peer unless the Accept
MED field is set for an external peer.
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BGP Interactions with IGP
All transit ASs must be able to carry traffic that originates from locations outside of that AS, is destined to
locations outside of that AS, or both. This requires a certain degree of interaction and coordination
between BGP and the Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) that the particular AS uses. In general, traffic that
originates outside of a given AS passes through both interior gateway (that support the IGP only) and
border gateway (that support both the IGP and BGP). All interior gateway receive information about
external routes from one or more of the border gateway of the AS that uses the IGP.

Depending on the mechanism used to propagate BGP information within a given AS, take special care to
ensure consistency between BGP and the IGP, since changes in state are likely to propagate at different
rates across the AS. A time windowmight occur between the moment when some border gateway "A"
receives new BGP routing information (which was originated from another border gateway "B" within the
same AS) and the moment the IGPwithin this AS can route transit traffic to the border gateway "B". During
that time window, either incorrect routing or black holes can occur.

To minimize such routing problems, border gateway "A" should not advertise to any of its external peers a
route to some set of exterior destinations associated with a given address prefix using border gateway "B"
until all the interior gateway within the AS are ready to route traffic destined to these destinations by using
the correct exit border gateway "B". Interior routing should converge on the proper exit gateway before
advertising routes that use the exit gateway to external peers.

If all routers in an AS are BGP speakers, no interaction is necessary between BGP and an IGP. In such
cases, all routers in the AS already have full knowledge of all BGP routes. The IGP is then only used for
routing within the AS, and no BGP routes are imported into the IGP. The user can perform a recursive
lookup in the routing table. The first lookup uses a BGP route to establish the exit router, while the second
lookup determines the IGP path to the exit router.
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BGP Inbound Route Filters
BGP routes can be filtered, or redistributed by AS number or AS path regular expression, or both.

BGP stores rejected routes in the routing table with a negative preference. A negative preference prevents
a route from becoming active and prevents it from being installed in the forwarding table or being
redistributed to other protocols. This behavior eliminates the need to break and re-establish a session
upon reconfiguration if importation policy is changed.

When you import from BGP you can add or modify the local preference, rank and nexthop. The local
preference parameter assigns a BGP local preference to the imported route. The local preference is a 32-
bit unsigned value, with greater values preferred. This is the preferred way to bias a routing subsystem
preference for BGP routes.
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Redistributing Routes to BGP
Redistributing to BGP is controlled by an AS.

The same policy is applied to all firewalls in the AS. BGPmetrics are 16-bit, unsigned quantities; that is,
they range from 0 to 65535 inclusive, with zero being the most attractive.

While BGP version 4 supports 32-bit unsigned quantities, routed does not.

Notes:

n To define a redistribution policy in Gaia Portal, go to Advanced Routing > Route
Redistribution.

n To define a redistribution policy in Gaia Clish, use the "set routemap" commands. See
sk100501.

https://supportcontent.checkpoint.com/solutions?id=sk100501
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BGP Communities
BGP communities allow you to group a set of IP addresses and apply routing decisions based on the
identity of the group or community.

To implement this feature, map a set of communities to certain BGP local preference values. Then you can
apply a uniform BGP configuration to the community as a whole as opposed to each router within the
community. The routers in the community can capture routes that match their community values.

Use community attributes to can configure your BGP speaker to set, append, or modify the community of a
route that controls which routing information is accepted, preferred, or distributed to other neighbors. The
following table displays some special community attributes that a BGP speaker can apply.

Community
attribute Description

NO_EXPORT
(0xFFFFFF01)

Not advertised outside a BGP confederation boundary.
A Standalone autonomous system that is not part of a confederation should be
considered a confederation itself.

NO_ADVERTISE
(0xFFFFFF02)

Not advertised to other BGP peers.

NO_EXPORT_
SUBCONFED
(0xFFFFFF03)

Not advertised to external BGP peers.
This includes peers in other members' autonomous systems inside a BGP
confederation.

For more about communities, see RFC 1997 and RFC 1998.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+1997
https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+1998
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BGP Route Reflection
By default, all BGP peers in an Autonomous System (AS) are in a full mesh.

However, if an AS has many BGP peers, the BGP configuration and hardware deployment is not easy.

To simplify configuration and deployment and avoid having to connect the peers in a full mesh, it is
possible to configure:

n One BGP peer as a route reflector.

n All or some of the other BGP peers as clients of the route reflector.

The route reflector and its clients are known as a route reflection cluster.

The route reflector sends the routes received from its peers to its clients.

In the example network below:

n AS1 has five Check Point routers with enabled BGP.

n One of the routers is a route reflector for two clients.

Item Description Item Description

1 Non-clients 5 AS1

2 iBGP 6 eBGP

3 Route Reflector in cluster 7 AS676

4 Clients in cluster
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It is possible to define more than one route reflector in the AS to avoid having a single point of failure.

Best Practice - We recommend that you not use multiple redundant reflectors
unnecessarily because it increases the memory required to keep routes on the peers
of redundant reflectors.

To learn more about route reflection, see RFC 2796.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+2796
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BGP Confederations
An alternative to route reflection is BGP confederations. As with route reflectors, you can partition BGP
speakers into clusters where each cluster is typically a topologically close set of routers. With
confederations, this is accomplished by subdividing the autonomous system into multiple, smaller ASs that
communicate among themselves. The internal topology is hidden from the outside world, which perceives
the confederation to be one large AS.

Each distinct sub-ASwithin a confederation is referred to as a routing domain (RD). Routing domains are
identified by using a Routing Domain Identifier (RDI). The RDI has the same syntax as an AS number, but
as it is not visible outside of the confederation, it does not need to be globally unique, although it does need
to be unique within the confederation. Many confederations find it convenient to select their RDIs from the
reserved AS space (ASs 64512 through 65535 (see RFC 1930). RDIs are used as the ASs in BGP
sessions between peers within the confederation.

The confederation as a whole, is referred to by a confederation identifier. This identifier is used as the AS in
external BGP sessions. As far as the outside world is concerned, the confederation ID is the AS number of
the single, large AS. For this reason, the confederation IDmust be a globally unique, normally assigned AS
number.

Note - Do not nest confederations.

For further details, refer to the confederations specification documentRFC 1965.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+1930
https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+1965
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External BGP (eBGP) Multihop Support
Connections between BGP speakers of different ASs are referred to as External BGP (eBGP) connections.
BGP enforces the rule that peer routers for eBGP connections need to be on a directly attached network. If
the peer routers are multiple hops away from each other or if multiple links are between them, you can
override this restriction by enabling the eBGPmultihop feature. TCP connections between eBGP peers are
tied to the addresses of the outgoing interfaces. Therefore, a single interface failure severs the session
even if a viable path exists between the peers.

eBGPmultihop support can provide redundancy so that an eBGP peer session persists even in the event
of an interface failure. Using an address assigned to the loopback interface for the eBGP peering session
ensures that the TCP connection stays up even if one of the links between them is down, provided the peer
loopback address is reachable. In addition, you can use eBGPmultihop support to balance the traffic
among all links.

Use the TTL (Time to Live) parameter to limit the number of hops over which the External BGP (eBGP)
multihop session is established.

You can configure the TTL only if eBGPmultihop is enabled.

The default TTL is 64. When multihop is disabled the default TTL is 1.

When traffic comes from a router that is not directly connected and multihop is enabled, BGP uses that
router as the next hop, irrespective of the advertised routes that it gets.

Important - Enabling multihop BGP connections is dangerous because BGP speakers
might establish a BGP connection through a third-party AS. This can violate policy
considerations and introduce forwarding loops.
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BGP Route Dampening
Route dampening decreases the propagation of flapping routes. A flapping route is a route that repeatedly
becomes available and then unavailable. Without route dampening, autonomous systems continually send
advertisement and withdrawal messages each time the flapping route becomes available or unavailable.
As the Internet grew, the number of announcements per second grew as well and caused performance
problems within the routers.

Route dampening enables routers to keep a history of the flapping routes and prevent them from
consuming significant network bandwidth. The routers measure how often a given route becomes
available and then unavailable. When a route reaches a set threshold, that route is no longer considered
valid, and is no longer propagated for a given period of time, usually about 30 minutes. If a route continues
to flap even after it reaches the threshold, the time out period for that route grows in proportion to each
additional flap. Once the route reaches the threshold, the route is dampened or suppressed. Suppressed
routes are added back into the routing table once the penalty value decreases and falls below the reuse
threshold.

Route dampening can cause connectivity to look lost to the outside world but maintained on your own
network because route dampening only applies to BGP routes. Because of high load on the backbone
network routers, most NSPs (MCI, Sprint, UUNet etc.) have set up route suppression.

Note - BGP route dampening is supported only for eBGP. It is not supported for iBGP.
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TCP MD5 Authentication for BGP
The Internet is vulnerable to attack through its routing protocols and BGP is no exception.

External sources can disrupt communications between BGP peers by breaking their TCP connection with
spoofed RST packets.

Internal sources, such as BGP speakers, can inject bogus routing information from any other legitimate
BGP speaker.

Bogus information from either external or internal sources can affect routing behavior over a wide area in
the Internet.

The TCPMD5 option allows BGP to protect itself against the introduction of spoofed TCP segments into
the connection stream.

To spoof a connection using MD5 signed sessions, the attacker not only has to guess TCP sequence
numbers, but also the password included in the MD5 digest.
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IGMP
Introduction
Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) allows hosts on multiaccess networks to inform locally
attached routers of their group membership information. Hosts share their group membership information
by multicasting IGMP host membership reports. Multicast routers listen for these host membership
reports, and then exchange this information with other multicast routers.

The group membership reporting protocol includes two types of messages: host membership query and
host membership report. IGMPmessages are encapsulated in IP datagrams, with an IP protocol number
of 2. Protocol operation requires that a designated querier router be elected on each subnet and that it
periodically multicast a host membership query to the all-hosts group.

Hosts respond to a query by generating host membership reports for each multicast group to which they
belong. These reports are sent to the group being reported, which allows other active members on the
subnet to cancel their reports. This behavior limits the number of reports generated to one for each active
group on the subnet. This exchange allows the multicast routers to maintain a database of all active host
groups on each of their attached subnets. A group is declared inactive (expired) when no report is received
for several query intervals.

The IGMPv2 protocol adds a leave group message and uses an unused field in the IGMPv1 host
membership query message to specify a maximal response time. The leave group message allows a host
to report when its membership in a multicast group terminates. Then, the IGMP querier router can send a
group-directed query with a very small maximal response time to probe for any remaining active group
members. This accelerated leave extension can reduce the time required to expire a group and prune the
multicast distribution tree from minutes, down to several seconds

The unicast traceroute program allows the tracing of a path from one device to another, using mechanisms
that already exist in IP. Unfortunately, you cannot apply such mechanisms to IPmulticast packets. The key
mechanism for unicast traceroute is the ICMPTTL exceeded message that is specifically precluded as a
response to multicast packets. The traceroute facility implemented within routed conforms to the
traceroute facility for IPmulticast draft specification.

Gaia supports IGMPv1, IGMPv2 (runs by default), and IGMPv3.
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IGMPv3
Gaia provides IGMP version 3 source filtering to support source-specific multicast (SSM), which enables
the Gaia system to request traffic from specific sources via PIM join/prune messages without requiring the
presence of a rendezvous point (RP). This enables the Gaia system to forward traffic from only those
sources from which receivers requested traffic. IGMPv3 supports applications that explicitly signal sources
from which they want to receive traffic.

With IGMP version 3, receivers (hosts) identify their membership to a multicast group in the following two
modes:

n Include mode: Receivers announce membership to a group and provide a list of IP addresses (the
include list) from which they want to receive traffic.

n Exclude mode: Receivers announce membership to a host group and provide a list of IP addresses
(the exclude list) from which they do not want to receive traffic. To receive traffic from all sources, a
host sends an empty exclude list.

The multicast group address range 232/8 (232.0.0.0 to 232.255.255.255) is reserved for use by SSM
protocols and applications. The DRs of senders do not send register packets to any RPs in the SSM group
range.

When SSM is enabled, all other multicast groups are treated as in normal sparse-mode.

Configuring Local and Static IGMP Groups
You can facilitate multicast routing by creating IGMP local and static groups. You create these groups on a
per-interface basis, and for each group you specify an address for a multicast group. Gaia then acts as a
receiver for that multicast group and builds a routing tree to the source regardless of whether there are any
hosts on the downstream LAN that want to receive traffic for that group. When hosts later join the multicast
group, they start receiving traffic sooner because the routing tree is already built.

This feature is useful in any situation in which multicast receivers might not be permanently attached to the
downstream LAN. For example, if you have laptop users who regularly detach from the LAN and reattach
when they return to work and who also want to receive multicast traffic from a known source when their
laptop is connected to the LAN, you can create a local or static group using the multicast address of the
known source. Gaia then maintains the reverse path forwarding tree without waiting for requests from the
laptops.

The differences between local and static groups are:

n When you create a local group:

l IGMP sends a membership report out of the appropriate interface.

l If the system is running a parent multicast routing protocol, IGMP informs the parent protocol
about the simulated local receiver.

n When you create a static group:

l IGMP does not send a membership report for the group. You might want to use static groups
if you do not want other devices to receive IGMPmembership reports from your Gaia system.

l If the system is running a parent multicast routing protocol, IGMP informs the parent protocol
about the simulated local receiver.
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Configuring IGMP in Gaia Portal
Important:

n In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.
n IGMP functions only in conjunction with a multicast routing protocol to calculate a

multicast distribution tree. For more information, see "PIM" on page 126.

IGMP is enabled by default.

1. Configure a multicast routing protocol, such as PIM.

IGMP functions only in conjunction with a multicast routing protocol to calculate a multicast
distribution tree.

IGMP supports IPmulticast groups on a network.

For more information, see "PIM" on page 126.

2. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IGMP.

3. For each interface, on which you enabled a multicast routing protocol:

a. Select the interface and click Edit.

b. Configure the IGMP interface parameters.

All parameters are optional.

IGMP interface parameters

Parameter Description

Version The version of the IGMP protocol.

Note - IGMP version 2 is compatible with IGMP version 1.
IGMP version 3 is compatible with versions 2 and 1.

Best Practice - Use IGMP version 1 only on networks that
include multicast routers that do not support IGMP versions 2
or 3.

IGMP version 3 is used to support source-specific multicast (SSM).
IGMP version 3 membership reports are used to request or block
multicast traffic from specific sources.
For example, when a host requests traffic for a multicast group from a
specific source, SSM sends PIM join/prune messages towards the
source.
The multicast group address 232.0.0.0/8 is reserved for use with SSM.
Range: 1-3
Default: 2
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Parameter Description

Loss
Robustness

Allows tuning for the expected packet loss on a subnet.
If the subnet is expected to be highly lossy, then the "loss robustness"
value may be increased.
IGMP protocol operation is robust to (loss robustness - 1) packet loss.
Range: 1-255
Default: 2

Query
Interval

The interval (in seconds) between IGMP general queries sent by the
querier router.
This parameter can be used to tune the IGMPmessaging overhead and
has a secondary effect on the timeout of idle IPmulticast groups.
Range: 1-3600
Default: 125

Query
Response
Interval

The maximum response time (in seconds) inserted into the periodic
IGMP general queries.
The query response interval may be used to tune the burstiness of
IGMPmessages.
A greater value spreads the host IGMP reports over a greater interval,
reducing burstiness.
This value must always be less than the query interval.
Range: 1-25
Default: 10

Last
Member
Query
Interval

The maximum response time (in seconds) inserted into IGMP group-
specific queries.
The last member query interval may be used to tune the "leave latency".
A smaller value results in a reduction in the time to detect the loss of the
last member of a multicast group.
This value must always be less than the query interval.
Range: 1-25
Default: 1

Router Alert Allows the "disable insertion of IP router alert" option in all IGMP
messages sent on the interface.
This can be useful in interoperating with broken IP implementations that
may discard the packet due to the use of this option.
Options: Enabled, or Disabled
Default: Enabled

c. Optional: Add a Multicast Group.

n In the Local Groups section, add a local network Multicast Group and clickOK.

n In the Static Groups section, add a static Multicast group and clickOK.
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Multicast Group parameters

Parameter Description

Multicast
Address

The multicast address of the group.

Group
Type

n Local Group
Provides a mechanism to simulate the presence of local receivers
for specific groups.
When a multicast group is added to an interface, IGMP sends a
membership report on the interface.

n Static Group
Provides a mechanism to simulate the presence of local receivers
on an interface.
When a static group is configured on an interface that is also
running a parent multicast protocol (such as PIM) IGMP informs the
parent of the presence of a local receiver.
In contrast to regular IGMP, no membership reports are sent on the
corresponding interface.

Important - If the same multicast group is configured as both a
local and a static group, local group takes precedence, that is,
membership reports are sent out on the interface.

d. Click Save.
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Configuring IGMP in Gaia Clish
Important:

n In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.
n IGMP functions only in conjunction with a multicast routing protocol to calculate a

multicast distribution tree. For more information, see "PIM" on page 126.

n To see the available "set" commands for IGMP, enter in Gaia Clish:

set igmp[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available "show" commands for IGMP, enter in Gaia Clish:

show igmp[Esc][Esc]

Syntax

set igmp interface <Name of Interface>
      default
      last-member-query-interval {<1-25> | default}
      local-group <Multicast Group IP Address> {off | on}
      loss-robustness {<1-255> | default}
      query-interval {<1-3600> | default}
      query-response-interval {<1-25> | default}
      router-alert {off | on}
      static-group <Multicast Group IP Address>
            group-count <1-512> group-increment {<Set of 4 Octets> |
default} {off | on}

{off | on}
      version {1 | 2 | 3}

Parameters

Parameter Description

interface <Name of
Interface>

The interface, on which IGMP should be configured.

default Reset IGMP settings to defaults for the specified interface.
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Parameter Description

last-member-query-
interval {<1-25> |
default}

This parameter applies only to IGMP versions 2 and newer.
When an IGMP router receives a "Leave Group" message, the router
issues a membership query to determine if any hosts remain that still
desire multicast data for the given group.
The query message is repeated a number of times, at an interval which is
determined by this parameter (in seconds).
If no responses are received, then multicast routing for this group stops.
This parameter defines the maximum response time inserted into IGMP
group-specific queries.
A smaller value results in a reduction in the time to detect the loss of the
last member of a multicast group.

Important - This value must be less than the configuredQuery
Interval.

Default: 1

local-group
<Multicast Group
IP Address> {off |
on}

Amulticast group address.
A local group provides a mechanism to simulate the presence of local
receivers for specific groups.
When a multicast group is added to an interface, IGMP sends a
membership report on the interface.

loss-robustness
{<1-255> |
default}

Expected packet loss on a subnet.
If you expect the subnet to be highly lossy, then you can increase the "loss
robustness" value.
IGMP protocol operation is robust to ("value of loss robustness" - 1) packet
loss.
Default: 2

query-interval
{<1-3600> |
default}

The interval (in seconds) between IGMP general queries which the querier
router sends.
You can use this parameter to tune the IGMPmessaging overhead and
has a secondary effect on the timeout of idle IPmulticast groups.
Default: 125

query-response-
interval }<1-25> |
default{

The maximum response time (in seconds) inserted into the periodic IGMP
general queries.
You can use the query response interval to tune the burstiness of IGMP
messages; a greater value spreads the host IGMP reports over a greater
interval, which reduces burstiness.

Important - This value must always be less than the configured
Query Interval.

Default: 10
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Parameter Description

router-alert {off
| on}

Lets you disable the insertion of IP router alert in all IGMPmessages sent
on the interface. This can be useful with broken IP implementations that
may discard the packet because of the use of this option.
Default: off

static-group
address {off | on}

Amulticast group address.
A static group provides a mechanism to simulate the presence of local
receivers on an interface.
When a static group is configured on an interface that also runs a parent
multicast protocol (such as PIM), IGMP informs the parent of the presence
of a local receiver.
In contrast to regular IGMP, no membership reports are sent on the
corresponding interface.

Important - If the same multicast group is configured as both a
local and a static group, local group takes precedence, that is,
membership reports are sent out on the interface.

group-count <1-
512>

Number of adjacent groups, to which this interface subscribes.

group-increment
{<Set of 4 Octets>
| default}

Controls the increment between groups.
Static group configuration provides a mechanism to simulate the presence
of local receivers on the interface.
When a static group is configured on an interface, the parent protocol (e.g.
PIM) is notified of the presence of a local receiver.
Local groups and static groups are similar in behavior.
The difference is that IGMPmembership reports are not sent for static
groups.
If the same multicast group is configured as both a local and a static group,
the local group takes precedence.
In other words, membership reports are sent out the interface for that
group when it is configured as a local group, regardless of static group
configuration.

version {1 | 2 |
3}

IGMP version 2 is compatible with IGMP version 1.
IGMP version 3 is compatible with versions 2 and 1.

Best Practice - Use IGMP version 1 only on networks that
include multicast routers that do not support IGMP versions 2 or
3
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Monitoring IGMP

Monitoring IGMP in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IGMP.

2. In the top right corner, clickMonitoring.

3. In the IGMP Monitor section, click on the Information category.

Note - The page is static. To see the latest values, clickRefresh.

Monitoring IGMP in Gaia Clish

To see the available "show" commands for IGMP, enter in Gaia Clish:

show igmp[Esc][Esc]

Troubleshooting IGMP

See "TraceOptions" on page 437.
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IP Broadcast Helper
UDP broadcasts stop at the edge of the local network. This can be a problem under some circumstances.

For example, if a server is relocated to a different network, but it needs to receive UDP broadcasts from
clients, which are not being relocated.

IP Broadcast Helper can solve this problem by forwarding UDP broadcasts to a list of destination IPv4
addresses.

IP Broadcast Helper is a form of static addressing that uses directed broadcasts to forward local and all-
nets broadcasts to desired destinations within the internetwork.

Note - For more information, see RFC 1542 > Section 4.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+1542
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Configuring IP Broadcast Helper in Gaia Portal

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IP Broadcast Helper.

2. In the IP Broadcast Helper section, the Forward Non-local Packets option controls whether
packets are forwarded that are not locally originated by a source directly on the receiving interface.

n Select this option to forward packets, even if the source is not directly on the receiving
interface. Click Apply.

n Clear this option (this is the default) to require that packets are generated by a source that is
directly on the receiving interface to be eligible for relay. Click Apply.

3. In the Configure Relays section, configure the interface, on which the IP helper service runs.

a. Click Add.

b. In the Interface field, select the applicable interface.

c. In the UDP Port field, enter the number of the UDP port in the client UDP packets that should
be forwarded by the interface to the relay destination.

Important - You cannot use ports 67 and 68 that are reserved for DHCPRelay.

Range: 1-65535

d. In the Relay field, enter the IPv4 unicast address (x.x.x.x) or IPv4 broadcast address
(255.255.255.255), to which the interface forwards the client UDP packets.

You can configure more than one relay IPv4 address.

Important:
n The IPv4 address specified must not be an address belonging to

the local machine.
n Packets are not forwarded to any destination IP address that uses

the same interface as the incoming UDP broadcast.

e. Click Save.
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Configuring IP Broadcast Helper in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way

n To see the available "set" commands for IP Broadcast Helper, enter in Gaia Clish:

set iphelper[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available "show" commands for IP Broadcast Helper, enter in Gaia Clish:

show iphelper[Esc][Esc]

Syntax

set iphelper
      forward-nonlocal {off | on}
      interface <Name of Interface>
            off
            udp-port <1-65535>
                  off
                  relay-to <IP Address> {off | on}
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Parameters

Parameter Description

forward-nonlocal
{off | on}

Controls whether packets are forwarded that are not locally
originated by a source directly on the receiving interface.

n Enable (on) this option to forward packets, even if the source
is not directly on the receiving interface.

n Disable (off) this option (this is the default) to require that
packets are generated by a source that is directly on the
receiving interface to be eligible for relay.

<Name of Interface> Specifies the interface, on which the IP helper service runs.

interface <Name of
Interface> off

Disables the IP Broadcast Helper on the specified interface.

udp-port <1-65535> Specifies the number of the UDP port in the client UDP packets that
should be forwarded by the interface to the relay destination

Important - You cannot use ports 67 and 68 that are
reserved for DHCPRelay.

udp-port <1-65535>
off

Disables the UDP port configured on this interface.

relay-to
<Destination IPv4
Address> {off | on}

Specifies the IPv4 unicast address (x.x.x.x) or IPv4 broadcast
address (255.255.255.255), to which the interface forwards the
client UDP packets.
You can configure more than one relay IPv4 address.

Important:

n The IPv4 address specified must not be an address
belonging to the local machine.

n Packets are not forwarded to any destination IP
address that uses the same interface as the
incoming UDP broadcast.
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Procedure

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Configure the Forward Non-local Packets option.

n Enable this option to forward packets, even if the source is not directly on the receiving
interface.

set iphelper forward-nonlocal on

n Disable this option (this is the default) to require that packets are generated by a source
that is directly on the receiving interface to be eligible for relay.

set iphelper forward-nonlocal off

4. Configure the interface, the UDP port in client packets, and the destination IPv4 address:

set iphelper interface <Name of Interface> udp-port <1-65535>
relay-to <Destination IPv4 Address> on

5. Save the configuration:

save config
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Monitoring IP Broadcast Helper

Monitoring IP Broadcast Helper in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IP Broadcast Helper.

2. In the top right corner, clickMonitoring.

Note - The page is static. To see the latest values, clickReload.

Monitoring IP Broadcast Helper in Gaia Clish

To see the available "show" commands for IP Broadcast Helper, enter in Gaia Clish:

show iphelper[Esc][Esc]

Troubleshooting IP Broadcast Helper

See "TraceOptions" on page 437.
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PIM
In This Section:

Introduction 126

PIM Dense Mode (DM) 126

PIM Sparse Mode (SM) 127

PIM Source-Specific Multicast (SSM) Mode 128

Introduction
Protocol-Independent Multicast (PIM) can forward multicast packets with a unicast protocol.

PIM efficiently routes multicast traffic for groups that span wide area (and inter-domain) networks.

It works with all existing unicast routing protocols.

PIM supports three modes:

n Dense Mode (PIM DM)

n Sparse Mode (PIM SM)

n Source-Specific Multicast Mode(PIM SSM)

Notes:

n You can enable only one mode of PIM at a time.
n Due to an OS limitation, a maximum of 31 PIM interfaces can be configured. If

more interface are configured, PIM runs only on the first 31 interfaces.

PIM Dense Mode (DM)
This mode is most useful when:

n Senders and receivers are in close proximity to one another.

n There are few senders and many receivers.

n The volume of multicast traffic is high.

n The stream of multicast traffic is constant.
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PIM Dense Mode State Refresh

The PIM Dense Mode State Refresh option can be used in conjunction with dense mode to eliminate
the periodic flood-and-prune of multicast data with no active receivers. All PIM routers must have State
Refresh enabled to take advantage of this feature.

PIM Dense Mode builds multicast distribution trees that operate on a flood and prune principle.
Multicast packets from a source are flooded throughout a PIM dense mode network. PIM routers that
receive multicast packets and have no directly connected multicast group members or PIM neighbors
send a prune message back up the source-based distribution tree toward the source of the packets. As
a result, subsequent multicast packets are not flooded to pruned branches of the distribution tree.
However, the pruned state in PIM dense mode times out approximately every three minutes and the
entire PIM dense mode network is reflooded with multicast packets and prune messages. This
reflooding of unwanted traffic throughout the PIM dense mode network consumes network bandwidth
unnecessarily.

Use the PIM Dense Mode State Refresh feature to keep the pruned state in PIM dense mode from
timing out by periodically forwarding a control message down the distribution tree. The control message
refreshes the prune state on the outgoing interfaces of each router in the tree. This saves network
bandwidth by greatly reducing the reflooding of unwanted multicast traffic to pruned branches of the
PIM dense mode network.

Note - You must enable state refresh on all the PIM routers in the distribution tree to take advantage of
this feature.

PIM Sparse Mode (SM)
This mode is most useful when:

n There are few receivers in a group.

n Senders and receivers are separated byWAN links.

n The type of traffic is intermittent.
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PIM Source-Specific Multicast (SSM) Mode
This mode is most useful when:

n Most multicast traffic is from well-known sources.

n It is desirable to avoid the overhead of shared tree and rendezvous point processing associated with
sparse mode.

SSM is a version of PIM Sparse Mode. It is used in conjunction with IGMP v3 to request or block multicast
traffic from specific sources. For example, when a host requests traffic for a multicast group from a specific
source, SSM sends PIM join/prune messages towards the source.

The multicast group range 232.0.0.0/8 is reserved for SSM. When SSM is enabled, Sparse Mode accepts
only IGMP v3 reports for groups that fall within this range. Sparse Mode ignores IGMP v1 and IGMP v2
reports in this range.

In addition, only shortest-path-tree (SPT) join/prune messages for these groups are accepted from
neighboring routers. All other multicast groups are processed as in native Sparse Mode.

SSM does not need a Rendezvous Point (RP). The presence of an RP for any of the SSM groups does not
have any influence on the processing of join/prune messages.
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Configuring PIM in Gaia Portal
In This Section:

Configuring PIM 129

Configuring PIM Interfaces 131

Configuring PIM Advanced Options 132

Configuring PIM Bootstrap and Rendezvous Point Settings 135

Disabling PIM 139

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

Configuring PIM
To configure PIM Sparse Mode (SM) in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > PIM.

2. In the PIM Global Settings section:

a. Select Sparse Mode (SM).

b. Click Apply.

3. In the PIM Interfaces section, add the applicable interfaces.

See the "Configuring PIM Interfaces" on page 131 section below.

4. Optional: In the Advanced Options section, configure the applicable settings.

See the "Configuring PIMAdvancedOptions" on page 132 section below.

5. Optional: In the Bootstrap and Rendezvous Point Settings section, configure the applicable
settings.

See the "Configuring PIMBootstrap and Rendezvous Point Settings" on page 135 section
below.

6. Configure the Static Multicast Routes.

See "StaticMulticast Routes" on page 148.
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To configure PIM Dense Mode (DM) in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > PIM.

2. In the PIM Global Settings section:

a. SelectDense Mode (DM).

b. Select the State Refresh to use state refresh messages to delay timing out prune state of
multicast traffic that has no active receivers. This helps suppress the flood-and-prune
cycle inherent to Dense Mode.

c. Click Apply.

3. In the PIM Interfaces section, add the applicable interfaces.

a. Click Add.

b. In the Interface field, select the interface, on which you want to run PIM.

c. Optional: To configure this interface to use the VRRPVirtual IP address, selectUse
Virtual address.

d. Optional: in the DR Priority (Designated Router priority) field, enter a new priority (0-
4294967295).

e. Click Save.

4. Optional: In the Advanced Options section, configure the applicable settings.

See the "Configuring PIMAdvancedOptions" on page 132 section below.

5. Configure the Static Multicast Routes.

See "StaticMulticast Routes" on page 148.

To configure PIM Source-Specific Multicast (SSM) in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > PIM.

2. In the PIM Global Settings section:

a. Select Source-Specific Multicast (SSM).

b. Click Apply.

3. In the PIM Interfaces section, add the applicable interfaces.

See the "Configuring PIM Interfaces" on the next page section below.

4. Optional: In the Advanced Options section, configure the applicable settings.

See the "Configuring PIMAdvancedOptions" on page 132 section below.

5. Optional: In the Bootstrap and Rendezvous Point Settings section, configure the applicable
settings.

See the "Configuring PIMBootstrap and Rendezvous Point Settings" on page 135 section
below.

6. Configure the Static Multicast Routes.

See "StaticMulticast Routes" on page 148.
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Configuring PIM Interfaces
Description of parameters for PIM Interfaces

Parameter Description

Interface Specifies the interface, on which to enable PIM.

Use
Virtual
Address

Select this option to use the VRRPVirtual IP address on this interface:

n PIM runs on this interface only after the router becomes a VRRPMaster after a
failover.

n Creates the neighbor relationship with the Virtual IP, if the router is a VRRP
Master. The VRRPMaster in the VRRP pair sends Hello messages that include
the Virtual IP as the source address and processes PIM control messages from
routers that neighbor the VRRP pair.

Note - You cannot configure this option when ClusterXL is enabled.

Range: Enabled, or Cleared
Default:Cleared

DR
Priority

The Designated Router priority advertised in the PIM Hello messages that are sent on
the interface.
This is used for DR selection on a LAN.
The router with the highest priority is selected as the designated router.
To break a tie, the DR is selected on the basis of the highest IP address.
If even one router does not advertise a DR priority configured, the DR election is based
on the IP address.

Note - To make sure that a PIM neighbor supports DR Priority:

a. Run this command in Gaia Clish on the Security Gateway:

show pim neighbor <IP Address of Neighbor>

b. For neighbors that advertise a DR selection priority value, this
message shows in the summary:

DRPriorityCapable Yes

Range: 0-4294967295 (232 - 1)
Default: 1
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Configuring PIM Advanced Options
These settings are optional.

Description of General Timers

Parameter Description

Hello
Interval

Interval between PIM Hello messages that are sent on a multicast-capable interface.
Hello messages are addressed to the All-PIM-Routers multicast group (224.0.0.13),
so that PIM routers may discover neighbors on a multi-access network.
Range: 1-21845 seconds
Default: 30 seconds

Data
Interval

The life-time of a new PIM forwarding entry.
Subsequently, the life of the entry is extended in different ways based on the location
of this router in the network.
For example, in some cases the receipt of PIM control messages (periodic join/prune
messages) extends the life of the entry and in others the presence of local senders of
multicast traffic prevents the deletion of the entry.
Range: 11-3600 seconds
Default: 210 seconds

Assert
Interval

If an assert battle on an upstream interface results in the selection of a PIM neighbor
other than the unicast reverse-path-forwarding (RPF) neighbor towards the source of
the data traffic (for which the assert battle was generated) as the designated forwarder
on that interface, then the winner is used as the upstream neighbor for all subsequent
join/prune messages.
This change is timed-out after expiry of the assert interval.
Range: 1-3600 seconds
Default: 180 seconds

Join
Prune
Interval

Interval between sending Join/Prune messages.
Range: 1-3600 seconds
Default: 60 seconds

Join
Prune
Delay
Interval

The maximal interval from the time when the unicast Reverse Path Forwarding (RPF)
neighbor (towards a source or the RP) changes, and a triggered Join/Prune message
is sent.
Range: 1-3600 seconds
Default: 5 seconds
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Description of Assert Ranks

Parameter Description

Direct
OSPF
Kernel
Static
RIP
BGP

Compares the cost of protocols to find which router will forward multicast data packets
on a multi-access LAN.
These values are used in assert messages sent out on a LANwhen a router detects
data packets on an interface other than the incoming interface towards the source of
the data.
These values must be the same for all routers on a multi-access LAN that run the
same protocol.
Therefore, the default values were specially configured to match those of other
implementations.

n Range: 0-255
n Defaults:

l BGP: 170
l Direct: 0
l Kernel: 40
l OSPF: 10
l RIP: 100
l Static: 60

Description of State Refresh Parameters

Parameter Description

State
Refresh
Interval

For Dense Mode, the interval at which state refresh messages are sent for multicast
traffic originated by directly-connected sources.
Range: 1-255 seconds
Default: 60 seconds

State
Refresh
TTL

For Dense Mode, the time-to-live (TTL) placed in the state refresh messages
originated for multicast traffic from directly-connected sources.
You can use this value to limit the forwarding of state refresh messages in the
network.
In the absence of user configuration, it is derived from the multicast data.
Range: 1-255
Default:None

Description of Sparse Mode Timers

Parameter Description

Register
Suppression
Interval

The mean interval between receipt of a register-stop and the time when registers
can be sent again.
A lower value means more frequent register bursts at the rendezvous point.
A higher value means a longer join latency for new receivers.
Range: 60-3600 seconds
Default: 60
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Parameter Description

CRP Advertise
Interval

The interval between which candidate-rendezvous point routers send candidate-
rendezvous point advertisements to the elected bootstrap router.
Range: 1-3600 seconds
Default: 60 seconds
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Configuring PIM Bootstrap and Rendezvous Point Settings
These settings are optional.

To configure this router as a Bootstrap router, Candidate Rendezvous Point and Static
Rendezvous Point

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > PIM.

2. In the PIM Global Settings section, in the PIM Protocol field, select one these:

n Sparse Mode (SM)

n Source Specific Multicast (SSM)

3. In the Bootstrap and Rendezvous Point Settings section, click Edit Settings.

4. To enable the router as a Bootstrap Router:

a. Select Enable Bootstrap Router.

Description

If enabled, this router is a candidate bootstrap router (C-BSR). All candidate RPs (C-
RPs) send C-RP-Advertisements to the selected bootstrap router (BSR).

The BSR then disseminates this information in bootstrap messages across the PIM
domain.

To prevent a single point of failure, configure more than one router in a domain as a
candidate BSR.

Default:Cleared

b. Optional: Enter the Local Address of the bootstrap router.

Description

Address used for the C-BSR state machine and the bootstrap messages.

Important:
n On a single Security Gateway, this address can be that of the

PIM interfaces or an address configured on the loopback
interface. If an address from the loopback interface is used,
do not select an address in the 127/8 address range.

n In ClusterXL Cluster Member or VRRPCluster Member, you
must configure the Cluster Virtual IP address configured on
this PIM interface.

Range: Address of PIM interface, or a non 127.0.0.0/8 loopback address.

Default: The IP address of one of the interfaces on which PIM is enabled. The default
does not apply on Cluster Members.
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c. Optional: Enter the Local Preference.

Description

The priority advertised in C-BSRmessages.

The candidate bootstrap router with the highest priority value is selected as the
bootstrap router for the domain.

The C-RPwith the lowest priority has the highest preference.

The highest priority value is 0.

Range: 0-255

Default: 0

5. To enable the router as a Candidate Rendezvous Point:

a. Select Enable Candidate RP to configure Gaia as a candidate rendezvous point router.

b. Optional: Enter the Local Address of the Candidate Rendezvous Point router.

Description

Address used for the C-RP state machine and in the C-RP-Advertisements sent to the
elected bootstrap router.

Important:
n On a single Security Gateway, this address can be that of the

PIM interfaces or an address configured on the loopback
interface. If an address from the loopback interface is used,
do not select an address in the 127/8 address range.

n In ClusterXL Cluster Member or VRRPCluster Member, you
must configure the Cluster Virtual IP address configured on
this PIM interface.

Range: Address of PIM interface or a non 127.0.0.0/8 loopback address.

Default: Selects the IP address of one of the interfaces on which PIM is enabled. The
default does not apply on Cluster Members.

c. Optional: Enter the Local Preference.

Description

The priority of this C-RP.

All PIM routers select the same RP for a multicast group address from the list of C-RPs
received in the bootstrap messages from the elected BSR.

The lower the Local Preference of the C-RP, the higher the priority.

Range: 0-255

Default: 0
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d. Optional:Click Add to configure aMulticast Group and Subnet mask for which this router
is designated as the candidate rendezvous point.

Description

n Multicast Group

The multicast IP address of the group(s), for which this rendezvous point is
responsible.

Range:Dotted-quad ([224-239].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255])

Default: 224.0.0.0/4

n Subnet mask

Mask length.

Range: 1-32

Default:None

6. To enable the router as a Static Rendezvous Point:

a. Select Enable Static RP.

b. Optional:Click Add to enter the Static Rendezvous Point IP address.

Description

If an associated multicast group and prefix is not configured, the Static Rendezvous
Point (RP) is considered to be responsible for all multicast groups (224.0.0.0/4).

This needs to be consistent with the RP information at other routers in a multicast
domain irrespective of the RP-dissemination mechanism (bootstrap or autoRP) used.

Note - The static RP overrides the RP information received from
other RP-dissemination mechanisms, such as bootstrap routers.

Range: Any IP address

Default:None
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c. Optional:Click Add to configure aMulticast Group and Subnet mask for which this router
is designated as the static rendezvous point.

Description

n Multicast Group

The multicast IP address of the group(s), for which this rendezvous point is
responsible.

Range:Dotted-quad ([224-239].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255])

Default: 224.0.0.0/4

n Subnet mask

Mask length.

Range: 1-32

Default:None

7. Click Save.
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Disabling PIM
You can disable PIM on one or all interfaces.

To disable PIM on an interface

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > PIM.

2. In the PIM Interfaces section, select the interface.

3. ClickDelete.

There is no prompt to confirm.

To disable PIM on all interfaces

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > PIM.

2. In the PIM Interfaces section, clickDelete All.

3. ClickOK to confirm.
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Configuring PIM in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

n To see the available "set" commands for PIM, enter in Gaia Clish:

set pim[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available "show" commands for PIM, enter in Gaia Clish:

show pim[Esc][Esc]

Syntax

set pim
      assert-interval {<1-3600> | default}
      assert-rank protocol <Protocol> rank {<0-255> | default}
      bootstrap-candidate
            local-address {<IPv4 address> | default}

{off | on}
            priority {<0-255> | default}
      candidate-rp
            advertise-interval {<1-3600> | default}
            local-address {<IPv4 address> | default}
            multicast-group <IPv4 address>/<Subnet mask> {off | on}

{off | on}
            priority {<0-255> | default}
      data-interval {<11-3600> | default}
      hello-interval {<1-21845> | default}
      interface <Name of Interface>
            dr-priority {<0-4294967295> | default}

{off | on}
            virtual-address {off | on}
      interface-all-off
      jp-delay-interval {<1-3600> | default}
      jp-interval {<1-3600> | default}
      mode {dense | sparse | ssm}
      register-suppress-interval {<60-3600> | default}
      state-refresh {off | on}
      state-refresh-interval {<1-255> | default}
      state-refresh-ttl {<1-255> | default}
      static-rp

{off | on}
            rp-address <IPv4 address>
                  multicast-group <IPv4 address>/<Subnet mask> {off
| on}

{off | on}
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Parameters

The mandatory parameters are markedMandatory. All other parameters are optional.

Parameter Description

assert-interval
{<1-3600> |
default}

Configures the assert interval.
If an assert battle on an upstream interface results in the selection of a
PIM neighbor other than the unicast reverse-path-forwarding (RPF)
neighbor towards the source of the data traffic (for which the assert
battle was generated) as the designated forwarder on that interface,
then the winner is used as the upstream neighbor for all subsequent
join/prune messages.
This change is timed-out after expiry of the assert interval.
Range: 1-3600 seconds
Default: 180 seconds

assert-rank
protocol
<Protocol>

Configures the protocol, for which to configure the assert rank:

n bgp - Routes learned via the BGP protocol
n direct - Routes directly connected to a network interface
n kernel - Kernel routes
n ospf - Routes learned via the OSPF protocol
n ospfase - External routes learned via OSPF
n rip - Routes learned via the RIP protocol
n static - Static routes

rank {<0-255> |
default}

Configures the protocol rank to compare the cost of protocols to find
which router will forward multicast data packets on a multi-access LAN.
These values are used in assert messages sent out on a LANwhen a
router detects data packets on an interface other than the incoming
interface towards the source of the data.
These values must be the same for all routers on a multi-access LAN
that run the same protocol.
Therefore, the default values were specially configured to match those of
other implementations.

n Range: 0-255
n Defaults:

l BGP: 170
l Direct: 0
l Kernel: 40
l OSPF: 10
l RIP: 100
l Static: 60
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Parameter Description

bootstrap-
candidate local-
address {<IPv4
address> |
default}

Configures the Bootstrap Candidate Local Address used for the C-BSR
state machine and the bootstrap messages.

Important:

n On a single Security Gateway, this address can be that
of the PIM interfaces or an address configured on the
loopback interface. If an address from the loopback
interface is used, do not select an address in the 127/8
address range.

n In ClusterXL Cluster Member or VRRPCluster Member,
you must configure the Cluster Virtual IP address
configured on this PIM interface.

Range: Address of PIM interface, or a non 127.0.0.0/8 loopback
address.
Default: The IP address of one of the interfaces on which PIM is enabled.
The default does not apply on Cluster Members.

bootstrap-
candidate {off |
on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the Bootstrap Candidate.

bootstrap-
candidate
priority {<0-255>
| default}

Configures the priority advertised in C-BSRmessages.
The candidate bootstrap router with the highest priority value is selected
as the bootstrap router for the domain.
The C-RPwith the lowest priority has the highest preference.
The highest priority value is 0.
Range: 0-255
Default: 0

candidate-rp
advertise-
interval {<1-
3600> | default}

Configures the candidate Rendezvous Point (RP) Advertisement
Interval.

candidate-rp
local-address
{<IPv4 address> |
default}

Configures the Candidate Rendezvous Point router address used for the
C-RP state machine and in the C-RP-Advertisements sent to the elected
bootstrap router.

Important:

n On a single Security Gateway, this address can be that
of the PIM interfaces or an address configured on the
loopback interface. If an address from the loopback
interface is used, do not select an address in the 127/8
address range.

n In ClusterXL Cluster Member or VRRPCluster Member,
you must configure the Cluster Virtual IP address
configured on this PIM interface.

Range: Address of PIM interface or a non 127.0.0.0/8 loopback address.
Default: Selects the IP address of one of the interfaces on which PIM is
enabled. The default does not apply on Cluster Members.
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Parameter Description

candidate-rp
multicast-group
<IPv4
address>/<Subnet
mask> {off | on}

Configure the Multicast Group, for which this router is designated as the
candidate rendezvous point.

n <IPv4 address>
The multicast IP address of the group(s) in CIDR notation, for
which this rendezvous point is responsible.
Range:Dotted-quad ([224-239].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255])
Default: 224.0.0.0/4

n <Subnet mask>
Mask length.
Range: 1-32
Default:None

candidate-rp {off
| on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) Gaia as a candidate rendezvous point
router.

candidate-rp
priority {<0-255>
| default}

Configures the priority of this C-RP.
All PIM routers select the same RP for a multicast group address from
the list of C-RPs received in the bootstrap messages from the elected
BSR.
The lower the Local Preference of the C-RP, the higher the priority.
Range: 0-255
Default: 0

data-interval
{<11-3600> |
default}

Configures the life-time of a new PIM forwarding entry.
Subsequently, the life of the entry is extended in different ways based on
the location of this router in the network.
For example, in some cases the receipt of PIM control messages
(periodic join/prune messages) extends the life of the entry and in others
the presence of local senders of multicast traffic prevents the deletion of
the entry.
Range: 11-3600 seconds
Default: 210 seconds

hello-interval
{<1-21845> |
default}

Configures the interval between PIM Hello messages that are sent on a
multicast-capable interface.
Hello messages are addressed to the All-PIM-Routers multicast group
(224.0.0.13), so that PIM routers may discover neighbors on a multi-
access network.
Range: 1-21845 seconds
Default: 30 seconds

interface <Name
of Interface>

Mandatory.
Specifies the interface, on which to enable PIM.
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Parameter Description

interface <Name
of Interface> dr-
priority {<0-
4294967295> |
default}

Configures the Designated Router priority advertised in the PIM Hello
messages that are sent on the interface.
This is used for DR selection on a LAN.
The router with the highest priority is selected as the designated router.
To break a tie, the DR is selected on the basis of the highest IP address.
If even one router does not advertise a DR priority configured, the DR
election is based on the IP address.

Note - To make sure that a PIM neighbor supports DR Priority:

a. Run this command in Gaia Clish on the Security
Gateway:

show pim neighbor <IP Address of
Neighbor>

b. For neighbors that advertise a DR selection priority
value, this message shows in the summary:

DRPriorityCapable Yes

Range: 0-4294967295 (232 - 1)
Default: 1

interface <Name
of Interface>
{off | on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) PIM on the specified interface.

interface <Name
of Interface>
virtual-address
{off | on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the use of the VRRPVirtual IP address
on this interface:

n PIM runs on this interface only after the router becomes a VRRP
Master after a failover.

n Creates the neighbor relationship with the Virtual IP, if the router is
a VRRPMaster. The VRRPMaster in the VRRP pair sends Hello
messages that include the Virtual IP as the source address and
processes PIM control messages from routers that neighbor the
VRRP pair.

Note - You cannot configure this option when ClusterXL is
enabled.

Range: off, or on
Default: off

interface-all-off Disables PIM on all interfaces.

jp-delay-interval
{<1-3600> |
default}

Configures the maximal interval from the time when the unicast Reverse
Path Forwarding (RPF) neighbor (towards a source or the RP) changes,
and a triggered Join/Prune message is sent.
Range: 1-3600 seconds
Default: 5 seconds
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Parameter Description

jp-interval {<1-
3600> | default}

Configures the interval between sending Join/Prune messages.
Range: 1-3600 seconds
Default: 60 seconds

mode {dense |
sparse | ssm}

Mandatory.
Configures the PIM mode:

n dense - Dense Mode
n sparse - Sparse Mode
n ssm - Source-Specific Multicast

register-
suppress-interval
{<60-3600> |
default}

Configures the mean interval between receipt of a register-stop and the
time when registers can be sent again.
A lower value means more frequent register bursts at the rendezvous
point.
A higher value means a longer join latency for new receivers.
Range: 60-3600 seconds
Default: 60

state-refresh
{off | on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the use of state refresh messages to
delay timing out prune state of multicast traffic that has no active
receivers.
This helps suppress the flood-and-prune cycle inherent to Dense Mode.

state-refresh-
interval {<1-255>
| default}

For Dense Mode, configures the interval at which state refresh
messages are sent for multicast traffic originated by directly-connected
sources.
Range: 1-255 seconds
Default: 60 seconds

state-refresh-ttl
{<1-255> |
default}

For Dense Mode, configures the time-to-live (TTL) placed in the state
refresh messages originated for multicast traffic from directly-connected
sources.
You can use this value to limit the forwarding of state refresh messages
in the network.
In the absence of user configuration, it is derived from the multicast data.
Range: 1-255
Default:None

static-rp {off |
on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the router as a Static Rendezvous Point.
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Parameter Description

static-rp rp-
address <IPv4
address>

Configures the Static Rendezvous Point IP address.
If an associated multicast group and prefix is not configured, the Static
Rendezvous Point (RP) is considered to be responsible for all multicast
groups (224.0.0.0/4).
This needs to be consistent with the RP information at other routers in a
multicast domain irrespective of the RP-dissemination mechanism
(bootstrap or autoRP) used.

Note - The static RP overrides the RP information received
from other RP-dissemination mechanisms, such as bootstrap
routers.

Range: Any IP address
Default:None

static-rp rp-
address <IPv4
address>
multicast-group
<IPv4
address>/<Subnet
mask> {off | on}

Configures the Multicast Group, for which this router is designated as the
static rendezvous point.

n <IPv4 address>
The multicast IP address of the group(s) in CIDR notation, for
which this rendezvous point is responsible.
Range:Dotted-quad ([224-239].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255])
Default: 224.0.0.0/4

n <Subnet mask>
Mask length.
Range: 1-32
Default:None

static-rp rp-
address <IPv4
address> {off |
on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the specified static Rendezvous Point.
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Monitoring and Troubleshooting PIM

Monitoring PIM in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > PIM.

2. In the top right corner, clickMonitoring.

3. In the PIM Monitor section, click on the Information category.

Note - The page is static. To see the latest values, clickReload.

Monitoring PIM in Gaia Clish

To see the available "show" commands for PIM, enter in Gaia Clish:

show pim[Esc][Esc]

Troubleshooting PIM

See "TraceOptions" on page 437.
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Static Multicast Routes
Static multicast routes are used to provide a parent multicast protocol like PIM ("PIM" on page 126) a
different set of nexthops to use for the RPF (reverse-path-forwarding) checks.

When conducting an RPF check, these routes are examined first, and, if no nexthop is found, the unicast
routing table is examined.

PIM ("PIM" on page 126) expects packets to arrive on the reverse-path forwarding (RPF) interface - the
interface used to reach the source of the multicast data.

PIM also checks the RPF to learn which interface it should use to send join/prune messages.

By default, PIM checks the unicast routing table to identify the RPF interface.

Static multicast routes provide an alternative route table to use for the RPF check.

If a static multicast route and a unicast route are available for a specific destination, PIM uses the static
multicast route.

Static multicast routes let PIM be independent of unicast routing.

This lets you deploy topologies in which multicast and unicast traffic flow over different paths.

For example, in order to balance the traffic load, you can separate the HTTP traffic from the stock quotes
traffic. You simply configure a static multicast route to the source network that specifies a next hop gateway
address different from the next hop address (for the same source) in the unicast routing table.

Note - PIM is the only protocol that uses static multicast routes.
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Configuring Static Multicast Routes in Gaia
Portal

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

To add a static multicast route

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Static Multicast Routes.

2. In the Static Multicast Routes section, click Add.

3. Configure the multicast destination parameters:

n In the Destination field, enter the IPv4 address.

n In the Subnet mask field, enter the IPv4 network mask.

4. In the Add Gateway section, configure the nexthop gateway(s) for the multicast route:

a. Click Add Gateway.

b. In the IPv4 Address field, enter the IPv4 unicast address of the nexthop gateway.

c. Optional: In the Priority field, enter the priority of this nexthop gateway.

Description

The priority value defines which nexthop gateway is selected as the nexthop, when
multiple nexthop gateways are configured for the same static multicast route.

n The lower the priority, the higher the preference.

n When multiple nexthop gateways are configured with the same priority, the one
with the lower IPv4 address (for example, 192.168.10.1 instead of 192.168.10.2)
is selected.

n Nexthop gateways with no priority configured are preferred over nexthop
gateways with a configured priority value.

Range:None, or 1-8

Default:None (to set the default value, delete the current value 1-8)

d. ClickOK.

5. Click Save.
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To edit a static multicast route

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Static Multicast Routes.

2. In the Static Multicast Routes section, select the route.

3. Click Edit.

4. Configure the applicable settings and clickOK.

5. Click Save.

To delete a static multicast route

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Static Multicast Routes.

2. In the Static Multicast Routes section, select the route.

3. ClickDelete.
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Configuring Static Multicast Routes in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

n To see the available "set" commands for Static Multicast Routes, enter in Gaia Clish:

set static-mroute[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available "show" commands for Static Multicast Routes, enter in Gaia Clish:

show static-mroute[Esc][Esc]

Syntax

set static-mroute {<IPv4 Network Address>/<Subnet mask> | default}
      nexthop gateway address <IPv4 Address>

{off | on}
[priority {<1-8> | default} on]

      off

Parameters

Parameter Description

static-mroute <IPv4
Network Address>/<Subnet
mask>

Configures the route to a destination IPv4 multicast address.

n <IPv4 Network Address>
The IPv4 multicast address of the network in CIDR
notation.
Range:Dotted-quad ([224-239].[0-255].[0-255].[0-
255])
Default:None

n <Subnet mask>
Mask length.
Range: 1-32
Default:None

static-mroute default Configures this route as default route.

nexthop gateway address
<IPv4 Address> {off |
on}

n on - Configures and enables the IPv4 unicast address
of the nexthop gateway(s) for the multicast route.

n off - Disables the IPv4 unicast address of the nexthop
gateway(s) for the multicast route.
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Parameter Description

priority {<1-8> |
default} on

Optional. Configures the priority of this nexthop gateway.
The priority value defines which nexthop gateway is selected
as the nexthop, when multiple nexthop gateways are
configured for the same static multicast route.

n The lower the priority, the higher the preference.
n When multiple nexthop gateways are configured with

the same priority, the one with the lower IPv4 address
(for example, 192.168.10.1 instead of 192.168.10.2) is
selected.

n Nexthop gateways with no priority configured are
preferred over nexthop gateways with a configured
priority value.

Range: 1-8, or default
Default:None

set static-mroute {<IPv4
Network Address>/<Subnet
mask> | default} off

Disables the configured static multicast route.

To add or edit a static multicast route

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Configure the multicast destination parameters:

set static-mroute {<IPv4 Network Address>/<Subnet mask> |
default}
      nexthop gateway address <IPv4 Address>
            on

[priority {<1-8> | default} on]

4. Save the configuration:

save config
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To delete a nexthop gateway in the static multicast route

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Configure the multicast destination parameters:

set static-mroute {<IPv4 Network Address>/<Subnet mask> |
default} nexthop gateway address <IPv4 Address> off

4. Save the configuration:

save config

To delete a static multicast route completely

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Configure the multicast destination parameters:

set static-mroute {<IPv4 Network Address>/<Subnet mask> |
default} off

4. Save the configuration:

save config
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Monitoring Static Multicast Routes

Monitoring Static Multicast Routes in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Static Multicast Routes.

2. In the top right corner, clickMonitoring.

Note - The page is static. To see the latest values, clickReload.

Monitoring Static Multicast Routes in Gaia Clish

show static-mroute

Troubleshooting IGMP

See "TraceOptions" on page 437.
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RIP
The Routing Information Protocol (RIP) is one of the oldest, and still widely used, interior gateway
protocols (IGP).

RIP uses only the number of hops between nodes to determine the cost of a route to a destination network
and does not consider network congestion or link speed.

Other shortcomings of RIP are that it can create excessive network traffic if there are a large number of
routes and that it has a slow convergence time and is less secure than other IGP, such as OSPF.

Routers using RIP broadcast their routing tables on a periodic basis to other routers, whether or not the
tables have changed.

Each update contains paired values consisting of an IP network address and a distance to that network.

The distance is expressed as an integer, the hop count metric. Directly connected networks have a metric
of 1. Networks reachable through one other router are two hops, and so on. The maximal number of hops
in a RIP network is 15 and the protocol treats anything equal to or greater than 16 as unreachable.
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RIPv1

Network Mask

RIP 1 derives the network mask of received networks and hosts from the network mask of the interface
from which the packet was received.

If a received network or host is on the same natural network as the interface over which it was received,
and that network is subnetted (the specified mask is more specific than the natural network mask), then the
subnet mask is applied to the destination.

If bits outside the mask are set, it is assumed to be a host. Otherwise, it is assumed to be a subnet.

Auto Summarization

The Check Point implementation of RIPv1 supports auto summarization.

This allows the router to aggregate and redistribute non-classful routes in RIP v1.
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RIPv2
The RIP version 2 protocol adds capabilities to RIP. Some of the most notable RIPv2 enhancements follow.

Network Mask

The RIPv1 protocol assumes that all sub-networks of a given network have the same network mask.

It uses this assumption to calculate the network masks for all routes received.

This assumption prevents subnets with different network masks from being included in RIP packets.

RIPv2 adds the ability to specify explicitly the network mask for each network in a packet.

Authentication

RIPv2 packets also can contain one of two types of authentication methods that can be used to verify the
validity of the supplied routing data.

The first method is a simple password in which an authentication key of up to 16 characters is included in
the packet.

If this password does not match what is expected, the packet is discarded.

This method provides very little security, as it is possible to learn the authentication key by watching RIP
packets.

The second method uses the MD5 algorithm to create a crypto checksum of a RIP packet and an
authentication key of up to 16 characters.

The transmitted packet does not contain the authentication key itself; instead, it contains a crypto
checksum called the digest.

The receiving router performs a calculation using the correct authentication key and discards the packet if
the digest does not match.

In addition, a sequence number is maintained to prevent the replay of older packets.

This method provides stronger assurance that routing data originated from a router with a valid
authentication key.
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Configuring RIP in Gaia Portal

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

1. From the left navigation tree, click the Advanced Routing > RIP.

2. Optional: In the RIP Global Settings section, configure the applicable settings and click Apply
Global Settings.

Description

Parameter Description

Update Interval The amount of time between regularly scheduled RIP updates.
To prevent synchronization of periodic updates, RIP updates are actually
sent at a time from the uniform distribution on the interval (0.5*"Update
Interval value", 1.5*"Update Interval value").

Important - Be careful when you set this parameter, because RIP
has no protocol mechanism to detect misconfiguration.

Range: 1-65535 seconds
Default: 30 seconds

Expire Interval The amount of time that must pass with no update for a given route before
the route is considered to have timed out.

Note - This value must be 6 times the Update Interval before the
network drops packets, which contain an update.

Range: 1-65535 seconds
Default: 180 seconds

Auto
Summarization

Applies only to RIP v1.
Controls whether to aggregate and redistribute automatically the non-
classful RIP v1 into RIP v2.

Important:
n If you do not select this option, you must use route

aggregation and route redistribution and configure the
aggregation and redistribution manually.

n Be careful when you configure this option, because RIP
protocol has no mechanism to detect misconfiguration.

Range: Selected, or Cleared
Default: Selected

3. In the RIP Interfaces section, add the applicable interfaces.
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a. Click Add.

b. In the Interface field, select the applicable interface.

c. In the Version field, select the RIP version.

Description

If you select v2, the default is to send full RIP v2 packets on the RIPmulticast address.

n Range: v1, or v2

n Default: v1

d. In theMetric field, enter the RIPmetric.

Description

The RIPmetric to add to routes that are sent with the specified interface(s).

This is used to make other routers prefer other sources of RIP routes over this router.

A higher metric means routes appear more expensive.

Setting the metric to 0 or default removes the stored value.

n Range: None, or 1-16

n Default:None (to configure the default value, delete the current value 1-16)

e. Select the Accept updates option.

Description

Controls if RIP packets from other routers, which use the interface, are accepted or
ignored.

Ignoring an update may result in suboptimal routing.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default: Selected

f. Select the Send updates option.

Description

Controls if RIP packets are sent through the interface.

If you do not select this option, the interface becomes a passive RIP listener.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default: Selected
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g. Select the Virtual Address option.

Description

Applies only to VRRPCluster.

Makes RIP run only on the VRRPVirtual IP address related to this interface.

If this router is not a VRRPMaster, then RIP does not run, if this option is selected. It only
runs on the VRRPMaster.

Make sure that VRRP is configured to accept connections to VRRP IP addresses.

Note - You must use VRRPMonitored Circuit mode, when you
configure VRRP to work with Virtual IP addresses, and when you
configure Virtual IP support for a dynamic routing protocol, including
RIP.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared

h. In the Transport field, select how to send the RIP packets.

Description

In theMulticastmode, RIP v2 packets are sent as multicast on this interface.

n Range: Multicast, or Broadcast

n Default:Multicast
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i. In the Authentication Type field, select the authentication type.

Description

Applies only to RIP v2.

The type of authentication scheme to use for the link.

In general, routers on a given link must agree on the authentication configuration in order
to form neighbor adjacencies.

This is used to guarantee that routing information is accepted only from trusted routers.

n None: There is no authentication scheme for the interface to accept routing
information from neighboring routers.

n Simple: Implements a simple authentication scheme for the interface to accept
routing information from neighboring routers.

In the Simple Password field, enter a password that contains from 1 to 16
characters.

These characters are supported:

l a-z

l A-Z

l 0-9

n MD5: Implements an authentication scheme that uses an MD5 algorithm for the
interface to accept routing information from neighboring routers.

In theMD5 Key field, enter a password that contains from 1 to 16 characters.

These characters are supported:

l a-z

l A-Z

l 0-9

l ` ~ ! @ # % ^ & * ( ) { } [ ] : ; , . _ - + =

Select the Cisco Compatibility option to ensure interoperability with Cisco routers
running RIPMD5 authentication.

By default, RIPMD5 is set to conform to the Check Point standard, and not for Cisco
compatibility.

n Range: None, Simple, or MD5

n Default:None

j. Click Save.
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Configuring RIP in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

n To see the available "set" commands for RIP, enter in Gaia Clish:

set rip[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available "show" commands for RIP, enter in Gaia Clish:

show rip[Esc][Esc]

Syntax

set rip
      auto-summary {off | on}
      expire-interval {<1-65535. | default}
      export-routemap <Name of RouteMap>
            off
            preference <Preference> on
      import-routemap <Name of RouteMap>
            off
            preference <Preference> on
      interface <Name of Interface>

[version {1 | 2} on]
            accept-updates {off | on}
            authtype
                  md5 secret <Password> [cisco-compatibility {off |
on}]
                  none
                  simple <Password>
            metric {<0-16> | default}

{off | on}
            send-updates {off | on}
            transport {multicast | broadcast}
            virtual-address {off | on}
      update-interval {<1-65535> | default}
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Parameters

The mandatory parameters are markedMandatory. All other parameters are optional.

Parameter Description

auto-summary {off |
on}

Applies only to RIP v1.
Controls whether to aggregate and redistribute automatically the
non-classful RIP v1 into RIP v2.

Important:

n If you do not enable this option, you must use
route aggregation and route redistribution and
configure the aggregation and redistribution
manually.

n Be careful when you configure this option,
because RIP protocol has no mechanism to detect
misconfiguration.

Range: off, or on
Default: off

expire-interval {<1-
65535. | default}

The amount of time that must pass with no update for a given route
before the route is considered to have timed out.

Note - This value must be 6 times the Update Interval
before the network drops packets, which contain an
update.

Range: 1-65535 seconds
Default: 180 seconds

export-routemap <Name
of RouteMap> off

Disables the configured Route Map for export policy.
See "Configuring RouteMaps in Gaia Clish" on page 381.

export-routemap <Name
of RouteMap>
preference
<Preference> on

Configures preference the configured export Route Map.
Route Maps are applied in order of increasing preference value.

Warning - Configuring an export Route Map for RIP
disables any route-redistribution configurations for
export to RIP. To ensure that RIP continues to advertise
routes according to prior redistribution policy, add
another Route Map to redistribute them.

See "Configuring RouteMaps in Gaia Clish" on page 381.

import-routemap <Name
of RouteMap> off

Disables the configured Route Map for import policy.
See "Configuring RouteMaps in Gaia Clish" on page 381.
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Parameter Description

import-routemap <Name
of RouteMap>
preference
<Preference> on

Configures preference the configured import Route Map.
Route Maps are applied in order of increasing preference value.

Warning - Configuring an import Route Map for RIP
disables any inbound-route-filter configurations for
import into RIP. To ensure that RIP continues to learn
routes according to prior redistribution policy, add
another Route Map to redistribute them.

See "Configuring RouteMaps in Gaia Clish" on page 381.

interface <Name of
Interface> {off | on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) RIP on the specified interface.

version {1 | 2} on] Configures the RIP version.
If you configure RIP v2, the default is to send full RIP v2 packets on
the RIPmulticast address.

n Range: 1, or 2
n Default: 1

accept-updates {off |
on}

Controls if RIP packets from other routers, which use the interface,
are accepted or ignored.
Ignoring an update may result in suboptimal routing.
Range: off, or on
Default: on
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Parameter Description

authtype ... Applies only to RIP v2.
The type of authentication scheme to use for the link.
In general, routers on a given link must agree on the authentication
configuration in order to form neighbor adjacencies.
This is used to guarantee that routing information is accepted only
from trusted routers.

n authtype md5 secret <Password> [cisco-
compatibility {off | on}]
Implements an authentication scheme that uses an MD5
algorithm for the interface to accept routing information from
neighboring routers.
Password must contain from 1 to 16 characters.
These characters are supported:

l a-z
l A-Z
l 0-9
l ` ~ ! @ # % ^ & * ( ) { } [ ] : ; , .
_ - + =

n authtype none
There is no authentication scheme for the interface to
accept routing information from neighboring routers.

n authtype simple <Password>
Implements a simple authentication scheme for the interface
to accept routing information from neighboring routers.
Password must contain from 1 to 16 characters.
These characters are supported:

l a-z
l A-Z
l 0-9

metric {<0-16> |
default}

The RIPmetric to add to routes that are sent with the specified
interface(s).
This is used to make other routers prefer other sources of RIP
routes over this router.
A higher metric means routes appear more expensive.
Setting the metric to 0 or default removes the stored value.

n Range: default, or 1-16
n Default: default (none)

send-updates {off |
on}

Controls if RIP packets are sent through the interface.
If you do not enable this option, the interface becomes a passive
RIP listener.
Range: off, or on
Default: on
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Parameter Description

transport {multicast
| broadcast}

Controls how to send the RIP packets.
In theMulticastmode, RIP v2 packets are sent as multicast on this
interface.

n Range: multicast, or broadcast
n Default:multicast

virtual-address {off
| on}

Applies only to VRRPCluster.
Makes RIP run only on the VRRPVirtual IP address related to this
interface.
If this router is not a VRRPMaster, then RIP does not run, if this
option is selected. It only runs on the VRRPMaster.
Make sure that VRRP is configured to accept connections to VRRP
IP addresses.

Note - You must use VRRPMonitored Circuit mode,
when you configure VRRP to work with Virtual IP
addresses, and when you configure Virtual IP support for
a dynamic routing protocol, including RIP.

Range: off, or on
Default: off

update-interval {<1-
65535> | default}

The amount of time between regularly scheduled RIP updates.
To prevent synchronization of periodic updates, RIP updates are
actually sent at a time from the uniform distribution on the interval
(0.5*"Update Interval value", 1.5*"Update Interval value").

Important - Be careful when you set this parameter,
because RIP has no protocol mechanism to detect
misconfiguration.

Range: 1-65535 seconds
Default: 30 seconds
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VRRP Support for RIP
Gaia supports the advertising of the Virtual IP address of the VRRPVirtual Router.

You can configure RIP to advertise the VRRPVirtual IP address rather than the actual IP address of the
interface.

If you enable this option, RIP runs only on the VRRPMaster of the Virtual Router.

During a failover, RIP stops running on the old VRRPMaster and then starts running on the new VRRP
Master.

A traffic break might occur during the time it takes both the VRRP and RIP protocols to learn the routes
again.

The greater the network, the more time it would take RIP to synchronize its database and install routes
again.

Note - Gaia also provides support for BGP, OSPF, and PIM, to advertise the VRRP
Virtual IP address. You must use VRRPMonitored Circuit mode when configuring
Virtual IP support for any dynamic routing protocol, including RIP.
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Monitoring RIP

Monitoring RIP in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > RIP.

2. In the top right corner, clickMonitoring.

3. In the RIP Monitor section, click on the Information category.

Note - The page is static. To see the latest values, clickReload.

Monitoring RIP in Gaia Clish

show rip[Esc][Esc]

Troubleshooting RIP

See "TraceOptions" on page 437.
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RIPng
RIPng is an extension of RIP developed for support of IPv6.

In an international network, such as the Internet, it is very unlikely that a single routing protocol will used for
the entire network.

Rather, the network will be organized as a collection of Autonomous Systems (AS), each of which will, in
general, be administered by a single entity.

Each ASwill have its own routing technology, which may differ among ASs.

The routing protocol used within an AS is referred to as an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP).

A separate protocol, called an Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP), is used to transfer routing information
among the ASs.

RIPng was designed to work as an IGP in moderate-size ASs. It is not intended for use in more complex
environments.

RIPng is intended to allow routers to exchange information for computing routes through an IPv6-based
network.

RIPng is one of a class of algorithms known as Distance Vector algorithms.

For more information, see RFC 2080.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+2080
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Configuring RIPng in Gaia Portal

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

1. From the left navigation tree, click the Advanced Routing > RIPng.

2. Optional: In the RIPng Global Settings section, configure the applicable settings and click Apply
Global Settings.

Description

Parameter Description

Update
Interval

The amount of time between regularly scheduled RIPng updates.
To prevent synchronization of periodic updates, RIPng updates are actually
sent at a time from the uniform distribution on the interval (0.5*"Update Interval
value", 1.5*"Update Interval value").

Important - Be careful when you set this parameter, because RIPng
has no protocol mechanism to detect misconfiguration.

Range: 1-65535 seconds
Default: 30 seconds

Expire
Interval

Specifies how long in seconds a route is kept in the absence of a RIPng update
message.

Note - This value must be 6 times the Update Interval to allow for the
possibility of lost updates.

Range: 1-65535 seconds
Default: 180 seconds

3. In the RIPng Interfaces section, add the applicable interfaces.

a. Click Add.

b. In the Interface field, select the applicable interface.
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c. In theMetric field, enter the RIPng metric.

Description

The RIPng metric to add to routes that are sent with the specified interface(s).

This is used to make other routers prefer other sources of RIPng routes over this router.

A higher metric means routes appear more expensive.

Setting the metric to 0 or default removes the stored value.

n Range: None, or 1-16

n Default:None (to configure the default value, delete the current value 1-16)

d. Select the Virtual Address option.

Description

Applies only to VRRPCluster.

Makes RIPng run only on the VRRPVirtual IP address related to this interface.

If this router is not a VRRPMaster, then RIPng does not run, if this option is selected. It only
runs on the VRRPMaster.

Make sure that VRRP is configured to accept connections to VRRP IP addresses.

Note - You must use VRRPMonitored Circuit mode, when you
configure VRRP to work with Virtual IP addresses, and when you
configure Virtual IP support for a dynamic routing protocol, including
RIP.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared

e. Click Save.
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Configuring RIPng in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

n To see the available "set" commands for IPv6 RIPng, enter in Gaia Clish:

set ipv6 ripng[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available "show" commands for IPv6 RIPng, enter in Gaia Clish:

show ipv6 ripng[Esc][Esc]

Syntax

set ipv6 ripng
      expire-interval {<1-65535. | default}
      export-routemap <Name of RouteMap>
            off
            preference <Preference> on
      import-routemap <Name of RouteMap>
            off
            preference <Preference> on
      interface <Name of Interface>
            metric VALUE

{off | on}
            virtual-address {off | on}
      update-interval VALUE

Parameters

The mandatory parameters are markedMandatory. All other parameters are optional.

Parameter Description

expire-interval {<1-
65535. | default}

Specifies how long in seconds a route is kept in the absence of a
RIPng update message.

Note - This value must be 6 times the Update Interval to
allow for the possibility of lost updates.

Range: 1-65535 seconds
Default: 180 seconds

export-routemap
<Name of RouteMap>
off

Disables the configured Route Map for export policy.
See "Configuring RouteMaps in Gaia Clish" on page 381.
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Parameter Description

export-routemap
<Name of RouteMap>
preference
<Preference> on

Configures preference the configured export Route Map.
Route Maps are applied in order of increasing preference value.

Warning - Configuring an export Route Map for RIPng
disables any route-redistribution configurations for
export to RIP. To ensure that RIPng continues to
advertise routes according to prior redistribution policy,
add another Route Map to redistribute them.

See "Configuring RouteMaps in Gaia Clish" on page 381.

import-routemap
<Name of RouteMap>
off

Disables the configured Route Map for import policy.
See "Configuring RouteMaps in Gaia Clish" on page 381.

import-routemap
<Name of RouteMap>
preference
<Preference> on

Configures preference the configured export Route Map.
Route Maps are applied in order of increasing preference value.

Warning - Configuring an import Route Map for RIPng
disables any inbound-route-filter configurations for
import into RIP. To ensure that RIPng continues to learn
routes according to prior redistribution policy, add
another Route Map to redistribute them.

See "Configuring RouteMaps in Gaia Clish" on page 381.

interface <Name of
Interface> {off |
on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) RIPng on the specified interface.

metric {<0-16> |
default}

The RIPng metric to add to routes that are sent with the specified
interface(s).
This is used to make other routers prefer other sources of RIPng
routes over this router.
A higher metric means routes appear more expensive.
Setting the metric to 0 or default removes the stored value.

n Range: default, or 1-16
n Default: default (none)

virtual-address {off
| on}

Applies only to VRRPCluster.
Makes RIPng run only on the VRRPVirtual IP address related to
this interface.
If this router is not a VRRPMaster, then RIPng does not run, if this
option is selected. It only runs on the VRRPMaster.
Make sure that VRRP is configured to accept connections to VRRP
IP addresses.

Note - You must use VRRPMonitored Circuit mode,
when you configure VRRP to work with Virtual IP
addresses, and when you configure Virtual IP support for
a dynamic routing protocol, including RIP.

Range: off, or on
Default: off
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Parameter Description

update-interval {<1-
65535> | default}

The amount of time between regularly scheduled RIPng updates.
To prevent synchronization of periodic updates, RIPng updates are
actually sent at a time from the uniform distribution on the interval
(0.5*"Update Interval value", 1.5*"Update Interval value").

Important - Be careful when you set this parameter,
because RIPng has no protocol mechanism to detect
misconfiguration.

Range: 1-65535 seconds
Default: 30 seconds
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Monitoring RIPng

Monitoring RIPng in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > RIP.

2. In the top right corner, clickMonitoring.

3. In the RIPng Monitor section, click on the Information category.

Note - The page is static. To see the latest values, clickReload.

Monitoring RIPng in Gaia Clish

show ipv6 ripng[Esc][Esc]

Troubleshooting RIPng

See "TraceOptions" on page 437.
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IP Reachability Detection
The IP Reachability Detection feature uses the Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD) protocol or (in a
future version) ICMP ping to detect whether remote IP addresses are reachable.

Introducing Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD)

From R80.20, the Gaia OS supports Bidirectional Forwarding Detection (BFD).

For more information, see RFC 5880 and RFC 5881.

n In a ClusterXL High Availability mode, only the Active member sends and accepts BFD packets.

n In a VRRP cluster, only the Master member sends and accepts BFD packets.

n ClusterXL Standby and VRRPBackup cluster members do not send or accept BFD packets. They
treat all their peer cluster members as reachable.

From R80.30, the Gaia OS supports BFD in Static Routes. BFD for static routes uses BFD protocol to
monitor reachability of a BFD peer and updates the status of an associated static route nexthop in
accordance to the reachability status. The status of the static route nexthop is "down", if that BFD peer is
unreachable.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+5880
https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+5881
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Configuring IP Reachability Detection in Gaia
Portal

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IP Reachability Detection.

2. In theGlobal Settings section, configure the applicable settings and click Apply.

Description

The Detect Multiplier, Minimum RX Interval and Minimum TX Interval settings, from both sides,
set the detection time (timeout) that BFD uses.

The Detect Multiplier and the Minimum Interval, multiplied together, make the timeout.

Best Practices:
n The calculated timeout should be at least 1 second, preferably 3

seconds (or more) for reliability. For more details, see RFC 5880.
n On Cluster Members, make sure the calculated timeout is longer than

the time necessary for the cluster to complete an unattended failover in
your environment. We recommend that you first test failover in your
environment.

These setting are global for all BFD sessions on a Security Gateway or VSXVirtual System.

Parameters

Parameter Description

BFD Detect
Multiplier

Configures the BFD detect multiplier that the system advertises.
It determines the remote system timeout.
Smaller values produce quicker detection.
greater values produce better reliability.
If the remote peer's Detect Multiplier is 1, the detection time on a Gaia
gateway increases by 12.5%above the RFC 5880 specification, to improve
reliability.
Range: 1-100
Default: 10
Recommended: At least 3

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+5880
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Parameter Description

BFD
Minimum
RX Interval

Configures the BFDminimal RX interval that the system advertises.
It configures the local system timeout and the rate at which the remote system
transmits packets.
Smaller values produce quicker detection.
greater values reduce network load.
Range: 50-1000 milliseconds
Default: 300 milliseconds

BFD
Minimum
TX Interval

Configures the BFDminimal TX interval that this system advertises.
It configures the remote system timeout and the rate at which the local system
transmits packets.
Smaller values produce quicker detection.
greater values reduce network load.
Range: 50-1000 milliseconds
Default: 300 milliseconds

Ping Count This feature detects whether various remote IP addresses are reachable
using ICMP ping.
Specifies the number of missed packets (no ICMPEcho Reply) to be tolerated
in a row before the address is considered "not reachable."
Range: 1-100
Default: 3

Ping
Interval

This feature detects whether various remote IP addresses are reachable
using ICMP ping.
Specifies the interval between ICMPEcho Request packets that are sent.
Range: 50-1000 seconds
Default: 3 seconds

3. In the Static Sessions section, add the applicable sessions.

a. Click Add.

b. In the Address Family field, select either IPv4 or IPv6.

c. In the Address field, enter the applicable IP address.
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d. In the Type field, select the BFD type.

Singlehop BFD

Requires that the remote address be exactly one hop away (see RFC 5881).

BFD Singlehop Control packets use the UDP destination port 3784.

BFD Singlehop Control packets use the UDP source ports from 49152 to 65535.

Multihop BFD

Allows the remote address to be any number of hops away - even zero, although this is
seldom useful (see RFC 5883).

To support this extra versatility, with multihop BFD you must specify the Local Address of
this Gaia.

Multihop BFD only works if the remote and local IP addresses on the peers are configured
correctly:

n On Peer #1:

l The session IP address (remote IP address) is the local IP address configured
on Peer #2

l The session local IP address is the local IP address configured on Peer #1

n On Peer #2:

l The session IP address (remote IP address) is the local IP address configured
on Peer #1

l The session local IP address is the local IP address configured on Peer #2

BFDMultihop Control packets use the UDP destination port 4784.

Ping

Detects whether remote IP addresses are reachable using ICMP ping.

BFD Echo packets use the UDP destination port 3785.

Note - BFD only works if both ends are configured to perform the same
BFD type - on both ends perform singlehop, on both ends perform
multihop, or on both ends perform ping.

e. Click Save.

4. In the BFD Authentication section, configure the applicable authentication settings.

Description

BFD can be authenticated on a given address range, with specified Authentication Type, Key ID,
and Shared Secret.

BFD authentication is disabled by default.

If BFD authentication is already enabled on the address range, you can add another Key (up to
ten) with a unique Key ID, or replace the configured Key.

For BFD authentication to work properly, you must configure the local and remote BFD peers to:

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+5881
https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+5883
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n Both have authentication enabled.

n Have the same authentication type setting.

n Have the exact same set of Keys, with matching Key IDs and Shared Secrets.

Note - You can delete the configured BFD Authentication settings, including
keys and authentication type. In this case, if a greater, overlapping range is
configured for authentication, that range's settings are used.

Procedure

a. Click Add.

b. In the Address Family field, select either IPv4 or IPv6.

c. Configure whether BFD Authentication must apply to all IP addresses.

Otherwise, you explicitly configure the applicable IP address range.

n For IPv4: Select All IPv4 Addresses.

n For IPv6: Select All IPv6 Addresses.

d. Configure the applicable IP address range of the peer.

Configuration in the address range applies to any BFD sessions, whose remote peer
addresses are in the range.

If ranges overlap, the narrowest range takes precedence (for example: 10.1.1.0/24
overrides 10.1.0.0/16).

For IPv4

In the Address field, enter the applicable IPv4 address.

In the Subnet mask field, enter the applicable IPv4 subnet mask. If not specified
explicitly, it defaults to the maximum of 32.

Examples:

n 0.0.0.0/0 - All IPv4 addresses
n 1.0.0.0/8 - Addresses from 1.0.0.0 through 1.255.255.255
n 1.1.1.0/24 - Addresses from 1.1.1.0 through 1.1.1.255
n 1.2.3.4/32 - A single address, 1.2.3.4
n 1.2.3.4 - A single address, 1.2.3.4

For IPv6

In the IPv6 Address / Mask Length field, enter the applicable IPv6 address and the
Mask Length.

If the Mask Length is not specified explicitly, it defaults to the maximum of 128.

Examples:

n ::/0 - All IPv6 addresses (including link-local)
n fe80::/10 - All link-local addresses (requires interface)
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e. In the Authentication Type field, select the authentication type.

For more information, see RFC 5880.

If you change the authentication type of a session, its existing keys are switched to the new
authentication type.

None

No authentication is used.

If you switch from another authentication type to this type, all keys are removed and
authentication is disabled for this range of peer addresses (even if a greater,
overlapping range is configured for authentication).

Meticulous MD5, or MD5

The use of these authentication types is strongly discouraged.

These authentication types use a 16-byte MD5 digest calculated over the outgoing BFD
Control packet, but the Key itself is not carried in the packet.

ForMeticulous MD5, the sequence number is incremented on every packet.

ForMD5, the sequence number is occasionally incremented.

Meticulous SHA1, or SHA1

These authentication types use a SHA1 hash calculated over the outgoing BFDControl
packet.

ForMeticulous SHA1, the sequence number is incremented on every packet.

For SHA1, the sequence number is occasionally incremented.

Best Practice - Use one of these authentication types.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+5880
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f. Configure the applicable Keys:

i. Click Add.

ii. In the Key ID field, enter the Key ID from 0 to 255.

Description

This number uniquely identifies the key, if more than one key is used.

BFD supports the use of multiple keys (up to ten).

Make sure that the Configures of keys (Key IDs and Shared Secrets) are identical
to those on the remote peer.

Note - Gaia transmits only the Key with the lowest Key ID
number. Gaia accepts packets with any key.

iii. The Enter secret as hex option:

n If this option is cleared (default), each ASCII character in the shared secret
represents one byte.

n If this option is selected, you specify the shared secret in hexadecimal
notation, with two hex digits to represent each byte.

Best Practice - Do not enable this option. The alternative hex
option is provided for versatility and interoperability, to support
special characters, such as single quote, double quote, and
others.

iv. In the Secret (or Hex Secret) field, enter the shared secret.

Description

n Supports only ASCII characters (example: "testing"), or Hex digits
(example: 74657374696e67).

Spaces are not allowed.

n ForMeticulous MD5 andMD5 - The secret must contain from 1 to 16
characters. In Hex, must contain from 2 to 32 hex digits.

n ForMeticulous SHA1 and SHA1 - The secret must contain from 1 to 20
characters. In Hex, must contain from 2 to 40 hex digits.

n Interoperability with other vendors may require that you limit the secret
length.

n The configured value is automatically padded to the full length with null
bytes.

v. ClickOK.

g. Click Save.
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Configuring IP Reachability Detection in Gaia
Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

n To see the available "set" commands for IP Reachability Detection, enter in Gaia Clish:

set ip-reachability-detection[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available "show" commands for IP Reachability Detection, enter in Gaia Clish:

show ip-reachability-detection[Esc][Esc]

Syntax

set ip-reachability-detection
   bfd
      address <IP Address>
         authtype delete
         authtype none
         authtype {md5 | meticulous-md5 | sha1 | meticulous-sha1}
key <0-255>
            hex-secret "<Hex Password>"
            off
            secret "<Password>"
         enable-bfd multihop local-address <IPv4 Address>
         enable-bfd off
         enable-bfd on
      detect-multiplier {<1-100> | default}
      min-rx-interval {<50-1000> | default}
      min-tx-interval {<50-1000> | default}
   ping
      address <IPv4 Address> enable-ping {off | on}
      count {<1-100> | default}
      interval {<1-100> | default}
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Parameters

Parameter Description

bfd address <IP Address> Configures the IP address range of the peer.
Configuration in the address range applies to any BFD
sessions, whose remote peer addresses are in the range.
If ranges overlap, the narrowest range takes precedence
(for example: 10.1.1.0/24 overrides 10.1.0.0/16).
For IPv4
Specify the applicable IPv4 address and optionally the IPv4
subnet mask.
If the subnet mask is not specified explicitly, it defaults to the
maximum of 32.
Examples:

n 0.0.0.0/0 - All IPv4 addresses
n 1.0.0.0/8 - Addresses from 1.0.0.0 through

1.255.255.255
n 1.1.1.0/24 - Addresses from 1.1.1.0 through

1.1.1.255
n 1.2.3.4/32 - A single address, 1.2.3.4
n 1.2.3.4 - A single address, 1.2.3.4

For IPv6
Specify the applicable IPv6 address and optionally the Mask
Length.
If the Mask Length is not specified explicitly, it defaults to the
maximum of 128.
Examples:

n ::/0 - All IPv6 addresses (including link-local)
n fe80::/10 - All link-local addresses (requires

interface)

bfd address <IP Address>
authtype delete

Deletes the BFD authentication settings, including keys and
authentication type.
In this case, if a greater, overlapping range is configured for
authentication, that range's settings are used.

bfd address <IP Address>
authtype none

No BFD authentication is used.
If you switch from another authentication type to this type,
all keys are removed and authentication is disabled for this
range of peer addresses (even if a greater, overlapping
range is configured for authentication).
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Parameter Description

bfd address <IP Address>
authtype {md5 |
meticulous-md5 | sha1 |
meticulous-sha1} key <0-
255>

Configures the BFD Authentication type and key.
BFD Authentication
BFD can be authenticated on a given address range, with
specified Authentication Type, Key ID, and Shared Secret.
BFD authentication is disabled by default.
If BFD authentication is already enabled on the address
range, you can add another Key (up to ten) with a unique
Key ID, or replace the configured Key.
For BFD authentication to work properly, you must
configure the local and remote BFD peers to:

n Both have authentication enabled.
n Have the same authentication type setting.
n Have the exact same set of Keys, with matching

Key IDs and Shared Secrets.

Note - You can delete the configured
BFD Authentication settings, including keys and
authentication type. In this case, if a greater,
overlapping range is configured for
authentication, that range's settings are used.

BFD Authentication Types

n Meticulous MD5, orMD5
The use of these authentication types is strongly
discouraged.
These authentication types use a 16-byte MD5
digest calculated over the outgoing BFDControl
packet, but the Key itself is not carried in the packet.
ForMeticulous MD5, the sequence number is
incremented on every packet.
ForMD5, the sequence number is occasionally
incremented.

n Meticulous SHA1, or SHA1
These authentication types use a SHA1 hash
calculated over the outgoing BFDControl packet.
ForMeticulous SHA1, the sequence number is
incremented on every packet.
For SHA1, the sequence number is occasionally
incremented.

Best Practice - Use one of these
authentication types.
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Parameter Description

BFD Authentication Key
This number uniquely identifies the key, if more than one
key is used.
BFD supports the use of multiple keys (up to ten).
Make sure that the Configures of keys (Key IDs and
Shared Secrets) are identical to those on the remote peer.

Note - Gaia transmits only the Key with the
lowest Key ID number. Gaia accepts packets
with any key.

Range: 0-255
Default:None

bfd address <IP Address>
authtype <Type> key <0-
255> hex-secret "<Hex
Password>"

Specifies the shared secret in hexadecimal notation, with
two hex digits to represent each byte.

Best Practice - Do not enable this option. The
alternative hex option is provided for versatility
and interoperability, to support special
characters, such as single quote, double quote,
and others.

n Supports only Hex digits (example:
"74657374696e67").
Spaces are not allowed.

n ForMeticulous MD5 andMD5 - The secret must
contain from 2 to 32 hex digits.

n ForMeticulous SHA1 and SHA1 - The secret must
contain from 2 to 40 hex digits.

n Interoperability with other vendors may require that
you limit the secret length.

n The configured value is automatically padded to the
full length with null bytes.

bfd address <IP Address>
authtype <Type> key <0-
255> off

Removes a BFD authentication key from the configuration.
Leaves other keys alone.
When you remove the last BFD authentication key from an
address range, then BFD uses the settings from a broader
overlapping address range (if any). If there is none, then
BFD operates without authentication.
This can disable BFD authentication if no more keys are left.
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Parameter Description

bfd address <IP Address>
authtype <Type> key <0-
255> secret "<Password>"

Specifies the shared secret, in which each ASCII character
represents one byte.

Best Practice - Use this option.

n Supports only ASCII characters (example: "testing").
Spaces are not allowed.

n ForMeticulous MD5 andMD5 - The secret must
contain from 1 to 16 characters.

n ForMeticulous SHA1 and SHA1 - The secret must
contain from 1 to 20 characters.

n Interoperability with other vendors may require that
you limit the secret length.

n The configured value is automatically padded to the
full length with null bytes.

bfd address <IP Address>
enable-bfd multihop
local-address <IPv4
Address>

Enables multihop BFD for this IP address.
Allows the remote address to be any number of hops away -
even zero, although this is seldom useful (see RFC 5883).
To support this extra versatility, with multihop BFD you must
specify the Local Address of this Gaia.
Multihop BFD only works if the remote and local IP
addresses on the peers are configured correctly:

n On Peer #1:
l The session IP address (remote IP address) is
the local IP address configured on Peer #2

l The session local IP address is the local IP
address configured on Peer #1

n On Peer #2:
l The session IP address (remote IP address) is
the local IP address configured on Peer #1

l The session local IP address is the local IP
address configured on Peer #2

BFDMultihop Control packets use the UDP destination port
4784.

bfd address <IP Address>
enable-bfd off

Disables BFD completely for this IP address.

bfd address <IP Address>
enable-bfd on

Enables singlehop BFD for this IP address.
Requires that the remote address be exactly one hop away
(see RFC 5881).
BFD Singlehop Control packets use the UDP destination
port 3784.
BFD Singlehop Control packets use the UDP source ports
from 49152 to 65535.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+5883
https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+5881
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Parameter Description

bfd detect-multiplier
{<1-100> | default}

Configures the BFD detect multiplier that the system
advertises.
It determines the remote system timeout.
Smaller values produce quicker detection.
greater values produce better reliability.
If the remote peer's Detect Multiplier is 1, the detection time
on a Gaia gateway increases by 12.5%above the RFC
5880 specification, to improve reliability.
This setting is global for all BFD sessions on a Security
Gateway or VSXVirtual System.
Range: 1-100
Default: 10
Recommended: At least 3

bfd min-rx-interval {<50-
1000> | default}

Configures the BFDminimal RX interval that the system
advertises.
It configures the local system timeout and the rate at which
the remote system transmits packets.
Smaller values produce quicker detection.
greater values reduce network load.
This setting is global for all BFD sessions on a Security
Gateway or VSXVirtual System.
Range: 50-1000 milliseconds
Default: 300 milliseconds

bfd min-tx-interval {<50-
1000> | default}

Configures the BFDminimal TX interval that this system
advertises.
It configures the remote system timeout and the rate at
which the local system transmits packets.
Smaller values produce quicker detection.
greater values reduce network load.
This setting is global for all BFD sessions on a Security
Gateway or VSXVirtual System.
Range: 50-1000 milliseconds
Default: 300 milliseconds

ping address <IPv4
Address> enable-ping {off
| on}

This feature detects whether various remote IP addresses
are reachable using ICMP ping.
Disables (off) or enables (on) BFD Echo for this
IP address.

ping count {<1-100> |
default}

This feature detects whether various remote IP addresses
are reachable using ICMP ping.
Specifies the number of missed packets (no ICMPEcho
Reply) to be tolerated in a row before the address is
considered "not reachable."
Range: 1-100
Default: 3
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Parameter Description

ping interval {<1-100> |
default}

This feature detects whether various remote IP addresses
are reachable using ICMP ping.
Specifies the interval between ICMPEcho Request packets
that are sent.
This setting is global for all BFD sessions on a Security
Gateway or VSXVirtual System.
Range: 50-1000 seconds
Default: 3 seconds
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Monitoring IP Reachability Detection
You can see the basic BFD settings (configured or default), and a table of the peer IP addresses and their
statuses.

Monitoring IP Reachability Detection in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IP Reachability Detection.

2. In the top right corner, clickMonitoring.

3. In the IP Reachability Detection Monitor section, click on the Information category.

Note - The page is static. To see the latest values, clickReload.

Monitoring IP Reachability Detection in Gaia Clish

show ip-reachability-detection[Esc][Esc]

Output example with the summary level of detail

MyGW> show ip-reachability-detection summary
BFD Minimum TX Interval: 300 ms
BFD Minimum RX Interval: 300 ms
BFD Detect Multiplier: 10
Remote Address Protocol Reachable
10.1.3.13 BFD No
10.1.254.1 BFD Yes
13::1 BFD Yes
34::4 BFD Yes
fe80::a1 (bond212) BFD Yes
MyGW>

Output example with the maximum level of detail

MyGW> show ip-reachability-detection ip-address 10.1.1.13

Field in the output Description

Remote Address 10.1.1.13 IP address of the peer.

Protocol: BFD Is BFD used?

Reachable: No Is the peer reachable (according to theBFD protocol
state)?

Downtime: 0 days 0 hrs 2 mins 21 secs How long in current status (uptime or downtime)?

BFD Protocol Details BFD protocol-specific data.

Session State: 1 (Down)

Diagnostics: Local: 1 (Control Detection Time Expired)
Remote: 0 (No Diagnostic)

State, and if state is not Up, diagnostic code.
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Field in the output Description

Advertised Min RX: 300 ms TX: 1000 ms
Received Min RX: 0 ms TX: 300 ms Multiplier: 10

Intervals advertised by us and the peer; detect
multiplier advertised by the peer (as inRFC 5880).

Detection Time: 3.0 sec Failure detection time. It is often longer when the
connection is already down (as shown here) thanwhen
it is up.
Rounded to the nearest tenth of a second.

Rx Count: 223 last: 144728 ms ago BFD packets received for this session: total count and
time since the last accepted packet.

Rx Drops by Reason: Count by reason of BFD packets received but rejected.
These counters do not include packets not received by
the interface, packets dropped by the firewall, invalid
BFD packets, or unidentified as part of the session.
Counts are reset on boot, whenBFD session is deleted,
or if routed restarts.

for authentication:

0 apparent config mismatch Mismatch: The two endpoints have different
authentication configurations (mismatch of
authentication type or key ID).
For example, one uses BFD authentication and the
other does not. Youmay see this when you change
configurations.

0 bad packet form Badly formatted authentication section in an otherwise
valid BFD packet. Very rare.

0 sequence numbering Sequence number of a received packet is out of order.
If you see this for a short time, it indicates that a peer is
reachable again or that the configuration changed.
If this count continuously increases, it can indicate an
attempted replay attack.

204 message digest / password The received packet has an incorrect message digest.
This shows when the two peers do not have the same
shared secret configured for BFD authentication.

0 for discriminator values The discriminator in aBFD packet was zero, when that
was not permitted.
If you see this for a short time, it indicates that a peer,
whichwas not reachable, is reachable again.

0 for TTL IPv4 Time to Live (TTL) field of the packet was not
equal to 255, as required by RFC 5881.
Can indicatemisconfiguration or attempted attack
(rare).

Tx Count: 226 (0 failed) last: 393 ms ago Count of BFD packets sent out of theBFDmodule in
this session, andwhenwas the last packet sent.
If the firewall drops a packet, it is counted here as
transmitted and not as failed.

Local Discriminator: 742320834 (0x2c3eeac2) A random, unique discriminator identifies aBFD
session, on aGaiamachine.

UDP Source Port: 61244 TheUDPsource port, from whichBFD packets are
sent by this host to this peer.
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Field in the output Description

Number of Transitions: 4
Last 10 Transitions:

Current time is: Oct 30 12:58:05
State Time
Not Reachable Oct 30 12:55:44
Reachable Oct 30 12:55:36
Not Reachable Oct 30 12:55:05
Reachable Oct 30 12:55:05

A record of recent transitions (reachable or not
reachable) with this peer.
The output shows the current date and time, for easy
comparisonwith the date and time of the events.

Troubleshooting IP Reachability Detection

See "TraceOptions" on page 437.
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OSPF
Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) is an interior gateway protocol (IGP) used to exchange routing
information between routers within a single autonomous system (AS).

OSPF calculates the best path based on true costs using a metric assigned by a network administrator.

RIP, the oldest IGP protocol chooses the least-cost path based on hop count.

OSPF is more efficient than RIP, has a quicker convergence, and provides equal-cost multipath routing
where packets to a single destination can be sent using more than one interface.

OSPF is suitable for complex networks with a large number of routers. It can coexist with RIP on a network.

You can run OSPF over a route-based VPN by enabling OSPF on a virtual tunnel interface (VTI).

Gaia supports OSPFv2, which supports IPv4 addressing, and OSPFv3, which supports IPv6 addressing.

To learn about OSPFv3, see "IPv6OSPF" on page 246.
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Configuring IPv4 OSPFv2 Router ID
The Router ID uniquely identifies the router in the autonomous system.

By default, Gaia Operating System selects the highest IPv4 address from all configured interfaces.

The Router ID is used by the OSPF and BGP protocols.

Best Practice - Configure the Router ID explicitly, rather than relying on the default
setting. Setting the Router ID prevents the ID from changing if the default interface
used for the router ID goes down. Use an address on a loopback interface that is not
the loopback IPv4 address 127.0.0.1.
Important:

n Do not use the IP address 0.0.0.0 as the Router ID.
n In a cluster, you must configure the Router ID to one of the Cluster Virtual IP

addresses.
In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

You can configure IPv4 OSPFv2 Router ID in Gaia Portal or Gaia Clish.

Configuring IPv4 OSPFv2 Router ID in Gaia Portal

To configure the Global Router ID

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >OSPF.

2. In the Instances section, select the Default instance.

3. In the Router ID section, enter the IPv4 address.

4. Click Apply Router ID.

To configure the Router ID for an OSPFv2 Instance

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >OSPF.

2. In the Instances section, select the instance (other than Default).

3. In the Router ID section, enter the IPv4 address.

4. Click Apply Router ID.
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Configuring IPv4 OSPFv2 Router ID in Gaia Clish

Syntax to configure the Global Router ID

set router-id {<IPv4 Address> | default}

Syntax to configure the Router ID for an OSPFv2 Instance

set ospf instance {<1-65535> | default} router-id {<IPv4 Address> |
default}

Parameters

Parameter Description

instance {<1-
65535> | default}

Specifies an OSPF Instance ID to configure.
If you configure the Router ID for an OSPF Instance, this Router ID
overrides the Global Router ID configured on the system.

<IP Address> Specifies a specific IPv4 address in dotted-quad ([1-255].[1-255].[1-
255].[1-255]) format.

default Selects the highest interface address when OSPF is enabled.

Viewing IPv4 OSPFv2 Router ID in Gaia Clish

Syntax to view the Global Router ID

show router-id

Syntax to view the Router ID of an OSPFv2 Instance

show ospf instance {<1-65535> | default} router-id

Parameters

Parameter Description

instance {<1-65535> | default} Specifies an OSPF Instance ID to configure.
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Configuring IPv4 OSPFv2 in Gaia Portal
Important:

n In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.
n Start the OSPF configuration from Router ID (see "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2

Router ID" on page 194).
n Gaia Clish does not have commands for route filtering and redistribution. You

must configure inbound routing policies and redistribution of routes through the
Gaia Portal.
You can configure route maps and route aggregation using Gaia Clish
commands. Route map configuration done through the Gaia Clish takes
precedence over route filtering and redistribution configured in the Gaia Portal.
For example, if OSPF uses route maps for inbound filtering, anything configured
in the Gaia Portal for inbound route filters for OSPF is ignored. You can still use
the Gaia Portal to configure route redistribution into OSPF.

Procedure

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >OSPF.

2. Configure the Router ID.

See "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2 Router ID" on page 194.

3. Optional:Configure additionalOSPF Areas (in addition to the backbone area).

See "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2 Areas in Gaia Portal" on page 200.

4. Configure theGlobal Options.

See "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2Global Options in Gaia Portal" on page 197.

5. Optional: For each OSPF Area, you can add one or more IPv4 address ranges, if you want to
reduce the number of routing entries that the OSPF Area advertises into the OSPF backbone.

Note - To prevent an address range from being advertised into the backbone,
select the option Restrict for the address range

6. ConfigureOSPF Interfaces.

See "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2 Interfaces in Gaia Portal" on page 209.

7. Optional:Configure theOSPF Instances.

See "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2Multiple Instances" on page 237.

8. ConfigureOSPF Virtual Links for any area that does not connect directly to the backbone area.

See "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2 Virtual Links in Gaia Portal" on page 214.
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Configuring IPv4 OSPFv2 Global Options in Gaia Portal

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >OSPF.

2. In theGlobal Options section, click Edit Global Options.

3. Configure the applicable settings.

Description

Parameter Description

SPF Delay Configures the time to wait before recalculating the OSPF routing table after
a change in the topology.
Range: 1-60 seconds
Default: 2 seconds

SPF Hold
Time

Configures the minimum time between recalculations of the OSPF routing
table.
Range: 1-60 seconds
Default: 5 seconds

Default ASE
Route Cost

Configures a default cost to use when routes from other protocols are
redistributed into OSPF as Autonomous System External (ASE) routes.
This default is ignored for any redistributed routes, which already have a
cost.
If the route has a cost already specified, that cost takes precedent.
Range: 1-6777215
Default: 1

Default ASE
Route Type

Configures the default route type to use when routes from other protocols
are redistributed into OSPF as Autonomous System External (ASE) routes.
This default is ignored for any redistributed routes, which already have a
type.
If the route has a type already specified, that type takes precedent.
A type 1 route is internal and its metric can be used directly by OSPF for
comparison.
A type 2 route is external and is assumed to have a greater cost than any
internal route.
Range: Type 1, or Type 2
Default: 1
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Parameter Description

RFC 1583
Compatibility

Configures the RFC 1583 backward compatibility mode.
This implementation of OSPF is based on RFC 2178, which fixed some
looping problems in earlier specifications.

Best Practice - If this implementation runs in an environment with
implementations based on RFC 1583 or earlier, then enable this
option to ensure backwards compatibility.

Range: Selected, or Cleared
Default: Selected

Graceful
Restart
Helper

Graceful Restart enables this router to act as a helper for other routers when
they undergo a graceful restart.
When a grace LSA is received from a neighbor, the neighbor is kept in the
forwarding path with full adjacency till either the grace-period (advertised in
the grace LSA) expires, or there is a topology change.
The helper functionality is supported for both planned and unplanned
restarts.

Note - Graceful Restart is not compatible with VRRPPreempt
Mode. You must disable VRRPPreempt Mode before you enable
this option.

Range: Selected, or Cleared
Default:Cleared

Graceful
Restart

Configures Graceful Restart for this router.
n To disable, clear this option.
n To enable, select this option and configure theGrace Period - enter a

value between 1 and 1800 seconds. The default grace period is 120
seconds.

The Graceful Restart option causes this router to act as a re-starting router
according to RFC 3623.
The re-starter functionality is supported for both planned and unplanned
restarts for both IPv4 OSPFv2 and IPv6 OSPFv3 when using VRRP and
OSPFv3 only when using ClusterXL.

Notes:
n Graceful Restart is not compatible with VRRPPreempt

Mode. You must disable VRRPPreempt Mode before you
enable this option.

n In ClusterXL, the re-starter functionality is supported for both
planned and unplanned restarts for IPv6 OSPFv3 only.

n In VRRPCluster, the re-starter functionality is supported for
both planned and unplanned restarts for both IPv4 OSPFv2
and IPv6 OSPFv3.

Range: Selected, or Cleared
Default:Cleared

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+1583
https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+1278
https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+3623
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Parameter Description

Force Hellos Enabling this feature sends out forced Hello packets at the specified interval
when the Dynamic Routing Daemon is busy processing updates or synching
data to standby nodes.
These extra Hello packets are in addition to the typical hello packets in
OSPF.
This feature is required to maintain neighbor adjacencies when processing
large number of updates.

n To disable, clear this option.
n To enable, select this option and configure the Force Hellos Timer -

enter a value between 2 and 10 seconds. The timer is 5 seconds.
Range: Selected, or Cleared
Default:Cleared

4. Click Save.
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Configuring IPv4 OSPFv2 Areas in Gaia Portal
In This Section:

Configuring a Normal Area 200

Configuring a Stub Area 203

Configuring a Not So Stubby Area 206

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

For description of OSPFv2 Areas, see "IPv4OSPF Types of Areas" on page 242.

Configuring a Normal Area

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >OSPF.

2. In the Areas section, click Add.

3. In the Area field, enter theOSPF Area ID.

Description

n For the backbone area, enter backbone.

(By default, the backbone area is enabled. You can disable the backbone area if the
system does not have interfaces on the backbone area.)

n For other areas, enter an ID in one of these formats:

l integer between 0 and 4294967295

l dotted quad form (example: 0.0.0.1 for area id 1)

4. In the Area Type field, selectNormal.

5. In the Address Ranges section, add the applicable IPv4 address ranges to be advertised into the
backbone area.

Description

An IPv4 address range is defined by a prefix and a mask length in CIDR notation format (for
example, 192.168.1.0/255.255.255.255).

An area can be configured with any number of address ranges.

These ranges are used to reduce the number of routing entries that an area will emit into the
backbone area (and hence all areas).

If a given prefix aggregates a number of more specific prefixes within an area, then an address
range can be configured and will be the only prefix advertised into the backbone.
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Important - Pay attention when you configure an address range that includes
addresses, which are not contained within the area. If a range is marked as
restricted, then no advertisement is injected into the backbone.

Instructions

a. Click Add.

b. In the IPv4 address field, enter the IPv4 address range prefix (for example, 192.168.1.0).

c. In the Subnet mask field, enter the IPv4 subnet mask (for example, 255.255.255.255).

d. Optional: Select the Restrict option to blocks the given address range from being
advertised into the backbone area. Otherwise, the given address range is advertised.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared

e. ClickOK.

6. In the Stub Networks section, add the applicable stub networks.

Description

A network address is defined by a prefix and a mask length in CIDR notation format (for example,
192.168.1.0/255.255.255.255).

OSPF can advertise routes of networks, which are not running OSPF by using a stub network.

The advertised routes appear as OSPF internal routes, and can be filtered for export at area
borders using OSPF area ranges.

Any advertised network prefix must be directly connected to the router, where the stub network is
configured.

Meaning, one of the router's interface addresses must be within the network to be included in the
router LSA.

For OSPFv2, IPv4 Stub hosts may be configured by using a mask length of 32.

This feature also supports advertising a network that can be activated by the local address of a
point-to-point interface. To advertise reachability to such an network, you must configure an IP
address for the network along with a non-zero cost.

Instructions

a. Click Add.

b. In the IPv4 address field, enter the IPv4 address range prefix (for example, 192.168.1.0).

c. In the Subnet mask field, enter the IPv4 subnet mask (for example, 255.255.255.255).
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d. Optional: In the Cost field, enter the cost associated with the stub network as reached
through this router.

The higher the cost, the less preferred the route.

Range: 1-65535

Default: 1

e. ClickOK.

7. Click Save.
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Configuring a Stub Area

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >OSPF.

2. In the Areas section, click Add.

3. In the Area field, enter theOSPF Area ID.

Description

Enter an ID in one of these formats:

n integer between 0 and 4294967295

n dotted quad form (example: 0.0.0.1 for area id 1)

4. In the Area Type field, select Stub.

5. In the Cost for Default Route field, enter the routing cost associated with the default route for this
area.

Description

The higher the cost, the less preferred the route.

Range: 1-16777215

Default: 1

6. The Import Summary Routes option controls if this area is Totally-Stubby.

Description

ATotally-Stubby Area does not have Type 4 or Type 5 LSAs. It has only a single Type 3 LSA,
which describes a default route.

n When this option is cleared, the area is Totally-Stubby.

n When this option is selected, the area isNot Totally-Stubby.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default: Selected

7. In the Address Ranges section, add the applicable IPv4 address ranges to be advertised into the
backbone area.

Description

An IPv4 address range is defined by a prefix and a mask length in CIDR notation format (for
example, 192.168.1.0/255.255.255.255).

An area can be configured with any number of address ranges.

These ranges are used to reduce the number of routing entries that an area will emit into the
backbone area (and hence all areas).

If a given prefix aggregates a number of more specific prefixes within an area, then an address
range can be configured and will be the only prefix advertised into the backbone.
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Important - Pay attention when you configure an address range that includes
addresses, which are not contained within the area. If a range is marked as
restricted, then no advertisement is injected into the backbone.

Instructions

a. Click Add.

b. In the IPv4 address field, enter the IPv4 address range prefix (for example, 192.168.1.0).

c. In the Subnet mask field, enter the IPv4 subnet mask (for example, 255.255.255.255).

d. Optional: Select the Restrict option to blocks the given address range from being
advertised into the backbone area. Otherwise, the given address range is advertised.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared

e. ClickOK.

8. In the Stub Networks section, add the applicable stub networks.

Description

A network address is defined by a prefix and a mask length in CIDR notation format (for example,
192.168.1.0/255.255.255.255).

OSPF can advertise routes of networks, which are not running OSPF by using a stub network.

The advertised routes appear as OSPF internal routes, and can be filtered for export at area
borders using OSPF area ranges.

Any advertised network prefix must be directly connected to the router, where the stub network is
configured.

Meaning, one of the router's interface addresses must be within the network to be included in the
router LSA.

For OSPFv2, IPv4 Stub hosts may be configured by using a mask length of 32.

This feature also supports advertising a network that can be activated by the local address of a
point-to-point interface. To advertise reachability to such an network, you must configure an IP
address for the network along with a non-zero cost.

Instructions

a. Click Add.

b. In the IPv4 address field, enter the IPv4 address range prefix (for example, 192.168.1.0).

c. In the Subnet mask field, enter the IPv4 subnet mask (for example, 255.255.255.255).
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d. Optional: In the Cost field, enter the cost associated with the stub network as reached
through this router.

The higher the cost, the less preferred the route.

Range: 1-65535

Default: 1

e. ClickOK.

9. Click Save.
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Configuring a Not So Stubby Area

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >OSPF.

2. In the Areas section, click Add.

3. In the Area field, enter theOSPF Area ID.

Description

Enter an ID in one of these formats:

n integer between 0 and 4294967295

n dotted quad form (example: 0.0.0.1 for area id 1)

4. In the Area Type field, selectNSSA.

5. In the Translator Role field, select how this router translates Type 7 LSAs into Type 5 LSAs.

Description

This option controls whether or not this NSSABorder Router unconditionally translates Type 7
LSAs into Type 5 LSAs.

n When the value Always is selected, this router translates LSAs regardless of the translator
state of other NSSA routers.

n When configured asCandidate, this router participates in the translator election to
determine if it performs such duties.

If the NSSA router is not an Area Border Router, this option does not have any effect.

Range: Always, or Candidate

Default:Candidate

6. In the Translator Stability Interval field, enter the time.

Description

This time controls how long this Type 7 LSA translator continues to perform its translator duties
once it determined that it is no longer the elected translator.

Range: 1-655335 seconds

Default: 40 seconds

7. Select the Import Summary Routes option to import routes from Summary LSAs (Type 3 LSAs) into
this area.

Description

OSPF routers send packets called Link State Advertisements (LSAs) to all adjacent routers in an
area.

Areas are smaller groups within the Autonomous System that can be defined in order to limit the
flooding of LSAs.

Many LSA types do not leave the area, from which they originated.
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This increases efficiency and saves network bandwidth.

Type 3 LSAs are originated by Area Border Routers (ABRs) and are flooded to adjacent routers in
a given area.

Each Type 3 LSA describes a route to a network which is external to the area but is internal to the
local Autonomous System.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default: Selected

8. In the Default Route Type field, select the default route type.

Description

n AType 1 route is internal and its metric can be used directly by OSPF for comparison.

n AType 2 route is external and is assumed to have a greater cost than any internal route.

9. In the Cost for Default Route field, enter the routing cost associated with the default route for this
area.

Description

The higher the cost, the less preferred the route.

Range: 1-16777215

Default: 1

10. The Redistribution option controls which LSA types are originated by this router.

Description

When this option is selected, this router generates both Type 5 LSAs and Type 7 LSAs.

When this option is cleared, this router generates only Type 5 LSAs.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default: Selected

11. In the Type 7 Address Ranges section, add the applicable IPv4 address ranges to be advertised
into the backbone area.

Description

An IPv4 address range is defined by a prefix and a mask length in CIDR notation format (for
example, 192.168.1.0/255.255.255.255).

An area can be configured with any number of address ranges.

These ranges are used to reduce the number of routing entries that an area will emit into the
backbone area (and hence all areas).

If a given prefix aggregates a number of more specific prefixes within an area, then an address
range can be configured and will be the only prefix advertised into the backbone.
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Important - Pay attention when you configure an address range that includes
addresses, which are not contained within the area. If a range is marked as
restricted, then no advertisement is injected into the backbone.

Instructions

a. Click Add.

b. In the IPv4 address field, enter the IPv4 address range prefix (for example, 192.168.1.0).

c. In the Subnet mask field, enter the IPv4 subnet mask (for example, 255.255.255.255).

d. Optional: Select the Restrict option to blocks the given address range from being
advertised into the backbone area. Otherwise, the given address range is advertised.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared

e. ClickOK.

12. Click Save.
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Configuring IPv4 OSPFv2 Interfaces in Gaia Portal

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >OSPF.

2. In the Interfaces section, click Add.

3. In the Interface field, select the applicable interface.

4. In the Area field, select the area to assign to this interface.

Note - An entry for the Backbone area appears even if it is disabled.

5. In the Hello Interval field, enter the time.

Description

Configures the delay time between Hello packets on this interface.

The OSPF Hello Protocol is responsible for establishing and maintaining adjacencies (i.e.
connections) between neighboring OSPF routers.

For broadcast networks, the Hello is also used to dynamically discover neighbors.

Important - For a given link, this value must be the same for all OSPF routers.

Range: 1-65535 seconds

Default: 10 seconds for broadcast networks, 30 seconds for point-to-point networks

6. In the Router Dead Interval field, enter the time.

Description

Configures the time after receipt of the last Hello packet, at which a neighbor is declared dead.

Typically this is four times the Hello interval.

Important - For a given link, this value must be the same for all OSPF routers.

Range: 1-65535 seconds

Default: 40 seconds for broadcast networks, 120 seconds for point-to-point networks

7. In the Retransmit Interval field, enter the time.
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Description

Configures the time between LSA retransmissions for this interface.

This value is also used when retransmitting database description and link state request packets.

This value should be much higher than the expected round-trip delay between any two routers on
the network.

Being conservative helps avoid unnecessary retransmissions.

Important - For a given link, this value must be the same for all OSPF routers.

Range: 1-65535 seconds

Default: 5 seconds

8. In the Link Cost field, enter the cost of using the given interface for a route.

Description

The higher the cost, the less preferred the interface.

This is overridden by routing policy - Route Redistribution Rules and Route Maps.

Range: 1-65535

Default: 1

9. In the Election Priority field, enter the priority used in the Designated Router (DR) election on the
link.

Description

When two routers attempt to become the DR, the one with the higher priority is elected.

However, if there is already an elected DR, then it continues as the DR regardless of priority.

This prevents frequent changes in the DR state.

The priority is only applicable to shared-media like Ethernet.

A DR is not elected on point-to-point interfaces.

A router with priority 0 is not eligible to become the DR.

Range: 0-255

Default: 1

10. The Passive option controls the passive mode for this interface.

Description

When passive mode is enabled, the OSPF interface does not send Hello packets.

This means that the link does not form any adjacencies.
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Passive mode enables the network associated with the interface to be included in the intra-area
route calculation rather than redistributing the network into OSPF and having it as an
Autonomous System External (ASE) route.

In passive mode, all interface configuration information, with the exception of the associated area
and the cost, is ignored.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared (The interface sends Hello packets)

11. The Use Virtual Address option controls the VRRPmode for this interface.

Description
Important:

n Configure this option on VRRPCluster Members when the given
interface is configured as a VRRP interface.

n Do not configure this option on ClusterXL Cluster Members.

When this option is enabled, OSPF uses the VRRPVirtual IP Address associated with the VRRP
interface instead of the physical IP address.

In addition, OSPF only runs when this router is the VRRPMaster for the given interface.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared

12. The Subtract Authlen option controls whether to subtract the size of the authentication information
from the advertised interface MTU.

Description

Configure this option when peering over a Virtual Link with Gaia R76 or lower, or IPSO 4.x or
lower (see "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2 Virtual Links in Gaia Clish" on page 233).

These older routing daemons automatically subtract the size of the authentication information
from the advertised interface MTU, which leads to an MTUmismatch with newer versions.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared

13. The IP Reachability Detection option controls BFD (Bidirectional Forwarding Detection) for each
neighbor, from which it hears on this interface.

Description

Directs OSPF to start BFD (Bidirectional Forwarding Detection) for each neighbor, from which it
hears on this interface.

The BFD session is started only after OSPF transitions to 'Full' state with the neighbor.

Once the BFD session is up, OSPF responds to changes in BFD state.

If a neighbor does not have BFD configured or it does not respond to BFD control packets, it does
not impact OSPF operation. OSPF can operate with both BFD and non-BFD neighbors on the
same interface.
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Before you enable this option, see "IP Reachability Detection" on page 176.

n Make sure the firewall policy allows traffic to the UDP port 3784 in both directions.

n Make sure the SmartConsole topology is correct (issues with incorrect firewall topology
can cause anti-spoofing to interfere with BFD traffic).

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default: Selected

14. In the Authentication section, configure the Authentication Mode.

Description

Authentication guarantees that routing information is accepted only from trusted routers.

Amessage digest or message authentication code is included in outgoing OSPF packets, so that
receivers can authenticate these packets.

Important - Both OSPF sides must agree on these settings for the OSPF
authentication to work, and to form OSPF adjacencies.

Instructions

a. In the Authentication Mode field, select the applicable mode:

Mode Description

None Does not authenticate OSPF packets. This is the default option.

Simple Authenticates OSPF packets with a simple password.
The simple password must contain from 1 to 8 alphanumeric ASCII
characters.
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Mode Description

Cryptographic Authenticates OSPF packets with MD5 or HMAC.
This OSPFv2 HMAC-SHA authentication (RFC 5709) is backward-
compatible with the OSPFv2 MD5 authentication.
For cryptographic authentication, at least one key needs to be
configured, with Key ID, Algorithm, and Secret.
If you configure multiple keys:

n When transmitting OSPF packets, Gaia uses the key with the
highest Key ID. Gaia includes a message digest or message
authentication code in the outgoing OSPF packets to enable
receivers to authenticate them.

n When receiving OSPF packets, Gaia accepts all the configured
keys.

The available algorithms are listed in the decreasing order of their
cryptographic strength:

n hmac-sha-512 - Provides a cryptographic SHA-512 hash
based on the configured secret.

n hmac-sha-384 - Provides a cryptographic SHA-384 hash
based on the configured secret.

n hmac-sha-256 - Provides a cryptographic SHA-256 hash
based on the configured secret. We recommend this algorithm
for best interoperability.

n hmac-sha-1 - Provides a cryptographic SHA-1 hash based on
the configured secret.

n md5 - Provides a cryptographic MD5 hash based on the
configured key.

A shared secret (password) for cryptographic authentication:
n For HMAC algorithms - Alphanumeric string from 1 to 80

characters. May not contain spaces or '\' characters.
n For MD5 algorithm - Alphanumeric string from 1 to 16

characters. May not contain spaces or '\' characters.

b. Click Save.

15. Click Save.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+5709
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Configuring IPv4 OSPFv2 Virtual Links in Gaia Portal

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

Description

The virtual link is effectively a tunnel across an adjacent non-backbone area, whose endpoint must be any
of the adjacent area's border routers that has an interface in the backbone area.

You must configure a virtual link for any area that does not connect directly to the backbone area.

You configure the virtual link on both the ABR for the discontiguous area and another ABR that does
connect to the backbone.

The virtual link acts like a point-to-point link.

The routing protocol traffic that flows along the virtual link uses intra-area routing only.

If the router is an Area Border Router with no interfaces in the backbone area, a Virtual Link must be
configured to connect it to the backbone.

This link is effectively a tunnel across an adjacent Transit Area.

The other endpoint of the Virtual Link must be an OSPF router which has an interface connected to the
backbone, and which also has an interface connected to the Transit Area.

Procedure

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >OSPF.

2. In the Areas section, configure an OSPFv2 area to use as a Transit Area for this virtual link.

Description

ATransit Area is the area shared between the two endpoint routers of the Virtual Link.

LSAs are sent to/from the backbone via this Transit Area.

3. In the Interfaces section, assign the applicable Transit Area to the applicable interface.

4. In the Virtual Links section, click Add.

5. In the Remote Router ID field, enter the Router ID of the other endpoint for this Virtual Link (for
example:192.168.3.4).

6. In the Transit Area field, select the applicable area.

7. In the Hello Interval field, enter the time.

Description

Configures the delay time between Hello packets on this interface.

The OSPF Hello Protocol is responsible for establishing and maintaining adjacencies (i.e.
connections) between neighboring OSPF routers.

For broadcast networks, the Hello is also used to dynamically discover neighbors.
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Important - For a given link, this value must be the same for all OSPF routers.

Range: 1-65535 seconds

Default: 10 seconds for broadcast networks, 30 seconds for point-to-point networks

8. In the Router Dead Interval field, enter the time.

Description

Configures the time after receipt of the last Hello packet, at which a neighbor is declared dead.

Typically this is four times the Hello interval.

Important - For a given link, this value must be the same for all OSPF routers.

Range: 1-65535 seconds

Default: 40 seconds for broadcast networks, 120 seconds for point-to-point networks

9. In the Retransmit Interval field, enter the time.

Description

Configures the time between LSA retransmissions for this interface.

This value is also used when retransmitting database description and link state request packets.

This value should be much higher than the expected round-trip delay between any two routers on
the network.

Being conservative helps avoid unnecessary retransmissions.

Important - For a given link, this value must be the same for all OSPF routers.

Range: 1-65535 seconds

Default: 5 seconds

10. In the Authentication section, configure the Authentication Mode.

Description

Authentication guarantees that routing information is accepted only from trusted routers.

Amessage digest or message authentication code is included in outgoing OSPF packets, so that
receivers can authenticate these packets.
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Important - Both OSPF sides must agree on these settings for the OSPF
authentication to work, and to form OSPF adjacencies.

Instructions

a. In the Authentication Mode field, select the applicable mode:

Mode Description

None Does not authenticate OSPF packets. This is the default option.

Simple Authenticates OSPF packets with a simple password.
The simple password must contain from 1 to 8 alphanumeric ASCII
characters.

Cryptographic Authenticates OSPF packets with MD5 or HMAC.
This OSPFv2 HMAC-SHA authentication (RFC 5709) is backward-
compatible with the OSPFv2 MD5 authentication.
For cryptographic authentication, at least one key needs to be
configured, with Key ID, Algorithm, and Secret.
If you configure multiple keys:

n When transmitting OSPF packets, Gaia uses the key with the
highest Key ID. Gaia includes a message digest or message
authentication code in the outgoing OSPF packets to enable
receivers to authenticate them.

n When receiving OSPF packets, Gaia accepts all the configured
keys.

The available algorithms are listed in the decreasing order of their
cryptographic strength:

n hmac-sha-512 - Provides a cryptographic SHA-512 hash
based on the configured secret.

n hmac-sha-384 - Provides a cryptographic SHA-384 hash
based on the configured secret.

n hmac-sha-256 - Provides a cryptographic SHA-256 hash
based on the configured secret. We recommend this algorithm
for best interoperability.

n hmac-sha-1 - Provides a cryptographic SHA-1 hash based on
the configured secret.

n md5 - Provides a cryptographic MD5 hash based on the
configured key.

A shared secret (password) for cryptographic authentication:
n For HMAC algorithms - Alphanumeric string from 1 to 80

characters. May not contain spaces or '\' characters.
n For MD5 algorithm - Alphanumeric string from 1 to 16

characters. May not contain spaces or '\' characters.

b. Click Save.

11. Click Save.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+5709
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Configuring IPv4 OSPFv2 in Gaia Clish
Important:

n In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.
n Start the OSPF configuration from Router ID (see "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2

Router ID" on page 194).
n Gaia Clish does not have commands for route filtering and redistribution. You

must configure inbound routing policies and redistribution of routes through the
Gaia Portal.
You can configure route maps and route aggregation using Gaia Clish
commands. Route map configuration done through the Gaia Clish takes
precedence over route filtering and redistribution configured in the Gaia Portal.
For example, if OSPF uses route maps for inbound filtering, anything configured
in the Gaia Portal for inbound route filters for OSPF is ignored. You can still use
the Gaia Portal to configure route redistribution into OSPF.

n To see the available "set" commands for IPv4 OSPFv2, enter in Gaia Clish:

set ospf[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available "show" commands for IPv4 OSPFv2, enter in Gaia Clish:

show ospf[Esc][Esc]
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Procedure

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Configure the Router ID.

See "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2 Router ID" on page 194.

4. Optional:Configure additionalOSPF Areas (in addition to the backbone area).

See "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2 Areas in Gaia Clish" on page 222.

5. Configure theGlobal Options.

See "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2Global Options in Gaia Clish" on page 219.

6. Optional: For each OSPF Area, you can add one or more IPv4 address ranges, if you want to
reduce the number of routing entries that the OSPF Area advertises into the OSPF backbone.

Note - To prevent an address range from being advertised into the backbone,
select the option Restrict for the address range

7. ConfigureOSPF Interfaces.

See "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2 Interfaces in Gaia Clish" on page 228.

8. Optional:Configure theOSPF Instances.

See "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2Multiple Instances" on page 237.

9. ConfigureOSPF Virtual Links for any area that does not connect directly to the backbone area.

See "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2 Virtual Links in Gaia Clish" on page 233.

10. Save the configuration:

save config
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Configuring IPv4 OSPFv2 Global Options in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

Global settings apply to all configured OSPF areas, including the backbone and stub areas.

Syntax

set ospf instance {<1-65535> | default}
      default-ase-cost {<1-6777215> | default}
      default-ase-type {1 | 2}
      force-hellos

{off | on}
            timer {<2-10> | default}
      graceful-restart-helper {off | on}
      graceful-restart

{off | on}
            grace-period {<1-1800> | default}

{off | on}
      rfc1583-compatibility {off | on}
      spf-delay {<1-60> | default}
      spf-holdtime {<1-60> | default}

set ospf
      rfc1583-compatibility {off | on}
      spf-delay {<1-60> | default}
      spf-holdtime {<1-60> | default}

Parameters

Parameter Description

instance {<1-65535>
| default}

Specifies an OSPF Instance ID to configure.

instance {<1-65535>
| default} {off |
on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the specified OSPF Instance.

default-ase-cost
{<1-6777215> |
default}

Configures a default cost to use when routes from other protocols
are redistributed into OSPF as Autonomous System External (ASE)
routes.
This default is ignored for any redistributed routes, which already
have a cost.
If the route has a cost already specified, that cost takes precedent.
Range: 1-6777215, or default
Default: 1
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Parameter Description

default-ase-type {1
| 2}

Configures the default route type to use when routes from other
protocols are redistributed into OSPF as Autonomous System
External (ASE) routes.
This default is ignored for any redistributed routes, which already
have a type.
If the route has a type already specified, that type takes precedent.
A type 1 route is internal and its metric can be used directly by OSPF
for comparison.
A type 2 route is external and is assumed to have a greater cost
than any internal route.
Range: 1, or 2
Default: 1

force-hellos
{<options>}

Enabling this feature sends out forced Hello packets at the specified
interval when the Dynamic Routing Daemon is busy processing
updates or synching data to standby nodes.
These extra Hello packets are in addition to the typical hello packets
in OSPF.
This feature is required to maintain neighbor adjacencies when
processing large number of updates.
Range: off, on, or timer
Default: off

force-hellos timer
{<2-10> | default}

Configures the time between one forced OSPF Hello message to
the next.
Range: 2-10 seconds
Default: 5 seconds

graceful-restart-
helper {off | on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the Graceful Restart Helper.
Graceful Restart enables this router to act as a helper for other
routers when they undergo a graceful restart.
When a grace LSA is received from a neighbor, the neighbor is kept
in the forwarding path with full adjacency till either the grace-period
(advertised in the grace LSA) expires, or there is a topology change.
The helper functionality is supported for both planned and
unplanned restarts.

Note - Graceful Restart is not compatible with VRRP
Preempt Mode. You must disable VRRPPreempt Mode
before you enable this option.

Range: off, or on
Default: off
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Parameter Description

graceful-restart
{off | on | grace-
period {<1-1800> |
default}}

Configures Graceful Restart for this router.

n To disable, set it to off.
n To enable, set it to on.
n To configure the time, set a value between 1 and 1800

seconds. The default grace period is 120 seconds.

The Graceful Restart option causes this router to act as a re-starting
router according to RFC 3623.
The re-starter functionality is supported for both planned and
unplanned restarts for both IPv4 OSPFv2 and IPv6 OSPFv3 when
using VRRP and OSPFv3 only when using ClusterXL.

Notes:

n Graceful Restart is not compatible with VRRP
Preempt Mode. You must disable VRRPPreempt
Mode before you enable this option.

n In ClusterXL, the re-starter functionality is
supported for both planned and unplanned restarts
for IPv6 OSPFv3 only.

n In VRRPCluster, the re-starter functionality is
supported for both planned and unplanned restarts
for both IPv4 OSPFv2 and IPv6 OSPFv3.

rfc1583-
compatibility {off |
on}

Configures the RFC 1583 backward compatibility mode.
This implementation of OSPF is based on RFC 2178, which fixed
some looping problems in earlier specifications.

Best Practice - If this implementation runs in an
environment with implementations based on RFC 1583 or
earlier, then enable this option to ensure backwards
compatibility.

Range: off, or on
Default: on

spf-delay {<1-60> |
default}

Configures the time to wait before recalculating the OSPF routing
table after a change in the topology.
Range: 1-60 seconds
Default: 2 seconds

spf-holdtime {<1-60>
| default}

Configures the minimum time between recalculations of the OSPF
routing table.
Range: 1-60 seconds
Default: 5 seconds

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+3623
https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+1583
https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+1278
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Configuring IPv4 OSPFv2 Areas in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

For description of OSPFv2 Areas, see "IPv4OSPF Types of Areas" on page 242.

The configuration is applicable to OSPF Multiple Instances (see "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2Multiple
Instances" on page 237).

Description

An OSPF area defines a group of routers, which run OSPF and have complete topology information for
the given area.

An OSPF area uses an Area Border Router (ABR) to exchange routing information with other areas via
the backbone area.

Routes for a given area are summarized into the backbone area.

The backbone area then redistributes this summary information to other areas.

By definition, an ABR has interfaces to more than one area.

One of those areas must be either the backbone or an OSPF Virtual Link to the backbone.

OSPF forces a hub and spoke area topology, with the backbone area always being the hub.

Syntax

set ospf [instance {<1-65535> | default}] area <OSPF Area ID>
      nssa
            default-cost {<1-16777215> | default}
            default-metric-type {1 | 2}
            import-summary-routes {off | on}

{off | on}
            range <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>

{off | on}
                  restrict {off | on}
            redistribution {off | on}
            translator-role {always | candidate}
            translator-stability-interval {<1-65535> | default}

{off | on}
      range <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>

{off | on}
            restrict {off | on}
      stub
            default-cost {<1-16777215> | default}

{off | on}
            summary {off | on}
      stub-network <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>

{off | on}
            stub-network-cost {<1-65535> | default}
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Parameters

Parameter Description

set ospf [instance
{<1-65535> |
default}]
area <OSPF Area
ID>

Specifies an OSPF Area ID (for this OSPF Instance).

Best Practice - Enter the area ID as a dotted quad. The
area ID 0.0.0.0 is reserved for the backbone.

Range:

n backbone
(By default, the backbone area is enabled. You can disable the
backbone area if the system does not have interfaces on the
backbone area.)

n integer between 0 and 4294967295
n dotted quad form (example: 0.0.0.1 for area id 1)

Default: none

set ospf [instance
{<1-65535> |
default}]
area <OSPF Area
ID> nssa

Configures this area as a Not-So-Stubby Area.
A Not-So-Stubby Area is an OSPF Stub Area, which can carry routes
learned by other protocols such as BGP or RIP.

Note - The backbone area cannot be an NSSA area.

nssa default-cost
{<1-16777215> |
default}

Configures the routing cost associated with the default route for this
area.
The higher the cost, the less preferred the route.
Range: 1-16777215, or default
Default: 1

nssa default-
metric-type {1 |
2}

Configures the default route type for the Not-So-Stubby Area (NSSA).

n A type 1 route is internal and its metric can be used directly by
OSPF for comparison.

n A type 2 route is external and is assumed to have a greater cost
than any internal route.

Range: 1, or 2
Default: 1
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Parameter Description

nssa import-
summary-routes
{off | on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the import of routes from Summary
LSAs (Type 3 LSAs) into this area.
OSPF routers send packets called Link State Advertisements (LSAs)
to all adjacent routers in an area.
Areas are smaller groups within the Autonomous System that can be
defined in order to limit the flooding of LSAs.
Many LSA types do not leave the area from which they originated.
This increases efficiency and saves network bandwidth.
Type 3 LSAs are originated by Area Border Routers (ABRs) and are
flooded to adjacent routers in a given area.
Each Type 3 LSA describes a route to a network which is external to
the area but is internal to the local Autonomous System.
Range: off, or on
Default: on

nssa {off | on} Removes (off) or configures (on) the Not-So-Stubby option for this
area.
Range: off, or on
Default: none

nssa range <IPv4
Address>/<Mask
Length>
{off | on |
restrict {off |
on}}

Removes (off), adds (on), or restricts (restrict) the OSPF
address range in this area.

n off - Removes the given address range from the list of ranges
to be advertised into the backbone area.

n on - Configures the given address range to be advertised into
the backbone area.

n restrict - Blocks (off) or allows (on) the given address
range from being advertised into the backbone area.

An IPv4 address range is defined by a prefix and a mask length in
CIDR notation format (for example, 192.168.1.0/24).
An area can be configured with any number of address ranges.
These ranges are used to reduce the number of routing entries that an
area will emit into the backbone area (and hence all areas).
If a given prefix aggregates a number of more specific prefixes within
an area, then an address range can be configured and will be the only
prefix advertised into the backbone.

Important - Pay attention when you configure an address
range that includes addresses, which are not contained
within the area. If a range is marked as restricted, then no
advertisement is injected into the backbone.

Range: off, on, or restrict
Default: none

nssa
redistribution
{off | on}

Controls if both Type 5 LSAs and Type 7 LSAs (on), or only Type 5
LSAs (off) are originated by this router.
This is only relevant when the router is an NSSABorder Router.
Range: off, or on
Default: on
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Parameter Description

nssa translator-
role {always |
candidate}

Configures the translation of Type 7 LSAs into Type 5 LSAs.
Specifies whether or not this NSSABorder Router unconditionally
translates Type 7 LSAs into Type 5 LSAs.

n When configured as "always", this router translates LSAs
regardless of the translator state of other NSSA routers.

n When configured as "candidate", this router participates in
the translator election to determine if it performs such duties.

If the NSSA router is not an Area Border Router, this option does not
have any effect.
Range: always, or candidate
Default: candidate

nssa translator-
stability-interval
{<1-65535> |
default}

Configures the Translator Stability Interval.
This time controls how long this Type 7 LSA translator continues to
perform its translator duties once it determined that it is no longer the
elected translator.
Range: 1-655335 seconds, or default
Default: 40 seconds

set ospf [instance
{<1-65535> |
default}]
area <OSPF Area>
{off | on}

Removes (off) or creates (on) the area and all related configuration.

set ospf [instance
{<1-65535> |
default}]
area <OSPF Area>
range <IPv4
Address>/<Mask
Length>

Configures an OSPF address range for this area.
An IPv4 address range is defined by a prefix and a mask length in
CIDR notation format (for example, 192.168.1.0/24).
An area can be configured with any number of address ranges.
These ranges are used to reduce the number of routing entries that an
area will emit into the backbone area (and hence all areas).
If a given prefix aggregates a number of more specific prefixes within
an area, then an address range can be configured and will be the only
prefix advertised into the backbone.

Important - Pay attention when you configure an address
range that includes addresses, which are not contained
within the area. If a range is marked as restricted, then no
advertisement is injected into the backbone.
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Parameter Description

range <IPv4
Address>/<Mask
Length> {off | on
| restrict {off |
on}}

Removes (off), adds (on), or restricts (restrict) the OSPF
address range in this area.

n off - Removes the given address range from the list of ranges
to be advertised into the backbone area.

n on - Configures the given address range to be advertised into
the backbone area.

n restrict - Blocks (off) or allows (on) the given address
range from being advertised into the backbone area.

Range: off, on, or restrict
Default: none

set ospf [instance
{<1-65535> |
default}]
area <OSPF Area>
stub

Configures this area as a Stub Area.
Stub areas do not allow Type 5 LSAs to be propagated into or
throughout the area and instead depend on default routing for
external destinations.
You can configure an area as a Stub Area to reduce the number of
entries in the routing table.
Routes external to the OSPF domain are not added to the routing
table.

Note - The backbone area cannot be a stub area.

stub default-cost
{<1-16777215> |
default}

Configures the routing cost associated with the default route for this
area.
The higher the cost, the less preferred the route.
Range: 1-16777215, or default
Default: 1

stub {off | on} Disables (off) or enables (on) this stub area:

n off - Reconfigures the given area to not be a Stub Area.
n on - Configures the given area to be a Stub Area.

Range: off, or on
Default: off

stub summary {off
| on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) reception of summary LSAs into the
area.
A Totally-Stubby Area does not have Type 4 or Type 5 LSAs.
It has only a single Type 3 LSA, which describes a default route.

n When this option is disabled, the area is Totally-Stubby.
n When this option is enabled, the area isNot Totally-Stubby.

Range: off, or on
Default: on
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Parameter Description

set ospf [instance
{<1-65535> |
default}]
area <OSPF Area>
stub-network <IPv4
Address>/<Mask
Length>

Configures a Stub Network for this area.
A network address is defined by a prefix and a mask length in CIDR
notation format (for example, 192.168.1.0/24).
OSPF can advertise routes of networks, which are not running OSPF
by using a stub network.
The advertised routes appear as OSPF internal routes, and can be
filtered for export at area borders using OSPF area ranges.
Any advertised network prefix must be directly connected to the
router, where the stub network is configured.
Meaning, one of the router's interface addresses must be within the
network to be included in the router LSA.
For OSPFv2, IPv4 Stub hosts may be configured by using a mask
length of 32.
For OSPFv3, IPv6 Stub hosts may be configured by using a mask
length of 128.
This feature also supports advertising a network that can be activated
by the local address of a point-to-point interface. To advertise
reachability to such an network, you must configure an IP address for
the network along with a non-zero cost.

stub-network <IPv4
Address>/<Mask
Length> {off | on}

Controls the stub network for this area:

n off - Removes the given stub network from the given area.
n on - Adds the given stub network to the given area.

Range: off, or on
Default: none

stub-network <IPv4
Address>/<Mask
Length>
stub-network-cost
{<1-65535> |
default}

Configures the cost associated with the stub network as reached
through this router.
The higher the cost, the less preferred the route.
Range: 1-65535, or default
Default: 1
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Configuring IPv4 OSPFv2 Interfaces in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

The configuration is applicable to OSPF Multiple Instances (see "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2Multiple
Instances" on page 237).

Syntax

set ospf [instance {<1-65535> | default}] interface <Name of
Interface>
      area <OSPF Area ID> {off | on}
      authtype
            cryptographic key <1-255> {off | algorithm <Algorithm>
secret "<Password>"}

{none | simple "<Password>"}
      cost {<1-65535> | default}
      dead-interval {<1-65535> | default}
      hello-interval {<1-65535> | default}
      ip-reachability-detection {off | on}
      passive {off | on}
      priority <0-255> | default}
      retransmit-interval {<1-65535> | default}
      subtract-authlen {off | on}
      virtual-address {off | on}

Parameters

Parameter Description

interface <Name of
Interface>

Specifies the name of the interface.

area <OSPF Area ID>
{off | on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) this OSPF area on the interface.
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Parameter Description

authtype cryptographic
key <1-255> {off |
algorithm <Algorithm>
secret "<Password>"}

Disables (off) or enables (algorithm) the cryptographic
authentication with MD5 or HMAC.
Authentication guarantees that routing information is accepted
only from trusted routers. Amessage digest or message
authentication code is included in outgoing OSPF packets, so
that receivers can authenticate these packets.
This OSPFv2 HMAC-SHA authentication (RFC 5709) is
backward-compatible with the OSPFv2 MD5 authentication.

Important - Both OSPF sides must agree on these
settings for the OSPF authentication to work, and to
form OSPF adjacencies.

For cryptographic authentication, at least one key needs to be
configured, with Key ID, Algorithm, and Secret.
If you configure multiple keys:

n When transmitting OSPF packets, Gaia uses the key with
the highest Key ID. Gaia includes a message digest or
message authentication code in the outgoing OSPF
packets to enable receivers to authenticate them.

n When receiving OSPF packets, Gaia accepts all the
configured keys.

The available algorithms are listed in the decreasing order of
their cryptographic strength:

n hmac-sha-512 - Provides a cryptographic SHA-512 hash
based on the configured secret.

n hmac-sha-384 - Provides a cryptographic SHA-384 hash
based on the configured secret.

n hmac-sha-256 - Provides a cryptographic SHA-256 hash
based on the configured secret. We recommend this
algorithm for best interoperability.

n hmac-sha-1 - Provides a cryptographic SHA-1 hash
based on the configured secret.

n md5 - Provides a cryptographic MD5 hash based on the
configured key.

A shared secret (password) for cryptographic authentication:

n For HMAC algorithms - Alphanumeric string from 1 to 80
characters. May not contain spaces or '\' characters.

n For MD5 algorithm - Alphanumeric string from 1 to 16
characters. May not contain spaces or '\' characters.

authtype {none | simple
"<Password>"}

Disables (none) or enables (simple) the authentication.
Authentication guarantees that routing information is accepted
only from trusted routers.
In general, all routers on an interface or link must agree on the
authentication settings to form adjacencies.
The simple password must contain from 1 to 8 alphanumeric
ASCII characters.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+5709
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Parameter Description

cost {<1-65535> |
default}

Configures the cost of using the given interface for a route.
The higher the cost, the less preferred the interface.
This is overridden by routing policy - Route Redistribution Rules
and Route Maps.
Range: 1-65535, or default
Default: 1

dead-interval {<1-
65535> | default}

Configures the time after receipt of the last Hello packet, at
which a neighbor is declared dead.
Typically this is four times the Hello interval.

Important - For a given link, this value must be the
same for all OSPF routers.

Range: 1-65535 seconds, or default
Default: 40 seconds for broadcast networks, 120 seconds for
point-to-point networks

hello-interval {<1-
65535> | default}

Configures the delay time between Hello packets on this
interface.
The OSPF Hello Protocol is responsible for establishing and
maintaining adjacencies (i.e. connections) between neighboring
OSPF routers.
For broadcast networks, the Hello is also used to dynamically
discover neighbors.

Important - For a given link, this value must be the
same for all OSPF routers.

Range: 1-65535 seconds, or default
Default: 10 seconds for broadcast networks, 30 seconds for
point-to-point networks
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Parameter Description

ip-reachability-
detection {off | on}

Directs OSPF to start BFD (Bidirectional Forwarding Detection)
for each neighbor, from which it hears on this interface.
The BFD session is started only after OSPF transitions to 'Full'
state with the neighbor.
Once the BFD session is up, OSPF responds to changes in BFD
state.
If a neighbor does not have BFD configured or it does not
respond to BFD control packets, it does not impact OSPF
operation. OSPF can operate with both BFD and non-BFD
neighbors on the same interface.
Before you enable this option, see "IP Reachability Detection"
on page 176.

n Make sure the firewall policy allows traffic to the UDP port
3784 in both directions.

n Make sure the SmartConsole topology is correct (issues
with incorrect firewall topology can cause anti-spoofing to
interfere with BFD traffic).

Range: off, or on
Default: off

passive {off | on} Disables (off) or enables (on) passive mode for this interface.
When passive mode is enabled, the OSPF interface does not
send Hello packets.
This means that the link does not form any adjacencies.
Passive mode enables the network associated with the interface
to be included in the intra-area route calculation rather than
redistributing the network into OSPF and having it as an
Autonomous System External (ASE) route.
In passive mode, all interface configuration information, with the
exception of the associated area and the cost, is ignored.
Range: off, or on
Default: off (The interface sends Hello packets)

priority <0-255> |
default}

Configures the priority used in the Designated Router (DR)
election on the link.
When two routers attempt to become the DR, the one with the
higher priority is elected.
However, if there is already an elected DR, then it continues as
the DR regardless of priority.
This prevents frequent changes in the DR state.
The priority is only applicable to shared-media like Ethernet.
A DR is not elected on point-to-point interfaces.
A router with priority 0 is not eligible to become the DR.
Range: 0-255, or default
Default: 1
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Parameter Description

retransmit-interval
{<1-65535> | default}

Configures the time between LSA retransmissions for this
interface.
This value is also used when retransmitting database
description and link state request packets.
This value should be much higher than the expected round-trip
delay between any two routers on the network.
Being conservative helps avoid unnecessary retransmissions.

Important - For a given link, this value must be the
same for all OSPF routers.

Range: 1-65535 seconds, or default
Default: 5 seconds

subtract-authlen {off |
on}

Configure this option when peering over a Virtual Link with Gaia
R76 or lower, or IPSO 4.x or lower (see "Configuring IPv4
OSPFv2 Virtual Links in Gaia Clish" on page 233).
These older routing daemons automatically subtract the size of
the authentication information from the advertised interface
MTU, which leads to an MTUmismatch with newer versions.
Range: off, or on
Default: off

virtual-address {off |
on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) VRRPmode for this interface.
Important:

n Configure this option on VRRPCluster
Members when the given interface is
configured as a VRRP interface.

n Do not configure this option on ClusterXL
Cluster Members.

When this option is enabled, OSPF uses the VRRPVirtual IP
Address associated with the VRRP interface instead of the
physical IP address.
In addition, OSPF only runs when this router is the VRRPMaster
for the given interface.
Range: off, or on
Default: off
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Configuring IPv4 OSPFv2 Virtual Links in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

Description

The virtual link is effectively a tunnel across an adjacent non-backbone area, whose endpoint must be
any of the adjacent area's border routers that has an interface in the backbone area.

You must configure a virtual link for any area that does not connect directly to the backbone area.

You configure the virtual link on both the ABR for the discontiguous area and another ABR that does
connect to the backbone.

The virtual link acts like a point-to-point link.

The routing protocol traffic that flows along the virtual link uses intra-area routing only.

The configuration is applicable to OSPF Multiple Instances (see "Configuring IPv4OSPFv2Multiple
Instances" on page 237).

Syntax

set ospf [instance {<1-65535> | default}] area backbone
      virtual-link <Router ID> transit-area <Area ID>
            authtype cryptographic key <1-255> {off | algorithm
<Algorithm> secret "<Password>"}
            authtype {none | simple "<Password>"}
            dead-interval {<1-65535> | default}
            hello-interval {<1-65535> | default}

{off | on}
            retransmit-interval {<1-65535> | default}

Parameters

Parameter Description

set ospf instance {<1-65535> |
default} area backbone

Configures the backbone area.
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Parameter Description

set ospf instance {<1-65535> |
default} area backbone
virtual-link <Router ID>
transit-area <Area ID>

Configures the virtual link and the transit area.
If the router is an Area Border Router with no
interfaces in the backbone area, a Virtual Link must
be configured to connect it to the backbone.
This link is effectively a tunnel across an adjacent
Transit Area.
The other endpoint of the Virtual Link must be an
OSPF router which has an interface connected to the
backbone, and which also has an interface
connected to the Transit Area.
A Transit Area is the area shared between the two
endpoint routers of the Virtual Link. LSAs are sent
to/from the backbone via this Transit Area.

n <Router ID>
The Router ID of the other endpoint for this
Virtual Link (for example:192.168.3.4)

n <Area ID>
The Transit Area, which connects this router to
the other endpoint of the Virtual Link.
Important - You must configure this area
before you configure its settings. Use the "set
ospf area" command.
Supported formats:

l An integer between 1 and 4294967295
l Dotted quad form (for example, 0.0.0.1
for area id 1)
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Parameter Description

virtual-link <Router ID>
transit-area <Area ID>
authtype cryptographic key <1-
255> {off | algorithm
<Algorithm> secret
"<Password>"}

Disables (off) or enables (algorithm) the
cryptographic authentication with MD5 or HMAC.
Authentication guarantees that routing information is
accepted only from trusted routers. Amessage
digest or message authentication code is included in
outgoing OSPF packets, so that receivers can
authenticate these packets.
This OSPFv2 HMAC-SHA authentication (RFC
5709) is backward-compatible with the OSPFv2 MD5
authentication.

Important - Both OSPF sides must agree
on these settings for the OSPF
authentication to work, and to form OSPF
adjacencies.

For cryptographic authentication, at least one key
needs to be configured, with Key ID, Algorithm, and
Secret.
If you configure multiple keys:

n When transmitting OSPF packets, Gaia uses
the key with the highest Key ID. Gaia includes
a message digest or message authentication
code in the outgoing OSPF packets to enable
receivers to authenticate them.

n When receiving OSPF packets, Gaia accepts
all the configured keys.

The available algorithms are listed in the decreasing
order of their cryptographic strength:

n hmac-sha-512 - Provides a cryptographic
SHA-512 hash based on the configured
secret.

n hmac-sha-384 - Provides a cryptographic
SHA-384 hash based on the configured
secret.

n hmac-sha-256 - Provides a cryptographic
SHA-256 hash based on the configured
secret. We recommend this algorithm for best
interoperability.

n hmac-sha-1 - Provides a cryptographic SHA-1
hash based on the configured secret.

n md5 - Provides a cryptographic MD5 hash
based on the configured key.

A shared secret (password) for cryptographic
authentication:

n For HMAC algorithms - Alphanumeric string
from 1 to 80 characters. May not contain
spaces or '\' characters.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+5709
https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+5709
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Parameter Description

n For MD5 algorithm - Alphanumeric string from
1 to 16 characters. May not contain spaces or
'\' characters.

virtual-link <Router ID>
transit-area <Area ID>
authtype {none | simple
"<Password>"}

Disables (none) or enables (simple) the
authentication.
Authentication guarantees that routing information is
accepted only from trusted routers.
In general, all routers on an interface or link must
agree on the authentication settings to form
adjacencies.
The simple password must contain from 1 to 8
alphanumeric ASCII characters.

virtual-link <Router ID>
transit-area <Area ID> dead-
interval {<1-65535> | default}

Configures the time after receipt of the last Hello
packet, at which a neighbor is declared dead.
Typically this is four times the Hello interval.
All routers on an interface must have the same dead
interval.
Range: 1-65535 seconds, or default
Default: 40 seconds for broadcast networks, 120
seconds for point-to-point networks

virtual-link <Router ID>
transit-area <Area ID> hello-
interval {<1-65535> | default}

Configures the delay time between Hello packets on
this Virtual Link.
For a given link, this value must be the same for all
OSPF routers.
The OSPF Hello Protocol is responsible for
establishing and maintaining adjacencies (i.e.
connections) between neighboring OSPF routers.
For broadcast networks, the Hello is also used to
dynamically discover neighbors.
Range: 1-65535 seconds, or default
Default: 10 seconds for broadcast networks, 30
seconds for point-to-point networks

virtual-link <Router ID>
transit-area <Area ID> {off |
on}

Removes (off) or creates (on) a Virtual Link.

virtual-link <Router ID>
transit-area <Area ID>
retransmit-interval {<1-65535>
| default}

Configures the time between LSA retransmissions
for this interface.
This value is also used when retransmitting database
description and link state request packets.
This value should be much higher than the expected
round-trip delay between any two routers on the
network.
Being conservative helps avoid unnecessary
retransmissions.
Range: 1-65535 seconds, or default
Default: 5 seconds
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Configuring IPv4 OSPFv2 Multiple Instances
In This Section:

Introduction 237

Adding a New IPv4 OSPFv2 Instance 238

Deleting an Existing IPv4 OSPFv2 Instance 239

Restarting an IPv4 OSPFv2 Instance 240

Introduction
Multiple OSPF Instances let you separate OSPF into multiple OSPF domains.

Each instance contains a fully independent OSPF database, and routes from one domain are not
automatically advertised to another domain.

You can manually configure route maps to filter and redistribute routes from one domain into another
domain.

The redistributed routes show as OSPF external routes in the routing table of the other domain.

If two different OSPF instances try to install the same route with equal cost, the route with the lower next-
hop IP address is preferred.

If the routes have different costs, the route with the lower cost is selected.

Separate OSPF Instances do not share link state with one another, and will not pass routes among
themselves unless explicitly configured to do so using either Route Redistribution or Routemaps.
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Adding a New IPv4 OSPFv2 Instance

Note - To add more instances, the default instance must have at least one OSPF
interface configured and running.

To add a new IPv4 OSPFv2 instance in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >OSPF.

2. In the Instances section, click Add OSPF Instance.

3. In the Instance Number field, enter the Instance number from 1 to 65535.

4. ClickOK.

To add a new IPv4 OSPFv2 instance in Gaia Clish

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Add a new instance:

set ospf instance {<1-65535> | default} on

4. Save the configuration:

save config
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Deleting an Existing IPv4 OSPFv2 Instance
To delete an IPv4 OSPFv2 instance in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >OSPF.

2. In the Instances section:

a. Select the instance.

b. ClickDelete OSPF Instance.

c. ClickOK to confirm.

To delete an IPv4 OSPFv2 instance in Gaia Clish

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Delete the instance:

set ospf instance {<1-65535> | default} off

4. Save the configuration:

save config
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Restarting an IPv4 OSPFv2 Instance
Restarting an IPv4 OSPFv2 Instance lets you clear OSPF database and restart OSPF adjacency for an
instance without restarting the Gaia RouteD daemon.

Important Notes
n Restarting any part of an OSPF protocol tears down all neighbor adjacencies

and brings them back up.
n The protocol's Graceful Restart mechanism does not take effect.
n Side effects of restarting an OSPF instance include:

l Loss of OSPF routes
l Traffic outage
l Network topology reconvergence

n In a ClusterXL or VRRPCluster, restart of an OSPF instance does not trigger
a cluster failover.

To restart an IPv4 OSPFv2 instance in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >OSPF.

2. In the Instances section:

a. Select the OSPF Instance.

b. ClickRestart OSPF Instance.

To restart an IPv4 OSPFv2 instance in Gaia Clish

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Restart the OSPF Instance:

restart ospf instance {<OSPF Instance Number> | default}
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Monitoring IPv4 OSPFv2

Monitoring IPv4 OSPF in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > OSPF.

2. In the top right corner, clickMonitoring.

3. In theOSPF Monitor section, click on the Information category.

Note - The page is static. To see the latest values, clickReload.

Monitoring IPv4 OSPF in Gaia Clish

show ospf[Esc][Esc]

Troubleshooting IPv4 OSPF

See "TraceOptions" on page 437.
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IPv4 OSPF Types of Areas
Routers using OSPF send packets called Link State Advertisements (LSA) to all routers in an area.

Areas are smaller groups within the AS that you can design to limit the flooding of an LSA to all routers.

LSAs do not leave the area from which they originated, thus increasing efficiency and saving network
bandwidth.

You must specify at least one area in your OSPF network - the backbone area, which has the responsibility
to propagate information between areas.

The backbone area has the identifier 0.0.0.0.

You can designate other areas, depending on your network design, of the following types:

Area Type Description

Normal Neither a Stub Area, nor a Not-So-Stubby Area.
Allows all LSAs to pass through.
The backbone is always a normal area.

Stub Stub areas do not allow Type 5 LSAs to be propagated into or throughout the area
and instead depend on default routing for external destinations.
You can configure an area as a Stub Area to reduce the number of entries in the
routing table.
Routes external to the OSPF domain are not added to the routing table.

Note - The backbone area cannot be a stub area.

NSSA (Not So
Stubby Area)

NSSA is an OSPF Stub Area, which can carry routes learned by other protocols such
as BGP or RIP.
Allows the import of external routes in a limited fashion using Type-7 LSAs.
NSSA border routers translate selected Type 7 LSAs into Type 5 LSAs, which can
then be flooded to all Type-5 capable areas.

Best Practice - Configure an area as an NSSA, if you want to reduce the
size of the routing table, but still want to allow routes that are redistributed
to OSPF.

Note - The backbone area cannot be an NSSA area.

Best Practice - Limit OSPF areas to about 50 routers based on the limitations of OSPF
(traffic overhead, table size, convergence, and so on).

All OSPF areas must be connected to the backbone area. If you have an area that is not connected to the
backbone area, you can connect it by configuring a virtual link, enabling the backbone area to appear
contiguous despite the physical reality.
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Note - If you need to connect two networks that both already have backbone areas and
you do not want to reconfigure one to something other than 0.0.0.0, you can connect
the two backbone areas using a virtual link.

Each router records information about its interfaces when it initializes and builds an LSA packet. The LSA
contains a list of all recently seen routers and their costs. The LSA is forwarded only within the area it
originated in and is flooded to all other routers in the area. The information is stored in the link-state
database, which is identical on all routers in the AS.
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IPv4 OSPFv2 Area Border Routers
Routers called Area Border Routers (ABR) have interfaces to multiple areas.

ABRs compact the topological information for an area and transmit it to the backbone area.

Check Point supports the implementation of ABR behavior as outlined in the Internet draft of the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF). The definition of an ABR in the OSPF specification as outlined in RFC
2328 does not require a router with multiple attached areas to have a backbone connection. However,
under this definition, any traffic destined for areas that are not connected to an ABR or that are outside the
OSPF domain is dropped.

According to the Internet draft, a router is considered to be an ABR if it has more than one area actively
attached and one of them is the backbone area. An area is considered actively attached if the router has at
least one interface in that area that is not down.

Rather than redefine an ABR, the Check Point implementation includes in its routing calculation summary
LSAs from all actively attached areas if the ABR does not have an active backbone connection, which
means that the backbone is actively attached and includes at least one fully adjacent neighbor. You do not
need to configure this feature; it functions automatically under certain topographies.

IPv4 OSPF uses the following types of routes:

n Intra-area - Have destinations within the same area.

n Interarea - Have destinations in other OSPF areas.

n Autonomous system external (ASE) - Have destinations external to the autonomous system (AS).
These are the routes calculated from Type 5 LSAs.

n NSSA ASE Router - Have destinations external to AS. These are the routes calculated from Type 7
LSAs.

All routers on a link must agree on the configuration parameters of the link. All routers in an area must
agree on the configuration parameters of the area. A separate copy of the SPF algorithm is run for each
area. Wrong configurations prevent adjacencies from forming between neighbors, and routing black holes
or loops can form.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+2328
https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+2328
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Cluster Support for IPv4 OSPFv2
Gaia supports the IPv4 OSPFv2 protocol in ClusterXL and VRRPCluster.

In this configuration, the cluster becomes a Virtual Router.

The neighbor routers see it as a single router, where the Virtual IP address of the cluster becomes the
router ID.

Each Cluster Member runs the OSPF process, but only RouteD daemon in the master state actively
exchanges routing information with the neighbor routers.

When a cluster failover occurs, RouteD daemon on another Cluster Member becomes the master and
begins exchanging routing information with the neighbor routers.

Gaia also supports the OSPF protocol over VPN tunnels, which terminate in ClusterXL or VRRPCluster.

ClusterXL

Gaia ClusterXL advertises the Cluster Virtual IP address. The OSPF routes database of the master is
synchronized across all members of the cluster.

The OSPF task of each Cluster Member obtains routing state and information from the master and installs
the routes in the kernel as the master does.

During a cluster failover, RouteD daemon on one of the peer Cluster Members becomes the newmaster
and then continues where the old master failed.

During the time that the newmaster resynchronizes routes database with the neighbor routers, traffic
forwarding continues using the old kernel routes until OSPF routes are fully synchronized and pushed into
the kernel.

VRRP Cluster

Gaia supports advertising of the VRRPVirtual IP address instead of the actual interface IP address.

If you enable this option, but do not enable OSPF Graceful Restart, OSPF runs only on the VRRPMaster.

During a cluster failover, a traffic break may occur, while the new VRRPMaster becomes active and learns
the OSPF routes.

This happens because the OSPF route database exists only on the VRRPMaster and is not synchronized
on all VRRPCluster Members.

The larger the network, the larger the OSPF database and the more time it takes OSPF to synchronize its
database and install routes again.

To avoid traffic loss during failovers, you can configure OSPF Graceful Restart.

In this case, the VRRPMaster synchronizes the route table with the VRRPBackup members.

If the VRRPMaster fails, one of the VRRPBackup members takes on a role of the new VRRPMaster,
sends grace-LSAs to the OSPF neighbors, and establishes adjacencies with them.

The new VRRPMaster keeps the kernel routes that were installed before the failover until it establishing
full adjacency with the neighbors.

Note - You must use VRRPMonitored-Circuit, when configuring Virtual IP support for
OSPF or any other dynamic routing protocol.
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IPv6 OSPF
Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) is a link-state routing protocol that calculates forwarding tables in an IP-
based network. OSPF is the preferred Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) for Check Point.

OSPF supports IPv6. OSPF for IPv6 is also referred to as OSPF version 3 (OSPFv3). OSPFv3 is defined in
RFC 5340 (which makes RFC 2740 obsolete).

OSPFv3 is supported by both ClusterXL and VRRP clusters.

The IPv6 address which appears in the source of OSPF packets sent on the interface must be a link-local
address, that is, an FE80::/64 address. A link-local address is automatically added to each interface when
IPv6 is enabled on Gaia.

The address is unique per interface and has this format:

n Bytes 0-1: FE:80.

n Bytes 2-7: Zeros.

n Bytes 8-10: 00:1C:7F (Check Point OUI).

n Byte 11: Zeros.

n Bytes 12-15: IPv4 Cluster Virtual IP address

You can override the automatic Link-Local address with manual configuration. The addresses are used for
next hops, to advertise routes, and to send hello messages. OSPF advertises the IPv6 addresses defined
by the user, but OSPF exchanges routes which use the FE80 addresses. A /64 address is required by the
OSPFv3 protocol. If the peer router does not use an FE80::/64 address, OSPFv3 does not work.

OSPFv2 is used with IPv4. See "OSPF" on page 193.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+5340
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Configuring IPv6 OSPFv3 Router ID
The Router ID uniquely identifies the router in the autonomous system.

By default, Gaia Operating System selects the highest IPv4 address from all configured interfaces.

The Router ID is used by the OSPF and BGP protocols.

Best Practice - Configure the Router ID explicitly, rather than relying on the default
setting. Setting the Router ID prevents the ID from changing if the default interface
used for the router ID goes down. Use an address on a loopback interface that is not
the loopback address 127.0.0.1.
Important:

n Do not use the IP address 0.0.0.0 as the Router ID.
n In a cluster, you must configure the Router ID to one of the Cluster Virtual IP

addresses.
In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

You can configure the IPv6 OSPFv3 Router ID in Gaia Portal or Gaia Clish.

Configuring IPv6 OSPFv3 Router ID in Gaia Portal

To configure the Global Router ID

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IPv6 OSPF.

2. In the Instances section, select the Default instance.

3. In the Router ID section, enter the IPv4 address.

4. Click Apply Router ID.

To configure the Router ID for an OSPFv3 Instance

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IPv6 OSPF.

2. In the Instances section, select the instance (other than Default).

3. In the Router ID section, enter the IPv4 address.

4. Click Apply Router ID.
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Configuring IPv6 OSPFv3 Router ID in Gaia Clish

Syntax to configure the Global Router ID

set router-id {<IPv4 Address> | default}

Syntax to configure the Router ID for an OSPFv3 Instance

set ipv6 ospf3 instance {<1-65535> | default} router-id {<IPv4
Address> | default}

Parameters

Parameter Description

instance {<1-
65535> | default}

Specifies an OSPF Instance ID to configure.
If you configure the Router ID for an OSPF Instance, this Router ID
overrides the Global Router ID configured on the system.

<IP Address> Specifies a specific IPv4 address in dotted-quad ([1-255].[1-255].[1-
255].[1-255]) format.

default Selects the highest interface address when OSPF is enabled.

Viewing IPv6 OSPFv3 Router ID in Gaia Clish

Syntax to view the Global Router ID

show router-id

Syntax to view the Router ID of an OSPFv3 Instance

show ipv6 ospf3 instance {<1-65535> | default} router-id

Parameters
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Configuring IPv6 OSPFv3 in Gaia Portal
Important:

n In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.
n Start the OSPF configuration from Router ID (see "Configuring IPv6OSPFv3

Router ID" on page 247).
n Gaia Clish does not have commands for route filtering and redistribution. You

must configure inbound routing policies and redistribution of routes through the
Gaia Portal.
You can configure route maps and route aggregation using Gaia Clish
commands. Route map configuration done through the Gaia Clish takes
precedence over route filtering and redistribution configured in the Gaia Portal.
For example, if OSPF uses route maps for inbound filtering, anything configured
in the Gaia Portal for inbound route filters for OSPF is ignored. You can still use
the Gaia Portal to configure route redistribution into OSPF.

Procedure

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >OSPF.

2. Configure the Router ID.

See "Configuring IPv6OSPFv3 Router ID" on page 247.

3. Optional:Configure additionalOSPF Areas (in addition to the backbone area).

See "Configuring IPv6OSPFv3 Areas in Gaia Portal" on page 253.

4. Configure theGlobal Options.

See "Configuring IPv6OSPFv3Global Options in Gaia Portal" on page 250.

5. Optional: For each OSPF Area, you can add one or more IPv4 address ranges, if you want to
reduce the number of routing entries that the OSPF Area advertises into the OSPF backbone.

Note - To prevent an address range from being advertised into the backbone,
select the option Restrict for the address range

6. ConfigureOSPF Interfaces.

See "Configuring IPv6OSPFv3 Interfaces in Gaia Portal" on page 259.

7. Optional:Configure theOSPF Instances.

See "Configuring IPv6OSPFv3Multiple Instances" on page 275.
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Configuring IPv6 OSPFv3 Global Options in Gaia Portal

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IPv6 OSPF.

2. In theGlobal Options section, click Edit Global Options.

3. Configure the applicable settings.

Description

Parameter Description

SPF Delay Configures the time to wait before recalculating the OSPF routing table after
a change in the topology.
Range: 1-60 seconds
Default: 2 seconds

SPF Hold
Time

Configures the minimum time between recalculations of the OSPF routing
table.
Range: 1-60 seconds
Default: 5 seconds

Default ASE
Route Cost

Configures a default cost to use when routes from other protocols are
redistributed into OSPF as Autonomous System External (ASE) routes.
This default is ignored for any redistributed routes, which already have a
cost.
If the route has a cost already specified, that cost takes precedent.
Range: 1-6777215
Default: 1

Default ASE
Route Type

Configures the default route type to use when routes from other protocols
are redistributed into OSPF as Autonomous System External (ASE) routes.
This default is ignored for any redistributed routes, which already have a
type.
If the route has a type already specified, that type takes precedent.
A type 1 route is internal and its metric can be used directly by OSPF for
comparison.
A type 2 route is external and is assumed to have a greater cost than any
internal route.
Range: Type 1, or Type 2
Default: 1
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Parameter Description

RFC 1583
Compatibility

The implementation of OSPF in Gaia is based on RFC 2178, which fixed
some looping problems in an earlier specification of OSPF.
If your environment has OSPF implementations based on RFC 1583 or
earlier, then enable this option to ensure backwards compatibility.

Best Practice - If this implementation runs in an environment with
implementations based on RFC 1583 or earlier, then enable this
option to ensure backwards compatibility.

Note - This setting is available only in Gaia Portal.

Range: Selected, or Cleared
Default: Selected

Graceful
Restart
Helper

Graceful Restart enables this router to act as a helper for other routers when
they undergo a graceful restart.
When a grace LSA is received from a neighbor, the neighbor is kept in the
forwarding path with full adjacency till either the grace-period (advertised in
the grace LSA) expires, or there is a topology change.
The helper functionality is supported for both planned and unplanned
restarts.

Note - Graceful Restart is not compatible with VRRPPreempt
Mode. You must disable VRRPPreempt Mode before you enable
this option.

Range: Selected, or Cleared
Default:Cleared

Graceful
Restart

Configures Graceful Restart for this router.
n To disable, clear this option.
n To enable, select this option and configure theGrace Period - enter a

value between 1 and 1800 seconds. The default grace period is 120
seconds.

The Graceful Restart option causes this router to act as a re-starting router
according to RFC 3623.
The re-starter functionality is supported for both planned and unplanned
restarts for both IPv6 OSPFv3 and IPv6 OSPFv3 when using VRRP and
OSPFv3 only when using ClusterXL.

Notes:
n Graceful Restart is not compatible with VRRPPreempt

Mode. You must disable VRRPPreempt Mode before you
enable this option.

n In ClusterXL, the re-starter functionality is supported for both
planned and unplanned restarts for IPv6 OSPFv3 only.

n In VRRPCluster, the re-starter functionality is supported for
both planned and unplanned restarts for both IPv6 OSPFv3
and IPv6 OSPFv3.

Range: Selected, or Cleared
Default:Cleared

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+2178
https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+1583
https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+3623
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Parameter Description

Force Hellos Enabling this feature sends out forced Hello packets at the specified interval
when the Dynamic Routing Daemon is busy processing updates or synching
data to standby nodes.
These extra Hello packets are in addition to the typical hello packets in
OSPF.
This feature is required to maintain neighbor adjacencies when processing
large number of updates.

n To disable, clear this option.
n To enable, select this option and configure the Force Hellos Timer -

enter a value between 2 and 10 seconds. The timer is 5 seconds.
Range: Selected, or Cleared
Default:Cleared

4. Click Save.
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Configuring IPv6 OSPFv3 Areas in Gaia Portal
In This Section:

Configuring a Normal Area 253

Configuring a Stub Area 256

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

For description of OSPFv3 Areas, see "IPv6OSPFv3 Types of Areas" on page 283.

Configuring a Normal Area

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >OSPF.

2. In the Areas section, click Add.

3. In the Area field, enter theOSPF Area ID.

Description

n For the backbone area, enter backbone.

(By default, the backbone area is enabled. You can disable the backbone area if the
system does not have interfaces on the backbone area.)

n For other areas, enter an ID in one of these formats:

l integer between 0 and 4294967295

l dotted quad form (example: 0.0.0.1 for area id 1)

4. In the Area Type field, selectNormal.

5. In the Address Ranges section, add the applicable IPv6 address ranges to be advertised into the
backbone area.

Description

An IPv6 address range is defined by a prefix and a mask length in CIDR notation format (for
example, FC00:1::0/64).

An area can be configured with any number of address ranges.

These ranges are used to reduce the number of routing entries that an area will emit into the
backbone area (and hence all areas).

If a given prefix aggregates a number of more specific prefixes within an area, then an address
range can be configured and will be the only prefix advertised into the backbone.
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Important - Pay attention when you configure an address range that includes
addresses, which are not contained within the area. If a range is marked as
restricted, then no advertisement is injected into the backbone.

Instructions

a. Click Add.

b. In the IPv6 address / Mask Length field, enter the IPv6 address range prefix (for
example, FC00:1::0) and the IPv6 mask length (for example, 64).

c. Optional: Select the Restrict option to blocks the given address range from being
advertised into the backbone area. Otherwise, the given address range is advertised.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared

d. ClickOK.

6. In the Stub Networks section, add the applicable stub networks.

Description

An IPv6 address range is defined by a prefix and a mask length in CIDR notation format (for
example, FC00:1::0/64).

OSPF can advertise routes of networks, which are not running OSPF by using a stub network.

The advertised routes appear as OSPF internal routes, and can be filtered for export at area
borders using OSPF area ranges.

Any advertised network prefix must be directly connected to the router, where the stub network is
configured.

Meaning, one of the router's interface addresses must be within the network to be included in the
router LSA.

For OSPFv3, IPv6 Stub hosts may be configured by using a mask length of 128.

This feature also supports advertising a network that can be activated by the local address of a
point-to-point interface. To advertise reachability to such an network, you must configure an IP
address for the network along with a non-zero cost.

Instructions

a. Click Add.

b. In the IPv6 address / Mask Length field, enter the IPv6 address range prefix (for
example, FC00:1::0) and the IPv6 mask length (for example, 64).

c. Optional: In the Cost field, enter the cost associated with the stub network as reached
through this router.

The higher the cost, the less preferred the route.

Range: 1-65535

Default: 1

d. ClickOK.
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7. Click Save.
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Configuring a Stub Area

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >OSPF.

2. In the Areas section, click Add.

3. In the Area field, enter theOSPF Area ID.

Description

Enter an ID in one of these formats:

n integer between 0 and 4294967295

n dotted quad form (example: 0.0.0.1 for area id 1)

4. In the Area Type field, select Stub.

5. In the Cost for Default Route field, enter the routing cost associated with the default route for this
area.

Description

The higher the cost, the less preferred the route.

Range: 1-16777215

Default: 1

6. The Import Summary Routes option controls if this area is Totally-Stubby.

Description

ATotally-Stubby Area does not have Type 4 or Type 5 LSAs. It has only a single Type 3 LSA,
which describes a default route.

n When this option is cleared, the area is Totally-Stubby.

n When this option is selected, the area isNot Totally-Stubby.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default: Selected

7. In the Address Ranges section, add the applicable IPv4 address ranges to be advertised into the
backbone area.

Description

An IPv6 address range is defined by a prefix and a mask length in CIDR notation format (for
example, FC00:1::0/64).

An area can be configured with any number of address ranges.

These ranges are used to reduce the number of routing entries that an area will emit into the
backbone area (and hence all areas).

If a given prefix aggregates a number of more specific prefixes within an area, then an address
range can be configured and will be the only prefix advertised into the backbone.
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Important - Pay attention when you configure an address range that includes
addresses, which are not contained within the area. If a range is marked as
restricted, then no advertisement is injected into the backbone.

Instructions

a. Click Add.

b. In the IPv6 address / Mask Length field, enter the IPv6 address range prefix (for
example, FC00:1::0) and the IPv6 mask length (for example, 64).

c. Optional: Select the Restrict option to blocks the given address range from being
advertised into the backbone area. Otherwise, the given address range is advertised.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared

d. ClickOK.

8. In the Stub Networks section, add the applicable stub networks.

Description

An IPv6 address range is defined by a prefix and a mask length in CIDR notation format (for
example, FC00:1::0/64).

OSPF can advertise routes of networks, which are not running OSPF by using a stub network.

The advertised routes appear as OSPF internal routes, and can be filtered for export at area
borders using OSPF area ranges.

Any advertised network prefix must be directly connected to the router, where the stub network is
configured.

Meaning, one of the router's interface addresses must be within the network to be included in the
router LSA.

For OSPFv3, IPv6 Stub hosts may be configured by using a mask length of 128.

This feature also supports advertising a network that can be activated by the local address of a
point-to-point interface. To advertise reachability to such an network, you must configure an IP
address for the network along with a non-zero cost.

Instructions

a. Click Add.

b. In the IPv6 address / Mask Length field, enter the IPv6 address range prefix (for
example, FC00:1::0) and the IPv6 mask length (for example, 64).

c. Optional: In the Cost field, enter the cost associated with the stub network as reached
through this router.

The higher the cost, the less preferred the route.

Range: 1-65535

Default: 1

d. ClickOK.
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9. Click Save.
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Configuring IPv6 OSPFv3 Interfaces in Gaia Portal

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IPv6 OSPF.

2. In the Interfaces section, click Add.

3. In the Interface field, select the applicable interface.

4. In the Area field, select the area to assign to this interface.

Note - An entry for the Backbone area appears even if it is disabled.

5. In the Hello Interval field, enter the time.

Description

Configures the delay time between Hello packets on this interface.

The OSPF Hello Protocol is responsible for establishing and maintaining adjacencies (i.e.
connections) between neighboring OSPF routers.

For broadcast networks, the Hello is also used to dynamically discover neighbors.

Important - For a given link, this value must be the same for all OSPF routers.

Range: 1-65535 seconds

Default: 10 seconds for broadcast networks, 30 seconds for point-to-point networks

6. In the Router Dead Interval field, enter the time.

Description

Configures the time after receipt of the last Hello packet, at which a neighbor is declared dead.

Typically this is four times the Hello interval.

Important - For a given link, this value must be the same for all OSPF routers.

Range: 1-65535 seconds

Default: 40 seconds for broadcast networks, 120 seconds for point-to-point networks

7. In the Retransmit Interval field, enter the time.
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Description

Configures the time between LSA retransmissions for this interface.

This value is also used when retransmitting database description and link state request packets.

This value should be much higher than the expected round-trip delay between any two routers on
the network.

Being conservative helps avoid unnecessary retransmissions.

Important - For a given link, this value must be the same for all OSPF routers.

Range: 1-65535 seconds

Default: 5 seconds

8. In the Link Cost field, enter the cost of using the given interface for a route.

Description

The higher the cost, the less preferred the interface.

This is overridden by routing policy - Route Redistribution Rules and Route Maps.

Range: 1-65535

Default: 1

9. In the Election Priority field, enter the priority used in the Designated Router (DR) election on the
link.

Description

When two routers attempt to become the DR, the one with the higher priority is elected.

However, if there is already an elected DR, then it continues as the DR regardless of priority.

This prevents frequent changes in the DR state.

The priority is only applicable to shared-media like Ethernet.

A DR is not elected on point-to-point interfaces.

A router with priority 0 is not eligible to become the DR.

Range: 0-255

Default: 1

10. The Passive option controls the passive mode for this interface.

Description

When passive mode is enabled, the OSPF interface does not send Hello packets.

This means that the link does not form any adjacencies.
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Passive mode enables the network associated with the interface to be included in the intra-area
route calculation rather than redistributing the network into OSPF and having it as an
Autonomous System External (ASE) route.

In passive mode, all interface configuration information, with the exception of the associated area
and the cost, is ignored.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared (The interface sends Hello packets)

11. The Use Virtual Address option controls the VRRPmode for this interface.

Description
Important:

n Configure this option on VRRPCluster Members when the given
interface is configured as a VRRP interface.

n Do not configure this option on ClusterXL Cluster Members.

When this option is enabled, OSPF uses the VRRPVirtual IP Address associated with the VRRP
interface instead of the physical IP address.

In addition, OSPF only runs when this router is the VRRPMaster for the given interface.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared

12. The IP Reachability Detection option controls BFD (Bidirectional Forwarding Detection) for each
neighbor, from which it hears on this interface.

Description

Directs OSPF to start BFD (Bidirectional Forwarding Detection) for each neighbor, from which it
hears on this interface.

The BFD session is started only after OSPF transitions to 'Full' state with the neighbor.

Once the BFD session is up, OSPF responds to changes in BFD state.

If a neighbor does not have BFD configured or it does not respond to BFD control packets, it does
not impact OSPF operation. OSPF can operate with both BFD and non-BFD neighbors on the
same interface.

Before you enable this option, see "IP Reachability Detection" on page 176.

n Make sure the firewall policy allows traffic to the UDP port 3784 in both directions.

n Make sure the SmartConsole topology is correct (issues with incorrect firewall topology
can cause anti-spoofing to interfere with BFD traffic).

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default: Selected

13. Click Save.
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Configuring IPv6 OSPFv3 in Gaia Clish
Important:

n In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.
n Start the OSPF configuration from Router ID (see "Configuring IPv6OSPFv3

Router ID" on page 247).
n Gaia Clish does not have commands for route filtering and redistribution. You

must configure inbound routing policies and redistribution of routes through the
Gaia Portal.
You can configure route maps and route aggregation using Gaia Clish
commands. Route map configuration done through the Gaia Clish takes
precedence over route filtering and redistribution configured in the Gaia Portal.
For example, if OSPF uses route maps for inbound filtering, anything configured
in the Gaia Portal for inbound route filters for OSPF is ignored. You can still use
the Gaia Portal to configure route redistribution into OSPF.

n To see the available "set" commands for IPv6 OSPFv3, enter in Gaia Clish:

set ipv6 ospf3[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available "show" commands for IPv6 OSPFv3, enter in Gaia Clish:

show ipv6 ospf3[Esc][Esc]

Procedure

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Configure the Router ID.

See "Configuring IPv6OSPFv3 Router ID" on page 247.

4. Optional:Configure additionalOSPF Areas (in addition to the backbone area).

See "Configuring IPv6OSPFv3 Areas in Gaia Clish" on page 267.

5. Configure theGlobal Options.

See "Configuring IPv6OSPFv3Global Options in Gaia Clish" on page 264.

6. Optional: For each OSPF Area, you can add one or more IPv4 address ranges, if you want to
reduce the number of routing entries that the OSPF Area advertises into the OSPF backbone.

Note - To prevent an address range from being advertised into the backbone,
select the option Restrict for the address range

7. ConfigureOSPF Interfaces.

See "Configuring IPv6OSPFv3 Interfaces in Gaia Clish" on page 271.

8. Optional:Configure theOSPF Instances.
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See "Configuring IPv6OSPFv3Multiple Instances" on page 275.

9. Save the configuration:

save config
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Configuring IPv6 OSPFv3 Global Options in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

Global settings apply to all configured OSPF areas, including the backbone and stub areas.

Syntax

set ipv6 ospf3 [instance {<1-65535> | default}]
      default-ase-cost {<1-6777215> | default}
      default-ase-type {1 | 2}
      force-hellos

{off | on}
            timer {<2-10> | default}
      graceful-restart-helper {off | on}
      graceful-restart

{off | on}
            grace-period {<1-1800> | default}

{off | on}
      spf-delay {<1-60> | default}
      spf-holdtime {<1-60> | default}

Parameters

Parameter Description

instance {<1-65535>
| default}

Specifies an OSPF Instance ID to configure.

instance {<1-65535>
| default} {off |
on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the specified OSPF Instance.

default-ase-cost
{<1-6777215> |
default}

Configures a default cost to use when routes from other protocols
are redistributed into OSPF as Autonomous System External (ASE)
routes.
This default is ignored for any redistributed routes, which already
have a cost.
If the route has a cost already specified, that cost takes precedent.
Range: 1-6777215, or default
Default: 1
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Parameter Description

default-ase-type {1
| 2}

Configures the default route type to use when routes from other
protocols are redistributed into OSPF as Autonomous System
External (ASE) routes.
This default is ignored for any redistributed routes, which already
have a type.
If the route has a type already specified, that type takes precedent.
A type 1 route is internal and its metric can be used directly by OSPF
for comparison.
A type 2 route is external and is assumed to have a greater cost
than any internal route.
Range: 1, or 2
Default: 1

force-hellos
{<options>}

Enabling this feature sends out forced Hello packets at the specified
interval when the Dynamic Routing Daemon is busy processing
updates or synching data to standby nodes.
These extra Hello packets are in addition to the typical hello packets
in OSPF.
This feature is required to maintain neighbor adjacencies when
processing large number of updates.
Range: off, on, or timer
Default: off

force-hellos timer
{<2-10> | default}

Configures the time between one forced OSPF Hello message to
the next.
Range: 2-10 seconds
Default: 5 seconds

graceful-restart-
helper {off | on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the Graceful Restart Helper.
Graceful Restart enables this router to act as a helper for other
routers when they undergo a graceful restart.
When a grace LSA is received from a neighbor, the neighbor is kept
in the forwarding path with full adjacency till either the grace-period
(advertised in the grace LSA) expires, or there is a topology change.
The helper functionality is supported for both planned and
unplanned restarts.

Note - Graceful Restart is not compatible with VRRP
Preempt Mode. You must disable VRRPPreempt Mode
before you enable this option.

Range: off, or on
Default: off
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Parameter Description

graceful-restart
{off | on | grace-
period {<1-1800> |
default}}

Configures Graceful Restart for this router.

n To disable, set it to off.
n To enable, set it to on.
n To configure the time, set a value between 1 and 1800

seconds. The default grace period is 120 seconds.

The Graceful Restart option causes this router to act as a re-starting
router according to RFC 3623.
The re-starter functionality is supported for both planned and
unplanned restarts for both IPv6 OSPFv3 and IPv6 OSPFv3 when
using VRRP and OSPFv3 only when using ClusterXL.

Notes:

n Graceful Restart is not compatible with VRRP
Preempt Mode. You must disable VRRPPreempt
Mode before you enable this option.

n In ClusterXL, the re-starter functionality is
supported for both planned and unplanned restarts
for IPv6 OSPFv3 only.

n In VRRPCluster, the re-starter functionality is
supported for both planned and unplanned restarts
for both IPv6 OSPFv3 and IPv6 OSPFv3.

spf-delay {<1-60> |
default}

Configures the time to wait before recalculating the OSPF routing
table after a change in the topology.
Range: 1-60 seconds
Default: 2 seconds

spf-holdtime {<1-60>
| default}

Configures the minimum time between recalculations of the OSPF
routing table.
Range: 1-60 seconds
Default: 5 seconds

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+3623
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Configuring IPv6 OSPFv3 Areas in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

For description of OSPFv3 Areas, see "IPv6OSPFv3 Types of Areas" on page 283.

The configuration is applicable to OSPF Multiple Instances (see "Configuring IPv6OSPFv3Multiple
Instances" on page 275).

Description

An OSPF area defines a group of routers, which run OSPF and have complete topology information for
the given area.

An OSPF area uses an Area Border Router (ABR) to exchange routing information with other areas via
the backbone area.

Routes for a given area are summarized into the backbone area.

The backbone area then redistributes this summary information to other areas.

By definition, an ABR has interfaces to more than one area.

One of those areas must be either the backbone or an OSPF Virtual Link to the backbone.

OSPF forces a hub and spoke area topology, with the backbone area always being the hub.

Syntax

set ipv6 ospf3 instance {<1-65535> | default} area <OSPF Area ID>
{off | on}

      range <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length>
{off | on}

            restrict {off | on}
      stub
            default-cost {<1-16777215> | default}

{off | on}
            summary {off | on}
      stub-network <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length>

{off | on}
            stub-network-cost {<1-65535> | default}
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Parameters

Parameter Description

set ospf [instance
{<1-65535> |
default}]
area <OSPF Area
ID>

Specifies an OSPF Area ID (for this OSPF Instance).

Best Practice - Enter the area ID as a dotted quad. The
area ID 0.0.0.0 is reserved for the backbone.

Range:

n backbone
(By default, the backbone area is enabled. You can disable the
backbone area if the system does not have interfaces on the
backbone area.)

n integer between 0 and 4294967295
n dotted quad form (example: 0.0.0.1 for area id 1)

Default: none

set ipv6 ospf3
[instance {<1-
65535> | default}]
area <OSPF Area>
{off | on}

Removes (off) or creates (on) the area and all related configuration.

set ipv6 ospf3
[instance {<1-
65535> | default}]
area <OSPF Area>
range <IPv6
Address>/<Mask
Length>

Configures an OSPF address range for this area.
An IPv6 address range is defined by a prefix and a mask length in
CIDR notation format (for example, FC00:1::0/64).
An area can be configured with any number of address ranges.
These ranges are used to reduce the number of routing entries that an
area will emit into the backbone area (and hence all areas).
If a given prefix aggregates a number of more specific prefixes within
an area, then an address range can be configured and will be the only
prefix advertised into the backbone.

Important - Pay attention when you configure an address
range that includes addresses, which are not contained
within the area. If a range is marked as restricted, then no
advertisement is injected into the backbone.

range <IPv6
Address>/<Mask
Length> {off | on
| restrict {off |
on}}

Removes (off), adds (on), or restricts (restrict) the OSPF
address range in this area.

n off - Removes the given address range from the list of ranges
to be advertised into the backbone area.

n on - Configures the given address range to be advertised into
the backbone area.

n restrict - Blocks (off) or allows (on) the given address
range from being advertised into the backbone area.

Range: off, on, or restrict
Default: none
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Parameter Description

set ipv6 ospf3
[instance {<1-
65535> | default}]
area <OSPF Area>
stub

Configures this area as a Stub Area.
Stub areas do not allow Type 5 LSAs to be propagated into or
throughout the area and instead depend on default routing for
external destinations.
You can configure an area as a Stub Area to reduce the number of
entries in the routing table.
Routes external to the OSPF domain are not added to the routing
table.

Note - The backbone area cannot be a stub area.

stub default-cost
{<1-16777215> |
default}

Configures the routing cost associated with the default route for this
area.
The higher the cost, the less preferred the route.
Range: 1-16777215, or default
Default: 1

stub {off | on} Disables (off) or enables (on) this stub area:

n off - Reconfigures the given area to not be a Stub Area.
n on - Configures the given area to be a Stub Area.

Range: off, or on
Default: off

stub summary {off
| on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) reception of summary LSAs into the
area.
A Totally-Stubby Area does not have Type 4 or Type 5 LSAs.
It has only a single Type 3 LSA, which describes a default route.

n When this option is disabled, the area is Totally-Stubby.
n When this option is enabled, the area isNot Totally-Stubby.

Range: off, or on
Default: on
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Parameter Description

set ipv6 ospf3
[instance {<1-
65535> | default}]
area <OSPF Area>
stub-network <IPv6
Address>/<Mask
Length>

Configures a Stub Network for this area.
An IPv6 address range is defined by a prefix and a mask length in
CIDR notation format (for example, FC00:1::0/64).
OSPF can advertise routes of networks, which are not running OSPF
by using a stub network.
The advertised routes appear as OSPF internal routes, and can be
filtered for export at area borders using OSPF area ranges.
Any advertised network prefix must be directly connected to the
router, where the stub network is configured.
Meaning, one of the router's interface addresses must be within the
network to be included in the router LSA.
For OSPFv2, IPv4 Stub hosts may be configured by using a mask
length of 32.
For OSPFv3, IPv6 Stub hosts may be configured by using a mask
length of 128.
This feature also supports advertising a network that can be activated
by the local address of a point-to-point interface. To advertise
reachability to such an network, you must configure an IP address for
the network along with a non-zero cost.

stub-network <IPv6
Address>/<Mask
Length> {off | on}

Controls the stub network for this area:

n off - Removes the given stub network from the given area.
n on - Adds the given stub network to the given area.

Range: off, or on
Default: none

stub-network <IPv6
Address>/<Mask
Length>
stub-network-cost
{<1-65535> |
default}

Configures the cost associated with the stub network as reached
through this router.
The higher the cost, the less preferred the route.
Range: 1-65535, or default
Default: 1
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Configuring IPv6 OSPFv3 Interfaces in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

The configuration is applicable to OSPF Multiple Instances (see "Configuring IPv6OSPFv3Multiple
Instances" on page 275).

Syntax

set ipv6 ospf3 [instance {<1-65535> | default}] interface <Name of
Interface>
      area <OSPF Area ID> {off | on}
      cost {<1-65535> | default}
      dead-interval {<1-65535> | default}
      hello-interval {<1-65535> | default}
      ip-reachability-detection {off | on}
      passive {off | on}
      priority {<0-255> | default}
      retransmit-interval {<1-65535> | default}
      virtual-address {off | on}

Parameters

Parameter Description

instance {<1-
65535> |
default}

Specifies the OSPF instance.

interface
<Name of
Interface>

Specifies the name of the interface.

area <OSPF
Area ID> {off
| on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) this OSPF area on the interface.

cost {<1-
65535> |
default}

Configures the cost of using the given interface for a route.
The higher the cost, the less preferred the interface.
This is overridden by routing policy - Route Redistribution Rules and Route
Maps.
Range: 1-65535, or default
Default: 1
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Parameter Description

dead-interval
{<1-65535> |
default}

Configures the time after receipt of the last Hello packet, at which a neighbor is
declared dead.
Typically this is four times the Hello interval.

Important - For a given link, this value must be the same for all
OSPF routers.

Range: 1-65535 seconds, or default
Default: 40 seconds for broadcast networks, 120 seconds for point-to-point
networks

hello-
interval {<1-
65535> |
default}

Configures the delay time between Hello packets on this interface.
The OSPF Hello Protocol is responsible for establishing and maintaining
adjacencies (i.e. connections) between neighboring OSPF routers.
For broadcast networks, the Hello is also used to dynamically discover
neighbors.

Important - For a given link, this value must be the same for all
OSPF routers.

Range: 1-65535 seconds, or default
Default: 10 seconds for broadcast networks, 30 seconds for point-to-point
networks

ip-
reachability-
detection
{off | on}

Directs OSPF to start BFD (Bidirectional Forwarding Detection) for each
neighbor, from which it hears on this interface.
The BFD session is started only after OSPF transitions to 'Full' state with the
neighbor.
Once the BFD session is up, OSPF responds to changes in BFD state.
If a neighbor does not have BFD configured or it does not respond to BFD
control packets, it does not impact OSPF operation. OSPF can operate with
both BFD and non-BFD neighbors on the same interface.
Before you enable this option, see "IP Reachability Detection" on page 176.

n Make sure the firewall policy allows traffic to the UDP port 3784 in both
directions.

n Make sure the SmartConsole topology is correct (issues with incorrect
firewall topology can cause anti-spoofing to interfere with BFD traffic).

Range: off, or on
Default: off
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Parameter Description

passive {off
| on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) passive mode for this interface.
When passive mode is enabled, the OSPF interface does not send Hello
packets.
This means that the link does not form any adjacencies.
Passive mode enables the network associated with the interface to be
included in the intra-area route calculation rather than redistributing the
network into OSPF and having it as an Autonomous System External (ASE)
route.
In passive mode, all interface configuration information, with the exception of
the associated area and the cost, is ignored.
Range: off, or on
Default: off (The interface sends Hello packets)

priority {<0-
255> |
default}

Configures the priority used in the Designated Router (DR) election on the
link.
When two routers attempt to become the DR, the one with the higher priority is
elected.
However, if there is already an elected DR, then it continues as the DR
regardless of priority.
This prevents frequent changes in the DR state.
The priority is only applicable to shared-media like Ethernet.
A DR is not elected on point-to-point interfaces.
A router with priority 0 is not eligible to become the DR.
Range: 0-255, or default
Default: 1

retransmit-
interval {<1-
65535> |
default}

Configures the time between LSA retransmissions for this interface.
This value is also used when retransmitting database description and link
state request packets.
This value should be much higher than the expected round-trip delay between
any two routers on the network.
Being conservative helps avoid unnecessary retransmissions.

Important - For a given link, this value must be the same for all
OSPF routers.

Range: 1-65535 seconds, or default
Default: 5 seconds
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Parameter Description

virtual-
address {off
| on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) VRRPmode for this interface.
Important:

n Configure this option on VRRPCluster Members when the
given interface is configured as a VRRP interface.

n Do not configure this option on ClusterXL Cluster Members.

When this option is enabled, OSPF uses the VRRPVirtual IP Address
associated with the VRRP interface instead of the physical IP address.
In addition, OSPF only runs when this router is the VRRPMaster for the given
interface.
Range: off, or on
Default: off
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Configuring IPv6 OSPFv3 Multiple Instances
In This Section:

Introduction 275

Adding a New IPv6 OSPFv3 Instance 276

Deleting an Existing IPv6 OSPFv3 Instance 277

Restarting an IPv6 OSPFv3 Instance 278

Introduction
Multiple OSPF Instances let you separate OSPF into multiple OSPF domains.

Each instance contains a fully independent OSPF database, and routes from one domain are not
automatically advertised to another domain.

You can manually configure route maps to filter and redistribute routes from one domain into another
domain.

The redistributed routes show as OSPF external routes in the routing table of the other domain.

If two different OSPF instances try to install the same route with equal cost, the route with the lower next-
hop IP address is preferred.

If the routes have different costs, the route with the lower cost is selected.

Separate OSPF Instances do not share link state with one another, and will not pass routes among
themselves unless explicitly configured to do so using either Route Redistribution or Routemaps.
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Adding a New IPv6 OSPFv3 Instance

Note - To add more instances, the default instance must have at least one OSPF
interface configured and running.

To add a new IPv6 OSPFv3 instance in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IPv6 OSPF.

2. In the Instances section, click Add OSPF Instance.

3. In the Instance Number field, enter the Instance number from 1 to 65535.

4. ClickOK.

To add a new IPv6 OSPFv3 instance in Gaia Clish

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Add a new instance:

set ipv6 ospf3 instance {<1-65535> | default} on

4. Save the configuration:

save config
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Deleting an Existing IPv6 OSPFv3 Instance
To delete an IPv6 OSPFv3 instance in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IPv6 OSPF.

2. In the Instances section:

a. Select the instance.

b. ClickDelete OSPF Instance.

c. ClickOK to confirm.

To delete an IPv6 OSPFv3 instance in Gaia Clish

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Delete the instance:

set ipv6 ospf3 instance {<1-65535> | default} off

4. Save the configuration:

save config
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Restarting an IPv6 OSPFv3 Instance
Restarting an IPv6 OSPFv3 Instance lets you clear OSPF database and restart OSPF adjacency for an
instance without restarting the Gaia RouteD daemon.

Important Notes
n Restarting any part of an OSPF protocol tears down all neighbor adjacencies

and brings them back up.
n The protocol's Graceful Restart mechanism does not take effect.
n Side effects of restarting an OSPF instance include:

l Loss of OSPF routes
l Traffic outage
l Network topology reconvergence

n In a ClusterXL or VRRPCluster, restart of an OSPF instance does not trigger
a cluster failover.

To restart an IPv6 OSPFv3 instance in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >OSPF.

2. In the Instances section:

a. Select the OSPF Instance.

b. ClickRestart OSPF Instance.

To restart an IPv6 OSPFv3 instance in Gaia Clish

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Restart the OSPF Instance:

restart ospf3 instance {<OSPF Instance Number> | default}
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Monitoring IPv6 OSPFv3

Monitoring IPv6 OSPFv3 in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IPv6 OSPF.

2. In the top right corner, clickMonitoring.

3. In theOSPF3 Monitor section, select an OSPF instance.

4. Click on the Information category.

Note - The page is static. To see the latest values, clickReload.

Monitoring IPv6 OSPFv3 in Gaia Clish

show ipv6 ospf3[Esc][Esc]

Troubleshooting IPv6 OSPFv3

See "TraceOptions" on page 437.
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ClusterXL Support for IPv6 OSPFv3
ClusterXL R80.20 and higher supports OSPFv3.

OSPFv3 requires support of Link-Local Virtual IP address, because it uses the Virtual IP as the source IP
address in communication with the OSPF neighbors.

An IPv6 Link-Local address is automatically added to each interface when IPv6 is enabled on Gaia.

You can override the automatic Link-Local address with manual configuration.

Manual and automatic configuration of Link-Local VIP is possible on every interface that has a global VIP
address.

Notes:

n In automatic configuration, when an IPv4 address changes, the IPv6 Link-Local
address changes as well.

n In manual configuration, when the IPV4 address changes, the manually
configured IPv6 address persists.

To configure an IPv6 Link-Local VIP address manually on an interface

1. Set a Link-Local address on the interface.

To manually configure a Link-Local VIP, in the Expert mode, run:

n In Gateway mode:

cphaconf set_link_local <Name of Interface> <Link Local
IPv6 VIP Address>

n In VSXmode:

cphaconf set_link_local -vs <VSID> <Name of Interface>
<Link Local IPv6 VIP Address>

2. Do one of these actions:

n Install the Access Control Policy.

Or

n Run the cpstop command and then run the cpstart command.

3. Check the state of the cluster member interfaces:

n In the Expert mode:

chpaprob -a if

n In Gaia Clish:

show cluster interfaces all
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4. Enable OSPFv3 on the interface with the Link-Local VIP. In Gaia Clish, run:

set ipv6 ospf3 interface <Name of Interface> area backbone on
save config

To see the OSPFv3 interfaces

show ipv6 ospf3 interfaces

To back up the IPv6 Link-Local VIP configuration

Save a copy of this file:

$FWDIR/conf/linklocal_local.vip

To remove an IPv6 Link-Local VIP address

Mode Shell Instructions

Gateway Expert
mode

cphaconf delete_link_local <Name of Interface>
<Cluster IP Address>

Gaia
Clish

1. set ipv6 ospf3 interface <Name of Interface>
area backbone off

2. save config

VSX Expert
mode

cphaconf delete_link_local -vs <VSID> <Name of
Interface> <Cluster IP Address>

Gaia
Clish

1. set virtual-system <VSID>
2. set ipv6 ospf3 interface <Name of Interface>

area backbone off
3. save config
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VRRPv3 Support for IPv6 OSPFv3
To use OSPFv3 with VRRPv3, you must enable the option Use Virtual Address on the applicable
interfaces.

If the configured interface is part of the VRRPMaster virtual router, then OSPFv3 runs on the interface.

When you enable the Use Virtual Address option, OSPFv3 uses the VRRPv3 virtual link-local address for
the interface as the source of its control packets. This cannot be the automatically configured link-local
address - that is, you must change the link-local address for the interface to something other than the
default.

VRRP installs the link-local address only on the VRRPMaster, so OSPFv3 runs only on that router. If a
VRRP failover occurs, VRRPv3 installs the link-local address on the newMaster, and OSPFv3 starts
running on that system. Because OSPFv3 runs on one router at a time, there is no synchronization of
OSPFv3 state between the VRRP group members.

Important - You must configure the same link-local address on all the routers in the VRRP group.

To configure this option in Gaia Portal:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IPv6 OSPF

2. In the Interfaces section, select the interface.

3. Click Edit.

4. Select the Use Virtual Address option.

5. Click Save.

See "Configuring IPv6OSPFv3 Interfaces in Gaia Portal" on page 259.

To configure this option in Gaia Clish:

1. Connect to the command line.

2. Log in to Gaia Clish.

3. Configure the interface:

set ipv6 ospf3 [instance {<1-65535> | default}] interface <Name of
Interface> virtual-address {off | on}

4. Save the configuration:

save config

See "Configuring IPv6OSPFv3 Interfaces in Gaia Clish" on page 271.
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IPv6 OSPFv3 Types of Areas
Routers using OSPF send packets called Link State Advertisements (LSA) to all routers in an area.

Areas are smaller groups within the AS that you can design to limit the flooding of an LSA to all routers.

LSAs do not leave the area from which they originated, thus increasing efficiency and saving network
bandwidth.

You must specify at least one area in your OSPF network - the backbone area, which has the responsibility
to propagate information between areas.

The backbone area has the identifier 0.0.0.0.

You can designate other areas, depending on your network design, of the following types:

Area
Type Description

Normal Not a Stub Area.
Allows all LSAs to pass through.
The backbone is always a normal area.

Stub Stub areas do not allow Type 5 LSAs to be propagated into or throughout the area and
instead depend on default routing for external destinations.
You can configure an area as a Stub Area to reduce the number of entries in the routing
table.
Routes external to the OSPF domain are not added to the routing table.

Note - The backbone area cannot be a stub area.

Best Practice - Limit OSPF areas to about 50 routers based on the limitations of OSPF
(traffic overhead, table size, convergence, and so on).

All OSPF areas must be connected to the backbone area. If you have an area that is not connected to the
backbone area, you can connect it by configuring a virtual link, enabling the backbone area to appear
contiguous despite the physical reality.

Note - If you need to connect two networks that both already have backbone areas and
you do not want to reconfigure one to something other than 0.0.0.0, you can connect
the two backbone areas using a virtual link.

Each router records information about its interfaces when it initializes and builds an LSA packet. The LSA
contains a list of all recently seen routers and their costs. The LSA is forwarded only within the area it
originated in and is flooded to all other routers in the area. The information is stored in the link-state
database, which is identical on all routers in the AS.
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Route Aggregation
Route aggregation is used to combine a set of more specific routes into a single more general route.

This reduces the number of routes advertised by a given protocol.

Example:

n A router has many stub interface routes subnetted from a Class C network.

n A router runs RIPv2 on another interface.

n In this case, these interface routes can be combined into a single aggregate route (for example, the
Class C network).

This single aggregate route can be redistributed into RIPv2, instead of the large list of individual
routes.

Important - Be careful when aggregating if there are gaps in the route that is aggregated.

The interface that originates the aggregate routes does not use them to forward packets. Only the router
that receives the routes uses them.

A router that receives a packet that does not match one of the component routes, should respond with an
ICMP "Network Unreachable" message.

This prevents packets for unknown component routes from following a default route into another network.

In this situation, they might be continually forwarded back to the border router until their TTL expires.

To create an aggregate route, first specify the network address and subnet mask, followed by the set of
contributing routes.

Define the contributing routes by specifying a source, such as a routing protocol or a static route, followed
by a route filter, which is either a prefix or the keyword "all IPv4 routes".

An aggregate route can have many contributing routes. However, at least one of the routes must be
already present to generate the aggregate.
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Configuring Route Aggregation in Gaia Portal

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Route Aggregation.

2. In the Route Aggregation section, click Add.

3. In the IPv4 address field, enter the IPv4 address of the new contributing route.

Description

This activates the aggregate route, if contributed by the protocol.

The IPv4 address and subnet mask correspond to a single routing table entry.

Range:Dotted-quad ([0-255].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255])

Default:No default

4. In the Subnet mask field, , enter the IPv4 subnet mask of the new contributing route.

Description

This activates the aggregate route, if contributed by the protocol.

The IPv4 address and subnet mask correspond to a single routing table entry.

Range:Dotted-quad ([0-255].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255])

Default:No default

5. In the Rank field, enter the rank of the new contributing route.

Description

The routing system uses rank when there are routes from different protocols to the same
destination.

For each route, the route from the protocol with the lowest rank is used.

See "Protocol Rank" on page 422.

Range: 0-255

Default: 130

6. In theWeight field, enter the weight of the new contributing route.

Description

This weight is a second tie breaker after the rank.

It selects routes going to the same destination.
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The route with the highest weight is an active route and is installed in the kernel forwarding table
and redistributed to other routing protocols.

Range: 0-65535

Default: 0

7. The option AS Path Truncate controls the Autonomous System (AS) path truncation mode.

Description

When this option is enabled, the AS path is truncated to the longest common AS path.

When this option is disabled, the AS path consists of sets and sequences of all contributing AS
paths.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared

8. In the Contributing Protocol section, click Add.

9. In the Protocol field, select the contributing protocols, whose routes should be included in the
aggregate route.

Description

Protocol Included Routes

All From all protocols.

Direct Only routes associated with local interfaces.

Static Only static routes.

Aggregate Only other (more specific) aggregate routes.

OSPF2 Only IPv4 OSPFv2 routes.

OSPF2ASE Only IPv4 OSPFv2 External routes.

RIP Only IPv4 RIP routes.

BGP Only IPv4 BGP routes.

10. The option Contribute All Routes controls the whether to let any routes contributed by the protocol
to activate the aggregate route.

Description

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared

11. In the IPv4 address field, enter the IPv4 address of the route, which the specified protocol
contributes to the aggregate route.
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Description

An aggregate route does not activate, until one or more contributing routes exist.

Range:Dotted-quad ([0-255].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255])

Default:No default

12. In the Subnet mask field, , enter the IPv4 subnet mask of the route, which the specified protocol
contributes to the aggregate route.

Description

An aggregate route does not activate, until one or more contributing routes exist.

Range:Dotted-quad ([0-255].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255])

Default:No default

13. The optionMatch Type controls how to match routes.

Description

The routes are filtered for the Address and Subnet mask.

These are the ways to compare other routes:

Protocol Description

None Matches any route that equals the specified route, or is more specific than the
specified route.

Refines Matches a route, only if it is more specific than the specified route.

Exact Matches a route, only if it equals the From Address and Subnet mask of the
specified route.

Default:None

14. ClickOK.

15. Click Save.
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Configuring Route Aggregation in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

n To see the available "set" commands for Route Aggregation, enter in Gaia Clish:

set aggregate[Esc][Esc]

n There are no "show" commands for Route Aggregation in Gaia Clish.

Syntax

set aggregate <IP Address>/<Mask Length>
      aspath-truncate {off | on}
      contributing-protocol <Protocol>
            contributing-route <IP Address>/<Mask Length>
                        exact on

{off | on}
                        refines on
            off
      off
      rank {<0-255> | default}
      weight {<0-255> | default}

Parameters

Parameter Description

set aggregate <IP
Address>/<Mask Length>

Configures the route that activates the aggregate route, if
contributed by the protocol.
The IPv4 address and Mask Length correspond to a single
routing table entry.

n <IP Address>
Range:Dotted-quad ([0-255].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255])
Default:No default

n <Mask Length>
Range: 1-32
Default:No default

aspath-truncate {off |
on}

Configures the Autonomous System (AS) path truncation mode.
When this option is enabled, the AS path is truncated to the
longest common AS path.
When this option is disabled, the AS path consists of sets and
sequences of all contributing AS paths.
Range: off, or on
Default: off
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Parameter Description

contributing-protocol
<Protocol>

Configures the contributing protocols, whose routes should be
included in the aggregate route.

n all - From all protocols.
n direct - Only routes associated with local interfaces.
n static - Only static routes.
n aggregate - Only other (more specific) aggregate

routes.
n ospf2 - Only IPv4 OSPFv2 routes.
n ospf2ase - Only IPv4 OSPFv2 External routes.
n rip - Only IPv4 RIP routes.
n bgp - Only IPv4 BGP routes.

contributing-route <IP
Address>/<Mask Length>

Configures a route, which the specified protocol contributes to
the aggregate route.
An aggregate route does not activate, until one or more
contributing routes exist.
The value all-ipv4-routes lets any routes contributed by
the protocol to activate the aggregate route.
Range:Dotted-quad ([0-255].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255]) / [1-32], or
"all-ipv4-routes"
Default: none

contributing-route <IP
Address>/<Mask Length>
exact on

Matches a route, only if it equals the From Address and Subnet
mask of the specified route.
The routes that are filtered for the Address and Subnet mask.
If neither "exact on", nor "refines on" is configured, then
matches any route that equals the specified route, or is more
specific than the specified route.

contributing-route <IP
Address>/<Mask Length>
{off | on}

Removes (off) or adds (on) the contributing route from or to
the aggregate route.
Range: off, or on
Default: none

contributing-route <IP
Address>/<Mask Length>
refines on

Matches a route, only if it is more specific than the specified
route.
The routes are filtered for the Address and Subnet mask.
If neither "exact on", nor "refines on" is configured, then
matches any route that equals the specified route, or is more
specific than the specified route.

contributing-protocol
<Protocol> off

Removes the contributing protocol.

set aggregate <IP
Address>/<Mask Length>
off

Removes this aggregate route.
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Parameter Description

rank {<0-255> |
default}

Configures the rank of the new contributing route.
The routing system uses rank when there are routes from
different protocols to the same destination.
For each route, the route from the protocol with the lowest rank
is used.
See "Protocol Rank" on page 422.
Range: 0-255
Default: 130

weight {<0-255> |
default}

Configures the weight of the new contributing route.
This weight is a second tie breaker after the rank.
It selects routes going to the same destination.
The route with the highest weight is an active route and is
installed in the kernel forwarding table and redistributed to other
routing protocols.
Range: 0-65535
Default: 0
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Routing Policy Configuration
You can configure routing policy for RIP, OSPFv2 and BGP in these ways:

Routing Policy
Configuration

Configured
In Description

Inbound Route
Filters

Gaia
Portal,
or
Gaia Clish

Define filters for routes accepted by a given routing protocol.
Inbound Route filters are similar to route maps for an import policy.

Route
Redistribution

Gaia
Portal,
or
Gaia Clish

Redistribute routes learned from one routing protocol into another
routing protocol.
It is also useful for advertising static routes, such as the default route,
or aggregate routes.
Route Redistribution is similar to route maps for an export policy.

Routemaps Gaia Clish Control which routes are accepted and announced.
Used to configure inbound route filters, outbound route filters, and to
redistribute routes from one protocol to another.
Route maps offer more configuration options than the Portal options.
However, they are not functionally equivalent.
Routemaps assigned to a protocol for import or export override
corresponding filters and route redistribution rules.

Inbound Route Filters let you define which external to a routing protocol routes are accepted by that
protocol.

By default, all routes, external to RIP, OSPFv2 (IPv4), and OSPFv3 (IPv6), are accepted by these
protocols.

To narrow down the selection of accepted routes, you can edit the default policies and configure new
policies.

When you configure Inbound Route Filters, to specify precision with which the network addresses are
matched, use the same Match Type criteria rules as for route redistribution:

n The prefix and the mask length are matched exactly.

n The prefix is matched exactly, and the mask length is greater than the one specified.

For example, if the network address 10.0.0.0/8 is specified in the filter, then any route with the prefix
10 and the mask length greater than 8 is matched, but those with the mask length of exactly 8 are
not matched.

n The prefix is matched exactly, and the mask length is equal to or greater than the one specified.

For example, if the network address 10.0.0.0/8 is specified in the filter, then any route with the prefix
10 and the mask length equal to or greater than 8 is matched.

n The prefix is matched exactly, and the mask length is within the specified range of masks. The mask
range values must be equal to or greater than the network mask.
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For example, if the network address 10.0.0.0/8 and the mask range 16 to 8 are specified in the filter,
then any route with the prefix 10 and the mask length between 8 and 16 is matched.

Notes:

n The Routemap import configuration overrides the Inbound Route Filters
configuration.

n By default, BGP does not accept any routes. You must configure explicit policies
for BGP to accept routes.

n BGP policy can also import IPv6, if IPv6 is enabled on the Security Gateway. You
can specify IPv6 prefixes in addition to IPv4 prefixes.
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Configuring Inbound Route Filters in Gaia Portal
In This Section:

Procedure 293

Configuring the "Add BGP Policy Filter (Based on AS-PATH)" 294

Configuring the "Add BGP Policy Filter (Based on AS)" 298

Configuring the "Add Individual IPv4 Route Filter" 300

Configuring the "Add Individual IPv6 Route Filter" 304

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

Procedure
1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Inbound Route Filters.

2. In the Inbound Route Filters section, click Add and select the type of the Route Filter:

n Add BGP Policy Filter (Based on AS-PATH) - To filter BGP routes based on the AS-PATH
attribute.

n Add BGP Policy Filter (Based on AS) - To filter BGP routes based on the AS attribute.

n Add Individual IPv4 Route Filter - To filter IPv4 routes.

n Add Individual IPv6 Route Filter - To filter IPv6 routes.

Note - For BGP, no routes are accepted from a peer by default. You must
configure an explicit Inbound BGPRoute Filter to accept a BGP route from a
peer.

3. Configure the applicable settings.

See the sections below.

4. Click Save.
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Configuring the "Add BGP Policy Filter (Based on AS-
PATH)"
Configures a new policy to import BGP routes, whose AS-PATHmatches a particular regular expression.

1. In the Policy Filter section, in the Add BGP Policy fields:

a. In left field, enter the unique identifier from 1 to 511.

Description

An autonomous system can control BGP import.

BGP supports propagation control through the use of AS-PATH regular expressions.

BGPv4 supports the propagation of any destination along a contiguous network mask.

Range: 1-511

Default:None

b. In the middle field, enter the AS_PATHRegular Expression.

Description

A valid AS_PATH regular expression contains only digits and these special characters:

Operator Description

. The period character matches any single character.

\ The backslash character matches the character right after the backslash.
For pattern recall, match the pattern indicated by the digit following the
backslash.

^ The circumflex character matches the characters or null string at the
beginning of the AS path.

$ The dollar character matches the characters or null string at the end of the
AS path.

? The question mark matches zero or one occurrence of the pattern before
"?".

* The asterisk character matches zero or more occurrences of the pattern
before "*".

+ The plus character matches one or more occurrences of the pattern before
"+".

| The pipeline (vertical line) character matches one of the patterns on either
side of the "|" character.
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Operator Description

_ The underscore character matches comma (,), left brace ({), right brace
(}), beginning of ASPath (^), end of ASPath ($), or a whitespace (space or
tabulation).

[ ] The square brackets match the set of characters or range of characters
separated by a hyphen (-) within the brackets.

( ) The round brackets group one or more patterns into a single pattern.

{m n} Matches at leastm and at most n repetitions of the pattern before {m,n}.
Bothm and n are positive integers, andm is less than or equal to n.

{m} Matches exactlym repetitions of the pattern before {m}.
Them is a positive integer.

{m,} Matchesm or more repetitions of the pattern before {m}.
Them is a positive integer.

c. In the right field, select the route origin.

Description

n Any - A route was learned from any protocol and the path is probably complete.

n IGP - A route was learned from an interior routing protocol and the path is probably
complete.

n EGP - A route was learned from an exterior routing protocol that does not support
AS-PATH, and the path is probably incomplete.

n Incomplete - The route path information is incomplete.

2. In the Policy Filter section, in the Action field, select which routes to accept or reject.

Description

Action Description

Accept IPv4 &
IPv6

Accepts all IPv4 and IPv6 routes that match this filter, except those route
that are explicitly restricted by a more specific rule.
Accepting routes is the default behavior, unless the "restrict" option is
configured.

Restrict IPv4 &
IPv6

Rejects all IPv4 and IPv6 routes that match this filter, except those that
match a more specific filter that is set to "accept".

Accept IPv4,
Restrict IPv6

Rejects all IPv6 routes that match this filter, except those that match a
more specific filter that is set to "accept".
Accepts all IPv4 routes.
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Action Description

Restrict IPv4,
Accept IPv6

Rejects all IPv4 routes that match this filter, except those that match a
more specific filter that is set to "accept".
Accepts all IPv6 routes.

3. In the Policy Default Modifiers section, in the Local Preference field, enter the default local
preference for the route.

Description

Assigns a BGP local preference to all routes that match this filter, except those that match a more
specific filter with a different local preference value configured.

The local preference value is sent automatically when redistributing external BGP routes to an
internal BGP route.

The local preference parameter is ignored if used on internal BGP import statements.

greater values are preferred by the routing system when it selects between competing BGP
routes.

Best Practice - The local preference configuration is the recommended way
to bias the preference for BGP routes.

Important - Do not use the local preference parameter when importing BGP.

Note - The local preference cannot be configured in a policy rule that is set to "restrict".

Range: 0-4294967295

Default:None

4. In the Policy Default Modifiers section, in theWeight field, enter the default route weight.

Description

Assigns a BGPweight to all routes that match this filter, except those that match a more specific
filter with a different weight value configured.

BGP stores any routes that are rejected by not mentioning them in a route filter.

BGP explicitly mentions these rejected routes in the routing table and assigns them a "restrict"
keyword with a negative weight.

A negative weight prevents a route from becoming active, which means that it is not installed in
the forwarding table or exported to other protocols.

This feature eliminates the need to break and re-establish a session upon reconfiguration if
import policy is changed.
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Note - The route weight cannot be configured in a policy rule that is set to "restrict".

Range: 0-65535

Default:None

5. Click Save.
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Configuring the "Add BGP Policy Filter (Based on AS)"
Configures a new policy to import BGP routes from a particular peer Autonomous System.

1. In the Policy Filter section, in the Add BGP Policy fields:

a. In left field, enter the unique identifier from 512 to 1024.

Description

An autonomous system can control BGP import.

BGP can accept routes from different BGP peers based on the peer AS number.

Range: 512-1024

Default:None

b. In the right-most field, select the peer BGP AS number.

Description

Enter a valid ASPLAIN number or ASDOT number that specifies the BGPAutonomous
System (AS), to which this BGP import policy is applied.

Range: 1 - 4294967295 (ASPLAIN), or 0.1 - 65535.6553 (ASDOT)

Default:None

2. In the Policy Filter section, in the Action field, select which routes to accept or reject.

Description

Action Description

Accept IPv4 &
IPv6

Accepts all IPv4 and IPv6 routes that match this filter, except those route
that are explicitly restricted by a more specific rule.
Accepting routes is the default behavior, unless the "restrict" option is
configured.

Restrict IPv4 &
IPv6

Rejects all IPv4 and IPv6 routes that match this filter, except those that
match a more specific filter that is set to "accept".

Accept IPv4,
Restrict IPv6

Rejects all IPv6 routes that match this filter, except those that match a
more specific filter that is set to "accept".
Accepts all IPv4 routes.

Restrict IPv4,
Accept IPv6

Rejects all IPv4 routes that match this filter, except those that match a
more specific filter that is set to "accept".
Accepts all IPv6 routes.

3. In the Policy Default Modifiers section, in the Local Preference field, enter the default local
preference for the route.

Description

Assigns a BGP local preference to all routes that match this filter, except those that match a more
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specific filter with a different local preference value configured.

The local preference value is sent automatically when redistributing external BGP routes to an
internal BGP route.

The local preference parameter is ignored if used on internal BGP import statements.

greater values are preferred by the routing system when it selects between competing BGP
routes.

Best Practice - The local preference configuration is the recommended way
to bias the preference for BGP routes.

Important - Do not use the local preference parameter when importing BGP.

Note - The local preference cannot be configured in a policy rule that is set to "restrict".

Range: 0-4294967295

Default:None

4. In the Policy Default Modifiers section, in theWeight field, enter the default route weight.

Description

Assigns a BGPweight to all routes that match this filter, except those that match a more specific
filter with a different weight value configured.

BGP stores any routes that are rejected by not mentioning them in a route filter.

BGP explicitly mentions these rejected routes in the routing table and assigns them a "restrict"
keyword with a negative weight.

A negative weight prevents a route from becoming active, which means that it is not installed in
the forwarding table or exported to other protocols.

This feature eliminates the need to break and re-establish a session upon reconfiguration if
import policy is changed.

Note - The route weight cannot be configured in a policy rule that is set to "restrict".

Range: 0-65535

Default:None

5. Click Save.
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Configuring the "Add Individual IPv4 Route Filter"
1. In the Route Filter section, in the Import From field, select the protocol.

Description

Protocol Description

OSPFv2 Configures inbound filtering of IPv4 routes learned from OSPFv2.
OSPF inbound route filters only apply to OSPF ASE routes.
Intra-area and inter-area OSPF routes are always installed.
The default behavior is to accept all OSPF ASE routes.

RIP Configures inbound filtering of IPv4 routes learned from RIP.

BGP
Policy
<ID>

Configures inbound filtering of IPv4 routes learned from BGP.
This menu shows the BGPPolicy Filters you configured "Based on AS-PATH"
or "Based on AS". See the sections above.

2. In the Route Filter section, in the Route field, enter the IPv4 address and the Mask length of the
address range.

Description

Configures policy for importing routes from the given protocol that match a specific address
range in CIDR notation.

Range:Dotted-quad ([0-255].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255]) / [0-32]

Default:None

3. In the Route Filter section, in theMatch Type field, select how to match the routes.

Description

There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be matched against the configured subnet.

Amatch type must be configured following the subnet.

The different match types are:

Step Instructions

Exact Matches only routes with prefix and mask length exactly equal to the specified
network.

Normal Matches any route contained within the specified network.

Refines Matches only routes that are contained within, but more specific than, the specified
network.
For example, with a greater mask length.
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Step Instructions

Range Matches any route with prefix equal to the specified network, whose mask length
falls within a particular range.
Range: 1-32

4. In the Route Filter section, in the Action field, select whether to accept or reject this route.

Description

Action Description

Accept Accepts this route.

Restrict Rejects this route.

5. In the Policy Modifiers section, configure the applicable settings.

n If in the Import From field you selectedOSPFv2 or RIP:

In the Rank field, enter the default route rank.

Description

Assigns a rank to all incoming routes matching this filter, except those that match a more
specific rule with a different rank configured.

The routing system uses rank when there are routes from different protocols to the same
destination.

For each route, the route from the protocol with the lowest rank number is used.

See "Protocol Rank" on page 422.

Note - The route rank cannot be configured in a policy rule that is set to "restrict".

Range: 0-255

Default: For OSPFv2 - The protocol rank configured for "OSPFASE". For RIP - The
protocol rank configured for "RIP".
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n If in the Import From field you selected BGP:

l In the Local Preference field, enter the route local preference.

Description

Assigns a BGP local preference to all routes that match this filter, except those that
match a more specific filter with a different local preference value configured.

The local preference value is sent automatically when redistributing external BGP
routes to an internal BGP route.

The local preference parameter is ignored if used on internal BGP import
statements.

greater values are preferred by the routing system when it selects between
competing BGP routes.

Best Practice - The local preference configuration is the
recommended way to bias the preference for BGP routes.

Important - Do not use the local preference parameter when
importing BGP.

Note - The local preference cannot be configured in a policy rule
that is set to "restrict".

Range: 0-4294967295

Default:None
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l In theWeight field, enter the route weight.

Description

Assigns a BGPweight to all routes that match this filter, except those that match a
more specific filter with a different weight value configured.

BGP stores any routes that are rejected by not mentioning them in a route filter.

BGP explicitly mentions these rejected routes in the routing table and assigns them a
"restrict" keyword with a negative weight.

A negative weight prevents a route from becoming active, which means that it is not
installed in the forwarding table or exported to other protocols.

This feature eliminates the need to break and re-establish a session upon
reconfiguration if import policy is changed.

Note - The route weight cannot be configured in a policy rule that
is set to "restrict".

Range: 0-65535

Default:None

6. Click Save.
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Configuring the "Add Individual IPv6 Route Filter"
1. In the Route Filter section, in the Import From field, select the protocol.

Description

(This is the Drop-down text)

Protocol Description

OSPFv3 Configures inbound filtering of IPv6 routes learned from OSPFv3.

BGP
Policy
<ID>

Configures inbound filtering of IPv6 routes learned from BGP.
This menu shows the BGPPolicy Filters you configured "Based on AS-PATH"
or "Based on AS". See the sections above.

2. In the Route Filter section, in the Route field, enter the IPv6 address and the Mask length of the
address range.

Description

Configures policy for importing routes from the given protocol that match a specific address
range in CIDR notation.

Range:Dotted-quad ([0-F]:[0-F]:...:[0-F]) / [0-128]

Default:None

3. In the Route Filter section, in theMatch Type field, select how to match the routes.

Description

There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be matched against the configured subnet.

Amatch type must be configured following the subnet.

The different match types are:

Step Instructions

Exact Matches only routes with prefix and mask length exactly equal to the specified
network.

Normal Matches any route contained within the specified network.

Refines Matches only routes that are contained within, but more specific than, the specified
network.
For example, with a greater mask length.

Range Matches any route with prefix equal to the specified network, whose mask length
falls within a particular range.
Range: 1-32

4. In the Route Filter section, in the Action field, select whether to accept or reject this route.
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Description

Action Description

Accept Accepts this route.

Restrict Rejects this route.

5. In the Policy Modifiers section, configure the applicable settings.

If in the Import From field you selectedOSPFv2 or RIP:

n In the Rank field, enter the default route rank.

Description

Assigns a rank to all incoming routes matching this filter, except those that match a more
specific rule with a different rank configured.

The routing system uses rank when there are routes from different protocols to the same
destination.

For each route, the route from the protocol with the lowest rank number is used.

See "Protocol Rank" on page 422.

Note - The route rank cannot be configured in a policy rule that is set to "restrict".

Range: 0-255

Default: For OSPFv2 - The protocol rank configured for "OSPFASE". For RIP - The
protocol rank configured for "RIP".

If in the Import From field you selected BGP:

n In the Local Preference field, enter the route local preference.

Description

Assigns a BGP local preference to all routes that match this filter, except those that match a
more specific filter with a different local preference value configured.

The local preference value is sent automatically when redistributing external BGP routes to
an internal BGP route.

The local preference parameter is ignored if used on internal BGP import statements.

greater values are preferred by the routing system when it selects between competing
BGP routes.

Best Practice - The local preference configuration is the
recommended way to bias the preference for BGP routes.
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Important - Do not use the local preference parameter when importing BGP.

Note - The local preference cannot be configured in a policy rule that is
set to "restrict".

Range: 0-4294967295

Default:None

n In theWeight field, enter the route weight.

Description

Assigns a BGPweight to all routes that match this filter, except those that match a more
specific filter with a different weight value configured.

BGP stores any routes that are rejected by not mentioning them in a route filter.

BGP explicitly mentions these rejected routes in the routing table and assigns them a
"restrict" keyword with a negative weight.

A negative weight prevents a route from becoming active, which means that it is not
installed in the forwarding table or exported to other protocols.

This feature eliminates the need to break and re-establish a session upon reconfiguration if
import policy is changed.

Note - The route weight cannot be configured in a policy rule that is set
to "restrict".

Range: 0-65535

Default:None

6. Click Save.
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Configuring Inbound Route Filters for IPv4 BGP
in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

n To see the available "set" commands for IPv4 Inbound Route Filters, enter in Gaia Clish:

set inbound-route-filter[Esc][Esc]

n To see the configured IPv4 Inbound Route Filters, enter in Gaia Clish:

show configuration inbound-route-filter

Syntax

set inbound-route-filter bgp-policy <BGP Import Policy ID>
      accept-all-ipv4
      accept-all-ipv6
      based-on-as as <AS Number> on
      based-on-aspath aspath-regex {<Regular Expression> | empty}
origin {any | egp | igp | incomplete} on
      community-match <1-65535> as <1-65535> {off | on}
      default-localpref {0-4294967295 | default}
      default-weight {0-65535 | default}
      off
      restrict-all-ipv4
      restrict-all-ipv6
      route <IPv4 or IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length>
            accept
            between <Start IPv4 Mask Length> and <End IPv4 Mask
Length> on
            between <Start IPv4 Mask Length> and <End IPv4 Mask
Length> restrict on
            exact on
            exact restrict on
            localpref {0-4294967295 | default}
            normal on
            normal restrict on
            off
            refines on
            refines restrict on
            weight {0-65535 | default}
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Parameters

Parameter Description

set inbound-route-
filter bgp-policy <BGP
Import Policy ID>

Configures the ID for the BGP Import Policy.
The <BGP Import Policy ID> is:

n From 1 to 511 for import based on the AS-PATH attribute.
n From 512 to 1024 for import based on the ASNumber

attribute.

accept-all-ipv4 Accepts all IPv4 routes that match this filter, except those route
that are explicitly restricted by a more specific rule.
Accepting routes is the default behavior, unless the "restrict"
option is configured.

accept-all-ipv6 Accepts all IPv6 routes that match this filter, except those route
that are explicitly restricted by a more specific rule.
Accepting routes is the default behavior, unless the "restrict"
option is configured.

based-on-as as <AS
Number> on

Configures a new policy to import BGP routes from a particular
peer Autonomous System.

based-on-aspath aspath-
regex {<Regular
Expression> | empty}
origin {any | egp | igp
| incomplete} on

Configures a new policy to import BGP routes, whose AS-PATH
matches a particular regular expression.
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Parameter Description

A valid AS_PATH regular expression contains only digits and
these special characters:

n . - The period character matches any single character.
n \ - The backslash character matches the character right

after the backslash. For pattern recall, match the pattern
indicated by the digit following the backslash. To enter the
backslash character, enter two backslash characters \\
(the first backslash character escapes the second
backslash character).

n ^ - The circumflex character matches the characters or
null string at the beginning of the AS path.

n $ - The dollar character matches the characters or null
string at the end of the AS path.

n ? - The question mark matches zero or one occurrence of
the pattern before "?". To enter the question mark, press
the CTRL V keys and then press the Shift ? keys.

n * - The asterisk character matches zero or more
occurrences of the pattern before "*".

n + - The plus character matches one or more occurrences
of the pattern before "+".

n | - The pipeline (vertical line) character matches one of
the patterns on either side of the "|" character.

n _ - The underscore character matches comma (,), left
brace ({), right brace (}), beginning of ASPath (^), end of
ASPath ($), or a whitespace (space or tabulation).

n [ ] - The square brackets match the set of characters or
range of characters separated by a hyphen (-) within the
brackets.

n ( ) - The round brackets group one or more patterns into
a single pattern.

n {m n} - Matches at least m and at most n repetitions of the
pattern before {m,n}. Both m and n are positive integers,
and m is less than or equal to n.

n {m} - Matches exactly m repetitions of the pattern before
{m}. The m is a positive integer.

n {m,} - Matches m or more repetitions of the pattern before
{m}. The m is a positive integer.

To generate an empty regular expression, use "empty".
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Parameter Description

Route origins are:

n any - A route was learned from any protocol and the path
is probably complete.

n egp - A route was learned from an exterior routing
protocol that does not support AS-PATH, and the path is
probably incomplete.

n igp - A route was learned from an interior routing protocol
and the path is probably complete.

n incomplete - The route path information is incomplete.

community-match <1-
65535> as <1-65535>
{off | on}

Matches routes containing a given Community in the BGP
Community attribute.
Each Community is identified by a Community ID and an
Autonomous System number.

n off - Removes this Community filter from this BGP
import policy

n on - Adds this Community match filter to this BGP import
policy

default-localpref {0-
4294967295 | default}

Assigns a BGP local preference to all routes that match this
filter, except those that match a more specific filter with a
different local preference value configured.
The local preference value is sent automatically when
redistributing external BGP routes to an internal BGP route.
The local preference parameter is ignored if used on internal
BGP import statements.
greater values are preferred by the routing system when it
selects between competing BGP routes.

Best Practice - The local preference configuration is
the recommended way to bias the preference for BGP
routes.

Important - Do not use the local preference
parameter when importing BGP.

Note - The local preference cannot be configured in a
policy rule that is set to "restrict".

Range: 0-4294967295
Default:No local preference
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Parameter Description

default-weight {0-65535
| default}

Assigns a BGPweight to all routes that match this filter, except
those that match a more specific filter with a different weight
value configured.
BGP stores any routes that are rejected by not mentioning them
in a route filter.
BGP explicitly mentions these rejected routes in the routing
table and assigns them a "restrict" keyword with a negative
weight.
A negative weight prevents a route from becoming active, which
means that it is not installed in the forwarding table or exported
to other protocols.
This feature eliminates the need to break and re-establish a
session upon reconfiguration if import policy is changed.

Note - The route weight cannot be configured in a
policy rule that is set to "restrict".

Range: 0-65535
Default:No weight

set inbound-route-
filter bgp-policy <BGP
Import Policy ID> off

Deletes this BGP import policy from the configuration.

restrict-all-ipv4 Rejects all IPv4 routes that match this filter, except those that
match a more specific filter that is set to "accept".

restrict-all-ipv6 Rejects all IPv6 routes that match this filter, except those that
match a more specific filter that is set to "accept".

route <IPv4 or IPv6
Address>/<Mask Length>

Configures import policy for a specific network.
Range: For IPv4 - Dotted-quad ([0-255].[0-255].[0-255].[0-
255]) / [0-32]
Range: For IPv6 - Dotted-octet ([0-F]:[0-F]:[0-F]:[0-F]:[0-F]:[0-
F]:[0-F]:[0-F]) / [0-128]
Default:None

route <IPv4 or IPv6
Address>/<Mask Length>
accept

Accepts this route.

route <IPv4
Address>/<IPv4 Mask
Length> between <Start
IPv4 Mask Length> and
<End IPv4 Mask Length>
on

There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be
matched against the configured subnet. Amatch type must be
configured following the subnet.
Accepts any route with prefix equal to the specified network,
whose mask length falls within a particular range.
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Parameter Description

route <IPv4
Address>/<IPv4 Mask
Length> between <Start
IPv4 Mask Length> and
<End IPv4 Mask Length>
restrict on

There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be
matched against the configured subnet. Amatch type must be
configured following the subnet.
Rejects all routes that match this policy rule, except those that
match a more specific filter that is set to "accept".

route <IPv4 or IPv6
Address>/<Mask Length>
exact on

There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be
matched against the configured subnet. Amatch type must be
configured following the subnet.
Accepts only routes with prefix and mask length exactly equal to
the specified network.

route <IPv4 or IPv6
Address>/<Mask Length>
exact restrict on

There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be
matched against the configured subnet. Amatch type must be
configured following the subnet.
Rejects all routes that match this policy rule, except those that
match a more specific filter that is set to "accept".

route <IPv4 or IPv6
Address>/<Mask Length>
localpref {0-4294967295
| default}

Assigns a BGP local preference to all routes that match this
filter, except those that match a more specific filter with a
different local preference value configured.
The local preference value is sent automatically when
redistributing external BGP routes to an internal BGP route.
The local preference parameter is ignored if used on internal
BGP import statements.
greater values are preferred by the routing system when it
selects between competing BGP routes.

Best Practice - The local preference configuration is
the recommended way to bias the preference for BGP
routes.

Important - Do not use the local preference
parameter when importing BGP.

Note - The local preference cannot be configured in a
policy rule that is set to "restrict".

Range: 0-4294967295
Default:No local preference

route <IPv4 or IPv6
Address>/<Mask Length>
normal on

There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be
matched against the configured subnet. Amatch type must be
configured following the subnet.
Accepts any route equal to or contained within the specified
network.
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Parameter Description

route <IPv4 or IPv6
Address>/<Mask Length>
normal restrict on

There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be
matched against the configured subnet. Amatch type must be
configured following the subnet.
Rejects all routes that match this policy rule, except those that
match a more specific filter that is set to "accept".

route <IPv4 or IPv6
Address>/<Mask Length>
off

Removes this address filter from this import policy.

route <IPv4 or IPv6
Address>/<Mask Length>
refines on

There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be
matched against the configured subnet. Amatch type must be
configured following the subnet.
Matches routes contained within the specified network, but only
more specific (for example, with a greater mask length).

route <IPv4 or IPv6
Address>/<Mask Length>
refines restrict on

There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be
matched against the configured subnet. Amatch type must be
configured following the subnet.
Rejects all routes that match this policy rule, except those that
match a more specific filter that is set to "accept".

route <IPv4 or IPv6
Address>/<Mask Length>
weight {0-65535 |
default}

Assigns a BGPweight to all routes that match this filter, except
those that match a more specific filter with a different weight
value configured.
BGP stores any routes that are rejected by not mentioning them
in a route filter.
BGP explicitly mentions these rejected routes in the routing
table and assigns them a "restrict" keyword with a negative
weight.
A negative weight prevents a route from becoming active, which
means that it is not installed in the forwarding table or exported
to other protocols.
This feature eliminates the need to break and re-establish a
session upon reconfiguration if import policy is changed.

Note - The route weight cannot be configured in a
policy rule that is set to "restrict".

Range: 0-65535
Default:No weight

Example 1

Accept all IPv4 and IPv6 routes received from AS 4.

set inbound-route-filter bgp-policy 512 based-on-as as 4 on
set inbound-route-filter bgp-policy 512 accept-all-ipv4
set inbound-route-filter bgp-policy 512 accept-all-ipv6
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Example 2

Accept only routes that are subnets of 10.0.0.0/8,

or the exact route 1234::/64 from AS 22,

and assign a default local preference.

set inbound-route-filter bgp-policy 1000 based-on-as as 22 on
set inbound-route-filter bgp-policy 1000 restrict-all-ipv4
set inbound-route-filter bgp-policy 1000 restrict-all-ipv6
set inbound-route-filter bgp-policy 1000 route 10.0.0.0/8 normal on
set inbound-route-filter bgp-policy 1000 route 1234::/64 exact on
set inbound-route-filter bgp-policy 1000 default-localpref 1000
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Configuring Inbound Route Filters for IPv4
OSPFv2 in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

OSPF inbound route filters only apply to OSPF ASE routes.

Intra-area and inter-area OSPF routes are always installed.

The default behavior is to accept all OSPF ASE routes.

n To see the available "set" commands for IPv4 Inbound Route Filters, enter in Gaia Clish:

set inbound-route-filter[Esc][Esc]

n To see the configured IPv4 Inbound Route Filters, enter in Gaia Clish:

show configuration inbound-route-filter

Syntax

set inbound-route-filter ospf2 [instance <OSPF Instance Number>]
      accept-all-ipv4
      rank {<0-255> | default}
      restrict-all-ipv4
      route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
            accept
            between <Start IPv4 Mask Length> and <End IPv4 Mask
Length> on
            between <Start IPv4 Mask Length> and <End IPv4 Mask
Length> restrict on
            exact on
            exact restrict on
            normal on
            normal restrict on
            off
            rank {<0-255> | default}
            refines on
            refines restrict on

Parameters

Parameter Description

set inbound-route-filter ospf2
[instance <OSPF Instance Number>]

Configures the IPv4 OSPFv2 Import Policy (for
the specified OSPF instance).
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Parameter Description

accept-all-ipv4 Accepts all IPv4 routes that match this filter,
except those route that are explicitly restricted
by a more specific rule.
Accepting routes is the default behavior,
unless the "restrict" option is configured.

rank {<0-255> | default} Assigns a rank to all incoming routes that
match this filter, except those that match a
more specific rule with a different rank
configured.
Range: 0-255, or default
Default: The protocol rank configured for
"OSPFASE". Run the "show protocol-
rank" command.

restrict-all-ipv4 Rejects all IPv4 routes that match this filter,
except those that match a more specific filter
that is set to "accept".

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length> Configures import policy for a specific network.
Range:Dotted-quad ([0-255].[0-255].[0-255].
[0-255]) / [0-32]
Default:None

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
accept

Accepts this route.

route <IPv4 Address>/<IPv4 Mask
Length> between <Start IPv4 Mask
Length> and <End IPv4 Mask Length>
on

There are different mechanisms, by which
routes can be matched against the configured
subnet. Amatch type must be configured
following the subnet.
Accepts any route with prefix equal to the
specified network, whose mask length falls
within a particular range.

route <IPv4 Address>/<IPv4 Mask
Length> between <Start IPv4 Mask
Length> and <End IPv4 Mask Length>
restrict on

There are different mechanisms, by which
routes can be matched against the configured
subnet. Amatch type must be configured
following the subnet.
Rejects all routes that match this policy rule,
except those that match a more specific filter
that is set to "accept".

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
exact on

There are different mechanisms, by which
routes can be matched against the configured
subnet. Amatch type must be configured
following the subnet.
Accepts only routes with prefix and mask
length exactly equal to the specified network.
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Parameter Description

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
exact restrict on

There are different mechanisms, by which
routes can be matched against the configured
subnet. Amatch type must be configured
following the subnet.
Rejects all routes that match this policy rule,
except those that match a more specific filter
that is set to "accept".

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
normal on

There are different mechanisms, by which
routes can be matched against the configured
subnet. Amatch type must be configured
following the subnet.
Accepts any route equal to or contained within
the specified network.

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
normal restrict on

There are different mechanisms, by which
routes can be matched against the configured
subnet. Amatch type must be configured
following the subnet.
Rejects all routes that match this policy rule,
except those that match a more specific filter
that is set to "accept".

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
off

Removes this address filter from this import
policy.

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
rank {<0-255> | default}

Assigns a rank to all incoming routes that
match this filter, except those that match a
more specific rule with a different rank
configured.
Range: 0-255, or default
Default: The protocol rank configured for
"OSPFASE". Run the "show protocol-
rank" command.

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
refines on

There are different mechanisms, by which
routes can be matched against the configured
subnet. Amatch type must be configured
following the subnet.
Matches routes contained within the specified
network, but only more specific (for example,
with a greater mask length).

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
refines restrict on

There are different mechanisms, by which
routes can be matched against the configured
subnet. Amatch type must be configured
following the subnet.
Rejects all routes that match this policy rule,
except those that match a more specific filter
that is set to "accept".
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Example

Only accept subnets of 192.168.0.0/16, but do not accept the exact route itself.

set inbound-route-filter ospf2 restrict-all-ipv4
set inbound-route-filter ospf2 route 192.168.0.0/16 refines on
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Configuring Inbound Route Filters for IPv4 RIP
in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

The default behavior is to accept all RIP routes.

n To see the available "set" commands for IPv4 Inbound Route Filters, enter in Gaia Clish:

set inbound-route-filter[Esc][Esc]

n To see the configured IPv4 Inbound Route Filters, enter in Gaia Clish:

show configuration inbound-route-filter

Syntax

set inbound-route-filter rip
      accept-all-ipv4
      rank {<0-255> | default}
      restrict-all-ipv4
      route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
            accept
            between <Start Mask Length> and <End Mask Length> on
            between <Start Mask Length> and <End Mask Length>
restrict on
            exact on
            exact restrict on
            normal on
            normal restrict on
            off
            route <IP Address>/<Mask Length> rank {<0-255> |
default}
            refines on
            refines restrict on

Parameters

Parameter Description

set inbound-route-filter rip Configures the IPv4 RIP Import Policy
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Parameter Description

accept-all-ipv4 Accepts all IPv4 routes that match this filter,
except those route that are explicitly restricted
by a more specific rule.
Accepting routes is the default behavior,
unless the "restrict" option is configured.

rank {<0-255> | default} Assigns a rank to all incoming routes that
match this filter, except those that match a
more specific rule with a different rank
configured.
Range: 0-255, or default
Default: The protocol rank configured for
"RIP". Run the "show protocol-rank"
command.

restrict-all-ipv4 Rejects all IPv4 routes that match this filter,
except those that match a more specific filter
that is set to "accept".

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length> Configures import policy for a specific network.
Range:Dotted-quad ([0-255].[0-255].[0-255].
[0-255]) / [0-32]
Default:None

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
accept

Accepts this route.

route <IPv4 Address>/<IPv4 Mask
Length> between <Start IPv4 Mask
Length> and <End IPv4 Mask Length>
on

There are different mechanisms, by which
routes can be matched against the configured
subnet. Amatch type must be configured
following the subnet.
Accepts any route with prefix equal to the
specified network, whose mask length falls
within a particular range.

route <IPv4 Address>/<IPv4 Mask
Length> between <Start IPv4 Mask
Length> and <End IPv4 Mask Length>
restrict on

There are different mechanisms, by which
routes can be matched against the configured
subnet. Amatch type must be configured
following the subnet.
Rejects all routes that match this policy rule,
except those that match a more specific filter
that is set to "accept".

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
exact on

There are different mechanisms, by which
routes can be matched against the configured
subnet. Amatch type must be configured
following the subnet.
Accepts only routes with prefix and mask
length exactly equal to the specified network.
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Parameter Description

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
exact restrict on

There are different mechanisms, by which
routes can be matched against the configured
subnet. Amatch type must be configured
following the subnet.
Rejects all routes that match this policy rule,
except those that match a more specific filter
that is set to "accept".

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
normal on

There are different mechanisms, by which
routes can be matched against the configured
subnet. Amatch type must be configured
following the subnet.
Accepts any route equal to or contained within
the specified network.

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
normal restrict on

There are different mechanisms, by which
routes can be matched against the configured
subnet. Amatch type must be configured
following the subnet.
Rejects all routes that match this policy rule,
except those that match a more specific filter
that is set to "accept".

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
off

Removes this address filter from this import
policy.

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
rank {<0-255> | default}

Assigns a rank to all incoming routes that
match this filter, except those that match a
more specific rule with a different rank
configured.
Range: 0-255, or default
Default: The protocol rank configured for
"RIP". Run the "show protocol-rank"
command.

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
refines on

There are different mechanisms, by which
routes can be matched against the configured
subnet. Amatch type must be configured
following the subnet.
Matches routes contained within the specified
network, but only more specific (for example,
with a greater mask length).

route <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
refines restrict on

There are different mechanisms, by which
routes can be matched against the configured
subnet. Amatch type must be configured
following the subnet.
Rejects all routes that match this policy rule,
except those that match a more specific filter
that is set to "accept".
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Example

Accept all IPv4 routes except for 172.16.0.0/16 and its subnets.

set inbound-route-filter rip accept-all-ipv4
set inbound-route-filter rip route 172.16.0.0/16 normal restrict on
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Configuring Inbound Route Filters for IPv6
OSPFv3 in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

OSPFv3 inbound route filters only apply to OSPFv3 ASE routes.

Intra-area and inter-area OSPFv3 routes are always installed.

The default behavior is to accept all OSPFv3 ASE routes.

n To see the available "set" commands for IPv6 Inbound Route Filters, enter in Gaia Clish:

set ipv6 inbound-route-filter[Esc][Esc]

n To see the configured IPv6 Inbound Route Filters, enter in Gaia Clish:

show configuration ipv6 inbound-route-filter

Syntax

set ipv6 inbound-route-filter ospf3 [instance {<1-65535> | default}]
      accept-all-ipv6
      rank {<0-255> | default}
      restrict-all-ipv6
      route <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length>
            accept
            exact on
            exact restrict on
            normal on
            normal restrict on
            off
            rank {<0-255> | default}
            refines on
            refines restrict on

Parameters

Parameter Description

set ipv6 inbound-route-
filter ospf3 [instance
{<1-65535> | default}]

Configures the IPv6 OSPFv3 Import Policy (for the
specified OSPF instance).
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Parameter Description

accept-all-ipv6 Accepts all IPv6 routes that match this filter, except those
route that are explicitly restricted by a more specific rule.
Accepting routes is the default behavior, unless the
"restrict" option is configured.

rank {<0-255> | default} Assigns a rank to all incoming routes that match this filter,
except those that match a more specific rule with a different
rank configured.
Range: 0-255, or default
Default: The protocol rank configured for "OSPF3ASE".
Run the "show protocol-rank" command.

restrict-all-ipv6 Rejects all IPv6 routes that match this filter, except those
that match a more specific filter that is set to "accept".

route <IPv6 Address>/<Mask
Length>

Configures import policy for a specific network.
Range:Dotted-octet ([0-F]:[0-F]:[0-F]:[0-F]:[0-F]:[0-F]:[0-
F]:[0-F]) / [0-128]
Default:None

route <IPv6 Address>/<Mask
Length> accept

Accepts this route.

route <IPv6 Address>/<Mask
Length> exact on

There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be
matched against the configured subnet. Amatch type must
be configured following the subnet.
Accepts only routes with prefix and mask length exactly
equal to the specified network.

route <IPv6 Address>/<Mask
Length> exact restrict on

There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be
matched against the configured subnet. Amatch type must
be configured following the subnet.
Rejects all routes that match this policy rule, except those
that match a more specific filter that is set to "accept".

route <IPv6 Address>/<Mask
Length> normal on

There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be
matched against the configured subnet. Amatch type must
be configured following the subnet.
Accepts any route equal to or contained within the specified
network.

route <IPv6 Address>/<Mask
Length> normal restrict on

There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be
matched against the configured subnet. Amatch type must
be configured following the subnet.
Rejects all routes that match this policy rule, except those
that match a more specific filter that is set to "accept".

route <IPv6 Address>/<Mask
Length> off

Removes this address filter from this import policy.
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Parameter Description

route <IPv6 Address>/<Mask
Length> rank {<0-255> |
default}

Assigns a rank to all incoming routes that match this filter,
except those that match a more specific rule with a different
rank configured.
Range: 0-255, or default
Default: The protocol rank configured for "OSPF3ASE".
Run the "show protocol-rank" command.

route <IPv6 Address>/<Mask
Length> refines on

There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be
matched against the configured subnet. Amatch type must
be configured following the subnet.
Matches routes contained within the specified network, but
only more specific (for example, with a greater mask
length).

route <IPv6 Address>/<Mask
Length> refines restrict
on

There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be
matched against the configured subnet. Amatch type must
be configured following the subnet.
Rejects all routes that match this policy rule, except those
that match a more specific filter that is set to "accept".

Example

Accept all routes, but assign a different protocol rank to subnets of 5678::/64.

set ipv6 inbound-route-filter ospf3 accept-all-ipv6
set ipv6 inbound-route-filter ospf3 route 5678::/64 normal on
set ipv6 inbound-route-filter ospf3 route 5678::/64 rank 15
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Configuring Route Redistribution in Gaia Portal
In This Section:

Procedure to Configure Route Redistribution 326

Add Redistribution From - Interface 327

Add Redistribution From - Static 327

Add Redistribution From - Aggregate 328

Add Redistribution From - Kernel 329

Add Redistribution From - RIP 330

Add Redistribution From - OSPFv2, or OSPFv2 External 331

Add Redistribution From - BGPBased on AS-Path 332

Add Redistribution From - BGPBased on AS 334

Add Redistribution From - BGPDefault Origin 335

Add Redistribution From - RIPng 335

Add Redistribution From - OSPFv3, or OSPFv3 External 336

Procedure to Configure BGP Redistribution Settings 337

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

Route redistribution lets a router propagate routes between routing protocols - IPv4 or IPv6.

Route redistribution is also useful for advertising the default route, static routes, or aggregate routes.

Note - Static routes take precedence over dynamic routes of any kind, native or redistributed.

Procedure to Configure Route Redistribution
1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Route Redistribution.

2. In the Route Redistributions section:

n To add a redistributed route, click Add Redistribution From.

n To edit a redistributed route, select it and click Edit.

3. Configure the applicable settings.

See the sections below.

4. Click Save.
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Add Redistribution From - Interface

Redistributes interface routes.

Parameter Description

To Protocol Configures the destination routing protocol.

Interface Configures the interface from which to distribute the routes.
You can select all, or one of the configured interfaces.

Metric Configures the cost of the redistributed routes in the destination routing protocol.

Add Redistribution From - Static

Redistributes static routes.

Parameter Description

To Protocol Configures the destination routing protocol:

n RIP
n OSPFv2
n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>
n RIPng
n OSPFv3

Static Route Configures the static route to be redistributed into the destination routing protocol:

n All IPv4 Routes
n Default
n All IPv6 Routes

Metric Configures the cost of the redistributed routes in the destination routing protocol.

Note - This parameter is mandatory when configuring redistribution into
RIP.

Range:

n RIP: 1-16
n OSPFv2: 1-16777215
n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>: 1-4294967295
n RIPng: 2-16
n OSPFv3: 8-16777215
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Add Redistribution From - Aggregate

Redistributes aggregate routes.

Parameter Description

To Protocol Configures the destination routing protocol:

n RIP
n OSPFv2
n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>

Aggregate Route Configures the route to be redistributed into the destination routing protocol:

n All IPv4 Routes

Metric Configures the cost of the redistributed routes in the destination routing protocol.

Note - This parameter is mandatory when configuring redistribution
into RIP.

Range:

n RIP: 1-16
n OSPFv2: 1-16777215
n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>: 1-4294967295
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Add Redistribution From - Kernel

Redistributes OS kernel routes.

Parameter Description

To
Protocol

Configures the destination routing protocol:

n RIP
n OSPFv2
n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>
n RIPng
n OSPFv3

Route Configures the routes to redistribute:

n Select All IPv4 Routes to redistribute all IPv4 routes.
Select All IPv6 Routes to redistribute all IPv6 routes.

n Configure the Address Range to redistribute specific routes.
n There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be matched against the

configured subnet:
l Exact - Matches only routes with prefix and mask length exactly equal to the
specified network.

l Normal - Matches any route contained within the specified network.
l Refines - Matches only routes that are contained within, but more specific
than, the specified network. For example, with a greater mask length.

Metric Configures the cost of the redistributed routes in the destination routing protocol.

Note - This parameter is mandatory when configuring redistribution into RIP.

Range:

n RIP: 1-16
n OSPFv2: 1-16777215
n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>: 1-4294967295
n RIPng: 2-16
n OSPFv3: 8-16777215
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Add Redistribution From - RIP

Redistributes RIP routes.

Parameter Description

To
Protocol

Configures the destination routing protocol:

n OSPFv2
n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>

Route Configures the routes to redistribute:

n Select All IPv4 Routes to redistribute all IPv4 routes.
n Configure the Address Range to redistribute specific routes.
n There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be matched against the

configured subnet:
l Exact - Matches only routes with prefix and mask length exactly equal to the
specified network.

l Normal - Matches any route contained within the specified network.
l Refines - Matches only routes that are contained within, but more specific
than, the specified network. For example, with a greater mask length.

Action Configures whether to accept or reject this route.

Metric Configures the cost of the redistributed routes in the destination routing protocol.
Range:

n OSPFv2: 1-16777215
n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>: 1-4294967295
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Add Redistribution From - OSPFv2, or OSPFv2 External

Redistributes OSPFv2 routes.

Parameter Description

To
Protocol

Configures the destination routing protocol:

n RIP
n OSPFv2
n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>

Route Configures the routes to redistribute:

n Select All IPv4 Routes to redistribute all IPv4 routes.
n Configure the Address Range to redistribute specific routes.
n There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be matched against the

configured subnet:
l Exact - Matches only routes with prefix and mask length exactly equal to the
specified network.

l Normal - Matches any route contained within the specified network.
l Refines - Matches only routes that are contained within, but more specific
than, the specified network. For example, with a greater mask length.

Action Configures whether to accept or reject this route.

Metric Configures the cost of the redistributed routes in the destination routing protocol.

Note - This parameter is mandatory when configuring redistribution into RIP.

Range:

n RIP: 1-16
n OSPFv2: 1-16777215
n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>: 1-4294967295

RIP Tag Optional:Configures the RIP tag assigned to exported routes.
Range: 1-65535
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Add Redistribution From - BGP Based on AS-Path

Redistributes BGP routes based on the AS-Path attribute.

Parameter Description

To
Protocol

Configures the destination routing protocol:

n RIP
n OSPFv2
n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>
n RIPng
n OSPFv3

From
BGP AS-
Path

Configures the AS_PATH regular expression that contains only digits and these special
characters:

n . - The period character matches any single character.
n \ - The backslash character matches the character right after the backslash. For

pattern recall, match the pattern indicated by the digit following the backslash.
n ^ - The circumflex character matches the characters or null string at the beginning

of the AS path.
n $ - The dollar character matches the characters or null string at the end of the AS

path.
n ? - The question mark matches zero or one occurrence of the pattern before "?".
n * - The asterisk character matches zero or more occurrences of the pattern before

"*".
n + - The plus character matches one or more occurrences of the pattern before "+".
n | - The pipeline (vertical line) character matches one of the patterns on either side

of the "|" character.
n _ - The underscore character matches comma (,), left brace ({), right brace (}),

beginning of ASPath (^), end of ASPath ($), or a whitespace (space or tabulation).
n [ ] - The square brackets match the set of characters or range of characters

separated by a hyphen (-) within the brackets.
n ( ) - The round brackets group one or more patterns into a single pattern.
n {m n} - Matches at least m and at most n repetitions of the pattern before {m,n}.

Both m and n are positive integers, and m is less than or equal to n.
n {m} - Matches exactly m repetitions of the pattern before {m}. The m is a positive

integer.
n {m,} - Matches m or more repetitions of the pattern before {m}. The m is a positive

integer.

Configures the route origin:

n Any - A route was learned from any protocol and the path is probably complete.
n IGP - A route was learned from an interior routing protocol and the path is probably

complete.
n EGP - A route was learned from an exterior routing protocol that does not support

AS-PATH, and the path is probably incomplete.
n Incomplete - The route path information is incomplete.
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Parameter Description

Route Configures the routes to redistribute:

n Select All IPv4 Routes to redistribute all IPv4 routes.
Select All IPv6 Routes to redistribute all IPv6 routes.

n Configure the Address Range to redistribute specific routes.
n There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be matched against the

configured subnet:
l Exact - Matches only routes with prefix and mask length exactly equal to the
specified network.

l Normal - Matches any route contained within the specified network.
l Refines - Matches only routes that are contained within, but more specific
than, the specified network. For example, with a greater mask length.

Action Configures whether to accept or reject this route.

Metric Configures the cost of the redistributed routes in the destination routing protocol.

Note - This parameter is mandatory when configuring redistribution into RIP.

Range:

n RIP: 1-16
n OSPFv2: 1-16777215
n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>: 1-4294967295
n RIPng: 2-16
n OSPFv3: 8-16777215

RIP Tag Optional:Configures the RIP tag assigned to exported routes.
Range: 1-65535

Automatic
Tag

Optional: Automatically generates the external OSPF route tag based on the BGPAS.
If enabled, the tag is attached to external OSPF routes upon export.

Manual
Tag

Optional:Configures the external OSPF route tag assigned to exported routes.

Note - TheManual Tag value takes precedence over the Automatic Tag value
when both are configured.

Range: 1-2147483647
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Add Redistribution From - BGP Based on AS

Redistributes BGP routes based on the ASNumber.

Parameter Description

To
Protocol

Configures the destination routing protocol:

n RIP
n OSPFv2
n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>
n RIPng
n OSPFv3

From
BGP AS

Configures the ASNumber:

n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>

Route Configures the routes to redistribute:

n Select All IPv4 Routes to redistribute all IPv4 routes.
Select All IPv6 Routes to redistribute all IPv6 routes.

n Configure the Address Range to redistribute specific routes.
n There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be matched against the

configured subnet:
l Exact - Matches only routes with prefix and mask length exactly equal to the
specified network.

l Normal - Matches any route contained within the specified network.
l Refines - Matches only routes that are contained within, but more specific
than, the specified network. For example, with a greater mask length.

Action Configures whether to accept or reject this route.

Metric Configures the cost of the redistributed routes in the destination routing protocol.

Note - This parameter is mandatory when configuring redistribution into RIP.

Range:

n RIP: 1-16
n OSPFv2: 1-16777215
n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>: 1-4294967295
n RIPng: 2-16
n OSPFv3: 8-16777215

RIP Tag Optional:Configures the RIP tag assigned to exported routes.
Range: 1-65535

Automatic
Tag

Optional: Automatically generates the external OSPF route tag based on the BGPAS.
If enabled, the tag is attached to external OSPF routes upon export.
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Parameter Description

Manual
Tag

Optional:Configures the external OSPF route tag assigned to exported routes.

Note - TheManual Tag value takes precedence over the Automatic Tag value
when both are configured.

Range: 1-2147483647

Add Redistribution From - BGP Default Origin

Redistributes all IPv4 routes into BGP.

Parameter Description

To Protocol Configures the destination routing protocol:

n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>

Metric Configures the cost of the redistributed routes in the destination routing protocol.
Range: 1-4294967295

Add Redistribution From - RIPng

Redistributes IPv6 RIPng routes.

Parameter Description

To
Protocol

Configures the destination routing protocol:

n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>
n OSPFv3

Route Configures the routes to redistribute:

n Select All IPv6 Routes to redistribute all IPv6 routes.
n Configure the Address Range to redistribute specific routes.
n There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be matched against the

configured subnet:
l Exact - Matches only routes with prefix and mask length exactly equal to the
specified network.

l Normal - Matches any route contained within the specified network.
l Refines - Matches only routes that are contained within, but more specific
than, the specified network. For example, with a greater mask length.

Action Configures whether to accept or reject this route.

Metric Configures the cost of the redistributed routes in the destination routing protocol.
Range:

n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>: 1-4294967295
n OSPFv3: 1-16777215
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Add Redistribution From - OSPFv3, or OSPFv3 External

Redistributes IPv6 OSPFv3 routes.

Parameter Description

To
Protocol

Configures the destination routing protocol:

n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>
n RIPng
n OSPFv3

Route Configures the routes to redistribute:

n Select All IPv6 Routes to redistribute all IPv6 routes.
n Configure the Address Range to redistribute specific routes.
n There are different mechanisms, by which routes can be matched against the

configured subnet:
l Exact - Matches only routes with prefix and mask length exactly equal to the
specified network.

l Normal - Matches any route contained within the specified network.
l Refines - Matches only routes that are contained within, but more specific
than, the specified network. For example, with a greater mask length.

Action Configures whether to accept or reject this route.

Metric Configures the cost of the redistributed routes in the destination routing protocol.
Range:

n BGPAS <Peer Group AS>: 1-4294967295
n OSPFv3: 1-16777215
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Procedure to Configure BGP Redistribution Settings
1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Route Redistribution.

2. In the BGP Redistribution Settings section, select a BGPGroup and click Edit.

3. Configure the applicable settings:

n MED (Multi-Exit Discriminator) - The cost of using this route (0 - 4294967295)

n Local Preference - Local BGP route preference value when routes are redistributed into BGP
(0 - 4294967295). The greater the local preference, the more preferred is the route.

n In theMatch AS Numbers to Communities section, click Add.

Applies this redistribution rule only to BGP routes, whose BGPCommunity attribute contains a
specified Community.

Configure the applicable Community and AS Number.

ClickOK.

n In the Append AS Numbers to Communities section, click Add.

Appends a BGPCommunity to routes exported through this rule.

Configure the applicable Community and AS Number.

ClickOK.

4. Click Save.
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Configuring IPv4 Route Redistribution in Gaia
Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

You can configure IPv4 route redistribution in Gaia Clish.

n To see the available "set" commands for IPv4 Route Redistribution, enter in Gaia Clish:

set route-redistribution[Esc][Esc]

n To see the configured IPv4 Route Redistribution, enter in Gaia Clish:

show configuration route-redistribution[Esc][Esc]

General Syntax

set route-redistribution to <Destination Protocol> <Destination
Protocol Parameters> from <Source Protocol> <Source Protocol
Parameters>

These are the destination protocols

n BGP

n OSPFv2

n RIP

Each destination protocol has a set of destination protocol parameters.

These are the source protocols

n BGP, specific AS

n BGP, specific AS path

n OSPFv2

n OSPFv2 External

n RIP

You can also redistribute

n Aggregate routes

n Default routes

n Routes from specific interfaces

n Static routes
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Configuring IPv4 Route Redistribution to BGP in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

You can configure IPv4 route redistribution in Gaia Clish.

n To see the available "set" commands for IPv4 Route Redistribution to a BGPPeer AS, enter in Gaia
Clish:

set route-redistribution to bgp-as[Esc][Esc]

n To see the configured IPv4 Route Redistribution to a BGPPeer AS, enter in Gaia Clish:

show configuration route-redistribution[Esc][Esc]

These commands let you configure a policy for exporting routes to a BGPPeer AS.

Syntax to add redistribution to BGP Peer AS from - Interface

set route-redistribution to bgp-as <BGP Group AS>
      from interface <Name of Interface>

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to BGP Peer AS from - Static

set route-redistribution to bgp-as <BGP Group AS>
      from static-route {all-ipv4-routes | all-ipv6-routes | default
| default6}

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to BGP Peer AS from - Aggregate

set route-redistribution to bgp-as <BGP Group AS>
      from aggregate {all-ipv4-routes | <IPv4 Address>/<Mask
Length>}

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            off
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Syntax to add redistribution to BGP Peer AS from - Kernel

set route-redistribution to bgp-as <BGP Group AS> from kernel
      all-ipv4-routes

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            off
      all-ipv6-routes

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            off
      network <IPv4 or IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length> on

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and <End
Mask Length> on
            match-type refines on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to BGP Peer AS from - RIP

set route-redistribution to bgp-as <BGP Group AS> from rip
      all-ipv4-routes

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            off
      network <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length> on

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and <End
Mask Length> on
            match-type refines on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to BGP Peer AS from - OSPFv2

set route-redistribution to bgp-as <BGP Group AS> from ospf2
[instance <OSPF Instance>]
      all-ipv4-routes

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            off
      network <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length> on

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and <End
Mask Length> on
            match-type refines on
            off
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Syntax to add redistribution to BGP Peer AS from - OSPFv2 External

set route-redistribution to bgp-as <BGP Group AS> from ospf2ase
[instance <OSPF Instance>]
      all-ipv4-routes

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            off
      network <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length> on

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and <End
Mask Length> on
            match-type refines on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to BGP Peer AS from - BGP Based on AS-Path

set route-redistribution to bgp-as <BGP Group AS> from bgp-as-path
<Regular Expression>
      origin {any | IGP | EGP | incomplete}
            all-ipv4-routes

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
                  off
            all-ipv6-routes

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
                  off
            network <IPv4 or IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length> on

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
                  action {accept | restrict}
                  match-type exact on
                  match-type normal on
                  match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and
<End Mask Length> on
                  match-type refines on
                  off
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Syntax to add redistribution to BGP Peer AS from - BGP Based on AS

set route-redistribution to bgp-as <BGP Group AS> from bgp-as-number
<AS Number 1-65535>
      all-ipv4-routes

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            off
      all-ipv6-routes

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            off
      network <IPv4 or IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length> on

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and <End
Mask Length> on
            match-type refines on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to BGP Peer AS from - BGP Default Origin

set route-redistribution to bgp-as <BGP Group AS> from default-
origin
      all-ipv4-routes

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to BGP Peer AS from - RIPng

set route-redistribution to bgp-as <BGP Group AS> from ripng
      all-ipv6-routes

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            off
      network <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length> on

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type refines on
            off
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Syntax to add redistribution to BGP Peer AS from - OSPFv3

set route-redistribution to bgp-as <BGP Group AS> from ospf3
[instance <OSPF Instance>]
      all-ipv6-routes

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            off
      network <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length> on

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type refines on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to BGP Peer AS from - OSPFv3 External

set route-redistribution to bgp-as <BGP Group AS> from ospf3ase
[instance <OSPF Instance>]
      all-ipv6-routes

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            off
      network <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length> on

[metric {<0-4294967295> | default}] on
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type refines on
            off

Syntax to configure general settings

set route-redistribution to bgp-as <BGP Group AS>
      community-append <Community ID 1-65535> as <AS Number 1-65535>
{off | on}
      community-match <Community ID 1-65535> as <AS Number 1-65535>
{off | on}
      localpref {<0-4294967295> | default}
      med {<0-4294967295> | default}
      off
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Parameters

The parameters are sorted alphabetically.

Parameter Description

[metric {<0-
4294967295> |
default}] on

Enables redistribution of routes into BGP.

action {accept |
restrict}

Configures whether to accept or reject (restrict) this route.

all-ipv6-routes
off

Disables the redistribution of all IPv6 routes from this protocol.

all-ipv6-routes
on

Enables the redistribution of all IPv6 routes from this protocol.

all-ipv4-routes
off

Disables the redistribution of all IPv4 routes from this protocol.

all-ipv4-routes
on

Enables the redistribution of all IPv4 routes from this protocol.

community-append
<Community ID 1-
65535> as <AS
Number 1-65535>
{off | on}

Appends a BGPCommunity to routes exported through this rule.

community-match
<Community ID 1-
65535> as <AS
Number 1-65535>
{off | on}

Applies this redistribution rule only to BGP routes, whose BGP
Community attribute contains a specified Community.

from aggregate
{...} off

Disables redistribution of this aggregate route into BGP.

from aggregate
{all-ipv4-routes
| <IPv4
Address>/<Mask
Length>}

Configures the IPv4 aggregate route to redistribute into BGP.

n all-ipv4-routes - Cause all aggregate routes to match the
rule and be redistributed into BGP.

n <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length> - Causes only the
specified route to match the rule and be redistributed into BGP.
Range:Dotted-quad ([0-255].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255] / [0-32])
Default:None

from bgp-as-
number <AS Number
1-65535>

Configures the redistribution of BGP routes based on the ASNumber.
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Parameter Description

from bgp-as-path
<Regular
Expression>

Configures the redistribution of BGP routes based on the AS-Path
attribute.
A valid AS_PATH regular expression contains only digits and these
special characters:

n . - The period character matches any single character.
n \ - The backslash character matches the character right after the

backslash. For pattern recall, match the pattern indicated by the
digit following the backslash. To enter the backslash character,
enter two backslash characters \\ (the first backslash character
escapes the second backslash character).

n ^ - The circumflex character matches the characters or null string
at the beginning of the AS path.

n $ - The dollar character matches the characters or null string at
the end of the AS path.

n ? - The question mark matches zero or one occurrence of the
pattern before "?". To enter the question mark, press the CTRL V
keys and then press the Shift ? keys.

n * - The asterisk character matches zero or more occurrences of
the pattern before "*".

n + - The plus character matches one or more occurrences of the
pattern before "+".

n | - The pipeline (vertical line) character matches one of the
patterns on either side of the "|" character.

n _ - The underscore character matches comma (,), left brace ({),
right brace (}), beginning of ASPath (^), end of ASPath ($), or a
whitespace (space or tabulation).

n [ ] - The square brackets match the set of characters or range of
characters separated by a hyphen (-) within the brackets.

n ( ) - The round brackets group one or more patterns into a single
pattern.

n {m n} - Matches at least m and at most n repetitions of the pattern
before {m,n}. Both m and n are positive integers, and m is less
than or equal to n.

n {m} - Matches exactly m repetitions of the pattern before {m}. The
m is a positive integer.

n {m,} - Matches m or more repetitions of the pattern before {m}.
The m is a positive integer.

from default-
origin

Configures the redistribution of all IPv4 routes into BGP.

from interface
<Name of
Interface>

Configures the redistribution of all directly connected routes from the
specified interface to the given BGPAS.

from interface
<Name of
Interface> off

Disables redistribution of routes from this interface into BGP.
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Parameter Description

from kernel Configures the redistribution of OS kernel routes.

from ospf2
[instance <OSPF
Instance>]

Configures the redistribution of IPv4 OSPFv2 routes (from the specified
OSPF instance).

from ospf2ase
[instance <OSPF
Instance>]

Configures the redistribution of IPv4 OSPFv2 External routes (from the
specified OSPF instance).

from rip Configures the redistribution of IPv4 RIP routes.

from ripng Configures the redistribution of IPv6 RIPng routes.

from static-route
{...} off

Disables redistribution of this static route into BGP.

from static-route
{all-ipv4-routes
| all-ipv6-routes
| default |
default6}

Configures the redistribution of static routes to the given BGPAS:

n all-ipv4-routes - Matches all IPv4 static routes.
n all-ipv6-routes - Matches all IPv6 static routes.
n default - Matches the default IPv4 static route.
n default6 - Matches the default IPv6 static route.

localpref {0-
4294967295 |
default}

Configures the local BGP route preference value, when routes are
redistributed into BGP.
The greater the local preference, the more preferred is the route.

match-type exact
on

Matches only routes with prefix and mask length exactly equal to the
specified network.

match-type normal
on

Matches any route contained within the specified network.

match-type range
between <Start
Mask Length> and
<End Mask Length>
on

Matches any route with prefix equal to the specified network, whose
mask length falls within a particular range.

match-type
refines on

Matches only routes that are contained within, but more specific than,
the specified network. For example, with a greater mask length.

med {0-4294967295
| default}

Configures the cost (Multi-Exit Discriminator) of using this route.
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Parameter Description

metric {<0-
4294967295> |
default}

Optional.
Assigns the BGPmetric to be added to routes redistributed through this
rule.
The metric in BGP is the Multi-Exit Discriminator (MED), used to break
ties between routes with equal preference from the same neighboring
Autonomous System.
Lower MED values are preferred, and routes with no MED tie with a MED
value of 0 for most preferred.
Range: 0-4294967295, or default
Default:No metric

network <IPv4 or
IPv6
Address>/<Mask
Length> off

Disables redistribution of the specified network routes into BGP.

network <IPv4 or
IPv6
Address>/<Mask
Length> on

Enables redistribution of the specified network routes into BGP.

origin {any | IGP
| EGP |
incomplete}

Configures the route origin:

n any - A route was learned from any protocol and the path is
probably complete.

n IGP - A route was learned from an interior routing protocol and the
path is probably complete.

n EGP - A route was learned from an exterior routing protocol that
does not support AS-PATH, and the path is probably incomplete.

n incomplete - The route path information is incomplete.

set route-
redistribution to
bgp-as <BGP Group
AS>

Configures the Autonomous System of the BGPGroup.

set route-
redistribution to
bgp-as <BGP Group
AS> off

Disables all route redistribution to this protocol.
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Examples

n Redistribute all IPv4 default routes into BGPAS 100, and assign the cost of 10 to them.

set route-redistribution to bgp-as 100 from default-origin all-
ipv4-routes metric 10 on

n Redistribute all the static routes into the BGPAS 100:

set route-redistribution to bgp-as 100 from static-route all-
ipv4-routes on

n Redistribute all IPv4 static routes into BGPAS 100, and assign the cost of 1 to them.

set route-redistribution to bgp-as 100 from static-route all
metric 1 on

n Assign the BGP local preference of 100 to routes redistributed into BGPAS 100:

set route-redistribution to bgp-as 100 localpref 100
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Configuring IPv4 Route Redistribution to OSPFv2 in Gaia
Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

You can configure IPv4 route redistribution in Gaia Clish.

n To see the available "set" commands for IPv4 Route Redistribution to OSPFv2, enter in Gaia Clish:

set route-redistribution to ospf2[Esc][Esc]

n To see the configured IPv4 Route Redistribution to OSPFv2, enter in Gaia Clish:

show configuration route-redistribution[Esc][Esc]

These commands let you configure a policy for exporting routes to OSPFv2.

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 OSPFv2 from - Interface

set route-redistribution to ospf2 [instance <OSPF Instance>]
      from interface <Name of Interface>

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 OSPFv2 from - Static

set route-redistribution to ospf2 [instance <OSPF Instance>]
      from static-route {all-ipv4-routes | all-ipv6-routes | default
| default6}

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 OSPFv2 from - Aggregate

set route-redistribution to ospf2 [instance <OSPF Instance>]
      from aggregate {all-ipv4-routes | <IP Address>/<Mask Length>}

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            off
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Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 OSPFv2 from - Kernel

set route-redistribution to ospf2 [instance <OSPF Instance>] from
kernel
      all-ipv4-routes

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            off
      network <IP Address>/<Mask Length>

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and <End
Mask Length> on
            match-type refines on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 OSPFv2 from - RIP

set route-redistribution to ospf2 [instance <OSPF Instance>] from
rip
      all-ipv4-routes

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            off
      network <IP Address>/<Mask Length>

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and <End
Mask Length> on
            match-type refines on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 OSPFv2 from - OSPFv2

set route-redistribution to ospf2 [instance <OSPF Instance>] from
ospf2 [instance <OSPF Instance>]
      all-ipv4-routes

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            off
      network <IP Address>/<Mask Length>

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and <End
Mask Length> on
            match-type refines on
            off
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Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 OSPFv2 from - OSPFv2 External

set route-redistribution to ospf2 [instance <OSPF Instance>] from
ospf2ase [instance <OSPF Instance>]
      all-ipv4-routes

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            off
      network <IP Address>/<Mask Length>

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and <End
Mask Length> on
            match-type refines on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 OSPFv2 from - BGP Based on AS-Path

set route-redistribution to ospf2 [instance <OSPF Instance>] from
bgp-as-path <Regular Expression>
      origin {any | IGP | EGP | incomplete}
            all-ipv4-routes

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
                  off
            network <IP Address>/<Mask Length>

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
                  action {accept | restrict}
                  match-type exact on
                  match-type normal on
                  match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and
<End Mask Length> on
                  match-type refines on
                  off
            ospf-automatic-tag {off | on}
            ospf-automatic-tag-value {<1-4095> | default}
            ospf-manual-tag-value {<1-2147483647> | default}
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Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 OSPFv2 from - BGP Based on AS

set route-redistribution to ospf2 [instance <OSPF Instance>] from
bgp-as-number <AS Number>
      all-ipv4-routes

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            off
      network <IP Address>/<Mask Length>

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and <End
Mask Length> on
            match-type refines on
            off
      ospf-automatic-tag {off | on}
      ospf-automatic-tag-value {<1-4095> | default}
      ospf-manual-tag-value {<1-2147483647> | default}

Syntax to configure general settings

set route-redistribution to ospf2 [instance <OSPF Instance>] off

set route-redistribution to ospf2 off
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Parameters

The parameters are sorted alphabetically.

Parameter Description

[metric {<1-
16777215> |
default}] on

Enables redistribution of routes into OSPFv2.

action {accept |
restrict}

Configures whether to accept or reject (restrict) this route.

all-ipv4-routes
off

Disables the redistribution of all IPv4 routes from this protocol.

all-ipv4-routes
on

Enables the redistribution of all IPv4 routes from this protocol.

from aggregate
{...} off

Disables redistribution of this aggregate route into OSPFv2.

from aggregate
{all-ipv4-routes
| <IPv4
Address>/<Mask
Length>}

Configures the IPv4 aggregate route to redistribute into OSPFv2.

n all-ipv4-routes - Cause all aggregate routes to match the
rule and be redistributed into OSPFv2.

n <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length> - Causes only the
specified route to match the rule and be redistributed into
OSPFv2.
Range:Dotted-quad ([0-255].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255] / [0-32])
Default:None

from bgp-as-
number <AS Number
1-65535>

Configures the redistribution of BGP routes based on the ASNumber.
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Parameter Description

from bgp-as-path
<Regular
Expression>

Configures the redistribution of BGP routes based on the AS-Path
attribute.
A valid AS_PATH regular expression contains only digits and these
special characters:

n . - The period character matches any single character.
n \ - The backslash character matches the character right after the

backslash. For pattern recall, match the pattern indicated by the
digit following the backslash. To enter the backslash character,
enter two backslash characters \\ (the first backslash character
escapes the second backslash character).

n ^ - The circumflex character matches the characters or null string
at the beginning of the AS path.

n $ - The dollar character matches the characters or null string at
the end of the AS path.

n ? - The question mark matches zero or one occurrence of the
pattern before "?". To enter the question mark, press the CTRL V
keys and then press the Shift ? keys.

n * - The asterisk character matches zero or more occurrences of
the pattern before "*".

n + - The plus character matches one or more occurrences of the
pattern before "+".

n | - The pipeline (vertical line) character matches one of the
patterns on either side of the "|" character.

n _ - The underscore character matches comma (,), left brace ({),
right brace (}), beginning of ASPath (^), end of ASPath ($), or a
whitespace (space or tabulation).

n [ ] - The square brackets match the set of characters or range of
characters separated by a hyphen (-) within the brackets.

n ( ) - The round brackets group one or more patterns into a single
pattern.

n {m n} - Matches at least m and at most n repetitions of the pattern
before {m,n}. Both m and n are positive integers, and m is less
than or equal to n.

n {m} - Matches exactly m repetitions of the pattern before {m}. The
m is a positive integer.

n {m,} - Matches m or more repetitions of the pattern before {m}.
The m is a positive integer.

from interface
<Name of
Interface>

Configures the redistribution of all directly connected routes from the
specified interface.

from interface
<Name of
Interface> off

Disables redistribution of routes from this interface into OSPFv2.

from kernel Configures the redistribution of OS kernel routes.
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Parameter Description

from ospf2
[instance <OSPF
Instance>]

Configures the redistribution of IPv4 OSPFv2 routes (from the specified
OSPF instance).

from ospf2ase
[instance <OSPF
Instance>]

Configures the redistribution of IPv4 OSPFv2 External routes (from the
specified OSPF instance).

from rip Configures the redistribution of IPv4 RIP routes.

from static-route
{...} off

Disables redistribution of this static route into OSPFv2.

from static-route
{all-ipv4-routes
| all-ipv6-routes
| default |
default6}

Configures the redistribution of static routes into OSPFv2:

n all-ipv4-routes - Matches all IPv4 static routes.
n all-ipv6-routes - Matches all IPv6 static routes.
n default - Matches the default IPv4 static route.
n default6 - Matches the default IPv6 static route.

match-type exact
on

Matches only routes with prefix and mask length exactly equal to the
specified network.

match-type normal
on

Matches any route contained within the specified network.

match-type range
between <Start
Mask Length> and
<End Mask Length>
on

Matches any route with prefix equal to the specified network, whose
mask length falls within a particular range.

match-type
refines on

Matches only routes that are contained within, but more specific than,
the specified network. For example, with a greater mask length.

metric {<1-
16777215> |
default}

Optional.
Assigns the OSPFv2 metric to be added to routes redistributed through
this rule.
The metric used by OSPF is a cost, representing the overhead required
(due to bandwidth) to reach a destination.
Routes with higher OSPF cost are more expensive.
Range: 1-16777215, or default
Default:No metric

network <IPv4 or
IPv6
Address>/<Mask
Length> off

Disables redistribution of the specified network routes into OSPFv2.
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Parameter Description

network <IPv4 or
IPv6
Address>/<Mask
Length> on

Enables redistribution of the specified network routes into OSPFv2.

origin {any | IGP
| EGP |
incomplete}

Configures the route origin:

n any - A route was learned from any protocol and the path is
probably complete.

n IGP - A route was learned from an interior routing protocol and the
path is probably complete.

n EGP - A route was learned from an exterior routing protocol that
does not support AS-PATH, and the path is probably incomplete.

n incomplete - The route path information is incomplete.

ospf-automatic-
tag-value {<1-
4095> | default}

Modifies the OSPF route tag that was automatically generated based on
the BGPAS.
If this value is configured, then the tag is attached to external OSPF
routes upon export.
Range: 1-4095, or default
Default:No route tag

ospf-automatic-
tag {off | on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the use of an automatically generated
OSPF route tag, based on the BGPAS.
If this feature is enabled, then the tag is attached to external OSPF
routes upon export.
Range: off, or on
Default: off

ospf-manual-tag-
value {<1-
2147483647> |
default}

Configures the value to place in the external OSPF route tag field.

Important - This configuration overrides any automatic tag
configuration.

Range: 1-2147483647, or default
Default:No route ta

set route-
redistribution to
ospf2 [instance
<OSPF Instance>]
off

Disables all route redistribution to this protocol (for the specified OSPF
instance).
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Examples

n Redistribute all IPv4 routes from the interface eth2 into OSPFv2:

set route-redistribution to ospf2 from interface eth2 on

n Redistribute all routes from the interface eth0 into OSPFv2, and assign the metric of 50 to them:

set route-redistribution to ospf2 from interface eth0 metric 50
on

n Redistribute all IPv4 routes for the IP addresses in the Autonomous System 100 into OSPF (valid
for OSPFv2 only), and assign the cost of 99 to them:

set route-redistribution to ospf2 from bgp-as-number 100 all-
ipv4-routes metric 99 on

n Redistribute all IPv4 routes for the IP addresses in the Autonomous System 100 into OSPF (valid
for OSPFv2 only), except for routes for the network 192.168.0.0/16:

set route-redistribution to ospf2 from bgp-as-number 100 network
192.168.0.0/16 action restrict
set route-redistribution to ospf2 from bgp-as-number 100 all-
ipv4-routes on
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Configuring IPv4 Route Redistribution to RIP in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

You can configure IPv4 route redistribution in Gaia Clish.

n To see the available "set" commands for IPv4 Route Redistribution to RIP, enter in Gaia Clish:

set route-redistribution to rip[Esc][Esc]

n To see the configured IPv4 Route Redistribution to RIP, enter in Gaia Clish:

show configuration route-redistribution[Esc][Esc]

These commands let you configure a policy for exporting routes to RIP.

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 RIP from - Interface

set route-redistribution to rip
      from interface <Name of Interface>
            metric <1-16> on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 RIP from - Static

set route-redistribution to rip
      from static-route {all-ipv4-routes | default}
            metric <1-16> on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 RIP from - Aggregate

set route-redistribution to rip
      from aggregate {all-ipv4-routes | <IPv4 Address>/<Mask
Length>}
            metric <1-16> on
            off
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Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 RIP from - Kernel

set route-redistribution to rip from kernel
      all-ipv4-routes
            metric <1-16> on
            off
      network <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and <End
Mask Length> on
            match-type refines on
            metric <1-16> on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 RIP from - OSPFv2

set route-redistribution to rip from ospf2 [instance <OSPF
Instance>]
      all-ipv4-routes
            metric <1-16> on
            off
      network <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and <End
Mask Length> on
            match-type refines on
            metric <1-16> on
            off
      riptag {<1-65535> | default}

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 RIP from - OSPFv2 External

set route-redistribution to rip from ospf2ase [instance <OSPF
Instance>]
      all-ipv4-routes
            metric <1-16> on
            off
      network <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and <End
Mask Length> on
            match-type refines on
            metric <1-16> on
            off
      riptag {<1-65535> | default}
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Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 RIP from - BGP Based on AS-Path

set route-redistribution to rip from bgp-as-path <Regular
Expression>
      origin {any | IGP | EGP | incomplete}
            all-ipv4-routes
                  metric <1-16> on
                  off
            network <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
                  action {accept | restrict}
                  match-type exact on
                  match-type normal on
                  match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and
<End Mask Length> on
                  match-type refines on
                  metric <1-16> on
                  off
            riptag {<1-65535> | default}

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv4 RIP from - BGP Based on AS

set route-redistribution to rip from bgp-as-number <AS Number 1-
65535>
      all-ipv4-routes
            metric <1-16> on
            off
      network <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length>
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type range between <Start Mask Length> and <End
Mask Length> on
            match-type refines on
            metric <1-16> on
            off
      riptag {<1-65535> | default}

Syntax to configure general settings

set route-redistribution to rip off
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Parameters

The parameters are sorted alphabetically.

Parameter Description

action {accept |
restrict}

Configures whether to accept or reject (restrict) this route.

all-ipv4-routes
metric <1-16> on

Enables the redistribution of all IPv4 routes from this protocol.

all-ipv4-routes
off

Disables the redistribution of all IPv4 routes from this protocol.

from aggregate
{...} off

Disables redistribution of this aggregate route into RIP.

from aggregate
{all-ipv4-routes
| <IPv4
Address>/<Mask
Length>}

Configures the IPv4 aggregate route to redistribute into RIP.

n all-ipv4-routes - Cause all aggregate routes to match the
rule and be redistributed into RIP.

n <IPv4 Address>/<Mask Length> - Causes only the
specified route to match the rule and be redistributed into RIP.
Range:Dotted-quad ([0-255].[0-255].[0-255].[0-255] / [0-32])
Default:None

from bgp-as-
number <AS
Number 1-65535>

Configures the redistribution of BGP routes based on the ASNumber.
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Parameter Description

from bgp-as-path
<Regular
Expression>

Configures the redistribution of BGP routes based on the AS-Path
attribute.
A valid AS_PATH regular expression contains only digits and these special
characters:

n . - The period character matches any single character.
n \ - The backslash character matches the character right after the

backslash. For pattern recall, match the pattern indicated by the
digit following the backslash. To enter the backslash character,
enter two backslash characters \\ (the first backslash character
escapes the second backslash character).

n ^ - The circumflex character matches the characters or null string at
the beginning of the AS path.

n $ - The dollar character matches the characters or null string at the
end of the AS path.

n ? - The question mark matches zero or one occurrence of the
pattern before "?". To enter the question mark, press the CTRL V
keys and then press the Shift ? keys.

n * - The asterisk character matches zero or more occurrences of the
pattern before "*".

n + - The plus character matches one or more occurrences of the
pattern before "+".

n | - The pipeline (vertical line) character matches one of the patterns
on either side of the "|" character.

n _ - The underscore character matches comma (,), left brace ({),
right brace (}), beginning of ASPath (^), end of ASPath ($), or a
whitespace (space or tabulation).

n [ ] - The square brackets match the set of characters or range of
characters separated by a hyphen (-) within the brackets.

n ( ) - The round brackets group one or more patterns into a single
pattern.

n {m n} - Matches at least m and at most n repetitions of the pattern
before {m,n}. Both m and n are positive integers, and m is less than
or equal to n.

n {m} - Matches exactly m repetitions of the pattern before {m}. The m
is a positive integer.

n {m,} - Matches m or more repetitions of the pattern before {m}. The
m is a positive integer.

from interface
<Name of
Interface>

Configures the redistribution of all directly connected routes from the
specified interface.

from interface
<Name of
Interface> off

Disables redistribution of routes from this interface into RIP.

from kernel Configures the redistribution of OS kernel routes.
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Parameter Description

from ospf2
[instance <OSPF
Instance>]

Configures the redistribution of IPv4 OSPFv2 routes (from the specified
OSPF instance).

from ospf2ase
[instance <OSPF
Instance>]

Configures the redistribution of IPv4 OSPFv2 External routes (from the
specified OSPF instance).

from static-
route {...} off

Disables redistribution of this static route into RIP.

from static-
route {all-ipv4-
routes |
default}

Configures the redistribution of static routes into RIP:

n all-ipv4-routes - Matches all IPv4 static routes.
n default - Matches the default IPv4 static route.

match-type exact
on

Matches only routes with prefix and mask length exactly equal to the
specified network.

match-type
normal on

Matches any route contained within the specified network.

match-type range
between <Start
Mask Length> and
<End Mask
Length> on

Matches any route with prefix equal to the specified network, whose mask
length falls within a particular range.

match-type
refines on

Matches only routes that are contained within, but more specific than, the
specified network. For example, with a greater mask length.

metric <1-16> Configures the RIPmetric to be added to routes redistributed through this
rule.
The metric used by RIP/RIPng is a hop count, representing the distance to
a destination.
Routes with higher hop counts are more expensive.
Routes with a metric greater than or equal to 16 are treated as
unreachable, and are not installed or propagated to peers.

Note - When redistributing routes to RIP or RIPng, a metric must
be configured.

Range: 1-16
Default:None

metric <1-16> on Enables redistribution of routes into RIP.
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Parameter Description

network <IPv4 or
IPv6
Address>/<Mask
Length> metric
<1-16> on

Enables redistribution of the specified network routes into RIP.

network <IPv4 or
IPv6
Address>/<Mask
Length> off

Disables redistribution of the specified network routes into RIP.

origin {any |
IGP | EGP |
incomplete}

Configures the route origin:

n any - A route was learned from any protocol and the path is
probably complete.

n IGP - A route was learned from an interior routing protocol and the
path is probably complete.

n EGP - A route was learned from an exterior routing protocol that
does not support AS-PATH, and the path is probably incomplete.

n incomplete - The route path information is incomplete.

riptag {<1-
65535> |
default}

Configures a route tag field on routes redistributed to RIP through this rule
Range: 1-65535, or default
Default:No route tag

set route-
redistribution
to rip off

Disables all route redistribution to this protocol.
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Examples

n Redistribute all RIP routes for the network 192.168.0.0/16 that fall in the range between
192.168.0.0/18 and 192.168.0.0/24 into OSPF (valid for OSPFv2 only):

set route-redistribution to ospf2 from rip network
192.168.0.0/16 match-type range between 18 and 24 on

n Redistribute all OSPF external routes into RIP, and assign the cost of 2 to them:

set route-redistribution to rip from ospf2ase all metric 2 on

n Redistribute all OSPF external routes into RIP, and assign the RIP tag value of 20 to them:

set route-redistribution to rip from ospf2ase riptag 20

n Redistribute aggregate routes for the network 1.2.0.0/16 into RIP, and assign the cost of 2 to
them:

set route-redistribution to rip from aggregate 1.2.0.0/16 metric
2 on

n Redistribute all routes for the network 192.168.0.0/16 from OSPF into RIP, and assign the cost of
2 to them:

set route-redistribution to rip from ospf2 network
192.168.0.0/16 metric 2 on

n Redistribute all external OSPFv2 routes for the network 192.168.0.0/16 into RIP, and assign the
metric of 3 to them:

set route-redistribution to rip from ospf2ase network
192.168.0.0/16 metric 3 on

n Redistribute all IPv4 routes that are learned from BGPAS 100 into RIP, and assign the RIP tag
value of 99 to them:

set route-redistribution to rip from bgp-aspath ^100_ origin any
riptag 99

n Redistribute routes for network 192.168.0.0/16 that are originated in BGPAS 100 and learned
through any interior routing protocol, into RIP, and assign the cost of 10 to them:

set route-redistribution to rip from bgp-aspath _100$ origin IGP
network 192.168.0.0/16 metric 10 on
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Configuring IPv6 Route Redistribution in Gaia
Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

You can configure IPv6 route redistribution in Gaia Clish.

n To see the available "set" commands for IPv6 Route Redistribution, enter in Gaia Clish:

set ipv6 route-redistribution[Esc][Esc]

n To see the configured IPv6 Route Redistribution, enter in Gaia Clish:

show configuration ipv6 route-redistribution[Esc][Esc]

General Syntax

set ipv6 route-redistribution to <Destination Protocol> <Destination
Protocol Parameters> from <Source Protocol> <Source Protocol
Parameters>

These are the destination protocols

n OSPFv3

n RIPng

Each destination protocol has a set of destination protocol parameters.

These are the source protocols

n BGP

n OSPFv3

n OSPFv3 External

n RIPng

You can also redistribute

n Routes from specific interfaces

n Static routes
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Configuring IPv6 Route Redistribution to OSPFv3 in Gaia
Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

You can configure IPv6 route redistribution in Gaia Clish.

n To see the available "set" commands for IPv6 Route Redistribution to OSPFv3, enter in Gaia Clish:

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ospf3[Esc][Esc]

n To see the configured IPv6 Route Redistribution to OSPFv3, enter in Gaia Clish:

show configuration ipv6 route-redistribution[Esc][Esc]

These commands let you configure a policy for exporting routes to OSPFv3.

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv6 OSPFv3 from - Interface

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ospf3 [instance <OSPF Instance>]
      from interface <Name of Interface>

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv6 OSPFv3 from - Static

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ospf3 [instance <OSPF Instance>]
      from static-route {all-ipv6-routes | default6}

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv6 OSPFv3 from - Kernel

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ospf3 [instance <OSPF Instance>]
from kernel
      all-ipv6-routes

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            off
      network <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length>

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type refines on
            off
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Syntax to add redistribution to IPv6 OSPFv3 from - RIPng

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ospf3 [instance <OSPF Instance>]
from ripng
      all-ipv6-routes

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            off
      network <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length>

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type refines on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv6 OSPFv3 from - OSPFv3

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ospf3 [instance <OSPF Instance>]
      from ospf3 [instance <OSPF Instance>]
            all-ipv6-routes

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
                  off
            network <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length>

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
                  action {accept | restrict}
                  match-type exact on
                  match-type normal on
                  match-type refines on
                  off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv6 OSPFv3 from - OSPFv3 External

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ospf3 [instance <OSPF Instance>]
      from ospf3ase [instance <OSPF Instance>]
            all-ipv6-routes

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
                  off
            network <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length>

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
                  action {accept | restrict}
                  match-type exact on
                  match-type normal on
                  match-type refines on
                  off
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Syntax to add redistribution to IPv6 OSPFv3 from - BGP Based on AS-Path

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ospf3 [instance <OSPF Instance>]
from bgp-as-path <Regular Expression>
      origin {any | IGP | EGP | incomplete}
            all-ipv6-routes

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
                  off
            network <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length>

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
                  action {accept | restrict}
                  match-type exact on
                  match-type normal on
                  match-type refines on
                  off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv6 OSPFv3 from - BGP Based on AS

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ospf3 [instance <OSPF Instance>]
from bgp-as-number <AS Number 1-65535>
      all-ipv6-routes

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            off
      network <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length>

[metric {<1-16777215> | default}] on
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type refines on
            off
      off

Syntax to configure general settings

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ospf3 off
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Parameters

The parameters are sorted alphabetically.

Parameter Description

[metric {<1-
16777215> |
default}] on

Enables redistribution of routes into OSPFv3.

action {accept
| restrict}

Configures whether to accept or reject (restrict) this route.

all-ipv6-
routes off

Disables the redistribution of all IPv6 routes from this protocol.

all-ipv6-
routes on

Enables the redistribution of all IPv6 routes from this protocol.

from bgp-as-
number <AS
Number 1-
65535>

Configures the redistribution of BGP routes based on the ASNumber.
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Parameter Description

from bgp-as-
path <Regular
Expression>

Configures the redistribution of BGP routes based on the AS-Path attribute.
A valid AS_PATH regular expression contains only digits and these special
characters:

n . - The period character matches any single character.
n \ - The backslash character matches the character right after the

backslash. For pattern recall, match the pattern indicated by the digit
following the backslash. To enter the backslash character, enter two
backslash characters \\ (the first backslash character escapes the
second backslash character).

n ^ - The circumflex character matches the characters or null string at
the beginning of the AS path.

n $ - The dollar character matches the characters or null string at the
end of the AS path.

n ? - The question mark matches zero or one occurrence of the pattern
before "?". To enter the question mark, press the CTRL V keys and
then press the Shift ? keys.

n * - The asterisk character matches zero or more occurrences of the
pattern before "*".

n + - The plus character matches one or more occurrences of the
pattern before "+".

n | - The pipeline (vertical line) character matches one of the patterns on
either side of the "|" character.

n _ - The underscore character matches comma (,), left brace ({), right
brace (}), beginning of ASPath (^), end of ASPath ($), or a whitespace
(space or tabulation).

n [ ] - The square brackets match the set of characters or range of
characters separated by a hyphen (-) within the brackets.

n ( ) - The round brackets group one or more patterns into a single
pattern.

n {m n} - Matches at least m and at most n repetitions of the pattern
before {m,n}. Both m and n are positive integers, and m is less than or
equal to n.

n {m} - Matches exactly m repetitions of the pattern before {m}. The m is
a positive integer.

n {m,} - Matches m or more repetitions of the pattern before {m}. The m
is a positive integer.

from interface
<Name of
Interface>

Configures the redistribution of all directly connected routes from the
specified interface.

from interface
<Name of
Interface> off

Disables redistribution of routes from this interface into OSPFv3.

from kernel Configures the redistribution of OS kernel routes.
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Parameter Description

from ospf3
[instance
<OSPF
Instance>]

Configures the redistribution of IPv6 OSPFv3 routes (from the specified
OSPF instance).

from ospf3ase
[instance
<OSPF
Instance>]

Configures the redistribution of IPv6 OSPFv3 External routes (from the
specified OSPF instance).

from ripng Configures the redistribution of IPv6 RIPng routes.

from static-
route {...}
off

Disables redistribution of this static route into OSPFv3.

from static-
route {all-
ipv6-routes |
default6}

Configures the redistribution of static routes into OSPFv3:

n all-ipv6-routes - Matches all IPv6 static routes.
n default6 - Matches the default IPv6 static route.

match-type
exact on

Matches only routes with prefix and mask length exactly equal to the
specified network.

match-type
normal on

Matches any route contained within the specified network.

match-type
refines on

Matches only routes that are contained within, but more specific than, the
specified network. For example, with a greater mask length.

metric {<1-
16777215> |
default}

Optional.
Assigns the OSPFv3 metric to be added to routes redistributed through this
rule.
The metric used by OSPF is a cost, representing the overhead required (due
to bandwidth) to reach a destination.
Routes with higher OSPF cost are more expensive.
Range: 1-16777215, or default
Default:No metric

network <IPv6
Address>/<Mask
Length> off

Disables redistribution of the specified network routes into OSPFv3.

network <IPv6
Address>/<Mask
Length> on

Enables redistribution of the specified network routes into OSPFv3.
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Parameter Description

origin {any |
IGP | EGP |
incomplete}

Configures the route origin:

n any - A route was learned from any protocol and the path is probably
complete.

n IGP - A route was learned from an interior routing protocol and the
path is probably complete.

n EGP - A route was learned from an exterior routing protocol that does
not support AS-PATH, and the path is probably incomplete.

n incomplete - The route path information is incomplete.

set ipv6
route-
redistribution
to ospf3 off

Disables all route redistribution to this protocol (for the specified OSPF
instance).

Examples

n Redistribute the default IPv6 static route into OSPFv3, and assign the cost of 15000 to it:

set route-redistribution to ospf3 from static-route default
metric 15000 on

n Redistribute all IPv6 routes from the interface eth0 into OSPFv3 and assign the cost of 10 to
them:

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ospf3 from interface eth0
metric 10 on

n Redistribute all RIPng routes for the network fd14:8502:5b14:456a::/64, including the routes for
the addresses within the network into OSPFv3:

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ospf3 from rip network
fd14:8502:5b14:456a::/64 match-type normal on
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Configuring IPv6 Route Redistribution to RIPng in Gaia
Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

You can configure IPv6 route redistribution in Gaia Clish.

n To see the available "set" commands for IPv6 Route Redistribution to RIPng, enter in Gaia Clish:

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ripng[Esc][Esc]

n To see the configured IPv6 Route Redistribution to RIPng, enter in Gaia Clish:

show configuration ipv6 route-redistribution[Esc][Esc]

These commands let you configure a policy for exporting routes to RIPng.

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv6 RIPng from - Interface

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ripng
      from interface <Name of Interface>
            metric <1-16> on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv6 RIPng from - Static

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ripng
      from static-route {all-ipv6-routes | default6}
            metric <1-16> on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv6 RIPng from - Kernel

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ripng from kernel
      all-ipv6-routes
            metric <1-16> on
            off
      network <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length>
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type refines on
            metric <1-16> on
            off
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Syntax to add redistribution to IPv6 RIPng from - OSPFv3

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ripng from ospf3 [instance <OSPF
Instance>]
      all-ipv6-routes
            metric <1-16> on
            off
      network <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length>
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type refines on
            metric <1-16> on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv6 RIPng from - OSPFv3 External

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ripng from ospf3ase [instance <OSPF
Instance>]
      all-ipv6-routes
            metric <1-16> on
            off
      network <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length>
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type refines on
            metric <1-16> on
            off

Syntax to add redistribution to IPv6 RIPng from - BGP Based on AS-Path

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ripng from bgp-as-path <Regular
Expression>
      origin {any | IGP | EGP | incomplete}
            all-ipv6-routes
                  metric <1-16> on
                  off
            network <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length>
                  action {accept | restrict}
                  match-type exact on
                  match-type normal on
                  match-type refines on
                  metric <1-16> on
                  off
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Syntax to add redistribution to IPv6 RIPng from - BGP Based on AS

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ripng from bgp-as-number <AS Number
1-65535>
      all-ipv6-routes
            metric <1-16> on
            off
      network <IPv6 Address>/<Mask Length>
            action {accept | restrict}
            match-type exact on
            match-type normal on
            match-type refines on
            metric <1-16> on
            off

Syntax to configure general settings

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ripng off
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Parameters

The parameters are sorted alphabetically.

Parameter Description

action {accept
| restrict}

Configures whether to accept or reject (restrict) this route.

all-ipv6-
routes metric
<1-16> on

Enables the redistribution of all IPv6 routes from this protocol.

all-ipv6-
routes off

Disables the redistribution of all IPv6 routes from this protocol.

from bgp-as-
number <AS
Number 1-
65535>

Configures the redistribution of BGP routes based on the ASNumber.
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Parameter Description

from bgp-as-
path <Regular
Expression>

Configures the redistribution of BGP routes based on the AS-Path attribute.
A valid AS_PATH regular expression contains only digits and these special
characters:

n . - The period character matches any single character.
n \ - The backslash character matches the character right after the

backslash. For pattern recall, match the pattern indicated by the digit
following the backslash. To enter the backslash character, enter two
backslash characters \\ (the first backslash character escapes the
second backslash character).

n ^ - The circumflex character matches the characters or null string at
the beginning of the AS path.

n $ - The dollar character matches the characters or null string at the
end of the AS path.

n ? - The question mark matches zero or one occurrence of the pattern
before "?". To enter the question mark, press the CTRL V keys and
then press the Shift ? keys.

n * - The asterisk character matches zero or more occurrences of the
pattern before "*".

n + - The plus character matches one or more occurrences of the
pattern before "+".

n | - The pipeline (vertical line) character matches one of the patterns on
either side of the "|" character.

n _ - The underscore character matches comma (,), left brace ({), right
brace (}), beginning of ASPath (^), end of ASPath ($), or a whitespace
(space or tabulation).

n [ ] - The square brackets match the set of characters or range of
characters separated by a hyphen (-) within the brackets.

n ( ) - The round brackets group one or more patterns into a single
pattern.

n {m n} - Matches at least m and at most n repetitions of the pattern
before {m,n}. Both m and n are positive integers, and m is less than or
equal to n.

n {m} - Matches exactly m repetitions of the pattern before {m}. The m is
a positive integer.

n {m,} - Matches m or more repetitions of the pattern before {m}. The m
is a positive integer.

from interface
<Name of
Interface>

Configures the redistribution of all directly connected routes from the
specified interface.

from interface
<Name of
Interface> off

Disables redistribution of routes from this interface into RIPng.

from kernel Configures the redistribution of OS kernel routes.
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Parameter Description

from ospf3
[instance
<OSPF
Instance>]

Configures the redistribution of IPv6 OSPFv3 routes (from the specified
OSPF instance).

from ospf3ase
[instance
<OSPF
Instance>]

Configures the redistribution of IPv6 OSPFv3 External routes (from the
specified OSPF instance).

from static-
route {...}
off

Disables redistribution of this static route into RIPng.

from static-
route {all-
ipv6-routes |
default6}

Configures the redistribution of static routes into RIPng:

n all-ipv6-routes - Matches all IPv6 static routes.
n default6 - Matches the default IPv6 static route.

match-type
exact on

Matches only routes with prefix and mask length exactly equal to the
specified network.

match-type
normal on

Matches any route contained within the specified network.

match-type
refines on

Matches only routes that are contained within, but more specific than, the
specified network. For example, with a greater mask length.

metric <1-16> Configures the RIPng metric to be added to routes redistributed through this
rule.
The metric used by RIP/RIPng is a hop count, representing the distance to a
destination.
Routes with higher hop counts are more expensive.
Routes with a metric greater than or equal to 16 are treated as unreachable,
and are not installed or propagated to peers.

Note - When redistributing routes to RIP or RIPng, a metric must be
configured.

Range: 1-16
Default:None

metric <1-16>
on

Enables redistribution of routes into RIPng.

network <IPv6
Address>/<Mask
Length> metric
<1-16> on

Enables redistribution of the specified network routes into RIPng.
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Parameter Description

network <IPv6
Address>/<Mask
Length> off

Disables redistribution of the specified network routes into RIPng.

origin {any |
IGP | EGP |
incomplete}

Configures the route origin:

n any - A route was learned from any protocol and the path is probably
complete.

n IGP - A route was learned from an interior routing protocol and the
path is probably complete.

n EGP - A route was learned from an exterior routing protocol that does
not support AS-PATH, and the path is probably incomplete.

n incomplete - The route path information is incomplete.

set ipv6
route-
redistribution
to ripng off

Disables all route redistribution to this protocol.

Examples

n Redistribute all OSPFv3 External routes into RIPng, and assign the cost of 22 to them:

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ripng from ospf3ase all metric
22 on

n Redistribute all routes for the network fd14:8502:5b14:456a::/64 from OSPFv3 into RIPng, and
assign the cost of 999 to them:

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ripng from ospf3 network
fd14:8502:5b14:456a::/64 metric 999 on

n Do not redistribute routes for the network fd14:8502:5b14:456a::/64 from OSPFv3 External into
RIPng:

set ipv6 route-redistribution to ripng from ospf3ase network
fd14:8502:5b14:456a::/64 action restrict
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Configuring Route Maps in Gaia Clish
Route maps support both IPv4 and IPv6 protocols, which includes RIP, RIPng, BGP, OSPFv2, and
OSPFv3.

You can only define BGP-4 Multiprotocol Extensions policy with route maps.

For the other protocols, you can use route maps or the Route Redistribution and Inbound Route Filters
features that you configured.

Each route map includes a list of criteria and statements. You can apply route maps to inbound, outbound,
or redistribution routes. Routes are compared to the match criteria, and all the actions defined in the
criteria are applied to those routes which match all the criteria. You can set the match criteria in any order.
If you do not define match criteria in a route map, the route map matches all routes.

You define route maps, then assign them to protocols for export or import policy for that protocol.

To create a route map, use CLI commands to define a set of criteria that must be matched for the
command to run. If the criteria are matched, then the system runs the actions you define. A route map is
identified by a name and a number, an Allow or Restrict clause, and a collection of match and set
statements.

There can be more than one instance of a route map (same name, different ID). The lowest numbered
instance of a route map is checked first. Route map processing stops when all the criteria of a route map
instance are matched, or all the instances of a route map are exhausted. If the criteria are matched, the
actions in the section are run.

Routing protocols can use more than one route map when you set clear preference values for each. The
applicable route map with lowest preference value is checked first.

Important: - Route maps override the settings configured in Gaia Portal.

For more information, see sk100501: How to configure Routemaps in Gaia Clish.

https://supportcontent.checkpoint.com/solutions?id=sk100501
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Route Maps - Configuration Commands

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way

n To see the available "set" commands for Routemaps, enter in Gaia Clish:

set routemap[Esc][Esc]

n To see the configured Routemaps, enter in Gaia Clish:

show routemaps

show routemap <Name of Route Map> {all | id <1-65535>}

Important - Some statements have an effect on some protocols only. The same
parameter cannot appear both as a "match" and as an "action" statement in a route
map. These include Community, Metric, and Nexthop.
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Syntax to configure Route Map match conditions
set routemap <Name of Route Map> id {<1-65535> | default} match
      as <BGP AS Number> {off | on}
      aspath-regex {empty | <Regular Expression>} origin {any | egp | igp | incomplete}
      community
            <Community ID> as <Community AS Number 1-65535> {off | on}
            exact {off | on}
            no-advertise {off | on}
            no-export {off | on}
            no-export-subconfed {off | on}
            none {off | on}
      community-regex {empty | <Regular Expression>}
      ifaddress <IPv4 or IPv6 Address of Interface> {off | on}
      interface <Name of Interface> {off | on}
      metric value <Metric>
      neighbor <IPv4 or IPv6 Address of Network> {off | on}
      network <IPv4 or IPv6 Address of Interface>/<Mask Length>
            all [restrict {off | on}]
            between <Start Mask Length> and <End Mask Length> [restrict {off | on}]
            exact [restrict {off | on}]
            off
            refines [restrict {off | on}]
      nexthop <IPv4 or IPv6 Address of Next Hop Gateway> {off | on}
      ospf-instance <OSPF Instance> {off | on}
      prefix-list <Prefix List>
            off
            preference <1-255> invert {off | on}
            preference <1-255> on
      prefix-tree <Prefix Tree>
            off
            preference <1-255> invert {off | on}
            preference <1-255> on
      protocol <Protocol>
      remove
            as
            aspath-regex
            community
            community-regex
            ifaddress
            interface
            metric
            neighbor
            network
            nexthop
            ospf-instance
            prefix-list
            prefix-tree
            protocol
            route-type
            tag
      route-type {type-1 | type-2 | inter-area | intra-area} {off | on}
      tag <1-4294967295> {off | on}
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Syntax to configure Route Map actions on matching routes
set routemap <Name of Route Map> id {<1-65535> | default} action
      aspath-prepend-count <1-25>
      community
            <Community ID> as <Community AS Number 1-65535> {off | on}
            append {off | on}
            delete {off | on}
            no-advertise {off | on}
            no-export {off | on}
            no-export-subconfed {off | on}
            none {off | on}
            replace {off | on}
      localpref <0-65535>
      metric
            add <1-4294967295>
            igp add <1-4294967295>
            igp subtract <1-4294967295>
            subtract <1-4294967295>
            value <0-4294967295>
      nexthop
            ip <IPv4 Address of Next Hop Gateway>
            ipv6 <IPv6 Address of Next Hop Gateway>
      ospfautomatictag <0-4095>
      ospfmanualtag <1-4294967295>
      precedence <0-65535>
      preference <0-65535>
      remove
            aspath-prepend-count
            community
            localpref
            metric
            nexthop ip
            nexthop ipv6
            ospfautomatictag
            ospfmanualtag
            precedence
            preference
            riptag
            route-type
      riptag <1-65535>
      route-type {type-1 | type-2}

Syntax to configure other Route Map settings

set routemap <Name of Route Map> id {<1-65535> | default} allow

set routemap <Name of Route Map> id {<1-65535> | default} inactive

set routemap <Name of Route Map> id {<1-65535> | default} {off | on}

set routemap <Name of Route Map> id {<1-65535> | default} restrict
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Parameters

Parameter Description

set routemap <Name of Route
Map> id {<1-65535> |
default} match

Configures Route Map match conditions.

match as <BGP AS Number>
{off | on}

Configures the Route Map to only match routes being
received from or advertised to the specified BGP
Autonomous System number.
Multiple ASmatch conditions can be configured for a
given Route Map ID.
Amatch will occur if any one of the ASmatch conditions
matches a given route.

Note - This match condition applies to both the
"import-routemap" and "export-
routemap" commands, but only when you
use BGP. For example, "set bgp import-
routemap bar preference 1 on".

n <BGP AS Number> - Number 1 - 4294967295,
or 65535.65535

n off - Removes the BGPAutonomous System
match condition.

n on - Creates the BGPAutonomous System match
condition.

match aspath-regex {empty |
<Regular Expression>}
origin {any | egp | igp |
incomplete}

Configures a regular expression to match the BGP
Autonomous System Path (AS Path).
Configures a route origin.
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Parameter Description

A valid AS_PATH regular expression contains only digits
and these special characters:

n . - The period character matches any single
character.

n \ - The backslash character matches the character
right after the backslash. For pattern recall, match
the pattern indicated by the digit following the
backslash. To enter the backslash character, enter
two backslash characters \\ (the first backslash
character escapes the second backslash
character).

n ^ - The circumflex character matches the
characters or null string at the beginning of the AS
path.

n $ - The dollar character matches the characters or
null string at the end of the AS path.

n ? - The question mark matches zero or one
occurrence of the pattern before "?". To enter the
question mark, press the CTRL V keys and then
press the Shift ? keys.

n * - The asterisk character matches zero or more
occurrences of the pattern before "*".

n + - The plus character matches one or more
occurrences of the pattern before "+".

n | - The pipeline (vertical line) character matches
one of the patterns on either side of the "|"
character.

n _ - The underscore character matches comma (,),
left brace ({), right brace (}), beginning of ASPath
(^), end of ASPath ($), or a whitespace (space or
tabulation).

n [ ] - The square brackets match the set of
characters or range of characters separated by a
hyphen (-) within the brackets.

n ( ) - The round brackets group one or more
patterns into a single pattern.

n {m n} - Matches at least m and at most n
repetitions of the pattern before {m,n}. Both m
and n are positive integers, and m is less than or
equal to n.

n {m} - Matches exactly m repetitions of the pattern
before {m}. The m is a positive integer.

n {m,} - Matches m or more repetitions of the pattern
before {m}. The m is a positive integer.
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Parameter Description

The route origin:

n any - A route was learned from any protocol and
the path is probably complete.

n igp - A route was learned from an interior routing
protocol and the path is probably complete.

n egp - A route was learned from an exterior routing
protocol that does not support AS-PATH, and the
path is probably incomplete.

n incomplete - The route path information is
incomplete.

match community <Community
ID> as <Community AS Number
1-65535> {off | on}

Configures the Route Map to match the specified
Community ID and Community AS number attributes of
BGP routes.

n off - Removes the BGP community match
condition.

n on - Creates the BGP community match condition.

match community exact {off
| on}

Matches exactly the set of configured Communities
against the entire BGPCommunities attribute.
You must add the Community String(s) to be matched to
this Route Map ID with this command:

set routemap <Route Map Name> id
<Route Map ID> match community
<Community ID> as <Community AS
Number> on

n off - Removes the BGP community match
condition.

n on - Creates the BGP community match condition.

Note - This match condition applies to both the
"import-routemap" and "export-
routemap" commands, but only when you
use BGP. For example, "set bgp import-
routemap bar preference 1 on".
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Parameter Description

match community no-
advertise {off | on}

Matches routes, which have the No-Advertise option set
in the BGPCommunities attribute.
Routes with this value are not advertised to any BGP
peers.

n off - Removes the BGP community match
condition.

n on - Creates the BGP community match condition.

Note - This match condition applies to both the
"import-routemap" and "export-
routemap" commands, but only when you
use BGP. For example, "set bgp import-
routemap bar preference 1 on".

match community no-export
{off | on}

Matches routes, which have the No-Export option set in
the BGPCommunities attribute.
Routes with this value are not exported outside a BGP
Confederation boundary.
This option also applies to stand-alone Autonomous
Systems, which are not part of a Confederation.

n off - Removes the BGP community match
condition.

n on - Creates the BGP community match condition.

Note - This match condition applies to both the
"import-routemap" and "export-
routemap" commands, but only when you
use BGP. For example, "set bgp import-
routemap bar preference 1 on".

match community no-export-
subconfed {off | on}

Matches routes, which have the No-Export-Subconfed
option set in the BGPCommunities attribute.
Routes with this value are not exported outside a BGP
Autonomous System.
For Confederations, routes are not exported to routers
that have a different Routing Domain Identifier.

n off - Removes the BGP community match
condition.

n on - Creates the BGP community match condition

Note - This match condition applies to both the
"import-routemap" and "export-
routemap" commands, but only when you
use BGP. For example, "set bgp import-
routemap bar preference 1 on".
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Parameter Description

match community none {off |
on}

Matches routes, which have an empty BGPCommunities
attribute.

n off - Removes the BGP community match
condition.

n on - Creates the BGP community match condition

Note - This match condition applies to both the
"import-routemap" and "export-
routemap" commands, but only when you
use BGP. For example, "set bgp import-
routemap bar preference 1 on".
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Parameter Description

match community-regex
{empty | <Regular
Expression>}

Configures a regular expression to match the BGP
Community.

n . - The period character matches any single
character.

n \ - The backslash character matches the character
right after the backslash. For pattern recall, match
the pattern indicated by the digit following the
backslash. To enter the backslash character, enter
two backslash characters \\ (the first backslash
character escapes the second backslash
character).

n ^ - The circumflex character matches the
characters or null string at the beginning of the AS
path.

n $ - The dollar character matches the characters or
null string at the end of the AS path.

n ? - The question mark matches zero or one
occurrence of the pattern before "?". To enter the
question mark, press the CTRL V keys and then
press the Shift ? keys.

n * - The asterisk character matches zero or more
occurrences of the pattern before "*".

n + - The plus character matches one or more
occurrences of the pattern before "+".

n | - The pipeline (vertical line) character matches
one of the patterns on either side of the "|"
character.

n _ - The underscore character matches comma (,),
left brace ({), right brace (}), beginning of ASPath
(^), end of ASPath ($), or a whitespace (space or
tabulation).

n [ ] - The square brackets match the set of
characters or range of characters separated by a
hyphen (-) within the brackets.

n ( ) - The round brackets group one or more
patterns into a single pattern.

n {m n} - Matches at least m and at most n
repetitions of the pattern before {m,n}. Both m
and n are positive integers, and m is less than or
equal to n.

n {m} - Matches exactly m repetitions of the pattern
before {m}. The m is a positive integer.

n {m,} - Matches m or more repetitions of the pattern
before {m}. The m is a positive integer.

Note - This match condition applies to both the
"import-routemap" and "export-
routemap" commands, but only when you
use BGP. For example, "set bgp import-
routemap bar preference 1 on".
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Parameter Description

match ifaddress <IPv4 or
IPv6 Address of Interface>
{off | on}

Configures the Route Map to match the specified
interface IP address.
The specified IP address is matched against the IP
address of the interface, which received the route.
This match condition only applies to routes received
through dynamic routing protocols and is otherwise
ignored.
For example, static routes match the Route Map, even
though they were not received from the interface IP
address specified by this match condition.
There can be multiple interface address match conditions
under the same Route Map ID.
This type of match condition applies to Route Maps,
which are used with the "import-routemap"
command and with the "export-routemap"
command.

n off - Removes the interface address first hop
match condition.

n on - Creates the interface address first hop match
condition.

match interface <Name of
Interface> {off | on}

Configures the Route Map to match the specified
interface name.
There can be multiple interface match conditions under
the same Route Map ID.
This type of match condition applies to Route Maps,
which are used with the "import-routemap"
command and with the "export-routemap"
command.

n off - Removes the interface name first hop match
condition.

n on - Creates the interface name first hop match
condition.

match metric value <Metric> Configures the Route Map to match routes that have a
specific metric.
This match condition is applicable for RIP, BGP, and
OSPF.

n For RIP and IPv6 RIP (RIPng), this matches the
RIPmetric.
The valid range of values is 1 - 65535, where 16 or
greater indicates the route is unreachable.

n For OSPF and IPv6 OSPF (OSPFv3), this value
matches the route cost.
The valid range of values is 0 - 65535.

n For BGP, this value matches the MED.
The valid range of values is 0 - 4294967295.
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Parameter Description

match neighbor <IPv4 or
IPv6 Address of Network>
{off | on}

Configures the Route Map to match routes from the
specified neighbor.
This match rule is only applicable for BGP or RIP and only
when you use the "import-routemap" command.
Multiple neighbor match conditions can be configured for
a given Route Map ID.

match network <IPv4 or IPv6
Address of Interface>/<Mask
Length>

Configures the Route Map to match routes, which are
based on the specified IPv4 or IPv6 subnet.

match network ... all
[restrict {off | on}]

Configures the Route Map to match all subnets, which
are equal to, or contained within the specified IPv4 or
IPv6 subnet.

n restrict off - Allows the matched subnets to
be exported or imported.

n restrict on - Prevents the matched subnets
from being exported or imported.

match network ... between
<Start Mask Length> and
<End Mask Length> [restrict
{off | on}]

Configures the Route Map to match routes that are within
the specified IPv4 or IPv6 subnet, and which have a mask
length that is between the specified range of values.
To resolve conflicts in match conditions, Route Maps are
ordered by ID.
For a specified Route Map, the match conditions under
ID 1 take precedence, followed by ID 2, and so on.

n restrict off - Allows the matched subnets to
be exported or imported.

n restrict on - Prevents the matched subnets
from being exported or imported.

match network ... exact
[restrict {off | on}]

Configures the Route Map to only match routes, which
have the same prefix and mask length as the specified
IPv4 or IPv6 subnet.

n restrict off - Allows the matched subnets to
be exported or imported.

n restrict on - Prevents the matched subnets
from being exported or imported.

match network ... off Removes the network match condition.
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Parameter Description

match network ... refines
[restrict {off | on}]

Configures the Route Map to match routes, which are
contained within the specified IPv4 or IPv6 subnet.
Routes that exactly match the specified subnet (have the
same mask length), are excluded from the match.

n restrict off - Allows the matched subnets to
be exported or imported.

n restrict on - Prevents the matched subnets
from being exported or imported.

match nexthop <IPv4 or IPv6
Address of Next Hop
Gateway> {off | on}

Configures the Route Map to match routes that have the
specified IPv4 or IPv6 next hop gateway address.
Multiple next hop match conditions can be configured for
a given Route Map ID.
Amatch occurs, if any of the next hop values are
matched by a specified route.
This match is only applicable when you use the
"export-routemap" command to export BGP, RIP, or
OSPF routes.

match ospf-instance <OSPF
Instance> {off | on}

Matches routes learned from a specific OSPF Instance.
This only affect routes from OSPF.

match prefix-list <Prefix
List>

Configures the Route Map to match the specified Prefix
List.
Each route is matched against the specified prefix list's
prefixes and is accepted or rejected according to the
prefix list's policy.
Multiple prefix lists may be matched, and are considered
in order of preference (from low to high).
Prefix lists may be used for either "export-routemap"
or "import-routemap" commands.
A specified Route Map IDmay only match one of these
types:

n Prefix List
n Prefix Tree
n Network

match prefix-list <Prefix
List> off

Removes the prefix list match condition.

match prefix-list <Prefix
List> preference <1-255>
invert {off | on}

Configures the preference for this match statement.
Groups of prefixes are matched in increasing order of
preference, until a match is found.

n invert off - Does not invert the Accept /
Restrict parameters on prefixes.

n invert on - Inverts the Accept / Restrict
parameters on prefixes. If a prefix is marked as
"restrict", allow it instead. If it is not marked as
"restrict", restrict it.
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Parameter Description

match prefix-list <Prefix
List> preference <1-255> on

Creates the prefix list match condition.

match prefix-tree <Prefix
Tree>

Configures the Route Map to match the specified Prefix
Tree.
Each route is matched against the specified prefix tree's
prefixes and is accepted or rejected according to the
prefix tree's policy.
Multiple prefix trees may be matched, and will be
considered in order of preference (from low to high).
Prefix trees may be used for either "export-
routemap" or "import-routemap" commands.
A specified Route Map IDmay only match one of the
following types:

n Prefix List
n Prefix Tree
n Network

match prefix-tree <Prefix
Tree> off

Removes the prefix tree match condition.

match prefix-tree <Prefix
Tree> preference <1-255>
invert {off | on}

Configures the preference for this match statement.
Groups of prefixes are matched in increasing order of
preference, until a match is found.

n invert off - Does not invert the Accept /
Restrict parameters on prefixes.

n invert on - Inverts the Accept / Restrict
parameters on prefixes. If a prefix is marked as
"restrict", allow it instead. If it is not marked as
"restrict", restrict it.

match prefix-tree <Prefix
Tree> preference <1-255> on

Creates the prefix tree match condition.

match protocol <Protocol> Configures the Route Map to match routes of the
specified protocol type.
Use this match for route redistribution between protocols.

n aggregate - Aggregate routes
n bgp - BGP routes
n direct -Interface routes
n kernel - OS kernel (injected) routes
n ospf2 - IPv4 OSPFv2
n ospf2ase - IPv4 OSPFv2 External routes
n ospf3 - IPv6 OSPFv3 routes
n ospf3ase - IPv6 OSPFv3 External routes
n rip - IPv4 RIP routes
n ripng - IPv6 RIPng routes
n static - Static routes
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Parameter Description

match remove as Removes all BGPAutonomous System match conditions
from this Route Map ID.

match remove aspath-regex Removes the BGPAS-Path RegEx match condition from
this Route Map ID.

match remove community Removes all BGPCommunity match conditions from this
Route Map ID.

match remove community-
regex

Removes the BGPCommunity match condition.

match remove ifaddress Removes all interface address match conditions from this
Route Map ID.

match remove interface Removes all interface name match conditions from this
Route Map ID.

match remove metric Removes the metric match conditions from this Route
Map ID.

match remove neighbor Removes the neighbor match conditions from this Route
Map ID.

match remove network Removes the network address match conditions from this
Route Map ID.

match remove nexthop Removes the nexthop gateway match conditions from
this Route Map ID.

match remove ospf-instance Removes the OSPF instance match conditions from this
Route Map ID.

match remove prefix-list Removes the prefix list match conditions from this Route
Map ID.

match remove prefix-tree Removes the prefix tree match conditions from this Route
Map ID.

match remove protocol Removes the protocol match conditions from this Route
Map ID.

match remove route-type Removes all route type match conditions from this Route
Map ID.

match remove tag Removes all OSPF Tag match conditions from this Route
Map ID.
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Parameter Description

match route-type {type-1 |
type-2 | inter-area |
intra-area} {off | on}

Configures the Route Map to match the specified route
type.
This match condition is only applicable when used with
the "export-routemap" command to export routes to
other routers through OSPFv2 or OSPFv3.
For example: set ospf export-routemap foo
id 1 on

n If you configure the route type of inter-area or
intra-area, then configure the protocol match
to ospf2.

n If you configure the route type of type-1 or
type-2, then configure the protocol match
condition to ospf2ase.

During the export OSPF ASE routes to other protocols, if
the metric match condition is set, but the route type
match condition is not set, the routing system tries to
match the metric value for both type-1 and type-2
routes.
There can be multiple route type match conditions.

n off - Removes the OSPF route type match
condition.

n on - Creates the OSPF route type match condition.

Note - This match condition cannot be used
simultaneously with the "route-type" action.

match tag <1-4294967295>
{off | on}

Configures the Route Map to match OSPF external
routes with the specified tag value.
Multiple tag match conditions can be added to a given
Route Map ID to broaden the range of tag values which
are matched.
Currently this feature can only be used to export OSPF
routes to BGP.

n off - Removes the OSPF tag match condition.
n on - Creates the OSPF tag match condition.

set routemap <Name of Route
Map> id {<1-65535> |
default} action

Configures action to perform on matching routes.
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Parameter Description

action aspath-prepend-count
<1-25>

Causes the local Autonomous System (AS) number to be
affixed to the beginning of the AS path when routes
matching the Route Map are advertised through BGP.
The provided value indicates the number of times the
local AS number should be prepended.
This action only applies to BGP, and only applies when
you export routes with the "export-routemap"
command. The action is otherwise ignored.

action community Configures actions to alter the Communities attribute of
BGP routes matched by this Route Map ID.
The Community Action List configured here and the
configured operation determine how the BGP
Communities attribute are altered.

action community <Community
ID> as <Community AS Number
1-65535> {off | on}

Configures the Route Map to append a Community with
the specified Community ID and Community AS number
to the Community Action List.

n off - Removes the BGP community action.
n on - Creates the BGP community action.

action community append
{off | on}

Configures the Communities in the Community Action
List to be appended to the BGPCommunities attribute of
BGP routes matched by this Route Map ID.

n off - Removes the BGP community action.
n on - Creates the BGP community action.

action community delete
{off | on}

Configures the Communities in the Community Action
List to be deleted from the existing BGPCommunities
attribute of BGP routes matched by this Route Map ID.

n off - Removes the BGP community action.
n on - Creates the BGP community action.

action community no-
advertise {off | on}

Appends the special Community "NO_ADVERTISE"
(65535:65282) to the Community Action List.
Routes with this value are not advertised to any BGP
peers.

n off - Removes the BGP community action.
n on - Creates the BGP community action.

action community no-export
{off | on}

Appends the special Community "NO_EXPORT"
(65535:65281) to the Community Action List.
Routes with this value are not exported outside a BGP
Confederation boundary.
This option also applies to stand-alone Autonomous
Systems, which are not part of a Confederation.

n off - Removes the BGP community action.
n on - Creates the BGP community action.
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Parameter Description

action community no-export-
subconfed {off | on}

Appends the special Community "NO_EXPORT_
SUBCONFED" (65535:65283) to the Community Action
List.
Routes with this value are not exported outside a BGP
Autonomous System.
For Confederations, routes are not exported to routers
that have a different Routing Domain Identifier.

n off - Removes the BGP community action.
n on - Creates the BGP community action.

action community none {off
| on}

Configures no BGPCommunity attribute to be sent,
regardless of any existing BGPCommunity attribute.

n off - Removes the BGP community action.
n on - Creates the BGP community action.

action community replace
{off | on}

Configures the Communities in the Community Action
List to replace all Communities in the BGPCommunities
attribute of BGP routes matched by this Route Map ID.
If the Community Action List is empty, the BGP
Communities attribute remains unchanged.

n off - Removes the BGP community action.
n on - Creates the BGP community action.

action localpref <0-65535> Configures the local preference for iBGP routes which
match this Route Map.
This action only applies to the iBGP protocol, and only to
Route Maps, which are used with the "import-
routemap" command.
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Parameter Description

action metric add <1-
4294967295>

Increments the metric of matching routes by the specified
amount.
This action only applies when:

n you export OSPF/OSPFv3 or RIP/RIPng routes to
BGPwith the "set bgp ... export-routemap"
command

n you import RIP/RIPng routes from other routers
with the "import-routemap" command

Otherwise, this action has no effect. For example, when
you import OSPF/OSPFv3 routes from other routers.

n When you export routes to BGP, the valid range of
values for the resulting metric is 0 - 4294967295.

n When you import routes from RIP, the valid range
of the resulting value is 1 - 65535, where 16 or
greater causes the route to be treated as
unreachable and not be installed in the kernel
routing table.

n When you import routes from OSPF, the valid
range of the resulting value is 0 - 65535.

action metric igp add <1-
4294967295>

Configures the metric to the RIPmetric value and adds
the specified constant to it.
This action only applies when you export OSPF/OSPFv3
or RIP/RIPng routes to BGPwith the "set bgp ...
export-routemap" command. Otherwise, this action
has no effect.
The valid range of values for the resulting metric is 0 -
4294967295.

action metric igp subtract
<1-4294967295>

Configures the metric to the RIPmetric value and
subtracts the specified constant from it.
This action only applies when you export OSPF/OSPFv3
or RIP/RIPng routes to BGPwith the "set bgp ...
export-routemap" command. Otherwise, this action
has no effect.
The valid range of values for the resulting metric is 0 -
4294967295.
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Parameter Description

action metric subtract <1-
4294967295>

Decrements the metric of matching routes by the
specified amount.
This action only applies when:

n you export OSPF/OSPFv3 or RIP/RIPng routes to
BGPwith the "set bgp ... export-routemap"
command

n you import RIP/RIPng routes from other routers
with the "import-routemap" command

Otherwise, this action has no effect. For example when
you import OSPF/OSPFv3 routes from other routers.

n When you export routes to BGP, the valid range of
values for the resulting metric is 0 - 4294967295.

n When you import routes from RIP, the valid range
of the resulting value is 1 - 65535, where 16 or
greater causes the route to be treated as
unreachable and not be installed in the kernel
routing table.

n When you import routes from OSPF, the valid
range of the resulting value is 0 - 65535.

action metric value <0-
4294967295>

Configures the metric of matching routes to the specified
value.
When you export to IPv4 RIP or IPv6 RIPng, this action
sets the RIPmetric. The valid range of values is 1 -
65535, where 16 or greater indicates the route is
unreachable.

n When you export to IPv4 OSPFv2 or IPv6 OSPFv3,
this action sets the OSPF route cost. The valid
range of values is 0 - 65535.

n When you export to BGP, this action affects the
BGPMED. The valid range of values is 0 -
4294967295.

This action only applies to Route Maps used with the
"export-routemap" command. Otherwise, this action has
no effect.

action nexthop ip <IPv4
Address of Next Hop
Gateway>

Configures the IPv4 next hop address for matching BGP
routes.
The next hop address value in the match condition
cannot be a link-local address.
This action only applies when you import BGP routes
from, or export BGP routes to another router.
When operating as a route reflector, the next hop is not
changed for any route learned from iBGPwhen the route
is being exported to an internal BGP peer.
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Parameter Description

action nexthop ipv6 <IPv6
Address of Next Hop
Gateway>

Configures the IPv6 next hop address for matching BGP
routes.
The next hop address value in the match condition
cannot be a link-local address.
This action only applies when you import BGP routes
from, or export BGP routes to another router.
When operating as a route reflector, the next hop is not
changed for any route learned from iBGPwhen the route
is being exported to an internal BGP peer.

action ospfautomatictag <0-
4095>

Configures the automatic tag for OSPF external routes
that match the Route Map.
This action only applies when you export non-OSPF
routes into OSPF with the "export-routemap"
command.
See RFC 1403 for more information on OSPF tags.

action ospfmanualtag <1-
4294967295>

Configures the manual tag for OSPF external routes that
match this Route Map ID.
This action only applies when you export non-OSPF
routes into OSPF with the "export-routemap"
command.
See RFC 1403 for more information on OSPF tags.

action precedence <0-65535> Configures the precedence of routes, which match this
Route Map ID.
If the same route is being imported into the kernel routing
table from multiple sources (multiple protocols), the
precedence values are compared to determine which
route is preferred.
The lower value has priority.
The non-preferred routes are marked as inactive and not
installed in the kernel.
This action only applies when you use the "import-
routemap" command.

action preference <0-65535> Configures the BGP preference of routes, which match
this Route Map ID.
This action applies only to routes received via BGP
advertisements.
This is equivalent to the BGPweight (in Cisco terms) of
the route.
However, unlike Cisco, the route with lower value is
preferred.
Routes with any weight are preferred over routes without
a weight.
The preference value is only applicable for the local
router.

action remove aspath-
prepend-count

Removes the as-prepend-count action from this
Route Map ID.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+1403
https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+1403
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Parameter Description

action remove community Removes all Community action statements from this
Route Map ID.

action remove localpref Removes the local preference action statements from
this Route Map ID.

action remove metric Removes the metric action statements from this Route
Map ID.

action remove nexthop ip Removes the IPv4 next hop action from this Route Map
ID.

action remove nexthop ipv6 Removes the IPv6 next hop action from this Route Map
ID.

action remove
ospfautomatictag

Removes the OSPF automatic tag action statements
from this Route Map ID.

action remove ospfmanualtag Removes the OSPF manual tag action statements from
this Route Map ID.

action remove precedence Removes the precedence action statements from this
Route Map ID.

action remove preference Removes the preference action statements from this
Route Map ID.

action remove riptag Removes the RIP tag action statements from this Route
Map ID.

action remove route-type Removes the route type action statements from this
Route Map ID.

action riptag <1-65535> Configures the RIP tag for external routes that match this
Route Map ID.

action route-type {type-1 |
type-2}

This action only applies when you export non-RIP routes
into RIP with the "export-routemap" command.
See RFC 2453 for more information on RIP route tags.

set routemap <Name of Route
Map> id {<1-65535> |
default} allow

Allows all matching routes, unless specifically restricted.

set routemap <Name of Route
Map> id {<1-65535> |
default} inactive

Disables the Route Map ID (use "allow" or "restrict"
to re-activate).

set routemap <Name of Route
Map> id {<1-65535> |
default} {off | on}

Removes (off) or creates (on) this Route Map ID.
Range: 1-65535
Default: 10

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+2453
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Parameter Description

set routemap <Name of Route
Map> id {<1-65535> |
default} restrict

Restricts all routes, unless specifically accepted.
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Route Maps - Export and Import

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way

n To see the available "set" commands for Routemaps, enter in Gaia Clish:

set routemap[Esc][Esc]

n To see the configured Routemaps, enter in Gaia Clish:

show routemaps

show routemap <Name of Route Map> {all | id <1-65535>}

n To see the available commands for IPv4 RIPRoutemaps, enter in Gaia Clish:

set rip export-routemap[Esc][Esc]

set rip import-routemap[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available commands for IPv6 RIPng Routemaps, enter in Gaia Clish:

set ipv6 ripng export-routemap[Esc][Esc]

set ipv6 ripng import-routemap[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available commands for IPv4 OSPFv2 Routemaps, enter in Gaia Clish:

set ospf export-routemap[Esc][Esc]

set ospf import-routemap[Esc][Esc]
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n To see the available commands for IPv6 OSPFv3 Routemaps, enter in Gaia Clish:

set ipv6 ospf3 export-routemap[Esc][Esc]

set ipv6 ospf3 import-routemap[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available commands for IPv4 BGPRoutemaps, enter in Gaia Clish:

set bgp external remote-as <BGP Peer AS Number> export-routemap
[Esc][Esc]

set bgp external remote-as <BGP Peer AS Number> import-routemap
[Esc][Esc]

set bgp external remote-as <BGP Peer AS Number> peer <Peer IP
Address> export-routemap[Esc][Esc]

set bgp external remote-as <BGP Peer AS Number> peer <Peer IP
Address> import-routemap[Esc][Esc]

set bgp internal export-routemap[Esc][Esc]

set bgp internal import-routemap[Esc][Esc]

set bgp internal peer <Peer IP Address> import-routemap[Esc][Esc]
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Syntax to assign routemaps to protocols

set {ospf | ipv6 ospfv3 | rip | ipv6 ripng}
      export-routemap <Name of Route Map> preference <1-65535> on
      import-routemap <Name of Route Map> preference <1-65535> on

Syntax to disable a routemap

set {ospf | ospfv3 | rip | ipv6 ripng}
      export-routemap <Name of Route Map> off
      import-routemap <Name of Route Map> off

Syntax to view routemaps assigned to protocols

show {ospf | ospfv3 | rip | ipv6 ripng | bgp) routemap

Syntax to set BGP routemaps for export and import policies

set bgp external remote-as <1-65535>
      export-routemap <Name of Route Map>
            off
            preference <1-65535> [family {inet | inet6 | inet-and-
inet6}] on

set bgp external remote-as <1-65535>
      import-routemap <Name of Route Map>
            off
            preference <1-65535> [family {inet | inet6 | inet-and-
inet6}] on

set bgp internal
      export-routemap <Name of Route Map>
            off
            preference <1-65535> [family {inet | inet6 | inet-and-
inet6}] on

set bgp internal
      import-routemap <Name of Route Map>
            off
            preference <1-65535> [family {inet | inet6 | inet-and-
inet6}] on

Note - You cannot use route maps in BGP confederations.
To configure route filters and redistribution for BGP confederations, use these
pages in Gaia Portal:
Advanced Routing > Inbound Route Filters
Advanced Routing > Route Redistribution
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Parameters

Parameter Description

<Name of Route Map> The name of the configured route map.

preference <1-65535> Determines the order, in which this Route Map is applied in
export policy.
Route Maps are evaluated in order of increasing preference
value.

family {inet | inet6 |
inet-and-inet6}

Restricts this Route Map to match only routes with the
specified address family or families.

n inet - Ensures this Route Map is applied only to IPv4
routes.

n inet6 - Ensures this Route Map is applied only to
IPv6 routes.

n inet-and-inet6 - Configure this option, if the
Route Map must be applied to all routes.

Default: inet
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Route Maps - Supported Route Map Statements by Protocol
Some statements affect only a particular protocol, for example, matching the Autonomous System Number
is applicable only to BGP.

If such a condition is in a routemap used by OSPF, the match condition is ignored.

Any non-applicable match conditions or actions are ignored and processing is done as if they do not exist.

A log message is generated in the /var/log/messages file for any such statements.

Note - The same parameter cannot appear both as a match and action statement in a
routemap. These include Community, Metric, and Nexthop.

RIP

n Import Match conditions: Neighbor, Network, Interface, Ifaddress, Metric,
Neighbor, Nexthop.

n Import Actions: Precedence, Metric Add/Subtract

n Export Match conditions when exporting from RIP - Interface, Ifaddress, Metric,
Network, Nexthop

n Export Match Conditions when redistributing using Protocol match: According to the protocol from
which route is being redistributed.

n Export Actions when exporting from RIP - Metric Add/Subtract

n Export Actions when redistributing - Metric Set

OSPFv2 and OSPFv3

n Import Match conditions: Network (Route Prefix)

n Import Actions: Precedence

n Export Match conditions when other protocols redistribute OSPF routes: Network, Interface,
Ifaddress, Metric, Route-type, Nexthop

n Export Match conditions when OSPF redistributes routes from other protocols: Conditions
supported by that protocol

n Export Actions when redistributing to ASExternal: Metric, Route-type
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BGP

When you perform initial configuration:

1. Configure the Router ID.

See "Configuring BGP Global Settings in Gaia Portal" on page 49.

2. Configure the local autonomous system number of the router:

set as {<BGP AS Number> | off}

Parameter Description

<BGP AS
Number>

The local autonomous system number of the router.
This number is mutually exclusive from the confederation and routing domain
identifier.
The router can be configured with either the autonomous system number or
confederation number, not both.

Warning - When you change the autonomous system number, all
current peer sessions are reset and all BGP routes are deleted.

off Disables the configured local autonomous system number.
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Route Maps - Examples
For more information, see sk100501: How to configure Routemaps in Gaia Clish.

Example 1

Redistribute interface route for eth3 into OSPF, and set the OSPF route-type to AS type-2 with cost 20:

set routemap direct-to-ospf id 10 on
set routemap direct-to-ospf id 10 match interface eth3
set routemap direct-to-ospf id 10 match protocol direct
set routemap direct-to-ospf id 10 action route-type type-2
set routemap direct-to-ospf id 10 action metric value 20
set ospf export-routemap direct-to-ospf preference 1 on

Example 2

Do not accept routes from RIP neighbor 192.0.2.3, accept routes from neighbor 192.0.2.4 as is, and for
all other routes increment the metric by 2:

set routemap rip-in id 10 on
set routemap rip-in id 10 restrict
set routemap rip-in id 10 match neighbor 192.0.2.3
set routemap rip-in id 15 on
set routemap rip-in id 15 match neighbor 192.0.2.4
set routemap rip-in id 20 on
set routemap rip-in id 20 action metric add 2
set rip import-routemap rip-in preference 1 on

https://supportcontent.checkpoint.com/solutions?id=sk100501
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Example 3

Redistribute all static routes into BGPAS group 400.

Set the MED value to 100, prepend our AS number to the aspath 4 times.

If the route belongs to the prefix 192.0.2.0/8, do not redistribute.

Send all BGP routes whose aspath matches the regular expression (100 200+) and set the MED value
to 200.

set routemap static-to-bgp id 10 on
set routemap static-to-bgp id 10 restrict
set routemap static-to-bgp id 10 match protocol static
set routemap static-to-bgp id 10 match network 192.0.2.0/8 all
set routemap static-to-bgp id 15 on
set routemap static-to-bgp id 15 match protocol static
set routemap static-to-bgp id 15 action metric 100
set routemap static-to-bgp id 15 action aspath-prepend-count 4
set routemap bgp-out id 10 on
set routemap bgp-out id 10 match aspath-regex "(100 200+)" origin
any
set routemap bgp-out id 10 action metric 200
set bgp external remote-as 400 export-routemap bgp-out preference 1
family inet on
set bgp external remote-as 400 export-routemap static-to-bgp
preference 2 family inet on

Note - There is no need for a match protocol statement for routes belonging to the
same protocol.
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Example 4

To redistribute OSPFv2 routes from one instance to a different instance.

This routemap ("Intranet") matches all OSPF routes from OSPF instance default in the prefix-list
"Intranet" (only when used in OSPF because of missing match statement).

Match all static routes in prefix-list "Intranet".

Match all direct routes in prefix-list "Intranet".

Match all aggregate routes in prefix-list "Intranet".

Match all kernel routes in prefix-list "Intranet".

Export to OSPF - no need to match protocol OSPF for one of the IDs, it will assume it.

Do not match OSPF2 or OSPF2ASE, they are both matched implicitly for this ID.

set routemap Intranet id 1 on
set routemap Intranet id 1 allow
set routemap Intranet id 1 match ospf-instance default on
set routemap Intranet id 1 match prefix-list Intranet preference 1
on
set routemap Intranet id 11 on
set routemap Intranet id 11 match prefix-list Intranet preference 1
on
set routemap Intranet id 11 match protocol static
set routemap Intranet id 12 on
set routemap Intranet id 12 match prefix-list Intranet preference 1
on
set routemap Intranet id 12 match protocol direct
set routemap Intranet id 13 on
set routemap Intranet id 13 match prefix-list Intranet preference 1
on
set routemap Intranet id 13 match protocol aggregate
set routemap Intranet id 14 on
set routemap Intranet id 14 match prefix-list Intranet preference 1
on
set routemap Intranet id 14 match protocol kernel
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Example 5

Redistribute all OSPFv3 (internal and external) routes into BGP group 400.

Set the outgoing community string to 'no-export, 200 as 100'.

For BGP IPv6 routes, send them with an empty community string.

For all routes set the nexthop value to 3003::abcd:1012 (the address on the interface connecting to the
peers).

Note - To exchange IPv6 routes in BGP the multiprotocol capability must be turned
ON in BGPConfiguration for the peer.

set routemap ospf3-to-bgp id 10 on
set routemap ospf3-to-bgp id 10 match protocol ospf3 #OSPF3 INTERNAL
ROUTES
set routemap ospf3-to-bgp id 10 action community replace on
set routemap ospf3-to-bgp id 10 action community no-export on
set routemap ospf3-to-bgp id 10 action community 200 as 100 on
set routemap ospf3-to-bgp id 10 action nexthop ipv6 3003::abcd:1012

set routemap ospf3-to-bgp id 20 on
set routemap ospf3-to-bgp id 20 match protocol ospf3ase #FOR AS
EXTERNAL ROUTES
set routemap ospf3-to-bgp id 20 action community replace on
set routemap ospf3-to-bgp id 20 action community no-export on
set routemap ospf3-to-bgp id 20 action community 200 as 100 on
set routemap ospf3-to-bgp id 10 action nexthop ipv6 3003::abcd:1012

set routemap bgp-out id 10 on
set routemap bgp-out id 10 action community replace on
set routemap bgp-out id 10 action community none on
set routemap ospf3-to-bgp id 10 action nexthop ipv6 3003::abcd:1012

set bgp external remote-as export-routemap bgp-out preference 1
family inet6 on
set bgp external remote-as export-routemap ospf3-to-bgp preference 2
family inet6 on

Example 6

To redistribute routes from an OSPFv2 Instance to BGP:

set routemap OSPF-to-BGP id 10 on
set routemap OSPF-to-BGP id 10 allow
set routemap OSPF-to-BGP id 10 match ospf-instance 222 on
set routemap OSPF-to-BGP id 10 match protocol ospf2
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Example 7

To redistribute routes from an OSPFv3 Instance to BGP:

set routemap OSPF-to-BGP id 10 on
set routemap OSPF-to-BGP id 10 allow
set routemap OSPF-to-BGP id 10 match ospf-instance 222 on
set routemap OSPF-to-BGP id 10 match protocol ospf3
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Prefix Lists and Prefix Trees
The user can create prefix lists or prefix trees and configure routemaps to allow or reject the lists.

List Description

Prefix List Simulate a sequential lookup and return the first matched entry as the true match.
Prefix list name:

n Can be up to 16 characters in length
n Can contain only letters, numbers, '-', '_', or '.'

Prefix Tree Return the longest match as the true match.

Prefix List Syntax
To configure a prefix on a given sequence number

set prefix-list <Name of Prefix List>
      sequence-number <1-4294967295>
            prefix <IP Address>/<Mask Length>
                     all [restrict {off | on}]
                     between <Start Mask Length> and <End Mask
Length> [restrict {off | on}]
                     exact [restrict {off | on}]
                     refines [restrict {off | on}]

To remove a sequence number from a prefix list

set prefix-list <Name of Prefix List> sequence-number <1-4294967295>
off

To disable a prefix list

set prefix-list <Name of Prefix List> off

Example 1

Configure a prefix list called non-local to restrict prefixes 192.168.0.0/16, 10.0.0.0/8, and
172.16.0.0/12, but allow all other IPv4 prefixes:

set prefix-list non-local sequence-number 5 prefix 10.0.0.0/8 all
restrict on
set prefix-list non-local sequence-number 10 prefix 192.168.0.0/16
all restrict on
set prefix-list non-local sequence-number 15 prefix 172.16.0.0/12
all restrict on
set prefix-list non-local sequence-number 20 prefix 0.0.0.0/0 all
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Example 2

Configure a prefix-list called "no-5-net" to restrict prefix 5.0.0.0/8 but allow all other /8 prefixes.

Any other prefixes will not be matched by this list (and therefore will be restricted unless another prefix
list matches them):

set prefix-list no-5-net sequence-number 1 prefix 5.0.0.0/8 exact
restrict on
set prefix-list no-5-net sequence-number 2 prefix 0.0.0.0/0 between
8 and 8
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Prefix Tree Syntax
To configure a prefix

set prefix-tree <Name of Prefix Tree>
      prefix <IP Address>/<Mask Length>
            all [restrict {off | on}]
            between <Start Mask Length> and <End Mask Length>
[restrict {off | on}]
            exact [restrict {off | on}]
            refines [restrict {off | on}]

To remove a prefix from a prefix tree

set prefix-tree <Name of Prefix Tree> prefix <IP Address>/<Mask
Length> off

To disable a prefix tree

set prefix-tree <Name of Prefix Tree> off

Example 1

Configure a prefix tree called non-local to restrict all prefixes with mask lengths, which are shorter than
or equal to /8, 192.168.0.0/16, and 172.16.0.0/12, but allow all other IPv4 prefixes:

set prefix-tree non-local prefix 0.0.0.0/0 between 0 and 8 restrict
on
set prefix-tree non-local prefix 0.0.0.0/0 between 9 and 32
set prefix-tree non-local prefix 192.168.0.0/16 all restrict on
set prefix-tree non-local prefix 172.16.0.0/12 all restrict on

Example 2

Configure a prefix tree named "10-net" to allow 10.1.1.0/24, restrict all sub-prefixes of 10.1.0.0/16, and
allow all sub-prefixes of 10.0.0.0/8, except 10.0.0.0/8 itself.

Any other prefixes will not be matched by this list (and thus will be restricted unless another prefix tree
matches them):

set prefix-tree 10-net prefix 10.0.0.0/8 refines
set prefix-tree 10-net prefix 10.1.0.0/16 all restrict
set prefix-tree 10-net prefix 10.1.1.0/24 exact
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Routing Options
This chapter describes routing options that apply to all dynamic routing protocols.

To configure Routing Options in Gaia Portal:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. Configure the applicable settings.

3. In the Routing Options section (at the top), click Apply.

To discard the unsaved changes in Routing Options in Gaia Portal:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. Configure the applicable settings.

3. In the Routing Options section (at the top), clickReload.

To restart the Routing Daemon in Gaia Portal:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. Scroll to the bottom of this page.

3. ClickRestart Routing Daemon.

Important - Do not use this button to add or remove routing options. Use the
Apply button located at the top of this page.

To see the Routing Daemon log file in Gaia Portal:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. In the top right corner, click theMonitoring tab.

3. In the Trace File field, select the applicable file.

4. In the Number of lines field, enter the applicable number of lines to show.

Range: 5-100

Default: 40

5. ClickGet Tail.
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Equal Cost Path Splitting
You can configure the maximal number of equal-cost paths that will be used when there is more than one
equal-cost path to a destination.

You can specify a value for the maximal number of equal-cost paths to be used when there is more than
one equal-cost path to a destination.

Only OSPF, BGP, and Static routes are able to use paths/routes with more than one "nexthop".

The "next hop" algorithm that is used for forwarding when there is more than one "next hop" to a
destination is Source/Destination hash.

A hash function is performed on the source and destination IP address of each packet that is forwarded to
a multipath destination.

This result is used to determine which next hop to use.

Important:

n In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.
n If you change the current number of equal cost paths, the routing system

reinstalls all routes. This causes a traffic outage.

Configuring Equal Cost Path Splitting in Gaia Portal
1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. In the Equal Cost Multipath section, in theMaximum Paths field, enter the applicable number of
equal cost paths.

Range: 1-8

Default: 8

3. In the Routing Options section (at the top), click Apply.

Configuring Equal Cost Path Splitting in Gaia Clish
1. Configure the applicable number of equal cost paths:

set max-path-splits {<1-8> | default}

Range: 1-8

Default: 8

2. Save the configuration:

save config

3. Examine the configuration:

show configuration max-path-splits
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Kernel Options

Introduction
Route Injection Mechanism (RIM) enables a Security Gateway to use dynamic routing protocols to
propagate the encryption domain of a VPN peer Security Gateway to the internal network and then initiate
back connections.

When a Security Gateway establishes a VPN tunnel, RIM updates the local routing table of the Security
Gateway to include the encryption domain of the VPN peer.

In Gaia, the Route Injection Mechanism adds routes directly to the kernel.

You must explicitly configure Gaia to keep these routes in the kernel.

For more about configuring RIM, see the R80.40 Site to Site VPN Administration Guide.

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

Configuring Kernel Routes in Gaia Portal

To configure Gaia to keep the RIM routes in kernel:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. In the Kernel Options section, select the Kernel Routes option.

3. In the Routing Options section (at the top), click Apply.

To configure Gaia not to keep the RIM routes in kernel:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. In the Kernel Options section, clear the Kernel Routes option.

3. In the Routing Options section (at the top), click Apply.

https://sc1.checkpoint.com/documents/R80.40/WebAdminGuides/EN/CP_R80.40_SitetoSiteVPN_AdminGuide/Default.htm
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Configuring Kernel Routes in Gaia Clish

To configure Gaia keep the RIM routes in kernel:

1. Enable the option:

set kernel-routes on

2. Save the configuration:

save config

3. Examine the configuration:

show configuration kernel-routes

To configure Gaia not to keep the RIM routes in kernel:

1. Disable the option:

set kernel-routes off

2. Save the configuration:

save config

3. Examine the configuration:

show configuration kernel-routes
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Protocol Rank
In This Section:

Introduction 422

Default Protocol Ranks 423

Configuring Protocol Rank in Gaia Portal 424

Configuring Protocol Rank in Gaia Clish 424

Introduction
Rank is used by the routing system when there are routes from different protocols to the same destination.

For each route, the route from the protocol with lowest rank number is used.

The protocol rank is the value that the routing daemon uses to order routes from different protocols to the
same destination.

It is an arbitrarily assigned value used to determine the order of routes to the same destination.

Each route has only one rank associated with it, even though rank can be set at many places in the
configuration.

The route derives its rank from the most specific route match among all configurations.

The active route is the route installed into the kernel forwarding table by the routing daemon.

In the case where the same route is contributed by more than one protocol, the one with the lowest rank
becomes the active route.

Rank cannot be used to control the selection of routes within a dynamic interior gateway protocol (IGP).
This is accomplished automatically by the protocol and is based on the protocol metric.

Instead, rank is used to select routes from the same external gateway protocol (EGP) learned from
different peers or autonomous systems.

Some protocols - BGP and aggregate - allow for routes with the same rank.

To choose the active route in these cases, a separate tie breaker is used. This tie breaker is called
LocalPref for BGP andWeight for aggregates.
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Default Protocol Ranks
A default rank is assigned to each protocol.

Description

Rank values range from 0 to 255.

The lower the number, the more preferred the route.

The default rank values are:

Routes Default Rank

Interface routes 0

IPv4 OSPFv2 routes 10

IPv6 OSPFv3 Routes 10

Static routes 60

IPv4 RIP routes 100

IPv6 RIPng routes 100

Aggregate routes 130

IPv4 BGP routes 170

IPv6 BGP routes 170

IPv4 OSPF AS external routes 150

IPv6 OSPFv3 AS external routes 150

Kernel 200

Important - These numbers do not generally need to be changed from their
defaults. Use caution when modifying the default route ranks. Rank affects the route
selection process, so unexpected consequences may occur throughout the
network. Such a change should be planned carefully and take into account both the
protocols being used and the location of the router in the network.

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.
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Configuring Protocol Rank in Gaia Portal
Procedure

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. In the Protocol Rank section, enter the rank for the applicable protocol.

Notes:
n Leave the fields empty to use the default ranks.
n To configure the rank of kernel routes, use Gaia Clish.
n To configure the rank of OSPF and OSPF 3, select the applicable

OSPF Instance and click its current value.

3. In the Routing Options section (at the top), click Apply.

Configuring Protocol Rank in Gaia Clish
Syntax

set protocol-rank protocol
      bgp ipv4-routes rank {<1-255> | default}
      bgp ipv6-routes rank {<1-255> | default}
      kernel rank {<1-255> | default}
      ospf [instance {<1-65535> | default}] rank {<1-255> | default}
      ospfase [instance {<1-65535> | default}] rank {<1-255> |
default}
      ospf3 [instance {<1-65535> | default}] rank {<1-255> |
default}
      ospf3ase [instance {<1-65535> | default}] rank {<1-255> |
default}
      rip rank {<1-255> | default}
      ripng rank {<1-255> | default}

show protocol-rank

Parameters

Parameter Description

bgp ipv4-routes Configures the rank for IPv4 BGP routes.

bgp ipv6-routes Configures the rank for IPv6 BGP routes.

kernel Configures the rank for routes.

ospf [instance {<1-65535> |
default}]

Configures the rank for IPv4 OSPFv2 routes (for the
specified OSPF Instance).

ospfase [instance {<1-
65535> | default}]

Configures the rank for IPv4 OSPFv2 External routes (for
the specified OSPF Instance).
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Parameter Description

ospf3 [instance {<1-65535>
| default}]

Configures the rank for IPv6 OSPFv3 routes (for the
specified OSPF Instance).

ospf3ase [instance {<1-
65535> | default}]

Configures the rank for IPv6 OSPFv3 External routes (for
the specified OSPF Instance).

rip Configures the rank for IPv4 RIP routes.

ripng Configures the rank for IPv6 RIPng routes.

rank <1-255> Configures the rank of the specified protocol to the
specified number.
The lower the number, the more preferred the route.

rank default Configures the default rank of the specified protocol.
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Wait for Clustering
Important:

n In ClusterXL clusters, you must enable this setting.
This setting is mutually exclusive with the "Active-ActiveMode for Routing
Daemon" on page 432.

n In VRRPClusters, you must disable this setting.
n Changing the setting of this option restarts the routing daemon, which causes

traffic outage.
n In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

In a clustering environment, theWait for Clustering setting has this effect:

Gaia
Portal

Gaia
Clish Behavior of the Routing Daemon

Selected on Does not start the routing protocols, if the cluster state is "Down".
Starts the routing protocols after the cluster state changes to "Up".

Cleared off Ignores the state of the cluster.
The state of the routing protocols does not depend on the state of the
cluster.
This is the default.

Configuring "Wait for Clustering" in Gaia Portal

To enable this option in Gaia Portal:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. In the Advanced Routing Options section, selectWait for Clustering.

3. In the Routing Options section (at the top), click Apply.

To disable this option in Gaia Portal:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. In the Advanced Routing Options section, clearWait for Clustering.

3. In the Routing Options section (at the top), click Apply.
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Configuring "Wait for Clustering" in Gaia Clish

To enable this option in Gaia Clish:

1. Enable this option:

set router-options wait-for-clustering on

2. Save the configuration:

save config

To disable this option in Gaia Clish:

1. Enable this option:

set router-options wait-for-clustering off

2. Save the configuration:

save config
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Auto Restore of Interface Routes
An interface route may be automatically deleted in error from the router kernel when it becomes reachable
from another interface.

The Gaia Clish command "show route shows the route, but the Expert mode command "ip route"
does not show the route.

A scenario, where this can happen, is when the same route is learned through OSPF and through BGP.

You can configure Gaia to avoid losing the interface routes. By default, this behavior is disabled.

Note - If the interface route was deleted, and the option was disabled at that time, then
bring down the applicable interface and then bring up the interface. You can change
the state of the interface in Gaia Portal, Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

Configuring "Auto Restore of Interface Routes" in Gaia
Portal

To enable this option in Gaia Portal:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. In the Advanced Routing Options section, select Auto Restore of Iface Routes.

3. In the Routing Options section (at the top), click Apply.

To disable this option in Gaia Portal:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. In the Advanced Routing Options section, clear Auto Restore of Iface Routes.

3. In the Routing Options section (at the top), click Apply.
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Configuring "Auto Restore of Interface Routes" in Gaia Clish

To enable this option in Gaia Clish:

1. Enable this option:

set router-options auto-restore-iface-routes on

2. Save the configuration:

save config

3. Examine the configuration:

show router-options

Examine the rowAuto Restore Iface Routes.

To disable this option in Gaia Clish:

1. Enable this option:

set router-options auto-restore-iface-routes off

2. Save the configuration:

save config

3. Examine the configuration:

show router-options

Examine the rowAuto Restore Iface Routes.
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Multithreading
You can configure Gaia to run the Routing Daemon in multithreaded mode.

This increases the responsiveness of monitoring operations during heavy traffic load.

Important:

n In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.
n Changing the setting of this option restarts the routing daemon, which causes traffic

outage.

Configuring "Multithreading" in Gaia Portal

To enable this option in Gaia Portal:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. In the Advanced Routing Options section, selectMultithreading.

3. In the Routing Options section (at the top), click Apply.

To disable this option in Gaia Portal:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. In the Advanced Routing Options section, clearMultithreading.

3. In the Routing Options section (at the top), click Apply.
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Configuring "Multithreading" in Gaia Clish

To enable this option in Gaia Clish:

1. Enable this option:

set router-options multithreading on

2. Save the configuration:

save config

3. Examine the configuration:

show router-options

Examine the rowMultithreading.

To disable this option in Gaia Clish:

1. Enable this option:

set router-options multithreading off

2. Save the configuration:

save config

3. Examine the configuration:

show router-options

Examine the rowMultithreading.
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Active-Active Mode for Routing Daemon
Important:

n In VRRPClusters, you must enable this setting.
n In ClusterXL clusters, you must disable this setting.
n Changing the setting of this option does not restart the routing

daemon.
n In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the

same way.

This option is designed exclusively for VRRPCluster on Gaia.

When this option is enabled, the routing daemon behaves as if it is operating on a single Security Gateway.

The routing daemon uses the physical IP addresses of the VRRPCluster Members for routing updates,
and ignores all the state of ClusterXL and of Firewall.

Only these features are supported:

n Routing (both IPv4 and IPv6): Static Routes, OSPF, and BGP.

n Security: Firewall Software Blade (for symmetric connections only - where the same VRRPCluster
Member processes the entire connection).

Configuring "Active-Active Mode" in Gaia Portal

To enable this option in Gaia Portal:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. In the Advanced Routing Options section, selectMultithreading.

3. In the Routing Options section (at the top), click Apply.

To disable this option in Gaia Portal:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. In the Advanced Routing Options section, clearMultithreading.

3. In the Routing Options section (at the top), click Apply.
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Configuring "Active-Active Mode" in Gaia Clish

To enable this option in Gaia Clish:

1. Enable this option:

set router-options active-active-mode on

2. Save the configuration:

save config

3. Examine the configuration:

show router-options

Examine the rowActive-Active Mode.

To disable this option in Gaia Clish:

1. Enable this option:

set router-options active-active-mode off

2. Save the configuration:

save config

3. Examine the configuration:

show router-options

Examine the rowActive-Active Mode.
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Routing Process Message Logging Options
By default, Gaia writes the RouteD syslog messages (for example, OSPF or BGP errors) to the
/var/log/messages file.

You can configure Gaia to write the RouteD syslog messages to the /var/log/routed_messages file
instead.

This configuration does not require restart of the RouteD daemon, or reboot.

For more information, see sk116436.

Important - In Cluster, you should configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

To configure the redirection in the Gaia Portal

Step Description

1 From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing >Routing Options.

2 In the Routing Process Message Logging Options section, select Log Routed Separately.

3 In theMaximum File Size field, enter the size (in megabytes) for each log file.
The default is 1 MB.
When this maximum size is reached, the current /var/log/routed_messages file is
rotated, and the new /var/log/routed_messages file is created.

4 In theMaximum Number of Files field, enter the maximal number of log files to keep.
The default is 10 log files:

n /var/log/routed_messages
n /var/log/routed_messages.0
n /var/log/routed_messages.1
n ...
n /var/log/routed_messages.9

If the maximum number of files is reached, the oldest file is deleted, and the existing files are
rotated.
Files are named with a number suffix - the greater the suffix number, the older the file.

5 Click Apply.

http://supportcontent.checkpoint.com/solutions?id=sk116436
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To configure the redirection in Gaia Clish

Step Description

1 Connect to the command line on Gaia.

2 Log in to Gaia Clish.

3 Enable separate logging of RouteDmessages:

set routedsyslog on

4 Configure the size (in megabytes) for each log file:

set routedsyslog size <Number of MB between 1 and 2047>

The default is 1 MB.
When this maximum size is reached, the current /var/log/routed_messages file is
rotated, and the new /var/log/routed_messages file is created.

5 Configure the maximal number of log files to keep:

set routedsyslog maxnum <Number of Files between 1 and
4294967295>

The default is 10 log files:

n /var/log/routed_messages
n /var/log/routed_messages.0
n /var/log/routed_messages.1
n ...
n /var/log/routed_messages.9

If the maximum number of files is reached, the oldest file is deleted, and the existing files are
rotated.
Files are named with a number suffix - the greater the suffix number, the older the file.

6 Save the configuration:

save config
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To examine the configuration in CLI

You can examine the configuration in either Gaia Clish, or the Expert mode.

She
ll Command Expected output

Gai
a
Clis
h

show
configurat
ion
routedsysl
og

n If default values were used for "maxnum" and "size":

set routedsyslog on

n If custom values were configured for "maxnum" and "size":

set routedsyslog on
set routedsyslog maxnum <Configured_Value>
set routedsyslog size <Configured_Value>

Exp
ert
mo
de

grep
routedsysl
og
/config/ac
tive

n If default values were used for "maxnum" and "size":

routed:instance:default:routedsyslog t

n If custom values were configured for "maxnum" and "size":

routed:instance:default:routedsyslog t
routed:instance:default:routedsyslog:size
<Configured_Value>
routed:instance:default:routedsyslog:files
<Configured_Value>
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Trace Options
In This Section:

Configuring Trace Options in Gaia Portal 438

Configuring Trace Options in Gaia Clish 439

Description of Trace Options 441

The routing system can optionally log information about errors and events.

Logging is configured for each protocol or globally.

Logging is not generally enabled during normal operations, because it can decrease performance.

Log messages are saved in the /var/log/routed.log.* files.

For detailed example instructions, see these procedures:

n sk84520: How to debugOSPF and RouteD daemon onGaia

n sk101399: How to debug BGP andRouteD daemon onGaia

n sk92598: How to debug PIM andMulticast on Gaia

http://supportcontent.checkpoint.com/solutions?id=sk84520
http://supportcontent.checkpoint.com/solutions?id=sk101399
http://supportcontent.checkpoint.com/solutions?id=sk92598
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Configuring Trace Options in Gaia Portal
To configure the trace options

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. Click the Configuration tab.

3. In the Trace Options section, configure:

n Maximum Trace File Size - Enter a value between 1 to 2047 MB (the default is 1 MB).

Note - When the active file reaches this size, Gaia rotates it - renames
the active file to /var/log/routed.log.<N> and creates a new
active file. The cycle repeats until the total number of these log files
reaches the configured number.

n Number of Trace Files - Enter a number between 1 to 4294967295 (the default is 10).
The is the total number of the log files /var/log/routed.log.* to keep. When the
total number of these log files reaches the configured number, Gaia deletes the oldest file.

n Filter Visible Tables Below - Select which trace tables to show below. By default, Gaia
Portal shows all available tables (Show All).

n For each applicable set of trace options:

a. In the applicable trace table, select the applicable options.

To select multiple options, press and hold down the Shift key while you click the
options.

b. Above the trace table, click Add.

The trace table shows Enabled for the selected options.

Important:
l In the trace tableGlobal, you can enable the tracing of a specific
routing option for all protocols. For example, enable the tracing
ofCluster option.

l In the trace tableGlobal, you can enable the tracing of all
routing options for all protocols. Select the option All.

4. In the Routing Options section (at the top), click Apply.

To monitor the trace logs

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Options.

2. In the top right corner, click theMonitoring tab.

3. In the Trace File field, select the /var/log/routed.log file.

4. In the Number of lines field, enter the applicable number of lines to show.

Range: 5-100

Default: 40

5. ClickGet Tail.
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Configuring Trace Options in Gaia Clish
To configure the trace options

1. Configure the size (in Megabytes) of the active log file:

set tracefile size {<1-2047> | default}

2. Configure the maximal number of log files to keep:

set tracefile maxnum {<1-4294967295> | default}

3. Configure the applicable trace options:

set trace
      bfd <Trace Option> {off | on}
      bgp <Trace Option> {off | on}
      bootp <Trace Option> {off | on}
      cluster <Trace Option> {off | on}
      dhcp6relay <Trace Option> {off | on}
      global <Trace Option> {off | on}
      icmp <Trace Option> {off | on}
      igmp <Trace Option> {off | on}
      ip-reachability-detection <Trace Option> {off | on}
      iphelper <Trace Option> {off | on}
      kernel <Trace Option> {off | on}
      mfc <Trace Option> {off | on}
      ospf <Trace Option> {off | on}
      ospf3 <Trace Option> {off | on}
      pbr <Trace Option> {off | on}
      pim <Trace Option> {off | on}
      rip <Trace Option> {off | on}
      ripng <Trace Option> {off | on}
      router-discovery <Trace Option> {off | on}
      router-discovery6 <Trace Option> {off | on}
      static-route <Trace Option> {off | on}
      vrrp <Trace Option> {off | on}
      vrrp6 <Trace Option> {off | on}

Note - To configure several trace options in the specified category, you must
run the command once for every trace option in the specified category.
For example:
set trace ospf hello on
set trace ospf lsa on

4. Save the configuration:

save config
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Parameters

Parameter Description

size {<1-2047> |
default}

Configures the size (in Megabytes) of the /var/log/routed.log log
file.
When the active file reaches this size, Gaia rotates it - renames the active
file to /var/log/routed.log.<N> and creates a new active file.
Default: 1 MB

maxnum {<1-
4294967295> |
default}

Configures the total number of the log files /var/log/routed.log.*
to keep.
When the total number of these log files reaches the configured number,
Gaia deletes the oldest file.
Default: 10

<Trace Option>
{off | on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the specific trace option in the specified
category.
To configure all available options in the specified category, enter all.

global <Trace
Option> {off |
on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the specific trace option in all categories.
To configure all available options in all categories, enter all.
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Description of Trace Options
List of options

Trace Option Description

ack Trace the Link State acknowledgment packets in this category.

address Trace the IP address messages in this category.

adv Trace the allocation of and freeing of policy blocks in this category.

advertise Trace the "Advertise" messages in this category.

alerts Trace the alert callback events in this category.

all Trace all the routing events in this category.

assert Trace the "Assert" messages in this category.

auth Trace the authentication messages in this category.

bootstrap Trace the bootstrap messages in this category.

cache Trace the cache maintenance log details:

n addition or deletion of orphan entries (entries with no route to source)
n addition or deletion of normal entries
n cache state aging and refresh entries

cluster Trace the cluster-specific events in this category.

crp Trace the Candidate Rendezvous Point advertisements in this category.

dd Trace the database description packets in this category.

dr Trace the designated router packets in this category.

error Trace the ICMP "Error" packets:

n time exceeded
n parameter problem
n unreachable
n source quench

general Trace the events related to "normal" and "route" options in this category.

graft Trace the "Graft" and "Graft Acknowledgment" packets in this category.

group Trace the multicast group "Add", "Delete", "Refresh", and "Accelerated Leave"
events in this category.

hello Trace the "Hello" packets in this category.
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Trace Option Description

iflist Trace the interface list scans in this category.

info Trace the ICMP "Informational" packets:

n mask request/response
n info request/response
n echo request/response
n time stamp request/response

interface Trace the interface-specific messages in this category.

join Trace the "Join"/"Prune" messages in this category.

keepalive Trace the BGP keepalive messages to this peer.
These messages are used to verify peer reachability.

leave Trace the "Leave Group" messages in this category.

lsa Trace the Link State Advertisement packets in this category.

mcastdist Trace the multicast distribution, register encapsulation, and decapsulation
messages in this category.

mfc Trace calls to or from the Multicast Forwarding Cache in this category.

mrt Trace the multicast routing table events in this category.

mtrace Trace the multicast traceroute events in this category.

normal Trace all the normal protocol occurrences.
Abnormal protocol occurrences are always traced.

open Trace the BGP "Open" messages to this peer (used to establish a peer
connection).

packets Trace all packets in this category.

parse Trace the lexical analyzer and parser events in this category.

policy Trace the application of protocol-specified and user-specified policy to imported
and exported routes.

query Trace the multicast group membership "Query" packets (both general and group-
specific) in this category.

refresh

register Trace the "Register" and "Register-Stop" packets in this category.

remnants Trace the kernel routes at the time when the routing daemon starts.
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Trace Option Description

reply Trace all "Reply" packets in this category.

report Trace the multicast group membership "Report" packets in this category.

request Trace all "Request" packets in this category.

resolve Trace the resolve requests in this category.

response Trace all "Response" packets in this category.

route Trace the routing table changes in this category.

router-
discovery

Trace the "Router Discovery" packets in this category.

routes Trace operations on routes - add, delete, change.

rp Trace Rendezvous Point -specific events, including RP "set-specific" and
"bootstrap-specific" events.

rule Trace the rule messages in this category.

spf Trace the shortest-path-first (SPF) calculation events in this category.

state Trace the state machine transitions in the protocols in this category.

table Trace the table messages in this category.

task Trace the system interface and processing events in this category.

timer Trace the timer usage events in this category.

trap Trace the trap packets in this category.

update OSPF - Trace the Link State update packets.
BGP - Trace the "Update" messages to this peer (used to pass network
reachability information).

wrongif Trace the kernel multicast incoming physical interface and register violation
notifications in this category.
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Router Discovery
The ICMPRouter Discovery protocol is an IETF standard protocol that allows hosts running an ICMP
router discovery client to learn dynamically about the presence of a viable default router on a LAN.

It is intended to be used instead of having hostswiretap routing protocols such as RIP.

It is used in place of, or in addition to, statically configured default routes in hosts.

Note - Only the server portion of the Router Discovery Protocol is supported.

Gaia implements only the ICMP router discovery server portion, which means that a Check Point router
can advertise itself as a candidate default router, but it will not adopt a default router using the router
discovery protocol.

The ICMPRouter Discovery Service provides a mechanism for hosts attached to a multicast or broadcast
network to discover the IP addresses of their neighboring routers.

This section describes how you can configure a router to advertise its addresses by using ICMPRouter
Discovery.

How Router Discovery Works

The router discovery server runs on routers and announces their existence to hosts. It does this by
periodically multicasting or broadcasting a router advertisement to each interface on which it is enabled.
These advertisements contain a list of all the router addresses on a given interface and their preference for
use as a default router.

Initially, these router advertisements occur every few seconds. They then fall back to every fewminutes. In
addition, a host can send a router solicitation, to which the router responds with a unicast router
advertisement. However, if a multicast or broadcast advertisement is due in a moment, the router does not
respond with a unicast advertisement.

Each router advertisement contains an advertisement lifetime field indicating the length of time that the
advertised addresses are valid. This lifetime is configured such that another router advertisement is sent
before the lifetime expires. A lifetime of zero (0) indicates that one or more addresses are no longer valid.

On systems that support IPmulticasting, the router advertisements are sent by default to the all-hosts
multicast address 224.0.0.1. However, you can specify the use of broadcast. All IP addresses configured
on the physical interface are included in the router advertisement when:

n Router advertisements are sent to the all-hosts multicast address,

or

n An interface is configured for the limited-broadcast address 255.255.255.255.

When the router advertisements are sent to a net or subnet broadcast, only the address associated with
that net or subnet is included.
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Configuring Router Discovery in Gaia Portal

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

To enable router discovery services:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Router Discovery.

2. In the Router Discovery section, click Add.

3. In the Interface field, select the interface, on which to enable Router Discovery.

4. Optional: In theMin. Advertise Interval field, configure the applicable value.

Description

Configures the minimum time between sending ICMPRouter Discovery advertisements on the
interface.

This value cannot be larger than the configuredMax. Advertise Interval.

Range: 3-1799 seconds

Default: 0.75 * (Value ofMax. Advertise Interval) seconds

5. Optional: In theMax. Advertise Interval field, configure the applicable value.

Description

Configures the maximum time between sending ICMPRouter Discovery advertisements on the
interface.

This value cannot be less than the configuredMin. Advertise Interval.

Range: 4-1800 seconds

Default: 600 seconds

6. Optional: In the Advertisement Lifetime field, configure the applicable value.

Description

Configures how long an advertised address remains valid in the absence of an update message.

This value must not be less than the configuredMax. Advertise Interval.

The configured value is placed in the "Lifetime" field of Route Advertisement messages sent on
this interface.

Range: 5-9000 seconds

Default: 3 * (Value ofMax. Advertise Interval) seconds

7. Optional: In the Advertise Addresses section, configure how to advertise the IP addresses on this
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interface.

Description
a. Select the IP address and click Edit.

b. The Advertise option controls whether to enable or disable the advertising of the
configured IP address for this interface.

c. The Eligibility option controls whether to use the configured IP address as a default IP
address.

Range: Eligible (use the configured IP address as a default IP address), or Ineligible (do
not use the configured IP address as a default IP address)

Default: Eligible

d. The Preference value controls the preference of the address as a default router IP
address, relative to other router IP addresses on the same subnet.

Higher numeric values indicate greater preference.

Range: 0-2147483647

Default: 0

For more information, see the PreferenceLevel in RFC 1256.

e. ClickOK.

8. Click Save.

To disable router discovery service on an interface:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Router Discovery.

2. In the Router Discovery section, select the interface.

3. ClickDelete.

Note - There is no prompt to confirm.

4. Click Save.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+1256
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Configuring Router Discovery in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

n To see the available "set" commands for Router Discovery, enter in Gaia Clish:

set rdisc[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available "show" commands for Router Discovery, enter in Gaia Clish:

show rdisc[Esc][Esc]

Syntax

set rdisc interface <Name of Interface>
{off | on}

      adv-lifetime {<Lifetime> | default}
      advertise <IP Address>

{off | on}
            preference {<0-2147483647> | ineligible}
      max-adv-interval {<4-1800> | default}
      min-adv-interval {<3-1799> | default}

Parameters

Parameter Description

{off | on} Disables (off) or enables (on) the ICMPRouter Discovery on the
interface.

adv-lifetime
{<Lifetime > |
default}

Optional.
Configures how long an advertised address remains valid in the
absence of an update message.
This value must not be less than the configured max-adv-
interval.
The configured value is placed in the "Lifetime" field of Route
Advertisement messages sent on this interface.
Range: 5-9000 seconds
Default: 3 x (Value of max-adv-interval) seconds
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Parameter Description

advertise <IP
Address>

Specifies whether this interface IP address should be advertised in
ICMPRouter Discovery advertisement messages.
The specified IP address must be a valid interface IP address for
the interface.

Notes:

n If you change the IP address assigned to this
interface, you must use this command to update
the ICMPRouter Discovery configuration on the
interface. Otherwise, ICMPRouter Discovery is
disabled for the interface.

n You must configure at least one valid interface IP
address. Otherwise, ICMPRouter Discovery is
disabled for the interface.

n By default, all IPv4 addresses associated with the
interface are advertised.

advertise <IP
Address> {off | on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the advertising of the specified IP
address for the interface.

preference {<0-
2147483647> |
ineligible}

Optional.
Configures the preference of the address as a default router IP
address, relative to other router IP addresses on the same subnet.
Higher numeric values indicate greater preference.
Range: 0-2147483647, or ineligible (indicates that the IP address
should not be used as a default IP address)
Default: 0
For more information, see the PreferenceLevel in RFC 1256.

max-adv-interval
{<4-1800> | default}

Optional.
Configures the maximum time between sending ICMPRouter
Discovery advertisements on the interface.
This value cannot be less than the configured min-adv-
interval.
Range: 4-1800 seconds
Default: 600 seconds

min-adv-interval
{<3-1799> | default}

Optional.
Configures the minimum time between sending ICMPRouter
Discovery advertisements on the interface.
This value cannot be larger than the configured max-adv-
interval.
Range: 3-1799 seconds
Default: 0.75 x (Value of max-adv-interval) seconds

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+1256
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Monitoring Router Discovery

Monitoring Router Discovery in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Router Discovery.

2. In the top right corner, clickMonitoring.

Note - The page is static. To see the latest values, clickReload.

Monitoring Router Discovery in Gaia Clish

show rdisc[Esc][Esc]

Troubleshooting Router Discovery

See "TraceOptions" on page 437.
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IPv6 Router Discovery
ICMPv6 Router Discovery Protocol is an IETF standard protocol.

It lets hosts running an ICMPv6 router discovery client:

n Dynamically find other IPv6 nodes.

n Find available routers and Domain Name System (DNS) servers.

n Learn prefixes and configuration parameters related to address configuration.

n Autoconfigure addresses and make relationships between link layer addresses and IPv6 addresses
of other nodes.

n Find out if a neighbor is reachable and maintaining paths to other active neighbor nodes.

n Find duplicated addresses.

Gaia acts as an ICMPv6 router discovery server. It can advertise itself as a candidate default router, but it
will not make a router its default router using the IPv6 Router Discovery protocol.

Important - IPv6 Router Discovery and ClusterXL cannot be enabled at the same time.
We recommend the VRRP clustering solution with IPv6 Router Discovery.

IPv6 Router Discovery and VRRP

To support VRRP for IPv6 interfaces, only the router in a VRRPMaster state sends router discovery
advertisements.

The VRRPMaster sends the advertisements with the Virtual IP address as the source address and the
Virtual MAC address as the MAC address.

Routers in VRRPBackup state do not send router discovery advertisements.

When VRRP failover occurs, the new VRRPMaster begins to send out router discovery advertisements.
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Configuring IPv6 Discovery in Gaia Portal

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

To enable router discovery services:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IPv6 Router Discovery.

2. In the Router Discovery section, click Add.

3. In the Interface field, select the interface, on which to enable Router Discovery.

4. Optional: In theMin. Advertise Interval field, configure the applicable value.

Description

Configures the minimum time allowed between sending unsolicited multicast ICMPv6 Router
Advertisements on this interface.

Unsolicited Router Advertisements are not strictly periodic.

The interval between two advertisements is randomized to decrease the probability of
synchronization with the advertisements from other routers on the same links.

When an unsolicited advertisement is sent, the timer is reset to a random value between theMin.
Advertise Interval and theMax. Advertise Interval.

Range: 3-1799 seconds

Default: (Value ofMax. Advertise Interval) / 3 seconds

5. Optional: In theMax. Advertise Interval field, configure the applicable value.

Description

Configures the maximum time allowed between sending unsolicited multicast ICMPv6 Router
Advertisements on this interface.

Unsolicited Router Advertisements are not strictly periodic.

The interval between two advertisements is randomized to decrease the probability of
synchronization with the advertisements from other routers on the same links.

When an unsolicited advertisement is sent, the timer is reset to a random value between theMin.
Advertise Interval and theMax. Advertise Interval.

Range: 4-1800 seconds

Default: 600 seconds

6. Optional: In the Advertisement Lifetime field, configure the applicable value.

Description

Configures how long from receipt of a Router Advertisement message that a host considers this
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router to be valid.

If the router lifetime expires with no refreshing Router Advertisement, the host stops using this
router.

The value is placed in the Router Lifetime field of the Router Advertisement message.

A value of 0 means that the router is not used as a default router.

Range: fromMax. Advertise Interval to 9000 seconds, or 0 seconds

Default: 3 * (Value ofMax. Advertise Interval) seconds

7. Optional: In the Reachable Timer field, configure the applicable value.

Description

Configures how long a node assumes a neighbor is reachable after having received a
reachability confirmation.

This value is used by the Neighbor Unreachability Detection.

The reachable time is placed in the Reachable Time field in the Router Advertisement message.

The value 0 means it is unspecified by this router.

Range: 0-3600000 seconds

Default: 0 seconds

8. Optional: In the Retransmission Timer field, configure the applicable value.

Description

Configures the interval between retransmitted Neighbor Solicitation messages if the node does
not receive a response.

This value is used by address resolution and Neighbor Unreachability Detection.

The retransmit timer is placed in the Retrans Timer field in the Router Advertisement message.

The value 0 means it is unspecified by this router.

Range: 0-2147483647 seconds

Default: 0 seconds

9. Optional: In the Hop Limit field, configure the applicable value.

Description

Configures the Cur Hop Limit field of the Router Advertisement message.

This value is used by neighboring nodes as the Hop Count field of the IP header in outgoing IP
packets.

The value of 0 means it is unspecified by this router.

Range: 0-255

Default: 64

10. Optional: TheManaged Config option controls whether to perform stateful IP address
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autoconfiguration.

Description

Specifies whether to obtain global IPv6 addresses through DHCPv6 (as opposed to stateless
address autoconfiguration provided by ICMPv6 Router Discovery).

This option is placed in theManaged address configuration flag in the Router Advertisement
message.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared

11. Optional: TheOther Config Flag option controls whether to perform stateful autoconfiguration to
obtain other configuration information besides IP addresses.

Description

Stateful autoconfiguration is provided by DHCPv6, as opposed to stateless autoconfiguration
provided by ICMPv6 Router Discovery.

Examples of such information include information related to DNS, or information on other servers
within the network.

This option is placed in theOther configuration flag in the Router Advertisement message.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared

12. Optional: The Send MTU option controls whether to include MTU options.

Description

If this option is enabled, Router Advertisement messages (sent to neighboring nodes) include
MTU options.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared

13. Optional: In the Advertise Addresses section, configure how to advertise the IP addresses on this
interface.

Description
a. Select the IP address and click Edit.

b. The Enable On-Link option controls whether this IPv6 address prefix is available on the
link.

This is necessary because it is possible to have multiple prefix combinations on the same
subnet in IPv6.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default: Selected
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c. The Enable Autonomous Address Configuration: option controls whether the given
address prefix can be used by ICMPv6 Router Discovery clients for autonomous address
configuration.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default: Selected

d. The Valid Lifetime option controls how long the specified prefix is valid for on-link
determination.

This value is placed in the Valid Lifetime field in the Prefix Information option.

This value must not be less than the configured Preferred Lifetime.

The designated value of 4294967295 represents infinity.

Range: 0-4294967295 seconds

Default: 2592000 seconds (30 days)

e. The Preferred Lifetime value controls the preferred lifetime of the specified IPv6 address
prefix.

This value is placed in the Preferred Lifetime field in the Prefix Information option in Router
Advertisements.

It conveys how long IPv6 addresses generated from the specified IPv6 address prefix
through stateless address autoconfiguration should stay preferred. (Stateless address
autoconfiguration is the mechanism used by ICMPv6 Router Discovery protocol, as
opposed to stateful address autoconfiguration provided by DHCPv6.) That means the
node can use the IPv6 address in existing connections, but it is not valid for new
connections.

This value must not be greater than the configured Valid Lifetime.

For more information, see RFC 4862.

The designated value of 4294967295 represents infinity.

Range: 0-4294967295 seconds

Default: 604800 seconds (7 days)

f. ClickOK.

14. Optional: In the Advertise DNS Information section, configure options for recursive DNS server
advertising and for DNS domain hostname advertising.

To configure options for recursive DNS server advertising
a. Click Add and select Server.

b. In the DNS field, enter the applicable IPv6 network address.

c. In the DNS Lifetime field, configure how long hosts should store this recursive DNS
server.

Range: from (Max. Advertise Interval) to (2 xMax. Advertise Interval) seconds

Default: 1.5 *Max. Advertise Interval seconds

d. ClickOK.

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+4862
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To configure options for recursive DNS domain hostname advertising
a. Click Add and selectHostname.

b. In the DNS field, enter the applicable fully qualified DNS hostname.

c. In the DNS Lifetime field, configure how long hosts should store this DNS hostname.

Range: from (Max. Advertise Interval) to (2 xMax. Advertise Interval) seconds

Default: 1.5 *Max. Advertise Interval seconds

d. ClickOK.

Note - If you add or edit a DNS entry to have the same value as an existing entry,
the new configuration overwrites the existing entry.

15. Click Save.
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Configuring IPv6 Discovery in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

n To see the available "set" commands for IPv6 Discovery, enter in Gaia Clish:

set ipv6 rdisc6[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available "show" commands for IPv6 Discovery, enter in Gaia Clish:

show ipv6 rdisc6[Esc][Esc]

Syntax

set ipv6 rdisc6 interface <Name of Interface>
      address <IPv6 address>
            autonomous {off | on}
            default
            on-link {off | on}
            prefix-pref-lifetime {<0-4294967295> | default}
            prefix-valid-lifetime {<0-4294967295> | default}
      dnshost <FQDN>

{off | on}
            dnshost-lifetime {<0-2147483647> | default}
      dnsserver <IPv6 Network Address>

{off | on}
            dnsserver-lifetime {<0-2147483647> | default}
      hop-limit {<0-255> | default}
      managed-config {off | on}
      max-adv-interval {<4-1800> | default}
      min-adv-interval {<3-1799> | default}

{off | on}
      other-config {off | on}
      reachable-time {<0-3600000> | default}
      retransmit-timer {<0-2147483647> | default}
      router-lifetime {<0-2147483647> | default}
      send-mtu {off | on}

Parameters

Parameter Description

interface
<Name of
Interface>

Specifies the name of the interface, on which to run IPv6 Router Discovery.
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Parameter Description

interface
<Name of
Interface>
{off | on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the ICMPv6 Router Discovery on the specified
interface.
Range: off, or on
Default: on

address
<IPv6
address>

Optional.
Configures the IPv6 address prefix, for which to configure advertisement
options.

address
<IPv6
address>
autonomous
{off | on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the use of the specified address prefix by
ICMPv6 Router Discovery clients for autonomous address configuration.
Range: off, or on
Default: on

address
<IPv6
address>
default

Resets IPv6 Router Discovery configuration for the specified address to default.
This can be useful when interface addresses have changed, because it removes
all configuration for the specified address from the database.

address
<IPv6
address>
on-link
{off | on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the specified IPv6 address prefix on the link.
Range: off, or on
Default: on

address
<IPv6
address>
prefix-
pref-
lifetime
{<0-
4294967295>
| default}

Configures the preferred lifetime of the specified IPv6 address prefix.
This value is placed in the Preferred Lifetime field in the Prefix Information
option in Router Advertisements.
It conveys how long IPv6 addresses generated from the specified IPv6 address
prefix through stateless address autoconfiguration should stay preferred.
(Stateless address autoconfiguration is the mechanism used by ICMPv6 Router
Discovery protocol, as opposed to stateful address autoconfiguration provided
by DHCPv6.) That means the node can use the IPv6 address in existing
connections, but it is not valid for new connections.
This value must not be greater than the configured prefix-valid-
lifetime.
For more information, see RFC 4862.
The designated value of 4294967295 represents infinity.
Range: 0-4294967295 seconds
Default: 604800 seconds (7 days)

https://www.rfc-editor.org/search/rfc_search_detail.php?rfc=RFC+4862
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Parameter Description

address
<IPv6
address>
prefix-
valid-
lifetime
{<0-
4294967295>
| default}

Configures the lifetime of the specified IPv6 address prefix for on-link
determination.
This value is placed in the Valid Lifetime field in the Prefix Information option.
This value must not be less than the configured prefix-pref-lifetime.
The designated value of 4294967295 represents infinity.
Range: 0-4294967295 seconds
Default: 2592000 seconds (30 days)

dnshost
<FQDN> {off
| on}

Optional.
Disables (off) or enables (on) the recursive DNS domain hostname
advertising.
<FQDN> is the applicable fully qualified DNS hostname.
When disabled, this configuration is removed from the database.

dnshost
<FQDN>
dnshost-
lifetime
{<0-
2147483647>
| default}

Configures how long hosts should store the configured recursive DNS domain
hostname.
Range: from (max-adv-interval) to (2 x max-adv-interval) seconds
Default: 1.5 *max-adv-interval seconds

dnsserver
<IPv6
Network
Address> 
{off | on}

Optional.
Disables (off) or enables (on) the recursive DNS server advertising.
When disabled, its lifetime configuration is removed from the database.

dnsserver
<IPv6
address>
dnsserver-
lifetime
{<0-
2147483647>
| default}

Configures how long hosts should store the configured recursive DNS server.
Range: from (max-adv-interval) to (2 x max-adv-interval) seconds
Default: 1.5 *max-adv-interval seconds

hop-limit
{<0-255> |
default}

Optional.
Configures the Cur Hop Limit field of the Router Advertisement message.
This value is used by neighboring nodes as the Hop Count field of the IP header
in outgoing IP packets.
The value of 0 means it is unspecified by this router.
Range: 0-255
Default: 64
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Parameter Description

managed-
config {off
| on}

Optional.
Disables (off) or enables (on) the stateful IP address autoconfiguration.
Specifies whether to obtain global IPv6 addresses through DHCPv6 (as
opposed to stateless address autoconfiguration provided by ICMPv6 Router
Discovery).
This option is placed in theManaged address configuration flag in the Router
Advertisement message.
Range: Selected, or Cleared
Default:Cleared

max-adv-
interval
{<4-1800> |
default}

Optional.
Configures the maximum time allowed between sending unsolicited multicast
ICMPv6 Router Advertisements on this interface.
Unsolicited Router Advertisements are not strictly periodic.
The interval between two advertisements is randomized to decrease the
probability of synchronization with the advertisements from other routers on the
same links.
When an unsolicited advertisement is sent, the timer is reset to a random value
between the min-adv-interval and the max-adv-interval.
Range: 4-1800 seconds
Default: 600 seconds

min-adv-
interval
{<3-1800> |
default}

Optional.
Configures the minimum time allowed between sending unsolicited multicast
ICMPv6 Router Advertisements on this interface.
Unsolicited Router Advertisements are not strictly periodic.
The interval between two advertisements is randomized to decrease the
probability of synchronization with the advertisements from other routers on the
same links.
When an unsolicited advertisement is sent, the timer is reset to a random value
between the min-adv-interval and the max-adv-interval.
Range: 3-1799 seconds
Default: (Value of max-adv-interval) / 3 seconds

other-
config {off
| on}

Optional.
Disables (off) or enables (on) the stateful autoconfiguration to obtain other
configuration information besides IP addresses.
Stateful autoconfiguration is provided by DHCPv6, as opposed to stateless
autoconfiguration provided by ICMPv6 Router Discovery.
Examples of such information include information related to DNS, or information
on other servers within the network.
This option is placed in theOther configuration flag in the Router Advertisement
message.
Range: off, or on
Default: off
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Parameter Description

reachable-
time {<0-
3600000> |
default}

Optional.
Configures how long a node assumes a neighbor is reachable after having
received a reachability confirmation.
This value is used by the Neighbor Unreachability Detection.
The reachable time is placed in the Reachable Time field in the Router
Advertisement message.
The value 0 means it is unspecified by this router.
Range: 0-3600000 seconds
Default: 0 seconds

retransmit-
timer {<0-
2147483647>
| default}

Optional.
Configures the interval between retransmitted Neighbor Solicitation messages if
the node does not receive a response.
This value is used by address resolution and Neighbor Unreachability Detection.
The retransmit timer is placed in the Retrans Timer field in the Router
Advertisement message.
The value 0 means it is unspecified by this router.
Range: 0-2147483647 seconds
Default: 0 seconds

router-
lifetime
{<0-
2147483647>
| default}

Optional.
Configures how long from receipt of a Router Advertisement message that a
host considers this router to be valid.
If the router lifetime expires with no refreshing Router Advertisement, the host
stops using this router.
The value is placed in the Router Lifetime field of the Router Advertisement
message.
A value of 0 means that the router is not used as a default router.
Range: from max-adv-interval to 9000 seconds, or 0 seconds
Default: 3 * (Value of max-adv-interval) seconds

send-mtu
{off | on}

Optional.
Disables (off) or enables (on) the MTU options in Router Advertisement
messages sent to neighboring nodes.
Range: off, or on
Default: off
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Monitoring IPv6 Router Discovery

Monitoring IPv6 Router Discovery in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > IPv6 Router Discovery.

2. In the top right corner, clickMonitoring.

Note - The page is static. To see the latest values, clickReload.

Monitoring IPv6 Router Discovery in Gaia Clish

show ipv6 rdisc6[Esc][Esc]

Troubleshooting IPv6 Router Discovery

See "TraceOptions" on page 437.
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Policy Based Routing
In addition to dynamic and static routing, you can use Policy Based Routing (PBR) to control traffic. PBR
Policy Rules have priority over static and dynamic routes in the routing table.

When a packet arrives at a Gaia Security Gateway, the Security Gateway goes through the PBRRules in
the order of their set priority, and looks for a match:

n If the match exists, the Security Gateway forwards the packet according to the rule.

n If there is no match in the PBR Policy, the Security Gateway forwards the packet according to static
or dynamic routes in the routing table.

For additional information, see sk100500.

http://supportcontent.checkpoint.com/solutions?id=sk100500
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Configuring Policy Based Routing in Gaia Portal

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

To configure Policy Based Routing (PBR):

1. Configure Action Tables - to configure static routes to destination networks.

2. Configure Policy Rules - to configure the priority and the routing action for each set of matching
criteria.

Adding an Action Table with Static Route

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Policy Based Routing.

2. In the Action Tables section, click Add.

3. Configure the route parameters:

n Table Name - Name of the Policy Table (From 1 to 64 alphanumeric characters. The first
character must be a letter.).

n Table ID - Assigned by the system.

n Default Route - Optional. Controls whether to make this the default route.

Note - If you select this option, the Destination and Subnet mask
fields do not show.

n Destination - Destination IPv4 address

n Subnet mask - Destination IPv4 subnet mask

n Next Hop Type -

l Normal - Accepts and forwards packets

l Reject - Drops packets and sends an ICMPUnreachablemessage to the sender

l Black Hole - Drops packets without a notification to the sender

4. Configure the next hop gateway (for Next Hop Type "Normal").

To configure an IP address as the next hop gateway

a. Click Add Gateway and select IP Address.

b. In theGateway Address field, enter the IPv4 address of the next hop gateway.
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c. In the Priority field, enter the priority of this next hop gateway for this static route in a
PBR table.

Range: 1-8

Default: 1

d. In theMonitored IPs section, select IP addresses, whose reachability Gaia needs to
monitor.

For more information, see "IP Reachability Detection" on page 176.

e. The Force Interface Symmetry option controls whether to ignore IP reachability
reports from IP addresses with asymmetric traffic. ICMPEcho packets must be sent and
received on the same interface to be valid remote monitoring beacon.

Range: Selected, or Cleared

Default:Cleared

f. In theMonitored IP Fail Condition field, select the applicable condition.

n Fail All

Fails the next hop gateway when all monitored IP addresses become
unreachable.

Restores the next hop gateway when any of the monitored IP addresses
becomes reachable.

n Fail Any

Fails the next hop gateway when any of the monitored IP addresses becomes
unreachable.

Restores the next hop gateway when all monitored IP addresses become
reachable.

Range: Fail All, or Fail Any

Default: Fail Any

g. ClickOK.

To configure an interface as the next hop gateway

a. Click Add Gateway and selectNetwork Interfaces.

b. In theGateway Interface field, select the applicable interface.

c. In the Priority field, enter the priority of this next hop gateway for this static route in a
PBR table.

Range: 1-8

Default: 1

d. ClickOK.
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Notes:
n You can configure several next hop gateways.
n Multihop ping for PBR uses ICMPEcho Request to monitor reachability

of an IP address multiple hops away. Multihop ping for PBR updates
the status of an associated PBR nexthop in accordance to the
reachability status. The PBR nexthop status becomes "down", if that IP
address is unreachable.

5. Click Save.

Deleting an Action Table with Static Route

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Policy Based Routing.

2. In the Action Tables section, select the table.

3. ClickDelete.

Note - There is no prompt to confirm.

Adding a Policy Rule

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Policy Based Routing.

2. In the Policy Rules section, click Add.

3. In the Priority field, enter the priority of this rule in a PBR table.

Description

Priority controls the order in which the rules are evaluated for a given network packet.

Evaluation stops at the first matching rule and only the actions for that rule are performed.

Priority 1 is the highest and is evaluated before priority 2, and so on.

Priorities 32766 and 32767 are reserved for the main static routing table.

Rules with priorities greater than 32767 are routed after the main routing table.

Best Practice - Do not use a number greater than 5000.

Range: 1-4294967295

Default:None

4. In the Action section, select the action to apply to the traffic that matches the specified criteria:

n Prohibit - Drop the packet and send a Prohibitmessage to the sender.

n Unreachable - Drop the packet and send an Unreachablemessage to the sender.
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n Table - Forward the packet according to the routes in the selected Action Table with Static
Route.

5. In theMatch section, configure the applicable criteria.

n Interface - Select the interface, on which the traffic arrived at the Security Gateway

n Source -Configure the IPv4 address of the source.

n Subnet mask - Configure the IPv4 subnet mask of the source IPv4 address.

n Destination - Configure the IPv4 address of the destination.

n Subnet mask - Configure the IPv4 subnet mask of the destination IPv4 address

n Service Port - Configure the service port. You can enter a number between 1 and 65535,
or select a predefined port from the drop-down menu. For more information, see IANA
Service Name and Port Number Registry.

n Protocol - Configure the protocol. You can enter a number between 1 and 255, or select a
predefined protocol from the drop-down menu. For more information, see IANA Protocol
Numbers.

6. Click Save.

Deleting a Policy Rule

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Policy Based Routing.

2. In the Policy Rules section, select the rule.

3. ClickDelete.

Note - There is no prompt to confirm.

Configuring Advanced Options

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Policy Based Routing.

2. In the Advanced Options section, the PBRRoute Lookup option controls whether PBR rules
intentionally cause same packets to traverse the Security Gateway more than once.

Requirements:

a. At least one Policy Rule must exist.

b. SecureXL must be enabled (this is the default).

3. Click Apply.

https://www.iana.org/assignments/service-names-port-numbers/service-names-port-numbers.xhtml
https://www.iana.org/assignments/service-names-port-numbers/service-names-port-numbers.xhtml
https://www.iana.org/assignments/protocol-numbers/protocol-numbers.xhtml
https://www.iana.org/assignments/protocol-numbers/protocol-numbers.xhtml
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Configuring Policy Based Routing in Gaia Clish

Important - In Cluster, you must configure all the Cluster Members in the same way.

Important - In VSX, to configure Policy Based Routing on a Virtual System or a Virtual
Router, first you must change the context to that Virtual Device with the "set
virtual-system <VSID>" command.

n To see the available "set" commands for Policy Based Routing, enter in Gaia Clish:

set pbr[Esc][Esc]

n To see the available "show" commands for Policy Based Routing, enter in Gaia Clish:

show pbr[Esc][Esc]

To configure Policy Based Routing (PBR):

1. Configure Action Tables - to configure static routes to destination networks.

2. Configure Policy Rules - to configure the priority and the routing action for each set of matching
criteria.

Configuring an Action Table with Static Route

Syntax

set pbr table <Name of Table>
      off
      static-route {default | <Destination IPv4 Address/Mask>}
            nexthop
                  blackhole
                  gateway address <IPv4 Address>
                        monitored-ip <IPv4 Address> {off | on}
                        monitored-ip-option fail-all
                        monitored-ip-option fail-any
                        monitored-ip-option force-if-symmetry {off |
on}

{off | on}
                        priority <1-8>
                  gateway logical <Name of Interface>

{off | on}
                        priority <1-8>
                  reject
            off
            ping {off | on}
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Parameters

Parameter Description

table <Name of Table> Configures the name of the Policy Based Routing (PBR) Table.
From 1 to 64 alphanumeric characters.
The first character must be a letter.

table <Name of Table>
off

Deletes the Policy Based Routing (PBR) table.

static-route {default |
<Destination IPv4
Address/Mask>}

Configures a static route for the PBR table.
A PBR Policy Table contains a list of static routes and the next
hop(s) for each route.
Multiple tables can be created, where each contains different
static routes and next hops.
A PBR policy table can be associated with a PBR rule, so that
network packets, which match the rule are routed per the static
routes in the given table.

Note - When overlapping static routes exist (e.g.
192.168.0.0/16 and 192.168.1.0/24) in a PBR table,
the most specific static route, which matches the
destination is used to route traffic.

n To make this route the default route, enter:

... static-route default

n To make this a specific route, enter:

... static-route <Destination IPv4
Address/Mask>

static-route {...} off Deletes this Policy Based Routing (PBR) static route from a
PBR table.

static-route {...} ping
{off | on}

Disables (off) or enables (on) the Ping monitoring of the
specified IPv4 static route.
The Ping feature sends ICMPEcho Requests to verify that the
next hop for a PBR static route is working.
Only next hop gateways, which are verified as reachable are
included in the kernel forwarding table.
When this option is enabled, a route is added to the kernel
forwarding table only after at least one next hop gateway is
reachable.
For additional information, see "IP Reachability Detection" on
page 176.
Range: off, or on
Default: off

nexthop blackhole Configures the next hop for a static route to be a blackhole
route.
A blackhole route drops packets without a notification to the
sender.
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Parameter Description

nexthop reject Configures the next hop for a static route to be a reject route.
A reject route drops packets and sends an ICMPUnreachable
message to the sender.

nexthop gateway address
<IPv4 Address>

Configures the IPv4 address of the nexthop gateway.

monitored-ip <IPv4
Address> {off | on}

Removes (off) or adds (on) the IPv4 address, whose
reachability Gaia needs to monitor.
After the "monitored-ip", you must press the Space key and
the Tab key to see the available configured IPv4 addresses.
For more information, see "IP Reachability Detection" on
page 176.

monitored-ip-option
fail-all

Fails the next hop gateway when all monitored IP addresses
become unreachable.
Restores the next hop gateway when any of the monitored IP
addresses becomes reachable.

monitored-ip-option
fail-any

Fails the next hop gateway when any of the monitored IP
addresses becomes unreachable.
Restores the next hop gateway when all monitored IP
addresses become reachable.

monitored-ip-option
force-if-symmetry {off
| on}

Ignores (off) or accepts (on) IP reachability reports from IP
addresses with asymmetric traffic.
ICMPEcho packets must be sent and received on the same
interface to be valid remote monitoring beacon.
Range: off, or on
Default: off

gateway address <IPv4
Address> {off | on}

Deletes (off) or adds (on) the next hop address from a static
route in a Policy Based Routing (PBR) table.

priority <1-8> Configures the priority of this next hop gateway for this static
route in a PBR table.
Range: 1-8
Default: 1

nexthop gateway logical
<Name of Interface>

Configures the name of the interface to use as the next hop
gateway.

nexthop gateway logical
<Name of Interface>
{off | on}

Deletes (off) or adds (on) the next hop interface from a static
route in a Policy Based Routing (PBR) table.

Note - You can add multiple routes to the same table. To do that, run the set pbr
table command with the same table_name.
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Example

Create an Action Table named PBRtable1, with a route to the network 192.0.2.0/24 out of the interface
Ethernet 0 and a route to the network 192.0.3.0/24 through the next-hop gateway with the IP address
192.168.1.1.

set pbr table PBRtable1 static-route 192.0.2.0/24 nexthop gateway
logical eth0 on
set pbr table PBRtable1 static-route 192.0.3.0/24 nexthop gateway
address 192.168.1.1 on
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Configuring a Policy Rule

Syntax

set pbr rule priority <1-4294967295>
      action
            main-table
            prohibit
            table <Name of Table>
            unreachable
      match

[from {<IPv4 Address/Mask Length> | off}]
[to {<IPv4 Address/Mask Length> | off}
[interface {<Name of Interface> | off}
[port {<1-65535> | off}]
[protocol {1 | 6 | 17 | tcp | udp | icmp | off}]

      off

Parameters

Parameter Description

priority <1-4294967295> Configures the priority of this rule in a PBR table.
Priority controls the order in which the rules are
evaluated for a given network packet.
Evaluation stops at the first matching rule and only
the actions for that rule are performed.
Priority 1 is the highest and is evaluated before
priority 2, and so on.
Priorities 32766 and 32767 are reserved for the
main static routing table.
Rules with priorities greater than 32767 are routed
after the main routing table.

Best Practice - Do not use a number
greater than 5000.

Range: 1-4294967295
Default:None
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Parameter Description

action {main-table | prohibit |
table <Name of Table> |
unreachable}

Configures the action to be performed on network
traffic, which matches a Policy Based Routing
(PBR) rule.
Available actions:

n main-table - Uses the static routes in the
main routing table.

n prohibit - Generates an ICMP response
with message "Communication is
administratively prohibited".

n table <Name of Table> - Uses the
static routes in the specified PBR table.

n unreachable - Generates an ICMP
response with message "Network is
unreachable".

Important:

n You can configure only one of
these actions for a PBR rule.

n You must configure the match
condition for a PBR rule before
you configure the action.
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Parameter Description

match ... Configures the traffic matching criteria:

n from {<IPv4 Address/Mask
Length> | off}
Configures the IPv4 address and the subnet
mask of the source.
Value "off" causes the rule to match any
IPv4 address.

n to {<IPv4 Address/Mask Length>
| off}
Configures the IPv4 address and the subnet
mask of the destination.
Value "off" causes the rule to match any
IPv4 address.

n interface {<Name of Interface>
| off}
Configures the name of the incoming
interface.
Value "off" causes the rule to match any
interface.

n port {<1-65535> | off}
Configures the destination port number.
You can configure only one port number for
a PBR rule.
Value "off" causes the rule to match any
port number.
For more information, see IANA Service
Name and Port Number Registry.

n protocol {1 | 6 | 17 | tcp |
udp | icmp | off}
Configures the protocol.
Value "off" causes the rule to match any
protocol type.
To configure a specific protocol other than
the above, use Gaia Portal.
For more information, see IANA Protocol
Numbers.

off Delete the Policy Rule.

Example

Create a Policy Rule that forwards all packets with the destination address 192.0.2.1/32 that arrive on
the interface Ethernet 2 according to the PBR Table PBRtable1, and assign to it the priority of 100.

set pbr rule priority 100 match to 192.0.2.1/32 interface eth2
set pbr rule priority 100 action table PBRtable1

https://www.iana.org/assignments/service-names-port-numbers/service-names-port-numbers.xhtml
https://www.iana.org/assignments/service-names-port-numbers/service-names-port-numbers.xhtml
https://www.iana.org/assignments/protocol-numbers/protocol-numbers.xhtml
https://www.iana.org/assignments/protocol-numbers/protocol-numbers.xhtml
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Configuring Advanced Options

The PBRRoute Lookup option controls whether PBR rules intentionally cause same packets to traverse
the Security Gateway more than once.

Requirements

1. At least one Policy Rule must exist.

2. SecureXL must be enabled (this is the default).

Syntax

set pbrroute sim flag {0 | 1}

Parameters

Parameter Description

0 Disables the PBR Route Lookup.

1 Enables the PBR Route Lookup.
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Monitoring Policy Based Routing

Monitoring Policy Based Routing in Gaia Portal

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Policy Based Routing.

2. In the top right corner, clickMonitoring.

Monitoring Policy Based Routing in Gaia Clish

1. In VSXmode, change the context to the applicable Virtual Device:

set virtual-system <VSID>

2. Show the applicable PBR information:

show pbr tables

show pbr rules

show pbr summary

Monitoring Policy Based Routing in the Expert mode

1. In VSXmode, change the context to the applicable Virtual Device:

vsenv <VSID>

2. Show the applicable PBR information:

ip table show <1-255>

ip route show table <1-255>

ip rule show
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Routing Monitor
Monitoring Routes in Gaia Portal

In Gaia Portal, you can see information about active, inactive or all (both active and inactive) routes on your
Gaia system for OSPF, BGP, and RIP protocols.

To see the routes on the Gaia system:

1. From the left navigation tree, click Advanced Routing > Routing Monitor.

2. Optional: In the Filter Protocols column, select the protocol, whose routes you want to see. (Press
and hold the Shift key while you click on items.)

Monitoring Routes in Gaia Clish

To see the available "show" commands for Routes, enter in Gaia Clish:

show route[Esc][Esc]

Monitoring the Routing Daemon in Gaia Clish

To see the available "show" commands for the Routing Daemon, enter in Gaia Clish:

show routed[Esc][Esc]

Monitoring the Multicast Forwarding Cache in Gaia Clish

To see the available "show" commands for Multicast Forwarding Cache, enter in Gaia Clish:

show mfc[Esc][Esc]
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Regular Expressions and Character
Sets
Regular Expression Syntax
This table shows the Check Point implementation of standard regular expression metacharacters.

Metacharacter Name Description

\ Backslash Escape metacharacters.
Non-printable characters.
Character types.

[ ] Square Brackets Character class definition.

( ) Parenthesis Sub-pattern, to use metacharacters on the enclosed string.

{min[,max]} Curly Brackets Min / Max Quantifier:

n {m} - exactly m occurrences
n {m,n} - from m to m occurrences
n {m,} - at least m occurrences

. Dot Match any character.

? Question Mark Zero or one occurrences of preceding pattern (equals {0,1}).

* Asterisk Zero or more occurrences of preceding pattern.

+ Plus Sign One or more occurrences of preceding pattern (equals {1,}).

| Vertical Bar Alternative.

^ Circumflex Anchor pattern to beginning of buffer (usually a word).

$ Dollar Anchor pattern to end of buffer (usually a word).

- Hyphen Range in character class.

Special Characters in Gaia Clish
For the "?" character, press the CTRL V keys and then press the SHIFT ? keys.

For the "\" character, enter \\.
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